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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines Japan's mobilization of the Korean people during the
Second World War (1937 to 1945). In particular, it focuses on the mobilization of
Koreans as laborers and soldiers. Drawing on archival materials from Korea and Japan,
my work seeks to provide a more nuanced perspective on Japan's colonial enterprise and
the mobilization ofmillions ofKorean men and women during the Pacific War.

My study explores four interconnected themes. First, it argues that military and
labor mobilization laws implemented in Korea were watered-down versions of laws used
in Japan. The alteration of these laws hints that Japan endeavored to not overly
antagonize the Korean populace. Second, the Korean people retained and exhibited
agency. The Government-general was unable to force absolute compliance by all
Koreans. The government was confronted with evasion, desertion, and other everyday
resistance.

Third, Japan was unable to impose its will upon the Korean people in an
unabridged manner. There existed cracks in the hegemony of the colonial regime the
Korean people exploited to their benefit. Hundreds ofthousands ofKoreans evaded
mobilization, deserted workplaces and military units, and participated in other activities
that ran counter to the regime's policies. Furthermore, certain prewar policies hindered
the mobilization ofKorea. For example, too few Koreans spoke Japanese and the family
registries were incomplete. And fourth, Japan's mobilization ofKorea was part of a
wider international practice by colonial powers. This study draws on other colonial
examples to better understand Japan's actions.

This study attempts to provide a general account of the forms of human
mobilization in Korea. Men, women, students, and the elderly were mobilized as laborers
and soldiers to fight a war that was not oftheir making. My dissertation contributes to a
growing field ofresearch that reevaluates the Japanese colonial interlude in Korea.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

On June 22, 1939 a Japanese brigade captured Wanshan, a small village in Shanxi

province in northern China. By nightfall, however, Chinese Nationalist forces, after

regrouping, launched a series of counterattacks and successfully drove the Japanese from

their positions. One of the Japanese casualties, private Yi In-sok, a Korean, was fatally

wounded by a hand grenade. In the last moments of his life, Yi grabbed the hand of a

fellow soldier and allegedly cried out, "Long live the emperor" (tenn6 heika banzai).

This is the first account of a Korean soldier's death in the Second World War. 1 What was

a Korean doing in the Imperial Japanese Army?

The origins of Yi's death are found in Japan's annexation of Korea in 1910. As a

Japanese colony, it was Japan's prerogative to mobilize its Korean subjects for war.

According to Japanese and Korean sources, from 1938 to 1945 roughly 360,000 Koreans

served in the Japanese military as soldiers or civilians. Japanese colonial authorities

mobilized an additional 750,000 Koreans to work in mines and wartime industries in

Japan and a million more industrial laborers within Korea. By the end of the Second

World War four to seven million Korean men, women, and students had been mobilized

throughout Japan's wartime empire.2 Given the colossal number of people who served

1 Omura Kenz6, Tatakahu hant6shiganhei (Fighting peninsular volunteer soldiers) (Seoul: T6busho,
1943), 132-146.

2 Higuchi Yl1ichi, K6gun heishi ni Sareta Ch6senjin: 15nen sensOka no sOdOin taisei no kenkyil(Koreans
forced to be imperial soldiers: The general mobilization system during the 15-Year War) (Tokyo: Shakai
Hy6ronsha, 1992), 120 and 131; and HaniI Munjae Yonguwon, Ppaeatgin choguk kkiilly6gan saramdiil: 7
baekman Ch6sonin kangje tongwOn' iii yOksa (Stolen country, taken away people: a history of seven million
Koreans' forced mobilization) (Seoul: Asia Munhwasa, 1995), 82-84. This dissertation speaks of the
Second World War as beginning with the Japanese invasion of China in 1937 and ending with the Japanese
surrender in August 1945.



Japan during the war, the mobilization of Koreans during the Second World War remains

a major historiographic lacunae.

This study examines Japan's mobilization of Korean human resources for war

from 1937 to 1945. The goal is to explain the mobilization process from policy

formulation to its execution. Most histories on wartime Korea accentuate the exploitation

of Korea and the resulting suffering of Koreans, but the exploitation of Koreans is not the

main concern of this work.3 This dissertation contributes to a growing field of studies

that portrays the colonial era in a more complex light. Namely, it shows that Japan

exhibited an awareness not to provoke an ethnic Korean resistance; that Koreans were

active agents (not passive victims) throughout the mobilization processes; and that

Japan's control over Korea, while heavy-handed, was not absolute. To do so, this

dissertation examines the policymaking process, implementation of laws, and the Korean

response to mobilization.

Analysis of the policymaking level shows that mobilization laws for Korea were

watered-down versions of policies used to mobilize Japanese citizens. For example,

labor conscription was extended to Korea three years after it was enacted in Japan and

military conscription targeted a smaller percentage of Koreans than Japanese. While this

is to be expected, much knowledge can be gained from close examination of how and

why Japan extended laws to Korea. The mobilization of Korea was not an automatic feat.

This study does not argue that Japan's mobilization of Korea was legal- after all, the Nazi

3 Examples of this genre of research include Hanil Munjae Yonguwon 1995 and Pak Kyong-sik, Ch6senjin
ky6sei renko no kiroku (A record of the forced displacement of Koreans) (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1965a).
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Holocaust was carried out within the bounds of German laws. Instead, colonial laws are

viewed as an extension of Japan's imperial ideology. My dissertation posits that the

decision to conscript Koreans as soldiers was plagued with anxiety and much hand-

wringing by Japanese authorities because they did not trust the ideologically unprepared

Koreans, a fact glossed over by most general histories.4 Japan's dilemma was that it

needed Korean soldiers and laborers to sustain the war, but doubted the Koreans' loyalty.

Many bureaucrats expressed concerns over the readiness and usefulness of Koreans for

military service. It will be shown that the Japanese bureaucracies in Tokyo and Seoul

carefully designed laws that would not provoke Korean nationalism or communism.

Analysis of the implementation process highlights Japan's attempts to secure

Korean loyalty and cooperation through indoctrination (propaganda and education) and

tangible benefits (social and material). Indoctrination, as well as assimilation policies,

was designed to drown out Korean opposition. The Government-general and war

industries offered stable wages, glory, social status, and so forth to those who cooperated

with the war effort. When such enticements failed, compliance was secured through

coercion. Even then, coercion often failed to force Korean obedience to government

policies.

Examination of the Korean response to wartime mobilization shows that wartime

mobilization cannot be reduced to coercion and exploitation. The colonial regime used

its extensive nexus of power over the economic, social, and political mechanisms in

4 See Bruce Cumings, Korea's Place in the Sun: A Modern History (New York: W.W. Norton & Company,
1997), 176-177 and Carter 1. Eckert, et ai, Korea Old and New: A History (Seoul: Ilchokak Publishers,
1990),316-322.
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Korea to harass the livelihood of a family to ensure the cooperation of an individual, but

the power had limits. Koreans retained a degree of agency throughout the mobilization

process. Some took advantage of the multifarious economic and social opportunities

created by the war economy; some Koreans chose to work in factories that paid more than

agriculture; and many sought to avoid being mobilized but were coerced into serving the

Japanese state. Most Koreans quietly acquiesced to mobilization policies in order to

avoid coercion.

The Korean response to mobilization ranged from active cooperation to quiet

acquiescence and even resistance. A common response was everyday forms of resistance,

especially desertion and slothfulness, to avoid or escape labor conscription.5 This study

emphasizes that economic and personal motives underlay most Korean resistance, but late

in the war nationalism became an increasingly recognizable factor. Furthermore,

widespread resistance shows the colonial regime was not an all-powerful monolithic

machine; it had vulnerabilities which the Korean people exploited to their own benefit.

Many Koreans circumvented wartime policies and the Government-general had to resort

to coercion and nonlegal measures to secure obedience, something that was rarely

necessary in Japan. This paper shows that the Japanese colonial regime had tremendous

ability to coerce Koreans to comply- as well as strike fear into Korean society, but this

ability should not be mistaken for absolute power.

This study provides an international context for Japan's mobilization of Korea.

5 For an excellent discussion of this, see James C. Scott, Weapons ofthe Weak: Everyday Forms ofPeasant
Resistance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), xvi.
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Japan's actions in Korea were similar to the French and British actions in their colonies.

The French mobilized hundreds of thousands of Africans and the British recruited even

greater numbers of colonial subjects from India, Africa, Malaya, and wherever else the

Union Jack flew. Acknowledging the exploitation of other colonies in no way diminishes

the suffering of the Korean people; but instead indicts colonial powers' wanton abuse of

those whom they ruled. I conclude that Japan's exploitation of Korea's population was

not unique. I do not grade the degree of severity of the colonial powers (such as Japan

was worse than the French); Instead, I seek to find areas commonality and distinctiveness

around the globe. Admittedly, the comparative aspects of this dissertation are rather

superficial since this work is not a comparative study.

This dissertation seeks a balanced treatment of Korea's wartime history. To do

so, it draws on government documents as well as oral histories. Such an approach offers

a top-down and a bottom-up view of the colonial regime in Korea. Government

documents provide information on the legal structure and mechanisms of government

control. Conversely, oral histories emphasize the suffering and resistance of Koreans,

thereby offering a grassroots view of how the policies impacted the average person. Men,

women, students, and the elderly were assigned nearly every imaginable job, ranging

from mining, soldiering, prostitution, and so forth. It is hoped that by accenting the

multifarious ways in which Korea was mobilized this study can contribute to a fuller

understanding of one of the most tumultuous periods in Korean history.

5



Sources and Historiography

This work is intended to provide an overview of Japan's mobilization of Korean

human resources from 1937 to 1945. Analysis of mobilization policies will begin at the

structural level, namely governmental laws and organizations used to mobilize Korea. It

then examines how these mechanisms were used, abused, and ignored at the local level.

This study also reviews the Korean response to the implementation of Japanese policies.

Each level of analysis (structural, implementation, and response) has a different

informational foundation. The structural level relies on government documents; the

implementation level uses a combination of government documents, secondary sources,

and oral histories; and the Korean response is founded on oral histories, secondary

sources, and police journals. The next sections will examine the sources used for this

study.

Primary Sources

Anyone researching wartime Korea quickly encounters a discouraging fact- the

few primary documents that still exist are scattered throughout Japan and Korea.

However, recent efforts by the Japanese government and scholars have greatly facilitated

research efforts through on-line resources and multi-volume collections of government

documents and other materials.

The most important research materials for serious study of the mobilization of

Koreans are Government-general of Korea and hnperial Japanese government documents.

These records consist of official memoranda, government and semi-government journals,

newspapers, and various other tracts. Fortunately for researchers, Japanese government

6



materials are becoming more accessible through the Internet. Valuable digital archives

are available on-line through the Japan Center of Asian Historical Records (JACAR) and

Korean Studies Information company.6 JACAR, the more useful of the two, contains

materials from the National Archives and National Institute for Defense Studies (NIDS),

which includes the archives of the former Imperial Japanese Army and Navy, as well as

the Ministry of War. It should be noted that many Army documents were purposefully

destroyed by fire in the immediate postwar period leaving many unanswered questions

about Japan's wartime activities.

Diet and police records offer insight into the internal conflict over the

mobilization of Koreans. Teikoku gikai setsumei shiry6 (Explanatory materials for the

Imperial Diet) provides a summary of the debates, doubts, and activities of policymakers

in the central government.? This source is replete with politicians' questions concerning

the loyalty of Koreans, as well as their preparedness for military service and police

journals, Tokk6 gepp6 (High police monthly), Tokk6 gaiji gepp6, and Shis6 gepp6 offer

insight into bureaucratic doubts about Korean loyalty and concerns over ethnic

nationalism.8

These and other government documents are invaluable sources because they show

the legal and organizational structure established by the colonial regime. These materials

6 Accessible at www.jacar.go.jp and www.koreanstudies.netljapan/index.htm.

7 These records can be found in Kondo Kenichi ed. Chasen kindai shiry6: Chasen si5tokufu kankeijiiy6
bunsho senshii. 5 volumes. Tokyo: 1961-1964. and Kang Man-gil, ed., Ilcheha chiJnsi ch'ejegi
chongch'aek saryo ch'ongso.Ilche ha chonsi ch'ejegi chongch'aek saryo ch'ongso (hereafter abbreviated
as ICCCSC) (Koyang: Han'guk haksul chongbo, 2000).

8 Portions of the Tokk6 gaiji gepp6 and Shis6 gepp6 are published in Miyata Setsuko, ed., Jiigonen sens6
kyokuhitsu shiryashii(Tokyo: Fuji shuppan, 1991).
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were written by Japanese officials for Japanese officials, and as such, were not accessible

to the Korean public. Japanese bureaucrats rarely embellished their opinions of Koreans.

They also detailed how Japan erected an efficient, highly bureaucratic, system to mobilize

Korea. Additionally, government materials offer insight into the internal debates and

opinions of the Japanese bureaucrats and policymakers. In fact, these officials exhibited

caution not to antagonize the Korean public out of fear that Koreans would become

radical Korean nationalists or resist government policies. These anxieties show a modest

level of vulnerability by the colonial government. For example, High Police (Tokk6)

expressed concern over Korean nationalism despite public announcements that

assimilation was complete.9

Other government materials are found in multi-volume collections. The most

comprehensive is the 98 volume Ilcheha chOnsi ch'ejegi chongch'aek saryo ch'ongso

(Historical documents collection on policies of the wartime regime under Japanese

colonialism, 2000) which contains a wealth of government documents and official

publications related to every aspect of the mobilization of Korea. Another valuable

source is the 30 volume Senji taiseika Chasen S6tokuju gaikaku dantai shiryashii

(Collection of documents of extra-governmental organizations of Government-general of

Korea under the wartime system, 1997) which contains wartime publications such as

journals, pamphlets, and readers related to mobilization. Miyata Setsuko's 30 volume

edited collection of official documents, Jiiyonnen sensa kyokuhitsu shiryashii (Collection

of secret documents of the 15 Year War, 1987), and Higuchi Yiiichi's five volume

9 Tokko geppo, March 1938, 125 verse the English language Tokyo Gazette 8 (February 1938), 1-2.
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collection, Senjika Chasenjin ri5mu dan kiso shiryashii (Collection of basic materials on

wartime Korean labor mobilization, 2000), also provide a strong foundation for scholars

examining wartime mobilization in Korea. I would be remiss if I did not add Kondo

Ken'ichi's (1961) slender, but useful four volume collection.

Oral histories are an important source of information on the implementation of

mobilization policies and the Korean response to them. Interviews for this study fall into

one of two categories: colonial bureaucrats and colonial subjects. Each offers a different

story of the mobilization process. Interviews of colonial bureaucrats are found in Miyata

Setsuko's Miki5kai Shiry6 ChOsen SOtokufu kankeisha rokuon kiroku (Unpublicized

materials: [sound] recording transcripts of people involved with the Government-general

of Korea, 2000). This work contains recorded interviews of high-ranking colonial

officials, including a vice governor-general, conducted in 1959. Similar interviews not

included in Miyata's work are available at Gakushiiin University.

Interviews of Koreans mobilized for war are useful for information on how

colonial policies were implemented at the village level and how Koreans responded to

these policies. Works such as Kkiillyiigan saramdiil, ppaeatkin saramdiil (2000) and

Kesareta Chiisenjin kyiisei renko no kiroku (Forgotten record of Korean forced

displacement, 1989) provide eyewitness accounts of how laws were sometimes carried

out by the book and sometimes were tossed to the wind. They also offer witness of the

various types of legal and extralegal coercion bureaucrats had at their disposal.

Additionally, oral histories are a useful source to learn about Korean everyday forms of

resistance to mobilization. These published accounts are supplemented by 57 transcribed

9



interviews available at the Independence Hall of Korea as well as interviews with Korean

soldiers and laborers I personally conducted in the summer of 1997.

Semi-official Journals

Censorship in wartime Korea, as in Japan, was common. The Government

general carefully censored all publications in an attempt to control all forms of

information. It sought to promote the assimilation of Koreans and prevent dissent. By

1940 all journals and newspapers the Government-general deemed superfluous were

closed. Those that remained open promoted government policies. The Government

general and the agencies it sponsored published numerous journals, pamphlets, and

magazines in an effort to indoctrinate and energize the Korean population.

Semi-governmental organizations published journals and magazines. These

auxiliary organizations were staffed by colonial bureaucrats in key positions and received

funding from the Japanese regime. Many of the articles in these journals were written by

members of the Government-general administration. Journals such as Bunky6no Chasen

by the Chosen kyoikukai (Korea Educational Society), Chasen by the Government

general of Korea, T6y6no hikari by the Toyoshi Hikarisha, and SiXlOin by the Chosen

League conveyed, in the most favorable light, explanations of and support for government

policies.

The audiences of semi-official journals varied. Newspapers and some journals,

such as Chogwang and Chasen, were geared toward Korean elites and the general public;

some journals, such as Chasen romu and Bunky6 no Chasen, were limited to business or

bureaucratic circles. Of great importance to understanding this era are two colonial era

10



daily newspapers. The Japanese language Keij6 nipp6 (Seoul daily news) and Korean

language Maeil sinb6 (Daily times) contain a variety of information on the

implementation of mobilization policies. These dailies contain laws, anecdotes, and

articles by Korean elites exhorting their countrymen to cooperate with the Japanese.

Chasen nenkan (Korea annual), published by the Keij6 nipp6, summarized new

policies or revisions to laws and occasionally listed statistics. These journals were the

front line of the colonial government's propaganda which had the goal of securing

Korean conformity to and cooperation with the wartime policies. The image presented in

these sources is one of social harmony and cooperation between Japan and Korea.

A handful of pamphlets and booklets proved to be informative. Chasen

mesaretari (A call to Korea, 1943) and Shiganhei yori chOhei e (from volunteer

soldiering to the draft, 1944) are two examples. The former contained the transcripts of

an academic committee that debated the pros and cons of the Korean student volunteer

soldier system~ the latter examined the history and future of military service in Korea

under the Japanese. Additionally, Atarashiki Chasen (New Korea, 1943) and Tatakahu

Chasen (Fighting Korea, 1945), single issue magazines, carried similar themes.

Historiography

The influence of the Japanese colonial period in Korea has been a staple of heated

discussion for many years. Early Japanese and Korean works, generally Marxist,

presented "black and white interpretations of the colonial period as a monolithic

confrontation between Japanese imperialism and the Korean struggle for national

11



liberation.,,10 They described the exploitation of Koreans in value-laden terms in order to

portray the Japanese government as a ruthless exploiter and the Koreans as victims. All

forms of resistance were given nationalistic meaning. With several notable recent

exceptions, these studies focus on the individual or group suffering of Koreans at the

hands of the Japanese oppressors, but gloss over the structural framework used to

mobilize Koreans. 11 Additionally, most of these studies ignore the international context

of the imperial powers' mobilization of their colonies. Japan was not the only power to

exploit its colonies; Britain and France had a long history of using colonial subjects as

laborers, soldiers, and porters.

A wealth of secondary literature in Korean and Japanese languages exists on

Korean wartime industrial labor. 12 However, the focus is on the exploitation of the

workers, with limited attention to the structure through which Japan mobilized Koreans.

The first scholar to undertake a serious examination of Korean wartime labor was Pak

Kyong-sik. Pak, a Korean scholar living in Japan, is the godfather of studies on Japan's

mobilization of Korea. He has written or edited roughly a dozen works on this subject.

His Ch6senjin ky6sei renko no kiroku (Record of the forced displacement of Koreans),

published in 1965, is a seminal work in this field. Pak states that Koreans suffered

"inhumane slavelike labor conditions" and were victims of "colonial semi-feudal fascist

10 Soon-won Park, Coloniallndustrialization and Labor in Korea: The Onoda Cement Factory
(Cambridge: Harvard University, 1999), 1.

11 See Pak Ky6ng-sik 1965a and Hanil Munjae Y6nguw6n 1995.

12 See Kim Min-y6ng, llchew Chos6n'in nodongnyOk sut'al y6n'gu (Research of Japan's Korean manpower
exploitation) (Seoul: Hanul, 1995) and Hayashi Eidai, ed., Kesareta Ch6senjin ky6sei renk6no kiroku
(Tokyo: Akashi shoten, 1989).

12



oppression."13 He helped coin the usage of kyasei renk6for foreign laborers in Japan.

Kyasei renk6 (Korean kangje yiinhaeng), literally translated as 'forced taking [by the

police],' is a jingoistic word used to describe Korean labor taken to Japan during the war.

Pak's works emphasize the exploitive nature of Japan's mobilization of Korean labor and

are impregnated with emotive terminology which, in the end, call for Japan to

compensate victims of "forced mobilization."

The historiography of Korea's wartime mobilization is replete with works that

focus on the exploitation, coercion, and victimization of Korean first introduced by Pak.

Collectively, these works form what can be called kyasei renk6 (forced relocation)

studies. These studies accentuate the exploitation of Korean workers (mostly in Japan)

and soldiers by focusing on the low pay, harsh working conditions, poor housing,

discriminatory treatment at the hands of Japanese, and so forth. 14 The suffering of

individual Koreans is then extrapolated into national suffering, thereby giving these

works political meaning. In short, the discourse found in these works has a political

agenda. Some authors include a chapters that call for reparations to wartime victims.

Miyata Setsuko's Chasen minshiito "k6minka" seisaku (Policy of 'imperialization' and

the Korean people), for example, openly uses her studies as a polemic to prod the

Japanese government to pay restitution to Koreans who were mobilized during the warY

These works are founded on solid research. Kyasei renk6 scholars utilize oral

13 Pak Kyong-sik, Nihon teikoku shugi no ChOsen shihai (ka) (Japanese imperialistic domination of Korea,
Volume 2) (Tokyo: Aoki shoten, 1975), 163.

14 Chong-sik Lee, Japan and Korea: The Political Dimension (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985),
15.

IS (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1985),2.
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histories and government documents to support their findings. Thus, this dissertation

draws heavily on the same research materials and addresses many of the same themes

found in kyOsei renk6 studies; but this study seeks a more holistic approach to the

mobilization of Korea. Instead of highlighting the exploitation of Koreans, I seek to

outline the mobilization process from enactment of laws, to the recruitment of individual

Koreans, through to the personal experiences of Koreans wherever they might be- and

then place the whole process in its international context.

Korean and Western scholars have adopted the basic tenets first outlined by Pak

Ky6ng-sik in 1965. Kim Min-yong (1995) and the Hanil munjae yonguwon (1995), of

which Kang Man-gil is a member, have produced studies that are saturated with kyOsei

renk6terminology and conclusions. The few existing English language works on

wartime Korea also recite the suffering of Korean laborers and comfort women. For

example, Mark Weiner's Race and Migration in Imperial Japan (1994) addresses the

more general topic of race during the full duration of the colonial period, with a small

section on the war period. He states that the term 'unfree' labor can be applied to

colonial labor because the rights of the individuals or groups to sell their labor power as a

commodity were circumscribed by restrictions imposed by the state. 16 Weiner's limited

treatment of the mobilization of Korea, as well as the tone, is typical of Western coverage

of the wartime mobilization of Korea. Western discussion of the military aspects of

mobilization is either briefly mentioned in studies on the colonial period or completely

ignored. Furthermore, these works ignore the global context of Japan's actions.

16 Michael Weiner, Race and Migration in Imperial Japan (New York: Routledge, 1994),47-48.
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Ky6sei renk6 studies thus reveal largely negative features of the colonial era in

general and wartime mobilization in particular. Until recent years the majority of Asian

and Western scholars have rarely gone beyond these themes. More recent Western

scholarship, beginning in the 1980s, questions the Korean nationalist interpretation of the

colonial period. The key English language works in redefining the colonial legacy

include Carter J. Eckert's Offspring o/the Empire (1991), Gi-wook Shin's Peasant

Protest and Social Change in Colonial Korea (1996), and Soon-won Park's Colonial

Industrialization and Labor in Korea (1999). These works, while addressing larger

postwar issues of capitalism, protest, and industrialization respectively, offer insight into

the role of the Koreans in shaping their own lives despite the exploitation and the

collective suffering of Koreans during the colonial era. But in these and similar studies,

the war period is viewed as part of a larger continuum of economic progression.

These scholars maintain that while morally objectionable, the colonial legacy was

not necessarily negative for Korea. They claim that the use of emotive terms obscures

our understanding of the colonial era, as well as the options available to the Korean

people. For example, collaboration is either ignored or portrayed as being limited to a

very small number of people. For my purpose, their scholarship challenges the ky6sei

renk6 paradigm by portraying colonial industrialization and labor as part of the march

toward modernity in which the Koreans were not exclusively victims. They note that

Koreans were active agents, in one form or another, throughout the colonial period. 17

More to the point, the economic and social mobilization accompanying wartime

17 Soon-won Park 1999,4.
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industrialization created opportunities for Korean elites who cooperated with and worked

within the colonial system.

Examination of Japan's mobilization of Korean manpower during World War II

has not advanced uniformly. Eastern and Western scholars emphasize industrial labor,

especially coal miners in Japan, and the 'comfort women,' but give scant attention to

military service, rural mobilization, military civilians, or industrial labor within Korea.

Each is an underappreciated aspect of Japan's war endeavor in Korea that is addressed in

this dissertation. Western scholars have yet to fully examine Korean labor or military

service during the Second World War. A handful of dissertations examine individual

mines in Japan, but nothing, to my knowledge, takes a systemic approach. IS In Korea and

Japan there are numerous works on industrial labor, but much less on military

mobilization. In the past decade a handful of Japanese and Korean scholars have began

to examine the military mobilization of Korea. Higuchi Yiiichi (1992 and 2001)19 and

Kang T6k-sang (1997)20 depart from kyasei renko studies in that they acknowledge the

exploitation of Koreans, but contextualize it within larger mobilization issues. Higuchi's

works are a treasure trove of information on military and labor mobilization and form an

important cornerstone of this study. And Kang's study provides a detailed history of the

student volunteer soldiers.

18 See, for example, William Donald Smith, III, "Ethnicity, class and gender in the mines: Korean workers
in Japan's Chikuho Coal Field, 1917-1945." Ph.D. dissertation University of Washington, 1999.

19 KOgun heishi ni sareta ChOsenjin (Koreans Forced into the Imperial Army) and Senjika Chosen no
minshiito chOhei (The Korean people and conscription during the Wartime)

20 Kang T6k-sang, ChOsenjin gakuto syujjin: Mou hitotsuno wadatsumino koe (Korean students go to war:
Another voice of the sea) (Tokyo: Iwanarni shoten, 1997).
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This study also seeks to place Japan's mobilization of Korea in the context of

international colonialism. Britain, France, the Netherlands, and the United States also

recruited soldiers and laborers during both World Wars. Other colonial powers were

more exploitive than Japan, others less. This dissertation seeks to place Japan's use of

colonial labor in that international context.

Concepts of Power and Resistance

Ann Laura Stoler's works on colonial Southeast Asia greatly inform this study's

treatment of Japan's colonial venture in Korea.21 The colonial perspective found in her

works offer examination into the power of the state and the response of the colonized. As

she notes, theorizing the nature of colonialism raises a number of issues that need to be

addressed. First, how much power does the colonial government have over its subjects?

What mechanisms of power does the state use? And, how do the colonized peoples

respond to the state?

Colonial regimes, while powerful, were not monolithic or omnipotent. Their

power had certain restraints and vulnerabilities. Often, these vulnerabilities were shaped

by a nervousness that the colonial subjects will revolt. For example, British rule in West

Africa was weakened by "the refusal of African men and women to conform to racist

21 Ann Laura Stoler, Capitalism and Confrontation in Sumatra's Plantation Belt, 1870-1979 (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan, 1995), Introduction. Also see Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler, "Between
Metropole and Colony: Rethinking a Research Agenda" in Tensions ofEmpire: Colonial Cultures in a
Bourgeois World, eds. Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1997),6-21.
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stereotypes" and a distinct political consciousness.22 Colonial regimes could police

outward behavior, but not personal thoughts and behavior behind closed doors- try as

they may.

Japan attempted to force conformity on the everyday behavior of Koreans. The

colonial bureaucracy in Korea had local officials, semi-governmental organizations, and

23,000 police, one-third of which were Korean, to enforce mobilization policies. Yet,

resistance is possible in every situation. Slaves in the American South were chattel, and

therefore politically and legally powerless. Yet, slaves were not entirely powerless. Yet,

even in enslavement they "developed effective protest techniques in the form of indirect

retaliation .. ..'023 Slaves would feign illness, make themselves lame, run off for a short

while, destroy their master's property, abuse animals, and malinger.24 To be sure, slaves

could be beaten, locked up, and sold, but some masters feared that severe punishment

would provoke greater resistance.25 The same may be said of the Japanese fear of Korean

workers and soldiers.

This study also draws on James C. Scott's Weapons ofthe Weak to examine the

causes and methods of resistance. Scott defined everyday forms of resistance as

"ordinary weapons of relatively powerless groups: foot dragging, dissimulation,

22 Barbara Bush, Imperialism, Race and Resistance: Africa and Britain, 1919-1945 (New York: Routledge,
1999), 100 and 127.

23 Raymond A. Bauer and Alice H. Bauer, "Day to Day Resistance to Slavery," American Slavery: The
Question ofResistance, ed. John H. Bracey Jr., August Meier, and Elliott Rudwick. (Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth Publishing, 1971),37.

24 Ibid., 45-50 and John Hope Franklin and Loren Schweninger, Runaway Slaves: Rebels on the Plantation
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1999),2.

25 Franklin and Schweninger 1999,258-262.
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desertion, false compliance, pilfering, feigning ignorance, slander, arson, sabotage, and so

on.,,26 Additionally, "they could intentionally or unconsciously feign illness, or

incompetence, driving their [managers] to distraction.'>27 He notes that weaker classes of

people use everyday forms of resistance because they require little or no coordination or

masterminding. These forms of resistance lack the ability to change the status quo, but

were the only voice available under an oppressive regime. My research indicates that

there was a mosaic of economically-motivated individual, and occasional group

resistance. These were exhibited as feigning ignorance, conveniently disappearing, and

so forth. More importantly, the colonial regime was unable to prevent or effectively

respond to these forms of resistance. These forms of protest are obvious and significant

only when done in large numbers, as happened in Korea. Yet, there were no cohesive

ideological or organizational bonds tying all this resistance together.

This study draws from theories on power and civil society in order to examine

how the Japanese mobilized the Korean subjects. Discussion of power begins with a

disclaimer: there is no such thing as absolute power. Michel Foucault aptly notes that

"Power is not something that is acquired, seized, or shared, something that one holds on

to or allows to slip away; power is exercised from innumerable points ...."28 The

Japanese colonial regime in Korea could not control every facet of every persons' life,

leaving room for resistance. For example, less than one-quarter of all Koreans spoke

Japanese despite an all-out assimilation policy. Quite simply, the colonial government

26 James C. Scott 1985, xvi.

27 Ibid., 33.

28 Michel Foucault, The History ofSexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978),94.
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had weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Yet, most works portray the colonial state as a

monolithic, hegemonic, all-powerful, and demonic structure. These myths need to be

swept to the side in favor of a more nuanced treatment.

This study examines basic concepts related to power and relates them to the

Government-general of Korea. Angus Stewart suggests that "Structures of domination

may be understood as expressions of negotiated ... compromise in the chronic struggles

around the expression of divergent ethical communities" and are the site of ideological

struggle.29 In other words, structures of domination (bureaucracies) are not static: they

are altered in response to ongoing needs. This dissertation posits that the wartime

policies and organizations were tempered by the government's fear of sparking Korean

nationalism or another demonstration similar to the March 1 Independence Movement in

1919.30 Thus, it can be said that Japanese power in Korea was exhibited through an

elaborate bureaucracy that was molded to meet Japanese needs, but tempered by a

potential Korean reaction.

Prasenjit Duara's concept of the "cultural nexus of power" offers insight into

state-society relations in colonial Korea. His study analyzes the state's use and control of

cultural symbols and norms (religious, kinship, and social networks) to control society.

"In other words, consideration of status, prestige, honor, and social responsibility, quite

apart from the desire for material profit with which they may have intertwined, were

29 Angus Stewart, Theories ofPower and Domination: The politics ofEmpowerment in Late Modernity
(London: Sage Publications, 2001), 48.

30 Tokk6gepp6, March 1938, 125.
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important motives for leadership within the nexus.'>3l Japan used much more than culture

to control the Korean population. Foucault's works provide insight into the state's

various forms and channels of power to reach the most trivial and individual modes of

behavior. With minor modifications, Duara's and Foucault's studies impart to this study

an awareness of Japan's mechanisms of power.32

The Japanese used financial inducements in conjunction with coercion to gain

compliance with their ideology and policies. Coercion is a central theme of this study and

is worth examining. Nearly all studies of Japanese colonialism in Korea, including this

one, concede that the Government-general employed coercion to control and mobilize the

Korean masses. However, few studies attempt to define this term. "Coercion is not

destruction. Coercive strategies are most successful when threats need not be carried

out."33 Coercion is the act of getting another to act in a certain way without resorting to

actual force. Daniel Byman and Matthew Waxman state that coercion is one step shy of

brute force, although "distinguishing brute force from coercion is similar to the debate

over what constitutes pornography or art."34 The Japanese effectively exploited Korean

culture, often twisting Korean values, to gain the Korean elite's, as well as the masses',

cooperation with its policies.

And finally, much attention is devoted to the resistance and agency of Koreans.

31 Prasenjit Duara, Culture, Power, and the State: Rural North China, 1900-1942 (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1988),5.

32 Michel Foucault, 1978.

33 Daniel Byman and Matthew Waxman, The Dynamics ofCoercion: American Foreign Policy and the
Limits ofMilitary Might (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 3.

34 Ibid., 3-5.
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Many Koreans were not passive victims of Japanese mobilization. Most cooperated, but

found individual methods to voice protest. Resistance is "any action, individual or

collective, violent or lawful, covert or overt, that is critical of, opposes, upsets or

challenges the smooth running of colonial rule.,,35 This definition fits colonial Korean

resistance quite well because most Korean resistance was small, individual acts that,

taken by themselves, are insignificant. Yet, resistance is not inevitable or accidental.

Outline of Chapters

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapters one and six are the

introduction and conclusion, respectively. Chapter two discusses the relevant historical

background to the mobilization of Korea. It examines Japanese-Korean ethnic relations,

Japan's attempt to assimilate Koreans, and the evolution of Japan industrial and military

policies in Korea. Special attention is given to the Japanese negative opinions of

Koreans, the mechanisms of mobilization, namely the police and aikokuhan, the rapid

industrialization of Korea during the 1930s, and a short history of Koreans in the

Japanese army from 1910 to 1937.

Chapter three examines the Volunteer Soldier System (1938-1943), Student

Volunteer Soldier System (1943), and Naval Volunteer Soldier System (1943-1944)

which, all together recruited nearly 20,000 soldiers for the Japanese army. The rationale,

legal foundation, preparation, and implementation of these systems are reviewed. This

chapter shows that not all applicants willingly applied, nor were all coerced.

3S Barbara Bush 1999, 16.
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Chapter four, the heart of this dissertation, delineates the cautious and uneven

enactment of military conscription in Korea from 1942 to 1945. The chapter offers

analysis of why Japan sought to draft Koreans and reviews the legal and social

preparations that formed the foundation for the implementation of the draft. It then gives

a narrative of the draft process and the various legal and extralegal measures used to

conscript Korean men.

Chapter five discusses the mobilization of Korean labor industrial, rural, and

military laborers. It notes that labor shortages throughout the Japanese empire were the

cause for the mobilization of Korean laborers. The bulk of the chapter is devoted to

examining the slow implementation of the National General Mobilization Law. It will be

shown that Japan extended a bastardized form of this law to Korea to prevent resistance.

Also, Korean resistance to labor mobilization is an important part of this chapter.

Resistance in the early years of the war was due to economic factors, but by the end of the

war, Koreans were acting on nationalist beliefs.

This dissertation is limited to the mobilization of Korea and devotes limited

attention to the experiences of Taiwan or Pacific Islands mandated to Japan. The

Taiwanese were mobilized during the war and would offer a valuable reference point.

The study of which I leave to another person.
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CHAPTER 2

THE SETTING

The wartime mobilization of Korea from 1937 to 1945 was an unprecedented

event in Korean history that dramatically transformed the country and people: hundreds

of thousands of Koreans were uprooted and sent overseas to fight in foreign countries, the

peninsula underwent intensive industrialization, and state control extended more

completely to the local levels. Korea underwent considerable changes during this period

that had great impact on subsequent history. Remarkably, these changes were instituted

by an external power- Imperial Japan, not a native Korean regime. In order to better

understand these events, it is necessary to review the history of colonial Korea prior to the

Asia-Pacific War (1937-1945). This chapter examines the origins of critical factors in the

wartime mobilization of Korea. It begins with an overview of the Government-General

of Korea (GGK) and its nexus of social power, including the instruments used by the

regime to control the Korean people. It then examines Japanese-Korean ethnic relations

in the colonial context, and concludes with a brief summary of Korea's war readiness, or

lack thereof, in the late 1930s.

The Colonial Government: Its Character and Power

In 1905 Japan made Korea a protectorate and in 1910 formalized its control over

Korea by making it a colony. In 1910, Japan established the GGK in Korea as the sole

policymaking organ in Korea; it possessed legislative, judicial, and executive powers. It
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was a powerful, highly institutionalized bureaucratic regime headed by a governor

general who was appointed by the central government in Tokyo. In each case the

governor-general was a career military general or admiral. The close ties between the

military and colonial regime heavily colored Japan's 35 years of colonial rule in Korea.

The GGK, while independent of the central government in Tokyo, often worked in

conjunction with the cabinet and Diet (referred to in this study as the Tokyo and central

government) to determine colonial policies.

The fundamental nature of Japan's colonization of Korea, like all colonial

ventures, was to provide economic and political support to the colonizer, often at the

expense of the colony. Korea's primary role within the Japanese empire was to supply

raw materials to the Japanese metropole as well as provide a market for Japanese

products. Japan's demands on Korea grew increasingly burdensome over the 35 years

Korea was a colony. In the 191Os, Japan demanded land; in the 1920s Japan exploited

Korea for rice; and in the 1930s, Japan required labor for Japanese-owned industries; and

in the 1940s, Japan required Koreans to sacrifice their lives for the Japanese empire.

From 1910 to early 1919 Japan's rule in Korea was openly militaristic. The

blatant use of force, as well as the Koreans' long-standing animosity toward Japan,

culminated in Korean resistance to colonial rule. The two largest movements for Korean

independence were the righteous armies (iiibyi5ng) and March First Movement. From

1907 to 1912, 'righteous armies: consisting of thousands of Koreans, fought against the

Japanese colonization of Korea. Upwards of 17,600 Korean soldiers and civilians were
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killed during the suppression of these armed groups.! The second movement, known as

the March First Independence Movement of 1919, was a peaceful peninsula-wide

demonstration with upwards of a million participants. The uprising sought to gain

international recognition for Korean self-determination, in accordance with Woodrow

Wilson's 14 Points. This demonstration was brutally suppressed by the Japanese

military. Japanese police and military personnel killed at least 553 Koreans and arrested

12,000 more.2 Those two incidents, and numerous smaller ones, reflect widespread

Korean discontent with Japanese colonial rule. More importantly, such events made

Japan aware of the Koreans' voice and showed that Japanese rule could not be based

solely on or even primarily upon naked coercion. The colonial regime needed Korean

collaborators and cronies to act as intermediaries.

Following the March First Movement, Japan initiated fifteen years of 'cultural

rule (bunka seiji),' which allowed Korean nationalists an open forum, but in an

environment strictly controlled by the colonial regime. Japan's cultural rule was

tempered by an expanded police force and vigilant surveillance of suspected Korean

nationalists. Japan's militarist adventurism in northern China during the 1930s resulted

in a slow but decided transition from cultural rule to a wartime society. As a result, the

cultural rule of the 1920s gave way to "frighteningly effective" police power that

suppressed Korean nationalist elements.3 In the late 1930s and early 1940s the colonial

1 Eckert et aI., 1990,244.

2 Chong-sik Lee 1985,6. Korean nationalists claim 7,600 killed and 45,000 arrested.

3 Han-Kyo Kim, ''The Japanese Colonial Administration in Korea: An Overview," in Korea under
Japanese Colonial Rule: Studies ofthe Policy and Techniques ofJapanese Colonialism, ed. Andrew Nahm
(Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Press, 1973),45.
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government emphasized the spiritual unity of the Koreans and Japanese. Criticism of the

regime and expressions of Korean nationalism were banned, and Korean language

newspapers and journals were closed. Individuals targeted by the state could be subjected

to random police visits, groundless arrest, long periods of imprisonment, and even torture

without legal recourse. Renowned Korean scholar Yi Ki-baek wrote:

The leading figures in the Korean Language Society were arrested in October
1942, on charges of fomenting a nationalist movement, and as a result of the
severe torture to which they were subjected by the Japanese police, Yi Yun-jae
and some others among the Korean linguists died in prison. Novelists, poets and
other creative writers were forced to produce their works in Japanese, and in the
end it was even required that Japanese be exclusively used in the schools and in
Korean homes. Not only the study of the Korean language but also of Korean
history was regarded as dangerous.4

Despite the suppression of Korean nationalists, the Japanese government sought

to foster the illusion of spiritual unity between the Koreans and Japanese in an effort to

legitimize its rule and reduce dissent. The Japanese were concerned that another

rebellion (similar to the March 1 Incident) would arise if disaffection among Koreans

were too great. The GGK was forced to strike a balance between flowery propaganda and

outright oppression. As such, Japan preferred to enforce its policies through moral

suasion and indoctrination instead of widespread murder and use of the Gulag.5 Moral

suasion entailed the use of corporatism, which scholars Gi-Wook Shin and Do-Hyun Han

define as "the formation of a limited number of officially recognized groups" that are

4 Yi Ki-baik, A New History ofKorea, trans. Edward W. Wagner and Edward J. Schultz (Seoul: Ilchokak,
1984),353.

5 For an account of moral suasion used within Japan proper see Sheldon Garon's Molding Japanese Minds:
The State in Everyday Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). While the Japanese were not
murderous, they were far from enlightened. Between 1939 and 1944 the regime imprisoned around 5,600
political prisoners.
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intermediaries between the state and people "in clearly defined and regulated ways.,,6 In

other words, the colonial regime established a plethora of semi-official organizations,

such as the Chosen League, to propagate state-sponsored ideology and carry out coercion.

Additionally, Japan had a strong legal tradition that inclined the Govemment-

general to establish an intricate law code to exercise power. The GGK expended great

energy to legitimize its rule by tailoring laws to suit its needs. As will be shown, the

military conscription of Koreans was delayed over two years because the GGK needed to

straighten out bureaucratic red tape. However, by the end of the war, Japan was so

desperate that it did not bother to alter laws to justify its coercion and underhanded

recruiting methods in Korea.

Laws were enforced by a police force that numbered upward of 22,715 officers

(in 1943), one-third of whom were Korean.7 The police performed a broad spectrum of

tasks in order to maintain Japan's hegemony in Korea. For example, they "conducted

surveys, supervised public hygiene, ... enforced court judgements, organized meetings

for ideological propaganda, and so on."g Furthermore, police harassed Korean

nationalists and enforced mobilization policies in an effort to encourage the physical and

6 Gi-Wook Shin and Do-Hyun Han, "Colonial Corporatism: The Rural Revitalization Campaign, 1932
1940," Colonial Modernity in Korea, eds. Gi-Wook Shin and Michael Robinson (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999), 75.

7 This should be compared to the British in India. In 1922, Britain had 1,200 members of the civil service,
700 British police officers, and 76,953 soldiers to rule 315 million Indian subjects. Korea had a population
of 24 million in 1943. See Judith M. Brown, "War and the Colonial Relationship: Britain, India and the
War of 1914-1918," in India and World War I, eds. DeWitt C. Ellinwood and S.D. Pradhan (Columbia,
MO: South Asia Books, 1978),24.

8 Chulwoo Lee, "Modernity, Legality, and Power in Korea under Japanese Rule," Colonial Modernity in
Korea, eds. Gi-Wook Shin and Michael Robinson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999),37.
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spiritual conformity of Koreans.9 The legal foundation for many police powers were

Peace Preservation Laws that protected the Japanese kokutai (national orthodoxy).

Anything the police deemed heretical, such as socialism and Korean nationalism, was

suppressed. 10

Police power was just one facet of GGK power. The regime also had uncontested

control over the colony's economic, social, political, judicial, and educational systems.

The colonial regime used its power to bully and belittle individuals to comply with state

policies. For example, during the state's push to make Koreans take Japanese names, the

colonial government would not let Korean students attend school unless they had

Japanese names. Even though the GGK possessed unrestrained power within Korea, it

used a carrot-stick approach with the Korean people: the colonial bureaucracy and

organizations offered enticements, such as regular wages, to ensure compliance with

colonial policies. If the inducement failed, the state resorted to coercive measures.

While the colonial regime exercised extensive powers over the lives of individual

Koreans, it was far from omnipotent. The GGK's greatest weakness was that it lacked

legitimacy among the Korean people. Thus, behind the appearance of compliance with

colonial policies, many Koreans resented the heavy-handed authority of the GGK. Herein

is one of the contradictions of Japan's mobilization of Koreans during the Asian-Pacific

War. Japan begrudgingly mobilized Koreans to sustain its war effort despite the

Koreans' antipathy toward Japan. The GGK employed an impressive amount of

9 Han-Kyo Kim 1973,52 fn 15.

10 Chulwoo Lee 1999,47.
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propaganda in an effort to win the support of Koreans.

Many Koreans viewed Japan as a historical enemy.ll This animosity can be traced

back to the Japanese invasion of Korea in 1592 as well as Japan's meddling in Korean

politics after Korea and Japan established modem diplomatic relations in 1876. For

example, Koreans held Japan responsible for the assassination of Queen Min in 1895 and

dethronement of King Kojong in 1907. Koreans were humiliated and infuriated by

Japan's colonization of Korea in 1910 and subsequent heavy-handed policies. This

historical animosity between Koreans and Japanese was at the foundation of the Koreans'

unwillingness to give their full support to Japan during the war. Instead, the average

Korean harbored distrust and disdain for the Japanese, whom they considered a shifty,

condescending, and untrustworthy people.12

Conversely, Japanese exhibited an ethnocentric (if not xenophobic) attitude

toward Koreans and were uneasy about relying on "peninsulars" (hantOjin) for national

defense. Racism and discrimination are at the foundation of all forms of colonialism, and

Japan's colonization of Korea was little different. While Korea's proximity to Japan and

cultural ties between the two peoples mitigated some of the more extreme colonial racial

discourses and practices found among Europeans in African and Asia, racism was an

inherent part of Japan's colonial rule. The Japanese asserted that Koreans had defects of

character, intellect, and ability that justified the colonization of Korea. However, Japan

minimized the role of race in its colonial discourse and highlighted the Koreans' low

1l Yi Ki-baek 1984,313.

12 Chong-sik Lee 1985,20-22.
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cultural level (mindo) that Japanese officials claimed was caused by centuries of corrupt

leadership. 13

This discourse led to discrimination against Koreans. In the workplace, for

example, Japanese considered Koreans to be lazy and poor workers. One colonial era

journal claimed Koreans "habitually transgress the law, run away, have a brutal character,

are kleptomaniacs, gamble, or are agitators."14 Another author added that "the Koreans

have an anti-Japanese consciousness."ls In Japan, Koreans were treated as a special

social problem, which the Japanese called the "Korean problem" (Chasen mondai). At

the heart of the Korean problem were the distinctive Korean culture, language, and social

habits that Japanese considered threatening to public peace and security.l6 Japanese

businessmen and officials used this negative perception to justify paying Korean men less

than Japanese for the same work and depriving them of equal political rights. This same

discrimination also contributed to an uneasiness among Japanese officials and the general

public about mobilizing the Koreans, especially as soldiers, during the Asian-Pacific War.

This ethnocentric attitude, both a disdain and fear of subjugated people, was common to

other colonial situations. l?

In the late-1930s Japan sought to correct the Koreans' supposed shortcomings

13 Chosen sotokufujoh6kyoku, Atarashiki Chasen (New Korea) (Seoul: Chosen gyosei gakkai, 1944),55
and Maeda Hajime, Tokushu r6musha no r6mu kanri (Labor management of special labor) (Tokyo: Sankai
dokan, 1944), 16.

14 Maeda Hajime 1944, 119. Also see Atarashiki Chasen, 55, and Chasen r6mu 17, no. 3 (June 1942),24
25.

15 Shokugin chosa geppi5, June 1941,4-5.

16 Chasen mesaretari (Summoning Korea) (Pusan: Fusan nipp6sha, 1943),23 and 31.

17 See Daniel R. Headrick, Tentacles ofProgress: Technology Transfer in the Age ofImperialism, 1850
1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), Chapter 9.
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through an intensified effort to assimilate Korea. Japanese colonizers reasoned that if

Koreans were assimilated, Japan would reduce Korean opposition and have twenty-five

million Korean subjects willing to labor, sweat, fight, and die for the empire. IS This

effort was based on assertions of universal brotherhood (isshi dQjin) between the two

peoples. 19 Japan claimed that a common racial and cultural heritage (ddJun dOshu)

between Koreans and Japanese made Korean assimilation into the larger Japanese society

possible. 20

In July 1938, one year after the outbreak of the Asia-Pacific War, a new era of

indoctrination was inaugurated with the founding of the National Spiritual Mobilization

Movement (kokumin seishin s6dOin undo, abbreviated k6minka) in Korea.21 The fruition

of this movement were the naisen ittai (Japan and Korea, one body) and k6minka

(Japanization) policies. In practice, assimilation required Koreans to speak Japanese,

visit Shinto shrines, recite Imperial Rescripts, and take Japanese names. In other words,

Korea had to abandon 3,000 years of Korean customs and adopt Japanese culture.

Colonial authorities euphemistically called the process a second creation of Korean

18 RikugunshO fukkan, "ChOsen shussinhei toriatsukai kyoiku no sanko shiryo sofu ni kansuru ken" (Case
regarding remittence participation materials of treatment education of soldiers from Korea). Army Secret
Order 2848, (August 14, 1943), frame 0409 and Shobei Shiota. "A 'Ravaged' People: The Koreans in
World War II," The Japan Interpreter 8, no. 1 (Winter 1971),46.

19 Chosengun hodobu, Chasen chOhei junbi tokuhon (Reader on the Korean draft preparations) (Seoul:
Chosen tosho shuppan, 1942),64-78.

20 Ibid.

21 Ho Su-yol, "Chosonin nodongnyok iii kangje tongwon iii silt'ae: Chosonnae eso iii kangje tongwon
chongch'aek iii chongaerul chungsimiiro" (Conditions of the forced mobilization of the Korean labor force:
Centering on the development of the forced mobilization policies within Korea), Ilche iii Han'guk sikmin
t'ongch'i, ed. Ch'a Ki-byok. (Seoul: ChOmiimsa, 1985),305. This movement began in Japan one year prior
to being implemented in Korea.
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culture.22

The functional arm of the kiininka movement was the Chosen League (kokumin

sOryoku Chasen renmei).23 The colonial regime established branches of the league in

each province, county, city, and village (do, giin, Up, myoo) as well as some workplaces.24

The lowest level of the Chosen League were patriotic units (aikokuhan) that consisted of

10 to 20 households. By 1942, there were an estimated 350,000 to 420,000 patriotic units

throughout Korea. 25 Aikokuhan heads, who were Korean and Japanese, were responsible

for executing government surveillance and policy during the war. Aikokuhan leaders

located and recruited laborers, encouraged applications for military service, informed the

police of potential resistors, and helped to suppress the inferior (in the Japanese mind)

Korean ethnic identity.26 They had state authority over people's lives at the local level.

The aikokuhan functioned much like the neighborhood associations (tonarigumi) in

Japan. In particular, they controlled food rations, which were basic, yet powerful, levers

of state control. In order for many families to eat, they had to comply with colonial

regulations.27

22 Mura Tokoo, ''Tatakahu Chosen no tenb6 (View of fighting Korea)," in Tatakahu ChOsen (Tokyo: Asahi
shinbun, 1945), 13.

23 Yun Ch'i-ho, fun Ch'i-ho ilgi, 1938-1943 11, (Seoul: National History Compilation History, 1989),69.

24 ChOsen sotokufu. ChOsen ni okeru kokumin seishin s6dOin (Seoul: Chosen insatsu kabushiki, 1940),27
29 and Cumings 1997, 177. For a theoretical discussion of this process see Michel Foucault 1978,94.

25 Mitarai Tatsuo, Minami sOtoku no Chasen t6chi (Governor-general Minami's Korea rille) (Keijo: Keijo
nipposha, 1942),27 and Gi-wook Shin, Peasant Protest and Social Change in Colonial Korea (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1996), 136.

26 Hildi Kang, Under the Black Umbrella: Voices from Colonial Korea, 1910-1945 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2001),102 and Carter J. Eckert, Offspring ofthe Empire: The Koch'ang Kims and the
Colonial Origins ofKorean Capitalism (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1991),236.

27 Wonmo Dong, "Japanese Colonial Policy and Practice in Korea, 1905-1945: A Study in Assimilation"
(Ph.D. diss., Georgetown University, 1965),329.
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The colonial education system, more than the aikokuhan, was central to the

Government-general's assimilation policies. The school curriculum was designed to

spiritually unify Koreans with the Japanese and align the Korean people's daily practice

with Japanese culture.28 Japan hoped that the use of the Japanese language in the schools

would drown out the Korean soul. Schools were the ideal place for the Japanese regime

to indoctrinate Korean youths with the Japanese language and culture, but as of 1937 only

one-third of school-aged Koreans were enrolled in school.29

Japan's prewar education policies limited the wartime usefulness of the Korean

people. Low school attendance rates resulted in minimal Japanese language skills among

Korean youth. In 1940 only 15.6 percent of Koreans spoke Japanese and three years later

that figure reached 22.2 percent.30 The low percentage of Koreans who spoke Japanese

inhibited the immediate military conscription of Koreans. Furthermore, the education

system did not teach Korean students technical skills that would have benefitted Japanese

industries during the war. The colonial government remained doubtful of Koreans'

loyalty and capabilities and, as a result, was hesitant to provide Koreans with weapons,

real and intellectual, that could be used by the independence movement. In doing so,

Japan unwittingly limited the usefulness of Koreans during the war because few Koreans

were ready-made soldiers or skilled laborers.

28 Ch6sen nenkan 1942,569. Daily practice of the kokutai generally meant recitation Imperial Oaths and
visits to Shinto shrines.

29 Andrew J. Grajdanzev, Modern Korea (New York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1944),261.

30 Teikoku gikai setsumei shiry6 (Explanatory materials for the Imperial Diet, hereafter abbreviated TGSS),
Diet 86,1944 in Ilche ha chonsi ch'ejegi chongch'aek saryo ch'ongso (hereafter abbreviated ICCCSC) 22,
ed. Kang Man-gil (Koyang: Han'guk haksul chongbo, 2000), 231.
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Japan established a state ideology for its Japanese population in Japan and

attempted to force the Korean population to accept it, in addition to Japanese language

and culture. Herein we see the Japanese attempt to dominate and recreate Korean culture

and society. Yet, this effort failed because Koreans could not relate to the basic tenets of

Japanese culture- namely the importance of the military, deification of the emperor, and

so forth. Furthermore, Koreans were alienated from Japanese culture due to personal and

structural discrimination based on race. The result was Korean resistance.

On the world stage, Japan's colonial policies, including assimilation, were not

unique. French educational facilities in Africa taught African children to speak French at

school, with the goal of enlightening them to western civilization as well as make them

obedient subjects. Interestingly, the French offered citizenship to some of its African

subjects, although very few were eligible.31 That was a benefit Japan denied Koreans

until 1945, the last year of the war. As a related aside, the United States attempted to

force Native Americans to assimilate to American culture throughout the 1930s. The

American government used more coercion to assimilate the Native Americans than Japan

used in Korea. For example, young children were taken from their parents, put in

boarding schools far from their home, and severely punished for speaking their

language.32 Such colonial examples help us better understand global historical processes;

they do not deny or lessen the suffering and exploitation of the Korean people.

31 Andrew Roberts, ''The Imperial Mind," The Colonial Movement in Africa: Essays on the Movement of
Minds and Materials, 1900-1940 ed. A.D. Roberts (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990),35.

32 K. Tsianina Lomawaima, They Called it Prairie Light: The Story ofChilocco Indian School (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1994), Introduction.
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During the Asian-Pacific War, the GGK utilized its full range of power to tighten

and deepen its control over Korean society. Beginning in the 1930s, state power slowly

became more intrusive in daily life. This was made possible by the cooperation and

collaboration of Korean elites at the local and national levels. Educators, businessmen,

socialites, and many Korean elites fell within the orbit of state power. Those who did not

comply were subjected to extreme forms of harassment. Korean collaborators were

essential to Japan's efforts because they somewhat legitimized Japan's unpopular

policies by being the hand and fist of the regime. This stands in contrast to the 1920s

when many elites led a cultural nationalist movement.

From 1931 the colonial regime required that the Korean elite support and

propagate unpopular assimilation policies or face economic, social, or legal

repercussions. Korean collaborators helped mobilize the masses in a variety of ways that

included publishing articles in newspapers and journals, traveling on lecture circuits,

offering donations, and heading semi-governmental groups. Korean notables such as

literary figure Yi Kwang-su, scholar Choe Nam-son, businessman Kim Song-su, social

activist Pak Ch'ung-giim, army colonel Kim Sok-won, and American educated reformer

Yun Ch'i-ho lent their names and energies to Japan's mobilization of Koreans. In doing

so, elites destroyed their credentials as national leaders among the Korean populace. The

colonial regime probably understood and exploited this paradox faced by Korean elites.

By 1940, most of Korea's social and economic leaders were aligned with the Japanese.

Korea did not have a national leader on par with India's Gandhi.

Members of the Korean royal family also participated in the mobilization of
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Korea. Princes Yi U and Yi Kon, both graduates of a Japanese cadet school, were

promoted to high ranks in the Japanese military, although their posts were largely

ornamental.33 The GGK subtly altered the image of the Korean royal family from sage

kings to warrior elites in an effort revise Korea's traditional aversion to military service.

These princes exhibit how Japan attempted to tighten control over Korean society by

coopting Korea's native leaders into the Japanese social hierarchy.

The motives of Korean elites to collaborate is a controversial and complicated

matter. Suffice it to say that some elites were coerced, some cooperated to receive social

status or economic benefits, and others had what they thought to be Korea's long-term

interest at heart. For example, businessmen, such as Kim Song-su, found that economic

benefits depended on close alignment with the colonial state. Scholars and poets had

motives that are more difficult to decipher. Whatever the case maybe, the colonial regime

pressured all strata of society to cooperate. Those who remained faithful to Korean

nationalism were imprisoned or subjected to constant surveillance and loss of economic

privileges. The difficulty of remaining true to Korean independence, or even neutral of

Japan's agenda, was summarized early in the Asian-Pacific War by Yun Ch'i-ho, who

wrote in his diary on July 24, 1938, "We must make up our mind to be the Japanese

subjects or else to emmigrate [sic] to Europe or America or heaven. It is very dangerous

to straddle the fence.,,34

33 Carter J. Eckert, "Total War, Industrialization, and Social Change in Late Colonial Korea" in The
Japanese Wartime Empire, eds. Peter Duus, Ramon Myers, and Mark Peattie (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1996),28. For a brief discussion of these two princes, see Yi Ki-dong,. "IlOOn cheguk
guniii Hangukin changgyodiil (Korean officers of the Japanese army)," Sin Tong-a, no. 299 (August 1984),
481-482.

34 Yun Ch'i-ho, (July 26, 1938), vol. 11,80.
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More useful to Japan than national elites were the tens of thousands of Koreans at

the local level who served as policemen and aikokuhan heads. Japan would have had

great difficulty ruling Korea without the integral assistance of thousands of local

authorities. Authorities who actively cooperated with Japan played a more critical role in

the mobilization of Korea because they helped recruit fellow Koreans for war, often

betraying the trust of neighbors and friends. Their activities are chronicled throughout

this paper.

Korean Readiness for War

Throughout the Second World War (1937-1945), Korea was a continental

logistics base (heitan kichi) for Japan's military's exploits in China. However, Korea and

Koreans were ill-prepared to contribute to the war industrially or militarily. But for its

colonial status, Korea would not have been directly involved in the war. A brief

background to Korea's urban labor force helps clarify this issue. The world wide

Depression of the 1930s bankrupted many farmers who then moved to urban centers in

Korea and Japan in search of jobs as manuallaborers.35 To alleviate Korean

unemployment and reduce migration to Japan, the GGK launched the Official

Employment Promotion Policy (kan assen shokugyoseisaku) in April 1934. Employment

introduction offices (shokugyo sh{i{aisho), the engine of this policy, provided

occupational assistance to the unemployed and recently graduated students in Korea.

This policy diverted surplus labor from Korea's rural southern provinces to the

35 Andrew J. Grajdanzev 1944,81-82 and 119.
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industrializing north.36 During World War IT these offices helped secure Korean labor

(mostly unskilled) for businesses in Korea and Japan, as well as "comfort women" for

military brothels.

The industrialization of Korea and growth of an industrial workforce began in

earnest after the Manchurian

Table 1: Korean labor from 1943 to 1945
Incident in 1931. By 1936 the

Type of Industry
Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation
Forestry
Marine products
Metal mining
Coal Mining
Agriculture-related
Mariners
Total

Number of Workers
591,494
437,752
179,544
205,911
211,520
273,863

72,561
130,377

19,352
2,122,374

number of Korean wage laborers

reached 594,793 workers and grew

to 702,868 in 1940. Three years

later this number more than tripled

to 2,122,374.37 The growth was

especially notable in several fields.

Source: Pak Kyong-sik. Nihon teikoku shugi
no ChOsen shihai (ka) (Japanese imperialistic
domination of Korea, Volume 2). Tokyo: Aoki
shoten, 1975, 162.

In a mere decade the number of

factory and mine workers had nearly

quadrupled while construction

workers increased nearly ninefold. Table 1 shows the distribution of labor in Korea in the

last two years of the war as well as the rapid industrialization of Korea. These numbers

do not reflect the hundreds of thousands of Korean laborers mobilized in Japan.

36 Yi Sang-iii, "1930nyandae Ilcheiii nodong chOngch'aekgwa nodongnyak sut'al" (Japanese imperial labor
policy and labor force exploitation in the 1930s), Hanguksa yanggu 94 (September 1996),174-176; Soon
won Park 1999,38-39; Kobayashi Ei, "Chosen sotokufu no rodo ryoku seisaku ni tsuite" (Regarding the
Korean Governrnent-general's labor force policies), Keizai to keizaigaku 34 (1974), 58-65; and Kim Min
yang 1995, 39-40.

37 Bruce Cumings, The Origins ofthe Korean War: Liberation and the Emergence ofSeparate Regimes,
1945-1947 vol. 1 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981),26.
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Korean workers were generally limited to manual labor and nontechnical

positions. Japan's prewar social and educational policies were largely to blame for this

unpreparedness. Specifically, there were hundreds of thousands of unskilled Korean

laborers, but few qualified technicians, machinists, or engineers. Like other colonial

powers, Japan had not invested in the human resources of her colonies. Colonial

education was designed to secure the metropole's hegemony over, not educate, Korea's

youth. Thus, Korean youth did not receive the martial training that their Japanese

counterparts received. Japan feared that an educated Korean population would be a

breeding ground for politicization and empower the independence movement.38

This dearth of skilled laborers hurt wartime production as skilled Japanese

workers were sent to war. One element of this was the relative youthfulness of Korea's

workforce. As late as 1938 children under 16 years of age constituted 22 percent of the

textile industry's labor force and 9 percent of the total industrial workforce.39 By 1943

nearly 16 percent of youths over the age of twelve worked in factories. 4o

Militarily, Koreans were not conscripted into the army so, as of 1937, the Korean

people were in no position to make a military contribution. Many Japanese nationals

considered Koreans unworthy of military service for three reasons. First, Koreans had a

cultural aversion to military service, thus Korean and Japanese culture had diametrically

38 Also see Kwak K6n-hong, [lchew Nodong ChOngch 'aekgwa ChosOn Nodongja, 1938-1945 (Japanese
imperial labor policy and Korean laborers, 1938-1945) (Seoul: Sins6w6n, 2001), 347. Kwak lists several
technical schools that were available to Koreans.

39 Andrew J. Grajdanzev 1944, 183.

40 Kwak K6n-hong, "Ilcheha Chos6niii j6nsi nodong ch6ngch'aek y6ngu" (A study of Korea's special labor
policy under Japan) (PhD. diss., Kory6 University, 1998),239
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opposite views on the social value of soldiers. Korea's traditional aversion to military

service originated from the Korean Confucian elite class's exemption from military

service obligations.41 Late in the colonial era, Japan attempted to impose its samurai

tradition upon Korea through an education system that glorified military service. Yet,

Korean cultural disdain for military service remained strong when Japan implemented the

draft in 1944. In fact, throughout most of the war, Koreans assumed their role was to

provide laborers, not soldiers.

Table 2: Japanese Language Ability among
Koreans from 1920 to 1943

A second obstacle to

immediate military service was that

too few Koreans spoke Japanese.

Colonial and military officials were

deeply concerned about the low

Year
1920
1925
1930
1936
1940
1943

Total Speakers
367,365 (2.12%)
947,146 (5.11)

1,627,136 (8.27)
2,103,962 (9.84)
3,573,338 (15.57)
5,722,448 (22.15)

Japanese language proficiency levels

among Koreans. Table 2 shows that

late in the colonial period, less than

one-quarter of all Koreans could

Source: Teikoku gikai setsumei shiry6, Diet
86,1944, in ICCCSC 22, ed. by Kang Man
gil (Koyang: Han'guk haksul chongbo,
2000), 231. The number in parentheses is the
percent of the Korean population.

communicate effectively in Japanese.42 This was of great concern to the Japanese

military because men who could not speak Japanese were of little use to the Japanese

army. Most Koreans, if recruited, would have been unable to take orders and useless on

41 James B. Palais, Politics and Policy in Traditional Korea (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975),
88.

4Z Minami Jiro denki kankokai, Minami Jir6(Tokyo: Minami Jiro denki kankokai, 1957),460-461 and
TGSS, Diet 86, 1944, in ICCCSC 22, ed. Kang Man-gil (Koyang: Han'guk haksul chOngbo, 2000), 231.
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the battlefield. Such low comprehension levels exhibit the inability of the colonial state

to impose its will on the Korean people.

And third, too few Korean youths attended school. The Military Service Law

stipulated that a man must graduate from elementary school in order to service in the

military. Yet, attendance rates during the colonial period never reached more than 50

percent.43 Still, those who had attended school were unprepared to serve in the military.

The school curriculum in Korea focused on morals and loyalty to the Japanese emperor,

not training that made Koreans capable of organizing or conducting complex tasks. That

underscores the larger issue at hand: Japan's prewar policies shortchanged the Japanese

empire in the long run because Japan could place only limited effective demands on

Korea. During the Second World War, Korea had too few skilled laborers for industrial

labor and too few men were willing or ready to join the army or navy.

International Context of Military Mobilization

The international contexualization of colonial wartime mobilization provides a

helpful, revealing, and often ignored, backdrop for Japan's policies. Japan's actions

during the Asia-Pacific War in Korea were similar to other colonial situations. These

were various similarities and differences in methods of mobilization. Japan's

mobilization of Koreans as laborers and soldiers, by colonial standards, happened late. In

43 Carter Eckert et al. 1990,263-264. Also see Chosen sotokufu, dojimukan, Okayuki Takeshi, Rikugun
tokubetsu shiganhei tokuhon (Reader on the army special volunteer soldiers) (Keijo: Teikoku chihO gyosei
gakkai Chosen honbu, 1939) in ICCCSC 56, ed. Kang Man-gil (Koyang: Han'guk haksul chOngbo, 2000),
70-72.
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the mid- to late-1800s western European nations established colonial control over nearly

all of Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and the Pacific islands. These colonies were

strategically important to Europe because they supplied minerals, manufactured products,

and manpower that enhanced the metropole's economic and military power. European

powers had marshaled their colonies to war before and during the First World War and

repeated these heavy demands during the Second World War.

In World War I, France mobilized between 500,000 and 818,000 colonial subjects

as soldiers and another 200,000 as industriallaborers.44 England recruited 1,440,337

Indians45 and over 200,000 Africans46 to fight or work for its army. Yet, the distance

between the colonizer and colonized, such as the differences in race and cultural tradition,

played a greater role in European than Japanese colonialism. This said, the French cared

less about the color of colonial troops than the British. France imported colonial subjects,

regardless of their color, to work and fight for the French state. On the other hand, the

"British absolutely refused to use African combat troops in Europe or outside of Africa ..

.. For the English, having Indian soldiers in England constituted sufficient threat; the

presence of black colonial soldiers would prove insufferable."47 As will be shown, Japan

was similar to France in many ways.

44 Martin Thomas, The French Empire at War, 1940-1945 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998), 11 and
John Chipman 1989,57.

45 Upendra N. Chakravorty, Indian Nationalism and the First World War, 1914-1918 (Calcutta: Progressive
Publishers, 1997), 11 and S.D. Pradhan, "Indian Army and the First World War," in India and World War 1
eds. DeWitt Ellinwood and S.D. Pradhan (Columbia, MO: South Asia Books, 1978),55. Almost half of the
Indians served in Mesopotamia, with large contingents in France and Egypt.

46 John McCracken, "British Central Africa" in The Cambridge History ofAfrica 7, From 1905-1940
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986),621.

47 John H. Morrow, Jr. The Great War: An Imperial History (New York: Routledge, 2004), 83.
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During World warn, European colonial powers again mobilized their colonial

possessions. The French conscripted 80,000 soldiers from West Africa at the outbreak of

hostilities, and mobilized another 105,500 thereafter, but the war ended for them with the

fall of France in 1940.48 But North Africa continued to supply men for the Free French

forces. "Up to the armistice, North Africa alone provided 216,000 men, including

123,000 Algerians. From 1943 to 1945, 385,000 men from North Africa ... took part in

the liberation of France.,,49

The British recruited greater numbers of colonial manpower than France. British

West Africa supplied 200,000 soldiers and laborers for British military campaigns in East

and Northern Africa and the King's African Rifles in British East Africa contributed

another 325,000 troops and laborers.5o And South Africa, as part of the Commonwealth,

provided 200,000 troops, one-third of whom were unarmed black soldiers, for the

reconquest of Ethiopia. In the case of South Africa, we see that government officials

were keen to prevent the politicization and empowerment of black subjects.

The African contingent was dwarfed by 1.8 million Indian soldiers fighting for

England.51 The British recruited a majority of Indian soldiers from the north and

northwestern regions where the socio-religious groups had a martial tradition. Britain had

48 Rita Headrick, "African Soldiers in World War II," Armed Forces and Society Vol. 4 no. 3 (May 1978),
502. This includes French Equatorial Africa. Also see Nancy Ellen Lawler, Soldiers ofMisfortune: Ivoirien
Triailleurs ofWorld War II (Athens, OH: University of Ohio Press, 1992),65 and 88.

49 Tayeb Chenntouf, "The Hom and North Africa, 1935-1945: Crises and Change" in General History of
Africa vol. 8, Africa since 1935. Ali A. Mazrui, ed. (Heinemann, CA: University of California Press, 1993),
45.

50 David Killingray, "Military and Labour Recruitment in the Gold Coast during the Second World War,"
Journal ofAfrican History Vol. 23 (1982), 83.

51 Johannes H. Voigt, India in the Second World War (New Delhi: Arnold-Heinemann, 1987),277.
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relied on these groups for decades to maintain control over India. England's use of one

group to rule another was a typical method used by colonial powers to divide-and-rule.

This divide-and-conquer tactic along ethnic lines was not possible within Korea.

The English and French mobilized their colonies in dissimilar ways. The methods

of recruitment provides a clear example. Recruitment methods are important to this

discussion because Korean nationalists excoriate Japan for forcing a conscription system

on Korea.52 While their anger was justified, Japan was not the sole colonial power guilty

of conscripting subjects. The French conscripted African subjects as early as 1915.53 The

system occasionally degenerated into raiding villages and shanghaiing young men into the

military if not enough recruits were legally recruited.54 The British, on the other hand,

generally relied on recruiting volunteers to man their colonial armies. In many (but not

all) cases, men willingly volunteered for reasons that ranged from three square meals a

day to an opportunity to learn a marketable skill.55 However, the British volunteer system

did not preclude coercion. A common British recruiting method in Africa was to assign

villages a quota for a number of men and require local chiefs to gather recruits.

Chieftains filled these quotas by accepting volunteers- and if there were not enough

volunteers, they resorted to force.

Two other topics related to colonial subjects in the military are: The language

52 See Ranil munjae yonguwon, Ppaeatkkin choguk kkiillyiJgan saramdiil: 7-baekman ChOsonin kangje
tongwOn'iii yOksa (Stolen country, taken away people: A history of seven million Koreans' forced
mobilization) (Seoul: Asia munhwasa, 1995) and Kim Min-yong, Ilcheiii ChosOn'in nodongnyOk sut'al

yOn 'gu (Study of Japan's Korean manpower exploitation) (Seoul: Ranul, 1995).

53 John R. Morrow 2004, 83.

54 David Killington 1982,90.

55 Daniel R. Readrich 1978,502-505.
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used in the army and promotion of colonial soldiers. In Europe, the British commanding

officers were encouraged to use the language of the men they commanded, while the

French required the colonial subjects to learn and speak French.56 As for promotions, the

French promoted a higher proportion of Africans to be officers than the British.

However, both countries utilized a command structure that ensured no colonial soldier,

African or Indian, would ever command a European. Quite simply, colonial soldiers

formed their own units under the command of a European officer. Koreans were required

to learn Japanese, much like the French. On the other hand, Korean soldiers were

promoted to ranks where they were in direct command over Japanese soldiers- in stark

contrast to the European experience. The reason for this was that Korean recruits did not

form their own unit. Instead, Koreans served in Japanese units.

The above discussion shows that Japan's implementation of the Korean Volunteer

Soldier System in 1938 and conscription system in 1944 were not unconventional moves.

Japan, like other colonial powers, was apprehensive about enlisting a large number of

subjects into the military because of the politicizing effect it could have on them.

Colonial overlords understood that colonial subjects would not forget the skills they

learned in boot camps and factories, no matter how helpless and incompetent colonial

discourse portrays them.57

This dilemma is equally relevant to the labor mobilization of colonies. Colonial

56 Ibid., 505-506.

57 Ch6sengun sanb6ch6, Koiso Kuniaki, "Ch6senjin shiganhei seido ni kansuru iken (Opinion regarding the
Korean volunteer soldier system)," no. 354, (June 1937), frames 1130, 1136-1143. Available at
www.jacar.go.jp.ref. code cOl004599600.. For examples of this in Africa, see Ali A. Mazrui and Michael
Tidy, Nationalism and New States in Africafrom about 1935 to the Present. (London: Heinemann, 1984),
19-20.
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powers generally located heavy and military industries in the metropole to prevent the

long-term economic empowerment of the colony. This was logical during peacetime, but

hurt the colonial powers during wartime when their industrial centers were destroyed by

strategic bombing. For example, India's economy, much like Korea's, was ill-suited to

supply the metropole with modem weaponry such as tanks, airplanes, and ships.58

During World War I, Britain and France utilized colonial laborers. Great Britain

mobilized more than one million Africans as porters and construction workers during

military campaigns on the western front and in the Middle East,59 Although China was

not a European colony, Britain recruited around 100,000 Chinese for the war at Wei-hai-

Wei, a small British-controlled enclave on the Shandong Peninsula. These workers dug

trenches, laid railways, and carried provisions.60 France also relied heavily on its African

colonies for material and human resources during the First World War. French industries

employed 223,000 colonial (mostly North African) and Chinese laborersY However,

these workers were segregated from the French population in order to maintain a proper

racial hierarchy. The French also mobilized tens of thousands of African laborers in

Greece, Mesopotamia, and throughout Africa.

The use of colonial labor during World Warn repeated the mobilization efforts of

World War I. The British, French, and Portuguese utilized "millions of [African] men

58 Johannes H. Voigt 1987,72.

59 David Killingray, "Labour Exploitation for Military Campaigns in British Colonial Africa, 1870-1945."
Journal o/Contemporary History 24 (1989), 484-485.

60 Nicholas J. Griffin, "Britain's Chinese Labor Corps in World War I," Military Affairs 40, no. 3 (October
1976), 102-103. (402-108)

61 John H. Morrow, Jr.2004, 159 and Tyler Stovall, "Color-Blind France? Colonial Workers during the
First World War," Race and Class 35 no. 2 (1993), 35.
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and women" to increase food production and hundreds of thousands found work in

industries related to the war effort.62 Some workers were mobilized in the metropole, but

most remained in their homeland. For example, in central Nigeria, the British mobilized

about 100,000 Africans to work on plantations and in tin mines, often in appalling

conditions.63 India was also an important production center during the Second World

War. It produced "nearly four hundred million tailored items, twenty-five million pairs of

shoes" and more than four million parachutes (few, if any tanks, ships, or artillery).

Additionally, India was an important bread basket for the British Empire.64 This

production indicates that large numbers of Indians were mobilized for the war.

Furthermore, 184,000 technical, skilled, and medical personnel served overseas. Many of

these individuals underwent a period of special training before leaving India.65

The labor force of Nazi Germany resembled Japan's in many ways. Both utilized

large numbers of forced foreign laborers, including prisoners of war. Both nations

remedied labor shortages by first recruiting unemployed labor, then shifted workers from

non-strategic industries to strategic factories, and finally drew on youths, women, and the

elderly.66 As early as 1939 Polish workers and prisoners of war were used in Germany to

harvest crops and work in factories. 67 Later, Germans imported Russians, French, Danes,

62 Michael Crowder, ''The Impact of Two World Wars on Africa." History Today 34 (January 1984), 11-18.

63 David Killingray 1989,490.

64 Indivar Kamtekar, "A Different War Dance: State and Class in India, 1939-1945," Past and Present 176
(2002), 195.

65 Krishan G. Saini, "The Economic Aspects of India's Participation in the First World War," in India and
World War I eds. DeWitt C. Ellinwood and S.D. Pradhan (Columbia, MO: South Asia Books, 1978), 146.

66 Edward L. Hornze, Foreign Labor in Nazi Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967), 17.

67 Ibid., 23.
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and other nationalities as laborers and farm hands. The Nazis also recruited and forced

hundreds of thousands of Hungarians to build military fortifications.68 By the mid-1943

the Hungarian armed services provided 800,000 public service and military laborers to

the Third Reich.69 In fact, by 1944, foreigners constituted upwards of one-fifth (8.1

million total) of the German work force. 7o However, the Nazi economy suffered for want

of skilled labor.71 Japan also heavily relied on unskilled foreign labor, including POWs.

Japan's mobilization of its colonies was not unique to colonial practices. A

comparison of labor mobilization shows that Japan's demands on Korean labor were less

extreme than Nazi Germany's in Eastern Europe and French demands in West Africa, but

more exploitive than the British in India. The Nazi and French used arbitrary recruitment

more extensively than Japan and the British in India recruited a very small percentage of

the population. Also, Japan had no sanctioned slave labor camps as did the Nazis.

Colonial powers that mobilized their colonies faced a conundrum: the metropole

worried it might lose the war without the assistance of the colony, yet, mobilizing the

colony altered the dynamics of the ruler-subject relationship in a way that empowered the

colony with technical and military skills. More importantly, it fostered a mentality that

the metropole was not invincible. This meant that the master and servant relationship

could not last. For example, during World War I Indians bargained for political

concessions, which revealed European weaknesses. Britain announced it would work

68 Ibid., 200-201.

69 Randolph L. Braham, The Hungarian Labor Service System, 1939-1945 (New York: East European

Quarterly, 1977), vii and 48.

70 Homze, vii and 151.

71 Ibid., 46.
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toward a self-governing India in order to encourage cooperation among the Indian

population.

Conclusion

Up to the mid 1930s the OOK's policies were designed to maintain Japan's

hegemonic rule in Korea and gave little consideration to winning the support of Koreans

or to training Koreans with technical skills. The outbreak of war with China and then the

United States altered the OOK's policy goals in Korea. At the outbreak of the Second

World War in 1937, Korea's human resources were unprepared to make a significant

contribute to Japan's war effort. Japan was unable to militarily mobilize Koreans because

too few Koreans spoke Japanese. Up to 1938, the education system in Korea emphasized

instilling Koreans with Japanese morals, but through Koreans language instruction, and

had not provided basic military training (as happened in Japan). To these should be

added Japan's general distrust and disdain of Koreans. In almost each case, Korea's

unpreparedness for war was the result of the OOK's failure in colonial education.

On the labor front, Koreans provided little immediate relief to Japan's growing

labor shortages because Korean schools had not provided technical training to Korea's

youth; the Korean peninsula lacked a significant presence of strategic industries, and most

Koreans remained Korean at heart. The rest of this dissertation will emphasize this and

other failures, as well as the impact they had on Japan's mobilization policies in Korea

during the war.
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CHAPTER 3

VOLUNTEER SOLDIER SYSTEMS

Korea's military participation in the Second World War (1937-1945) is vital to

our understanding of the most oppressive years of Japan's colonial enterprise. Traditional

accounts of the war portray the colonial regime, its policies, and mobilization of Korea in

dark, exploitive terms.! Yet, the Koreans were not voiceless victims who passively

accepted Japan's policies. This chapter sheds light on the Koreans' choices for and

against Japan's military policies in Korea during the Second World War by examining

Japan's military mobilization of Koreans as volunteer soldiers. Specifically, it examines

the Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System (Ch6senjin tokubetsu shiganhei seido), the

Korean Student Special Volunteer Soldier System (Ch6senjin gakuto tokubetsu shiganhei

seido), and the Naval Special Volunteer Soldier System (Kaigun tokubetsu shiganhei

seido).2

The three volunteer systems had several commonalities, the foremost being that

the collection of applications relied heavily on coercion, not voluntarism. Coercion was

present throughout the application process. Thus, the use of 'volunteer (shigan)' in the

title of these systems is somewhat of a misnomer. The Japanese word shigan, used in the

title of each system, can be translated as 'volunteer' and 'applicant.' A more appropriate

1 See, for example, Chapter 4 ("Colonial Totalitarianism") of Gregory Henderson's Korea: The Politics of
the Vortex (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968). It states the colonial regime was "a rule of
complete despotism" with a "ruthless purpose."

2 This chapter will refer to the Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System as the volunteer system, the
Korean Student Special Volunteer Soldier System as the student volunteer system, and the Naval Special
Volunteer Soldier System as the naval volunteer system.
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title for these systems would be "Special Applicant Soldier System" because Korean men

had to submit an application to become a soldier and, as will be shown, most applications

were not voluntarily submitted. However, Japanese authorities clearly used the term to

imply 'volunteer.' For example, one source spoke of shigannetsu (volunteer spirit) and

other sources spoke of sacrifice and patriotism in relation to the volunteer systems.3

The Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System, 1938-1943

The Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System began in 1938, the year after war

erupted between Japan and China. Between 1938 and 1943 the Japanese army received

more than 800,000 applications to the 'volunteer' system and enlisted 17,664 Korean

volunteer soldiers into the army. As the numbers indicate, the system touched the lives of

a great number of Koreans and received great attention from the colonial state. In 1944

the system was replaced by a compulsory military conscription system.

Analysis of the volunteer system begins with an examination of the volunteer

system at the policymaking level with special consideration of the goals and limitations of

mobilization as Japanese policymakers saw them. It then examines the implementation

of the volunteer system. And finally, it covers the Korean reactions, both for and against,

to the volunteer system.

Policy Formation

Japanese authorities controlled all decision making organs within Korea. Koreans

were not physically present during the policy making process, but their strengths and

3 ChOsen sotokufu, Ch6senjij6(Seoul: Chosen sotokufu, 1943),208.
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weaknesses (as well as potential response) weighed heavily on the minds of Japan's

decision makers. Korean military service had been considered for many years. Japanese

army officials "seriously and carefully considered" Korean military conscription in the

early 1930s.4 In a two-volume booklet published in 1932, the kempeitai (military police)

addressed Korean conscription. According to the kempeitai, Koreans asked, "While we

are equally one race, why is it that among the three obligations [the draft, taxes and

education], the draft is something we cannot doT's The kempeitai answered this question

by claiming that Koreans were deprived of a conscription system because of its harsh

economic conditions as well as Korea's cultural aversion toward military service, not out

of fear of a Korean rebellion. In other words, the draft, was not economically feasible in

Korea since too many Korean families would suffer economic hardship if their sons

served two years in the army.6 The issue was temporarily resurrected in April 1934 when

Pak Ch'ung-giim, a socially active Korean living in Japan, unsuccessfully lobbied the

Diet to permit Koreans to enlist in the army.7

Minami Jiro renewed interest in Korean military service soon after becoming

Governor-general in 1936. He lobbied the Tokyo government to enlist Koreans because,

4 ChOsengun sanbOcho, "Chosenjin shiganhei seido ni kansuru ken" (Case related to the Korean volunteer
soldier system) no. 713 (November 24, 1938), frame 0680. Available www.jacar.go.jp. ref. code
cOlO04253900.

5 Chosen kempeitai shireibu, ChOsen no hito no tokko bidanshii (Collection of anecdotes of Koreans) 1
(Seoul, 1932),5. Japan had a compulsory military conscription system that required all eligible 20-year old
Japanese men to serve two years.

6 Ibid., 6-8

7 Kim Do-hyong, "Ilcheiii hangukin byongnokdongwon ch'eje" (Japan's Korean military mobilization
system)," Kunsasa yanggu ch'ongso2 (March 2002), 95-96.
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Minami claimed, Koreans demanded this right.s In January 1937, 33 Koreans, led by Pak

Hiii-do (one of the 33 signers of the March First Declaration of Independence) and Sin

T'ae-ak (a lawyer who graduated from Chuo University), organized a committee to

discuss and lobby important officials within the government and military to allow

Koreans into the military. They did this so that Koreans would benefit culturally and

economically from Japan's tutelage and not be the only undeveloped people in East Asia.9

Minami supported this effort on the grounds that the enlistment of Koreans would

solidify the unification of Japan and Korea (naisen ittai) and allow Koreans to prove

themselves as loyal subjects of the emperor. lO The Army Ministry agreed with Minami

and in early 1937 asked the Chosen Army for its opinion regarding the recruitment of

Koreans. 11

Koiso Kuniaki, as commander of the Chosen Army, responded to the army's

inquiry into Korean military service. He opined that military service was possible on a

limited scale. His main concern was that Koreans were not "spiritually" and patriotically

prepared for the draft. Specifically, Koreans lacked patriotism, or worse still, harbored

anti-Japanese sentiments. Koiso claimed that Korean intellectuals, who were not

specified, supported military service because "it was irrational [for Japan] to demand

patriotism without the burden of national defense."12 He thought the best way to ensure

8 Maeil sinba, May 12, 1942.

9 TGSS, Diet 73, 1937. Reprint in ICCCSC volume 3, 70-71.

10 ChOsengun sanbOchO, Koiso Kuniaki, "Chosenjin shiganhei seido ni kansuru iken (Opinion on the Korean
volunteer soldier system)" no. 354, (June 1937), frame 1131. Available at www.jacar.go.jp reference no.

cOlO04599600 and Mitarai Tatsuo 1942, 14-15.

11 ChOsengun sanbochO, (November 24, 1938), frame 0680.

12 Chosengun sanbOchO, Koiso Kuniaki, (June 1937), frame 1139.
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Korean cooperation was to intensify assimilation and highlight the defense of Korea. 13

He also wrote that assimilation and compulsory military service would be possible

30 to 50 years in the future, but even then he was unsure the draft could be smoothly

implemented. Nevertheless, Koiso suggested that this process, in an incomplete fashion,

could be achieved in 15 to 20 years under the right conditions.14 As a concrete step

toward assimilation and the draft, he recommended a volunteer soldier system for

Koreans. He also suggested that the GGK needed to implement an education system in

Korea on par with the one available for Japanese students because too few Koreans spoke

Japanese. 15

The outbreak of the Second World War in July 1937, one month after the Tokyo

government asked for Koiso' s recommendation, made the enlistment of Koreans more

attractive to the military. However, government documents from 1938 and 1939 provide

no hint that the military expected Koreans to make an immediate military contribution.

The system, as conducted the first two years, remained a long term project.

Some scholars argue that Japan's war with China was the catalyst for the

volunteer system.16 In hindsight, this sounds logical, but it does not account for the

chronology of events or the status of the war when the system was announced in early

1938. It is important to note the timing of events in the context of East Asian

international relations. Specifically, internal discussions for a volunteer system began

13 Ibid., frame 1131.

14 Ibid., frame 1136.

15 Ibid., frame 1143.

16 Hanil munjae yonguwon 1995, 78.
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before the outbreak of the Second World War. Of course, it is likely that Japan's

deteriorating relations with China and the United States loomed in the back of

policymakers' minds, but those were not major factors in the decision making process.

The decision to accept applications for military service came prior to the outbreak of war

and a recognized shortage of manpower. Furthermore, in 1938 Japan remained confident

the war would not last long. The volunteer soldier system was done on such a small scale

(1,000 men were enlisted the first two years) that it did not affect Japan's military power.

Also, the Imperial Army had large numbers of reservists to cover any troop shortage. The

volunteer system was likely a strategic move designed to augment Japan's future, not

, immediate, military capabilities and facilitate the assimilation of Korea.

Support within the Japanese government and citizenship for the Korean volunteer

soldier system was overwhelming, but not unanimous. The key advocate of this system

was the army. Officials within the Army Ministry publicly endorsed the volunteer system

and expressed the utmost confidence in Koreans. Chosen Army officials had previously

noted that Koreans had served honorably in the supplemental kempei and police forces to

suppress outlaws, who were often nationalist KoreansY Proponents of the Korean

volunteer system emphasized that the system would benefit Japan in two ways: First, it

would facilitate the Japanization process, and second, Koreans would contribute to

national defense even if in a limited manner. is On the first point, the assimilation of

Koreans, as of 1937, was a disappointment to the colonial regime. Korean ethnic

17 ChOsen kempeitai shireibu, (1932), 3-8.

18 Kikuchi Kenjo, Ch6senjin to heieki (Koreans and military service) (Tokyo, 1943), 1.
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identity, and attending anti-Japanese sentiments, remained so deeply entrenched that the

Korean population was not considered culturally or spiritually ready for the draft.19

The volunteer system was an opportunity for the colonial regime to select loyal

Koreans and put them in the army. Japan hoped to separate a handful of pro-Japanese

young men from their villages and indoctrinate them with imperial culture. This would

transform the young men's parochial and ethnic interests into a pro-Japanese national

loyalty. This, in effect, would integrate Korea into the wider Japanese nation and, over

time, mentally prepare Koreans for the military draft. The colonial administration

anticipated that volunteer soldiers would benefit Japan after their discharge because

Korean veterans would travel on lecturing circuits to promote military service among

younger Koreans, work in the training centers to develop a younger generation of

soldiers, and infuse Koreans with a martial spirit.20

Essentially, Japan planned to use military service to destroy Korean language,

culture, and ethnic nationalism. Korean recruits would speak Japanese, travel outside

Korea (which would break parochial loyalties), and likely develop ties to the Japanese

nation. In short, military service was supposed to expand the spiritual foundation of

Japanization as well as help the Korean public understand Japan's mission in China.21 By

the early 1940s, Japan's leaders hoped Korean soldiers fighting and dying in China would

19 Chosengun sanbochO, Koiso Kuniaki (June 1937), frame 1130 and 1154 and Chosengun sanbOcho,
(November 1938), frame 0686.

20 Kimishima Nagosato, "ChOsen ni okero senso doin taisei no tenkai katei" (The development process of
the war mobilization system in Korea), NihonJashizumu to higashi Ajia: Gendaishi shinpojiumu (Japanese
fascism and East Asia: Modern history symposium), eds. Fujihara Akira and Nozawa Yuta (Tokyo: Oki
shoten, 1977) 76 and 97-99.

21 Chosengun sanbocho, Koiso Kuniaki (June 1937), frames 1141-1145 and HaniI munjae yonguwon 1995,
76.
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give Koreans a feeling that they had a stake in Japan's war and thereby make Koreans

loyal subjects and give them a leading role in the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity

Sphere.22

On the second point, military officials calculated that the volunteer system would

provide young Korean men with an opportunity to serve Japan and for Japan to recruit

Korea's most capable youth.23 As noted before, the volunteer system was conceived as a

stepping stone, a transition, toward compulsory military service. The system was

designed to, over the course of decades, accustom Koreans to the expectations of military

service and provide Japan with tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of recruits.24

The transition from a volunteer system to a draft had another important element-

the volunteer system would give the army time to prepare Japanese soldiers to work with

Korean recruits.25 In an effort to maintain harmony within the Imperial Japanese Army, it

was necessary to slowly incorporate Koreans into the military because of cultural

differences and widespread prejudices against Koreans within Japanese society. The

volunteer system, according to many proponents, was purely experimental and could be

abandoned if extremely unpopular.26 This was evidenced by the army's enlistment of a

mere 400 Koreans the first year of the volunteer system and 600 the next. This indicates

22 Chang Hyok-chu, Iwamoto shiganhei (Seoul, K6a bunka shuppan kabushiki kaisha, 1944),4.

23 Kat6 Y6ko, Ch6heisei to kindai Nihon, 1868-1945 (Conscription system and modem Japan, 1868-1945)
(Tokyo: Yoshikawa k6bunkan, 1996),246 and Cht5sengun gaiyt5shi (Outline history of the ChOsen Army)

(reprinted Tokyo: Fuji Shuppan, 1989).

24 ChOsengun sanb6chO, Koiso Kuniaki, (June 1937), frame 0686.

2S Cht5sen nenkan 1943,82-84; ChOsengun sanb6chO (November 24,1938), frame 0682 and Kang Ch'ang
il, "Chungil chOnjaeng ihu, ilcheiii Choson kunsa dongwon"(Japan's Korean military mobilization after the
Sino-Japanese War) in Hanin 'ganiii mich' iJngsan kwaje (Seoul: Asea Munhwasa, 1997),287.

26 ChOsengun sanb6cho (November 24, 1938), frame 0682 and TGSS Diet 74, December 1939,54.
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the army was in no rush to force military service on the Korean public.

Japanese opposition to the system was minimal and centered on the Koreans'

perceived lack of loyalty. Many Japanese considered Japan's Imperial military to be

unlike any other army on earth because of its "pure essence." Some worried that

recruiting Koreans would taint this purity.27 On a more practical level, internal military

and police memos voiced an uneasiness about recruiting Koreans since too few were

ready for military service. One army memo claimed, "Due to the present conditions of

Korean governance, resistance or desperation is active in their subconscious mind."28

The High Police (tokk6) also opined that it was too early for Korean military service

because assimilation was not complete. The police also cautioned that Korean

participation in the war might embolden zainichi Koreans (Koreans residing in Japan) to

threaten the public peace in Japan and encourage Koreans everywhere to rebel.

Specifically, they were concerned that Koreans would regard themselves as equals to the

Japanese and push for greater privileges.29 In other words, enlistment of Koreans posed a

potential problem to Japan's political and social domination of Korea. These concerns

limited the degree to which Koreans were mobilized as soldiers. Yet, the police agreed

Koreans should do something to support the nation actively.

Concerns over Koreans as soldiers centered around their lack of Japanese

language fluency, which in the Japanese mind was related to the weakness (or absence) of

27 ChOsen sotokufu, Chasen siJtokuju seimu sOkanjimu hikitsugi mokurokusho (Catalogue of Korean
Government-General civil governor's office transfer), (June 1942). Reprint in ICCCSC 29, 342.

28 Chosengun sanbocho (November 24,1938), frame 0699.

29 Tokk6 gepp6, January 1938, Ill.
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Japanization (k6minka).30 Underlying assimilation problems were the low educational

levels in Korea.31 Many bureaucrats felt Japanization had to be complete before the army

enlisted large numbers of Koreans. This meant that universal compulsory education was

fully expected prior to the draft. Proponents of the volunteer system conceded that

Koreans lacked the cultural foundation for enlistment, but argued that these shortcomings

could be overcome through special training programs of a limited number of Koreans

who had an elementary school education.

The debate over Korean military service addressed Korean suffrage. Up to 1938

the government denied Koreans suffrage because, it claimed, Koreans had a low cultural

level and did not serve in the military. But once the volunteer system was introduced the

latter part of this argument was not valid. Interestingly, the Chosen Army was rather

progressive on this issue and considered the volunteer system a "dash toward gaining

enfranchisement."32 Commander Koiso reasoned that enfranchisement would encourage

Koreans to cooperate with military service and assist assimilation.33 Diet deliberations on

the volunteer system also briefly considered granting enfranchisement in return for the

volunteer system.34 However, Governor-general Minami quashed this debate because he

felt military service was a moral duty, not a bargaining chip. He declared, "It is an error

30 Tokk6gepp6, June 1941, 84.

31 Chosen sotokufu, dojimukan, Okayuki Takeshi, (1939).

32 ChOsengun sanbochO, Koiso Kuniaki (June 1937), frame 1131.

33 Ibid., frame 1139 and TGSS, Diet 73, 1938,292-293.

34 Kato Yoko 1996,248.
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to think that suffrage is a reward for the draft."35 Colonial interests prevailed over

humanitarian concerns. The colonial regime was careful not to empower the Koreans

with any voice in political matters. Many colonial officials claimed that Korean calls for

enfranchisement in exchange for military service "profanes the true essence of the

draft.,,36 Discussion of enfranchisement was postponed due to the worsening war

situation in China.37

Debate over Korean military service lasted from June 1937 to February 1938. On

February 22, 1938, the OOK announced Imperial Ordinance 95, which established the

Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System. The Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System

was based on a 1927 revision to the Military Service Law which permitted special service

by specific segments of the populace, which up to that time were Japanese students.38

The military began accepting applications on April 3, 1938, the death anniversary of

ancient Japanese Emperor Jimmu.

Implementation

The Korean volunteer system was similar to the one used in Japan, but had several

notable differences: First, the targeted population in Korea was demographically more

diverse than in Japan; second, the Korean volunteer system enlisted a much smaller

35 Minami Jiro denki kankokai 1957,472-473 and Okamoto Makiko, "Senjika no Chosenjin, Taiwanjin
sanseiken mondai (Suffrage problem of Koreans and Taiwanese in wartime)," Waseda daigaku daigakuin
bungaku kenkyiika kiy642 (1996), 75.

36 ChOsen koho kyokai, Yakushin Chasen wo kataru (Discussing rapidly progressing Korea) (Seoul: ChOsen
gyosei gakkai, 1942), 24.

37 Mitarai Tatsuo 1942, i.

38 Japanese men could volunteer for one year of military service prior to their two years of mandatory
conscription at the age of 20. This one year of service did not count toward the two years.
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percentage of applicants than the volunteer system in Japan- in some years, less than

three percent of applicants; third, a greater degree of coercion to apply was exerted on

Koreans; and fourth, the qualifications for service excluded a greater number of

Koreans.39 An overview of the six qualifications for volunteer soldiers highlight the first

and last points. Applicants had to be 1) older than 17 years old (no maximum age was

set), 2) more than 160 centimeters tall, 3) mentally sound, 4) free of a criminal record,S)

an elementary school graduate, and 6) economically stable - that is, applicants had to

prove that joining the army would not cause economic hardship for their family.40

Numbers five and six disqualified large numbers of Koreans because Korea was a poor

agricultural-based society (in which young men were needed on family farms) with low

school attendance rates. In Japan, the volunteer system targeted Japanese students prior

to military service, which meant most were under 20 years old. Also, the minimum

height for Japanese volunteers and conscripts was 155 centimeters, a bit shorter than for

Koreans and later lowered to 152 centimeters.41

Applications had to be submitted by February 10 to the police office in the district

where their family registers were located, which required great numbers of youths to

travel back to their hometowns. Applications had to include a personal history, a

39 The language requirements for Koreans disqualified large numbers of Koreans. See Onoda Motomu,
"Nihon no senji Chosen shokuminchi tochi 'rikugun tokubetsu shiganhei seido' no hOteki bunseki wo
chiishin ni shite" (Japan's colonial rule of Korea during World War II centering on a legal analysis of the
'Army Special Volunteer Soldier System'), Ronshiino. 9 (1993), 253.

40 ChOsen nenkan 1939, 132. And ChOsen sotokufu, keimukyoku, "Rikugun tokubetsu shiganhei shigansha
boshii ni kanshi shoji bengi kyoyo kata irai no ken" (Request for matters of providing accommodation for
army special volunteer applicant recruitment), (October 30, 1941). Found in Selected Archives ofthe
Japanese Army-Navy, 1868-1945 (hereafter SAJAN). Library of Congress Microfilms, reel 215.

411bid. and ChOsen Sotokufu, Kanp6no. 3888 (January 10, 1940),49. The one year volunteer service for
Japanese men did not count toward their two-year compulsory service.
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certificate of address, property and income evaluation forms, a recommendation from the

village head or school principal as well as one from their provincial governor, a doctor's

verification that the recruit was in good physical condition, and an abstract of their family

registry.42 An applicant also needed permission from the head of household- usually his

father- in order to apply. If the parents objected to their son's military service, the

colonial regime encouraged officials "to persuade [them] with beautiful anecdotes of

bravery and honor by Koreans and Japanese soldiers.,,43 In actuality, great pressure was

applied on recalcitrant mothers and fathers in the form of random house calls by

policemen and aikokuhan heads.

Implementation of the volunteer system required preparation on several fronts.

First, the volunteer system needed to be publically promoted, and second, the colonial

education system needed to make significant advances in the assimilation of Koreans.

Publicity and education expanded and intensified from 1938 to 1943 in order to recruit

larger numbers of Korean men. The GGK began with a small number of men and

attempted to increase the number of applicants and recruits each year.

Up to the 1930s, the media accentuated the Koreans' weaknesses and

shortcomings, but after Japan became mired in Northern China, colonial organs gradually

abandoned these themes in public. Publicity related to the cultural, social, and ethnic

shortcomings of Koreans were slowly replaced by themes and catch-phrases designed to

build an esprit de corps between Koreans and Japanese. The colonial regime attempted

42 Bunky6no ChOsen no. 152 (April 1938), 162, ChOsen sotokufu, Kanp6no. 3361 (April 2, 1938),21 and
Chosengun sanbochO, Koiso Kuniaki (June 1937), frames 1120-1127.

43 Atarashiki ChOsen 1944,47.
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to curry favor with the Korean public and ideologically dominate Korea. All forms of

media began to promote the oneness of Korea and Japan (naisen ittai), the universal

brotherhood (isshi dan) of the Emperor in granting this right to Koreans, and

compatriotism (diJh6) of Koreans and Japanese.44

The Government-general used every available resource to promote the volunteer

soldier system and encourage Korean men to apply for military service. Newspapers,

journals, radio broadcasts, and Korean elites portrayed the volunteer soldier system as

critical to the betterment of Korea as well as an example of the unity of Japan and

Korea.45 One publication stated:

The China Incident was the storm that breathed new life into the Korea that had
broken out of its old shell. This storm stirred awake the Japanese consciousness
that had been sleeping deep within the hearts of our Korean brethren. It gave fire
to the mutual sympathy between Mainlanders and Koreans, a sympathy destined
by blood. An ardent emotion arose like a surging tide: 'Insofar as we are
Japanese, we hope to serve as humble shields [for the nation] as members of the
glorious Imperial Forces. ,46

This quote highlights the changing tone in colonial discourse, rhetoric, and indoctrination.

In other words, the volunteer system was an "answer to the wish of 20 million

Koreans.,,47 Young men were also told the volunteer soldier system as a "once in a

44 For examples, see Chasen, no. 275 (April 1938), 2, 14, and 45. This issue of Chasen included articles by
Governor-General Minami Jiro, ChOsen Army commander Koiso Kuniaki, and Yun Ch'i-ho. Each played
up brotherhood, benevolence, and the oneness of Korea and Japan.

45 Keij6nipp6, October 26,1943.

46 Atarashiki Chi5sen 1944,48. Translation in Utsumi Aiko, "Korean 'Imperial Soldiers': Remembering
Colonialism and Crimes against Allied paws," translated by Mie Kennedy. Perilous Memories: The Asia
Pacific War(s), ed. T. Fujitani, Geoffrey M. White, Lisa Yoneyama. (Durham: Duke University Press,
2001),205.

47 Asahi shinbun, March 11, 1938.
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lifetime opportunity (issen ichiman no ki)" that should not be missed.48 Government

publications claimed Koreans and Japanese had blood ties (dOso dOkon) dating back

centuries and that Koreans enjoyed a newfound sense of being Japanese.49

Korean youth were told that ancient Korean culture had a military tradition in the

hwarang of the Silla Dynasty (57 BCE-960 CE) and that they should follow in the

footsteps of those warriors in an effort to revive that tradition.50 For example, literary

figure Yi Kwang-su, in Korean language journal Samch'ali called on Korean youths to

follow the example of Hwang Ch'ang-nang, a 17-year old hwarang who volunteered

himself to the Silla king to fight and die for the kingdomY One writer curiously

reminded Koreans that Chosen Dynasty's Yi Sun-sin, an admiral who stymied the

Japanese invasions of Korea from 1592 to 1597, was part of Korea's (rather insignificant)

military past,52

Propaganda also subtly encouraged young men to apply for economic reasons.

The allure of stable employment for young men in colonial Korea cannot be overlooked

as an effective recruitment measure. Untold numbers of Koreans were desperate for

employment, even if it meant working for the colonial regime.53 Bureaucrats and

educators suggested that young men in the army could learn marketable skills as

48 Keijo nippiJ, October 31, 1943.

49 Chasen gyasei 21 no. 7 (July 1942), 3. Literally "same ancestors, same origins."

50 See also Chang Hyok-chu 1944,4. The hwarang were young men in their mid-teens who were warrior
youth.

51 Sameh'iJlli, July 1,1940,42-43.

52 Chasen gyasei 21 no. 7 (July 1942), 10.

53 Wonmo Dong 1965,329 and 340.
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policemen, firemen, railroad workers, and clerks, and improve future employment

opportunities.54 Another benefit was that employers would likely give special

consideration to Koreans with military experience.

Propaganda was also aimed at the Japanese public to ensure that there would not

be opposition to the Korean volunteer soldier system. The government had to "make the

Japanese people understand the Japanization [of Koreans] as a national necessity and

forget the Japanese dislike toward the Korean people and make the Japanese

enthusiastically treat Koreans with affection and patience.,,55 The Tokyo and colonial

governments slowly reversed more than three decades of negative colonial rhetoric that

had emphasized the Koreans' cultural weaknesses. The government promoted the image

of brotherhood between the two peoples and portrayed Koreans as patriotic subjects.

Government publications increasingly referred to Korea as 'virtuous Korea' (d6gi

Chasen).56

Despite the government's best efforts, Japanese distrust of Koreans lingered

throughout the war. Japanese public opinion was divided on whether Koreans should be

required, or even allowed, to serve in the military. Until the war's end, Japanese citizens

harbored doubts whether Koreans were worthy of military service.57 The Japanese public

thought Korean men were unmasculine, largely because they did not serve in the military,

54 Kang Ch'ang-ilI997, 291.

55 GakumushO, "ChOsenjin kominka kihon hosaku" (Basic measures of Korean imperialization), no date.
Available www.jacar.go.jp. ref. code b02031285300.

56 Chi5sen no. 326 (July 1942), 18-25.

57 ChOsengun sanbochO (November 24,1938) frame 0686 and Tanaka Yoshio, "Chosen ni okeru choheisei"
(Conscription system in Korea), Gunji shigaku no. 32 (March 1973),76.
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and lacked a cultural foundation to be soldiers.58 Some Japanese argued that arming

Koreans could lead to trouble. This idea was best captured in a fictional account in

Kajiyama Toshiyuki's "Seeking Life amidst Death." In the story a Japanese boy said:

I clearly saw proof of the insulting discrimination between Japanese and Korean
students when we were ordered to present arms by lifting our rifles in salute to the
governor-general, up there on his high stage. The rifles that we Japanese students
held were genuine weapons, made of shiny black steel; the things held by Korean
students were made of wood. . .. That evening ... when I asked [my father] the
reason behind our cruel discrimination, my father immediately said, "Don't be a
fool! Don't you know those Koreans will cause riots and rise in rebellion as soon
as they get their hands on real rifles?59

These anxieties were assuaged by the fact that only a handful of Koreans, 400 to

be exact, were enlisted in the first year of the system. Furthermore, Korean recruits did

not form their own unit. Instead, they were assigned to a number of battalions where

Japanese recruits were a majority and Korean soldiers could be closely monitored. Yet,

for the system to be truly successful for Japan's long-term goals (prepare for the draft),

large numbers of Koreans needed to be groomed for military service. This was a job for

the schools.

Up to 1938, schools taught Koreans that military service was not required from, or

even possible for, them. Colonial officials were concerned that Korean customs,

especially the Korean diet, were too dissimilar to the Japanese. The announcement of the

Korean Volunteer Soldier System was followed by an intensification of assimilation

58 Shirakawa Yutaka, "Chyan Hyokuchyu 'Iwamoto shiganhei' ni tsuite" in Chang Hyok-chu, Iwamoto
shiganhei with and postscript by Shirakawa Yukata (Seoul, Koa bunka shuppan kabushiki kaisha, 1944;
reprint Tokyo: Yumani ShobO, 2001), 2-4.

59 Kajiyama Toshiyuki, Clan Records: Five Stories ofKorea, trans. by Yoshiko Dykstra (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1995),58.
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policies. The GGK reasoned that Korean military service would be possible only if

Koreans looked like, talked like, and were named like native Japanese. Colonial

authorities viewed schools as a place to mold Korean men to be Japanese soldiers.60 At

schools and in public, Koreans were fashioned to be Japanese by taking Japanese names,

speaking only Japanese at school, and reciting imperial rescripts. These policies were

central to the Japanization process- which was nothing short of destroying Korean

culture.61 School curriculum attempted to indoctrinate Koreans with a belief in the

infallibility of the Japanese emperor and, by extension, that Japan could never lose a war.

At the core of this movement was the maintaining of Japanese hegemony over

Koreans in order to make them accept Korea's colonial status.62 It was an ideological

movement. Said in another way, the colonial regime attempted to control the Korean

voice and public opinion by indoctrinating Korean youth. This would erase the Korean

voice. One Japanese official wrote that the aim of the colonial education in the late 1930s

was to

instill this [Japanese] spirit in the recruits in Korea and this will be the most
important task now. But you ask, How can we instill this spirit? First, cause them
to believe in the emperor as the god Akitsumi. Worship the Emperor as a great
god and believe in the Sun Goddess Ameterasu fervently and piously. So, having
a spiritual attitude we will cause them to worship as master and follower with an
unwavering conviction ... In order to complete Korean recruits as Japanese
soldiers, I firmly believe that it is most imperative that we conduct spiritual

60 Tanaka Takeo, interview by Kang Tok-sang, et. aI., September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata Setsuko,
ed., Mik6kai shiryo ChOsen sOtokufu kankeisha rokuon kiroku (Unpublicized materials: [Sound] recording
transcripts of people involved with the Government-general of Korea) (Tokyo: Gakushiiin, 2000), 99 and
114.

61 Tokko gaiji geppo, (July 1940). Reprint in Jiigonen senso kyokuhitsu shiryOshii: Tokko gaiji geppo 6, ed.
Miyata Setsuko (Tokyo: Fuji shuppan, 1987),435-437.

62 Kang Ch'ang-ill997, 291.
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training with regard to instillation of this spirit together with regular training.
From the bottom of my heart, I strongly believe that we should pay special
attention to this point,63

The above quote suggests that assimilation efforts up to 1938 were rather lax so

few Koreans accepted the divinity of the emperor, a key component of being Japanese.

Thus, Japan's prewar education policies limited Korea's wartime usefulness- specifically,

very few Koreans were considered loyal enough to become soldiers. Furthermore, as of

the late 1930s, the education system was ill-prepared to force the Japanization of Korean

youth because educational facilities could handle only one-quarter of all school-age

children.64 To prepare Korea for future compulsory military service, Minami announced

sweeping educational reforms in 1937 to make Korea's educational system more like

Japan's. Those revisions were preapproved by the Chosen Army- indicating that these

revisions had a military tint,65 Minami announced that by 1946 every village (myoo.)

would have an elementary school. He also planned to extend common schools from four

to six years and implement universal compulsory education. His efforts helped

attendance rates reach roughly 75 percent for boys and 33 percent for girls in 1942.66 He

hoped by 1959 that 78 percent of the men of draftable age would be proficient in

63 Pak Kyong-sik 1975,29.

64 Bunky6no ChOsen no. 202 (July 1942),16.

65 Inoue Kaori, "Nihon tochika makki no ChOsen ni okeru Nihongo fukyii, kyosei seisaku: ChOhei seido
donyii ni itaru made no Nihongo joyo, zenkai doin e no dOin (Language policy in Korea under the last
stages of Japanese rule: the mobilization to the movement for the daily use and understanding of Japanese
before the introduction of the draft system)," Ky6iku gakubu kiy673 (June 1997), 118. See also Chosengun
sanbOcho, Koiso Kuniaki, (June 1937), frame 1156.

66 Kang Tok-sang 1997,375.
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Japanese.67

The restructuring of the education system shows that the colonial bureaucracy

had, up to that time, failed to win the hearts or minds of the Korean public. From 1937

Japan's assimilation efforts intensified as the colonial authorities attempted to prevent

any form of resistance or heterodoxy (socialism, communism, and Korean nationalism)

from infiltrating into Korea. The indoctrination of Korean youth in order to control their

mind and future was a titanic undertaking.

The GGK and Education Ministry hoped to use educational reforms to convert

students into combatants prepared for war.68 Military training at Korean schools became

widespread in the early 1940s. Some schools provided 12 hours physical training per

week, often under the supervision of army officers. This was especially the case in

middle school where first-year physical education classes focused on marching

formations, and the second-year on hand-to-hand combat and bayonet training. The third

and fourth years taught creeping and crawling, pistol usage, and practical combat skills,

but without real weapons.69 A popular maxim was that entering the school gate was

equivalent to entering military service. Pak Kyong-sik, a Korean-Japanese scholar,

pessimistically stated that colonial education and assimilation policies were designed to

make the Korean youth cannon fodder (tamayoke) for the Japanese nation.70

67 Ueda Ryfidan, Sumera Chasen (Imperial Korea) (Tokyo: Nihon seinen bunka ky6kai, 1943), 149-150 and
Inoue Kaoru 1997, 119.

68 S6diJin 1 no. 2 (July 7, 1939),21-24.

69 Kang Tok-sang 1997, 376.

70 Pak Kyong-sik 1975,27. Tamayoke technically means 'protection against bullets' but the implication is
that Korean youth would die instead of Japanese.
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The colonial regime expected all young men to apply for the army even if they did

not meet the qualifications. Colonial authorities wanted to create the perception that

Koreans supported military service. In an effort to have large numbers of applications,

Japan relied heavily on Korean elites and village leaders to act as the mouthpieces of the

government. By the early 1940s, when exhortation and condescending patriarchy did not

work, coercion was applied.

Japanese officials, pro-Japanese Koreans, and the GGK pushed for larger and

larger numbers of applications, which, in tum, could be used to usher in the conscription

system. If too few Koreans applied for the volunteer system, the GGK could not justify

the implementation of the draft as an answer to the Koreans' desire. The GGK attributed

the annual increase of applications to the patriotic fervor and high idealism of Korean

youths, not coercion. With hundreds of thousands of applications, the army could, and

did, claim that the move toward compulsory military service was a response to Korean

desires.71

One publication, Keij6ih6, stated in 1941, "It is very important that influential

people's sons enter the military in order to expand the volunteer soldier system in all

ways.'>72 The rationale was to have the sons of Korean elites lead by example and use

them as mouthpieces of the Japanization policy. But very few Korean elites urged their

sons to volunteer.73 Korean traditional aversion to military service remained firmly

71 Chasen nenkan (1943), 60-61.

72 Keij6ih6, no. 241 (December 1941),26.

73 Om Yom-sik and 1m Chong-guk, "Ppaeat kigo kkiillyokago- chingyong, chingbyong, kongch'ul"
(Plunder and drag off-labor conscription, military conscription, and delivery), Hanguk hyOndaesa 5,
(1969),275.
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entrenched among the elites and other classes.74

The colonial government expected Koreans to welcome the opportunity for

military service and awaited a large number of applications.75 Such faith was misplaced,

however, as shown by the low number of applications in the first two years: a sparse

2,954 in 1938 and 12,348 the following year. The GGK faced widespread apathy and

sought to increase the number of applications through the mobilization of nearly every

facet of society (elites, schools, media, and so forth). Newspapers, literature, lecture

circuits, and semi-governmental organizations encouraged a spirit of volunteerism

(shigannetsu) among Koreans by relating anecdotes, reciting slogans, and highlighting the

potential benefits of being a soldier. The multiplicity of indoctrination projects was

astounding.

The news media attempted to imbue the Korean populace with a sense of loyalty

toward and desire to serve Japan. Government propaganda utilized a paternalistic

approach in order to coddle the Korean populace. Printed materials frequently claimed

that the Korean people had socially developed to the point that military service was

possible. For example, military service was publicized as an avenue to glory as well as an

honor given to Koreans out of charity from the emperor.76 However, it is questionable

how much propaganda actually reached Koreans because most newspapers and handbills

74 TGSS, Diet 74, 1941, 103 and 202.

75 ChOsen sotokufu, dojimukan, Okayuki Takeshi (1939), 70-71.

76 Atarashiki Chosen, 53 and Yorita Yoshio, "Dainiji taisenka, Chosenjin kyosei renko to romu taisaku
(Korean forced dislocation and labor policy during World War II)," Shakai kagaku tOkyii 17 no. 2
(December 1971),69-106.
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circulated in the urban areas and most were printed in the Japanese language.77 This

highlights the limitations on the state's ability to reach a wider audience.

The Government-general enlisted the assistance of Korean elites, scholars, and

anyone of social repute to give the volunteer system an appearance of being a Korean

undertaking. A number of Korean elites, as mouthpieces of the state, gave a tinge of

legitimacy to the 'volunteer' soldier system that enabled propaganda to reach a wider

audience and help deflect criticism from the regime. Elites published articles and poems

that encouraged youths to submit applications and serve in labor corps. Literary figures,

such as Yi Kwang-su, were important in promoting the volunteer system. Popular poets

wrote poems attempting to strike an emotional chord with their countrymen. A common

theme for their poems was the defense of Korea and Asia from Anglo-American

expansion. Poetess Mo Yun-suk wrote:

The nation is more important than your mother,
The nation is more important than family,
The nation, which is more important than life,
is beckoning you to come, so go,
Go for your fatherland, for your Korean brethren.78

In a poem titled "I also will go" (nado kagetssrJminda), Kim P'al-bong wrote:

Mother, Father
I too will go volunteer

My hot blood was passed from generation to generation
This blood is Korean and Japanese blood,
Is it not all Asian blood?

77 The colonial regime shut down Korean language newspapers in an effort to force Koreans to learn
Japanese. As a result, very little Korean language primary material remains. One notable exception is the
Maeil sinbo.

78 Maeil sinbo, November 12, 1943. My translation.
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The nation urgently calls for us.
Whatever happens, put aside everything
[because] we must win! (sic) the Great East Asian War.

Life is only once, death is only once.
Not twice, so we must use it preciously.
If we use this blood vainly
It will be a hundred-generation humiliation.79

In response, the fictive mother urged her son to go fight under the Japanese flag

since he was now Japanese. The son was told not to be concerned with dying as a soldier

since it was the only way to live eternally. An important theme in this poem, as well as

others, is Pan-Asianism. Japanese authorities and Korean elites presented Japan's

expansion into China and eventually war with the United States as a war between Asia

and the barbaric West. The success ofthis propaganda and indoctrination is anyone's

best guess, but when considered in conjunction with other forms of indoctrination, might

not have been a complete failure.so

A second venue of propaganda was literature that glorified army service and

military values, such as honor, valor, courage, and social progress. Two such works were

Samdolli iii ch'ulse (Success of a country bumpkin) and Iwamoto shiganhei (Volunteer

soldier Iwamoto). In Samdolliiii ch'ulse, a poor ignorant boy from a rural hamlet enlists

in the army. While on the battlefield he serves with distinction and is promoted within

the army ranks. Upon his return to his hometown he is hailed as a hero. Written by

79 Maeil sinha, November 5, 1943. My translation.

80 Several volunteer soldiers attributed their willingness to apply to a belief that they were Japanese. This
indicates that Japan's indoctrination efforts had some success. See two oral accounts in Miyata Setsuko
1995, 153-158 and 196-200.
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Chang Hyok-chu (Japanese name Noguchi Minoru), Iwamoto shiganhei was serialized in

the Mainichi shimbun from August 24 to September 9, 1943. This fictional tale related

the life of Iwamoto, a zainichi Korean, and his friends. Iwamoto applied for military

service and served with valor, whereas his friends served Japan by working in a factory.

Chang also wrote Atarashii shuppatsu (New beginning), which told a story similar to

Iwamoto and was serialized in a government-sanctioned journal.81 Chang's two stories

were based on conversations with Korean volunteer soldiers in Japan during a three day

visit to a training center.82 These stories glorified military service and implied that

anyone could succeed and find a better life through military service.

Even in death, volunteer soldiers were exploited by the state. The story of Yi In-

sok, the first Korean volunteer soldier killed in action, was highly publicized and known

to almost all Koreans. Yi, from Okch'on, North Ch'ungch'on Province, was killed in

Northern China on June 22, 1939 by a hand grenade. The details of his death, told in

Chapter 1, were recounted in magazines, journals, newspapers, and elementary school

classrooms.83 Yi was married and had a three-year-old daughter.84 His father and wife

were quoted as saying they were honored that In-sok gave his life for Japan. He was

posthumously awarded the Order of the Golden Kite seventh class (kinjiki junsh6),

promoted to superior private (j6tOhei), and enshrined in Yasukuni Shrine.85 The GGK

81 Kokumin soryoku 5 no. 12 to no. 18 (June 15 to September 15, 1943)

82 Shirakawa Yutaka 2001, 1-6.

83 Atarashiki ChOsen, Chosen, Tatakahu hantoshiganhei, Susumeru ChOsen, and colonial newspapers
carried accounts of Yi's death.

84 Omura Kenzo 1943, 132-146.

85 Chosen sotokufu,johoka, Zenshinsuru ChOsen (Progressing Korea) (Seoul: Chosen Sotokufu" 1942);
Atarashiki ChOsen 1944,48; and Omura Kenjo 1943, 132-140.
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also gave him an extravagant and much publicized funeral. The propaganda value of this

story for the state was immensurable. The colonial regime attempted to show that

Korea's fate was tied to Japan.

Omura Kenz6, a Japanese author, traveled to Northern China to collect anecdotes

about Korean volunteers in the Japanese army and published their story in Tatakahu

hant6shiganhei (Fighting peninsular soldiers). One such story was about Chang Song-ju,

another volunteer soldier killed in action. Chang, who was known much less than Yi,

also served in Northern China. Chang's unit came under heavy fire from Chinese troops

and was pinned down. In an attempt to save his unit, Chang charged the enemy with a

heroic yell, but was gunned down in the process.86 Omura glorified Chang and other

Korean soldiers as heroes and capable warriors instilled with a martial spirit.

Lecture circuits and symposia were a third front of propaganda. Korean volunteer

soldiers in their best dress uniforms and socialites traveled throughout the peninsula to

encourage young men to apply and to advise parents that their sons should volunteer.

Volunteer soldiers returning from training camps and the battlefield visited schools to

give pep talks that glamorized the military life. Korean officers who joined the Japanese

military before the volunteer system began also traveled on lecture circuits to encourage

youths to apply.8? For example, on April 13, 1939, Major Kim Sok-won, famous for

going after Kim ll-sung's guerilla band, gave a two hour speech to a filled auditorium

86 Omura Kenzo 1943,3 and 204-209.

87 There were roughly 120 Koreans who graduated from cadet school in Japan prior to 1937. For an
account of these officers, see Yi Ki-dong 1984,452-498.
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about his experiences on the battlefront in China.88 Lectures succeeded in persuading

men to volunteer because volunteer soldiers were given social status that many young

men sought to gain for themselves.

A final element of government propaganda was semi-governmental and religious

associations. These groups also attempted to inject the Korean population with a

willingness to participate in mobilization efforts. The most powerful of these

organizations was the Chosen League and its local branches, the aikokuhan. Leaders of

this group visited the homes of prospective applicants and recited the benefits of serving

Japan. If a youth were recalcitrant, they used bureaucratic pressure. Aikokuhan leaders

also solicited financial donations from rich and poor alike to fund a variety of

mobilization activities. Another semi-official group was the Special Volunteer Soldier

Support Association (tokubetsu shiganhei k6enkai). The Government-general founded

this association in January 1939 and appointed Yun Ch'i-ho, a former Korean nationalist

figure, as its president in order to create the appearance that it was a Korean undertaking.

Yun's journal indicates that this was an unwelcome appointment. He sarcastically stated,

"As there was no pay for the nominal President, they were generous enough to elect me

for the position.,,89 This association gave luncheons and send-offs for volunteer soldiers

as well as collected donations for the volunteer soldier system. Half of the collections

were earmarked for the police, which secured a large percentage of applications for the

88 Yun Ch'i-ho, (April 13, 1939) and (February 27,1940), vol. 11, 175 and 260. Kim successfully led
Japanese in the early months of the war against Chinese troops.

89 Yun Ch'i-ho (February 7,1939), vol. 11,153.
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'volunteer' system.90

Additional support for the volunteer system came from religious groups. For

example, monks at T'aegosa, a Japanese government-supported Buddhist temple, held a

commemorative ceremony for the volunteer system. T'aegosa Temple offered Japanese

language courses for recruits to ease their transition into the Japanese army. Several

monks even submitted volunteer soldier applications. Other religions also promoted the

volunteer system.91 For example, one interfaith committee with representatives from the

Christian, Ch'ondogyo, and Tenrikyo faiths traveled throughout the peninsula to discuss

problems related to the volunteer system and offered suggestions to correct them.92 The

colonial government's ability to coopt nearly all major religions as mouthpieces exhibits

the regime's ability to impose, if only superficially, its will upon nearly every aspect of

society.93

Korean youth submitted applications for military service because of government

propaganda, exhortation by Korean elites and educators, as well as coercion. Malleable

boys were enamored with the veterans' crisp new uniforms and shiny leather boots. For

example, Kim Tong-hae applied because he envied the popularity of soldiers who wore

clean uniforms and traveled on lecture circuits. However, his application was rejected

90 Ibid., (May 15, 1940), vol, 11,300.

91 Kim Sun-sok, "Chungil chongjaeng ihu Choson ch'ongdokbu iii pu1kyo chongch'aek kwa pu1kyokye iii
taeiing" (Korea Government-general's Buddhism policy and Buddhist opposition after the Sino-Japanese
War), Hanguk kiln hYOndaesa yon 'gu 17 (Summer 2001), 151-152.

92 Keij6 nipp6, November 11, 1943. The Ch'ondogyo faith was a native Korean religion founded in the
1860s. The Tenrikyo was a 'new religion' developed in Japan in 1838.

93 During the 1ate-1930s the colonial regime forced Christians to bow to the Japanese emperor. Churches
that refused to bow were either closed or amalgamated into pro-government congregations.
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and he ended up working as a military civilian.94

The next step in the application process was for applicants to undergo oral and

written examinations. Army examiners looked for three mental qualities in Korean

applicants: "thorough imbuement by the national essence (kokutai)"; possession of a

military spirit of allegiance, courtesy, bravery, and faith; and a willingness to uphold the

reputation of the military.95 Japanese language comprehension was at the center of all

three. Colonial authorities believed if a Korean did not understand Japanese, he lacked

the martial qualities of loyalty and bravery and was ill-adapted for military service.96

Oral examiners were especially keen to ask the applicant to explain their motives

for wanting to join the army. The military was wary of enlisting large numbers of

Koreans partly because it felt that resistance and nationalist desperation remained latent

in the subconscious mind of most Koreans.97 Military officials feared that Korean

soldiers with socialist or (Korean) nationalist thoughts would infiltrate the military and

cause problems or defect and join the war against Japan.98 The Chosen Army conducted

extensive background checks of applicants to weed out malcontents.99 For example, the

94 Utsumi Aiko and Murai Yoshinori, Chosanjin panhang (Korean resistance), trans. to Korean Pak Nam
ch'ul (Seoul: Kukmun Publishing Co., 1981),58.

95 Chosengun hodobu kanshii (1942), 112-113.

96 Chasen mesaretari 1943,7 and Kimishima Nagosato 1977, 94-95.

97 Chosengun sanbOcho, Koiso Kuniaki, (June 1937) frame 1130.

98 Ranil munjae yonguwon 1995,79.

99 Takumusho, Yamao Doni, "Rikugun shigansha no senko wo Osakashi ni oitejisshi suru noken" (Matter
of enforcement of screening army volunteers in Osaka), kankei 835, (November 7, 1941). Found in
SAJAN), reel 215. Malcontents were considered ideologically questionable individuals.
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High Police examined Kim Yong-dal' s household twice before he was enlisted. 1oo

Applicants whose family had connections with the independence movement or were

labeled 'bad elements' (bunshi) were immediately rejected.

Applicants also underwent a physical exam and were classed according to their

height and general physical condition. However, many recruits who met the height

requirement were disqualified due to diseases, such as tuberculosis, or conditions caused

by malnutrition, again indicating the failure of the OOK's prewar social policies. 101 Yet,

even men who were classified as fit for active duty lacked the martial background

Japanese boys received in elementary school. This necessitated new recruits undergo

special training.

Examiners had to determine which applicants were best for Japan so they likely

accepted only applicants who appeared willing to join the army. Koreans willingly

submitted applications for a variety of reasons that included economic advancement,

social status, and (to a lesser degree) patriotic support of Japan. Most forced applicants

and Korean nationalists were likely weeded out during the long grueling examination

process. Japan maintained strict moral and social standards for its own purposes. Japan

wanted to enlist the most educated and willing applicants to lay the groundwork for the

draft. Had the army wished to loosen its strict standards for volunteer soldiers and enlist

tens of thousands more Korean 'volunteer' soldiers, it could have.

100 Higuchi Yiiichi, K6gun heishi ni sareta ChOsenjin: 15nen sensOka no siX/Oin taisei no kenkyii (Koreans
who were forced to be imperial army soldiers: The general mobilization system during the 15 Year War)
(Tokyo: Shakai hyoronsha, 1992 edition), 168.

101 TGSS, Diet 86, December 1944, 120
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Table 3: Korean Volunteer Soldiers: Number of Applicants and Enlisted

Year
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

1943
Total

Applications
2,946

12,348
84,443

144,743
254,273

303,294
808,779

Number Enlisted
406
613

3,060
3,208
4,077

6,300
17,664

Deployment
Chosen Army

Chosen Army
Chosen and Kwangtung Armies
Chosen and Kwangtung Armies
Chosen, Kwangtung, and
Northern Armies
To all Armies

Source: Hanil Munjae Yonguwon 1995, 79 and Pak 1975,28.

As shown in Table 3, the army rejected hundreds of thousands of applications. In

1938 the army enlisted one recruit for every 7.36 applications, in 1939 one in 20.58 and

by 1943 the ratio was one enlistment per 48.25 applications. The cumulative number of

applications from 1938 to 1943 was 808,779 and the number of volunteer soldiers

enlisted totaled 17,664. It is curious that Japan did not enlist more Koreans in 1943 after

the government announced the Korean draft.

Table 3 can be used as a touchstone for understanding how many, or few, Korean

youths applied for military service. In 1937 there were 170,000 men aged 20 years-old

and the population of men between 19 and 22 was approximately 700,000. Men older

than 22 years-old were encouraged to apply, significantly increasing the target

population.102 As the statistics show, in 1938, only a small fraction (.004 percent) of

eligible men applied. In 1943, less than half (43 percent) of the targeted population

applied in spite of bureaucratic coercion, propaganda, and enticements. The low

102 Kimishima Nagosato 1977,96.
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percentage of applications indicates the unpopularity as well as the inability of the

volunteer system to legally force Koreans to submit an application.

The volunteer soldier experience of zainichi Koreans was slightly different. The

key difference was that the OOK played almost no role in the application process. The

Tokyo government relied on the police and auxiliary organizations, such as the kyawakai,

to encourage men to apply. In terms of actual applications per Korean youth, the

response of zainichi Koreans was low. There are two possible explanations for this: First,

most young men worked full-time in mines and factories so the government did not push

them to apply~ and second, Koreans in Japan had to travel back to their hometown in

Korea to submit an application, for the interview, for training, and so forth. Some

individuals made five trips to and from Korea at their own expense throughout the

application process. 103 This was an expensive feat few men could afford. The kyawakai

initiated a petition, signed by 12,000 people, asking the government to change the system

to allow zainichi Koreans to complete the application process in Japan. 104 The Tokyo

government, in response, opened an examination center in Osaka in 1942 to handle

applications and conduct exams for volunteer soldiers in order to reduce the travel

expenses for zainichi Koreans. IOS Yet, even travel within Japan remained a financial

burden for most applicants.

A volunteer soldier system was not unique to colonial Korea's situation. The

103 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,27 and 30.

104 Ibid.

105 Takumusho, kanrikyokuchO, "Chosen sotokufu rikugunhei shigansha kunreisho seito boshii ni kansuru
ken" (Case regarding Korean Government-General army soldier volunteer training camp pupil recruitment),
kankei 1907 (September 1, 1942). Found in SAJAN, reel 215 and Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,32-34.
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British volunteer system implemented in Malaya offers a useful touchstone for Japan's

actions in Korea. The Malay Regiment was formed in 1933 and introduced as an

experiment to save the colonial regime money (prior to this time troops were brought in

from India). The regiment was limited to ethnic Malays, despite a large Chinese and

Indian population in Malaya. Over 1,000 people applied for corps in 1933 and 25 recruits

were enlisted into the Experimental Company of the Malay Regiment, 106 In 1935 the

regiment was expanded to 380 men because British authorities considered it a success. In

1938 the corps had 793 men and by 1942 there were 1,400 soldiers. The modest size and

scope of the British volunteer system, much like in Japan, shows that the colonial subjects

were not trusted with weapons that might empower them.

Japan did not ignore the cultural and linguistic differences between Japanese and

Korean recruits. In 1932 army authorities rejected a Korean draft in part on the grounds

of these differences. In the subsequent six years, there was no great progress in the

Japanization of Koreans. Namely, the percentage of Koreans who graduated from

elementary school and spoke Japanese remained low. A 1942 Government-general

publication stated, "Korea's present customs, practices, and cultural standards are such

that Koreans cannot directly become soldiers."lo7 Yet, Japanese colonial sources claimed

there was an increase of "peninsular patriotic fervor (hant6aikokunetsu)" and a desire to

serve in the military following the Manchurian Incident in 1931 and outbreak of war with

China in 1937. Some bureaucrats reasoned a short intensive training period would

106 Dol Ramli, "History of the Malay Regiment, 1932-1942," Journal a/the Malaysian Branch a/the Royal
Asiatic Society 38, no. 207 (1965), 205.

107 Ch6senjij61942, 202.
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compensate for these shortcomings. IDS Shiobara Tokisaburo, head of the Education

Affairs Bureau, stated:

The preparation [of Koreans] as imperial subjects has not reached a point where
there is no uneasiness where all can do military service. A portion [of Koreans]
have the self-realization as Japanese where they are practically not inferior [to
Japanese]. With a short period of training they may reach that state for which we
have hoped. If we chose those as soldiers, we can train them as Japanese
recruits. 109

Clearly, Shiobara considered the assimilation policies a qualified success. He,

and other educators, felt that the army should target a handful of young men who were

almost Japanized and provide intensive training for them. The Chosen Army stated

Korean soldiers needed to complete preparatory training "in order to cultivate the right

temperament as noble and sacred soldiers."llo By making Koreans into Japanese, the

government hoped volunteer soldiers would fit in with the Japanese conscripts in the

army.

Korean volunteer soldiers entered the military in two cohorts per year. Half the

volunteer soldiers entered a training camp in Seoul on April 1 and the other half on

October 1. From 1939 to 1941 the training period was six months, but from 1942 to 1943

recruits underwent only four months of training due to an influx in the number of

recruits. 111 Training included six to seven hours per day and emphasized Japanese

language, ethics, morals, math, and basic military drills. It also included a heavy dose of

108 Chosen sotokufu, Shisei nenp61942, 158.

109 Kang T6k-sang 1997,5-6.

110 Chosengun hodobu kanshii (1942), 62.

III Bunky6no Chasen no. 187 (March 1941),42.
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manual labor, such as helping with reforestation efforts.1l2 Camp life was Spartan

particularly for Korean youths who had little prior military training at school. Recruits

were totally unprepared for a regimented lifestyle. Japanese personnel at the training

camp were strict, if not overbearing, toward Korean trainees. One trainer made the

Korean recruits clean his shoes with their tongues and frequently slapped them just for

being Korean. 113 At least one soldier, in 1941, was driven to suicide by jumping in front

of a train. The Education Bureau reported the cadet's suicide was caused by a weak will

(hakujaku).1l4 Upon graduating from these centers, the recruits, if deemed worthy, were

placed on active duty; if not, they were assigned to the First Reserve. 115 Roughly 40

percent of Koreans volunteer soldiers were put on the Reserves.

Japan's volunteer system was distinct from other colonial systems. Throughout

the training process, British colonial methods exhibited cultural sensitivity that was

lacking with the Japanese in Korea. The British adapted military service to Malay

conditions because the rank and file soldiers were all Malays. All commands were in

English, but most other communication was in Malay. However, there were traces of

racism. Most officers of the Malay Regiment were all white because the British military

made sure that within its colonial units no white was subordinate to a native.1l6 Japan, on

112 Arita Hajime, "Seinen gunrensho ky6iku kenkyii" (Study of youth training center education)" Bunky6 no
Chasen no. 187 (March 1941),42-45 and Ky6wajigy6(September 1943),17.

113 Kim Haeng-jin, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

114 Keij6nipp6, February 23,1941.

115 ShUh628 no. 355 (August 4,1943),22 and Chasen k6h6ky6kai 1941,22-23.

116 Nadzan Haron, "Colonial Defence and British Approach to the Problems in Malaya, 1874-1918,"
Modem Asian Studies 24, no. 2 (1990), 279.
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the other hand, required all communication be in Japanese and Koreans did not form their

own unit.

Japan targeted unmarried men between the ages of 17 and 20, but encouraged

applications from all men from 17 years of age to those in their mid-twenties. The

average age of the volunteer soldiers in 1938 was 20.6 years old, but 56 were older than

23, and one was 27 years old. The Korean cultural practice of early marriage was a factor

in 118 volunteers having wives and 26 even had children. 117 Japanese volunteer soldiers

were generally unmarried students under 20 years old. Thus, Korean volunteer soldiers

were generally older than Japanese recruits and possibly married. lls A demographic

examination of the first 202 volunteer soldiers admitted into training camps in 1938

offers clues about who enlisted. Geographically, South Chima had the largest number

(47) of volunteer soldiers, followed by Kangwon (28) and North Ch'ungch'ong (27).

Interestingly, these were among the most rural areas in Korea. The largest occupational

groups were farming (110) and store employees (18).119 Educationally, 313 of the first

406 volunteer soldiers were elementary school graduates (the minimum requirement).

Eight had completed some middle school, seven had completed middle school, twenty-

five graduated from higher elementary (k6tosh6gakko), and fifty-three graduated from

117 Kimishima Nagosato 1977,98-99 and Miyata Setsuko 1997,44.

118 Keij6nipp6, January 18, 1938 and December 13, 1938.

119 Keij6nipp6, June 16, 1938 and Chosen sotokufu, rikugunhei shigansha kunrensho. Shiganhei seido no
genj6 to sh6rai e no tenb6 (Current situation of volunteer soldiers and views of its future state), (November
17,1939). Reprinted in Senji taiseika ChOsen SOtokufu gaikaku dantai shiryOshii 14. Kangwon (363),
South Cholla (516), and North ChOlla (303) were the only provinces with over 300 applicants in 1938.
South Hamgyong (63) and North Pyongan (97) were the only two provinces with less than 100 applicants.
See TGSS, Diet 74, December 1938,136.
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vocational schools. l20 The largely agrarian background of the volunteer soldiers indicates

that the rural poor were more likely to volunteer than urban folk.

Motives of Koreans to Apply

The discussion above has outlined the application process from an organizational

point of view. However, the volunteer system was not implemented by the book.

Propaganda, flattery, and assimilation efforts of the colonial regime were not enough to

entice 800,000 applications. No single motive can explain the motives of all applicants:

some were Japanese patriots, others simply wanted to avoid harassment. The following

discussion will outline the various motives of Koreans to apply.

In 1938 and 1939, very few youths submitted applications. There is little

evidence that the OOK resorted to coercion in 1938 and 1939. In 1938 only 2,946

applications were submitted, but the number of applications more than quadrupled to

12,348 in 1939. The low numbers of applications in 1938 and 1939 indicate an

unwillingness by Korean youths to offer their lives to Japan. From late 1939 the realities

of war became more real for Koreans when Japan and the Soviet Union clashed in the

Nomohan Incident. In early August 1939 in South Cholla Province, a Korean claiming to

be a runaway soldier spread rumors that Japan was losing so many men in battle with

Soviet troops that the Japanese war dead were left lying around like dogS. 121 And in late

July 1939 another Korean spread a rumor that Japanese soldiers were losing all battles to

120 Chosen sotokufu, rikugunhei shigansha kunrensho (1939), 232.

121 This rumor relates to the Nomohan Incident in which Japanese and Soviet troops clashed along the
border between Manchurian, Korean and the Soviet Union in 1939. The Soviets decisively defeated the

Japanese.
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the Soviets.122 Rumors such as these might have contributed to Korean hesitancy to apply

for military service.

Despite these early rumors, colonial authorities successfully increased the number

of applicants. In 1940 the number of applications for military service increased six-fold

to 84,443 and in 1941 reached 144,743. Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor on December 8,

1941 (Tokyo time) altered how the army and colonial regime looked at the volunteer

system. Thereafter, the Tokyo and colonial governments began to lay the foundation for a

compulsory Korean draft. In May 1942 the compulsory conscription of Koreans was

announced and that year there were 254,273 applications and 303,294 the next. The

meteoric rise in the number of applications can be attributed to a combination of

indoctrination with a heavy dose of persuasion exhibited in varying degrees of acrimony

and kindness. Government organs, especially the police, school authorities, and

aikokuhan, promoted a spirit of 'volunteerism' among Koreans. 123 If a young man did not

desire to volunteer, officials found pressure points to compel him to turn in an

application.

The colonial bureaucracy recognized that coercion was at the root of many

applications and could not ignore the potential backlash of discontent. The police closely

monitored Korean public opinion and acted decisively to prevent resistance. High Police

sources noted that roughly half of the Korean applicants were apathetic toward the

122 Chasen shis6und6 gaiky6March 18, 1939. Found in Document 3/4 in Jiigonen sens6kyokuhitsu
shiryashii, ed. Miyata Setsuko (Tokyo: Fuji shuppan, 1991), 150-151. This document also included a North
Kyongsang Province rumor that stated that year's drought was punishment for the war dead. It further
stated that if the war did not stop, the harvest would be half the normal yield.

123 Chasen nenkan 1944,60.
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volunteer system because they had been bullied to apply for service. 124 In a 1941 survey

(see Table 2), the government estimated that only one-third of all applicants were true

volunteers while 55 percent were forced in one way or another.

Table 4: Motivation for Submitting Volunteer Application According to
Military Recruiters, 1941

Age
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25+
Total

True Volunteers
5,672 (33.5%)
5,942 (31.2)
7,771 (35)
7,591 (35.2)
6,486 (34.3)
5,257 (33.7)
3,065 (28.2)
2,694 (33)
3,704 (38.2)

50,184 (34.6)

Made to
9,355 (55.2)

11,089 (58.2)
12,117 (54.6)
11,844 (55)
10,704 (56.5)
8,722 (55.9)
6,682 (61.4)
4,347 (53.1)
4,812 (49.6)

79,672 (55)

Other
1,915 (11.3)
2,012 (10.6)
2,318 (lOA)
2,125 (9.8)
1,742 (9.2)
1,610 (10.3)
1,132 (lOA)
1,146 (13.9)
1,190 (12.2)

15,190 (lOA)

Total
16,943
19,043
22,206
21,560
18,932
15,589
10,879
8,187
9,706

145,046

Source: Teikoku gikai setsumei shiry6, Diet 79, December1941, 104. The
standard used to determine the willingness of the recruits was not provided.

In all likelihood, examiners rejected unwilling applicants in favor of those who

exuded patriotism and a desire to serve. It would have been illogical for the army to

accept applicants who showed little enthusiasm to be a soldier. In 1941, for example,

145,046 applications were turned in, but only 3,208 men were enlisted. Recruiters would

have selected from the 50,184 'true volunteers' who showed the most enthusiasm and

patriotism rather than the 79,672 who were forced. This indicates that there was a degree

of competition among those seeking to enlist.

124 Tokk6gepp6, December 1941 and Kang Ch'ang-il1997, 293.
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How the Japanese defined volunteerism is not known so it is difficult to determine

the motives of those considered true volunteers. Among the true volunteers, there were

loyal patriots. At least one patriotic applicant committed suicide when his application

was rejected. 125 But many applicants were likely pursuing favorable economic and social

opportunities. 126 For example, in some instances, neighborhoods cheered those who were

accepted into the army.

The High Police realized that a number of Koreans volunteered for personal

economic and social reasons. 127 Evidence shows that many applicants sought to escape

poverty, eat three square meals a day, receive a stable income, and learn marketable job

skills.128 Korean soldiers learned how to operate telegraph equipment, drive trucks, and

speak fluent Japanese. With these skills and a military record, occupational opportunities

for Korean veterans were significantly better than Koreans without military experience. 129

Furthermore, the colonial regime offered token privileges to families with sons in

the army. Japanese officials offered recruits' families social respect and material benefits.

Fathers received small gifts, such as cigarettes and stamps, and the family suffered less

bureaucratic discrimination. Such incentives, while minor, were enough for some rural

125 Utsumi Aiko and Murai Yoshinori 1981,43-46.

126 Utsumi Aiko, Chasenjin 'k6gun' heishitachi no sens6 (War of Korean 'Imperial Army' soldiers)
Iwanami Booklet no. 226 (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1991),47 and Suzuki Keifu, Chasen shokuminchi t6chih6no
kenkyil(Research of the laws of Korean colonial rule) (Sapporo: Hokkaido University, 1989), 196-197. As
noted earlier, a majority of the volunteer soldiers came from farm families.

127 TokkO gepp6, March 1938, 125.

128 Hanil munjae yonguwon 1995,78-79.

129 Wonmo Dong 1965,341-345. Dong summarizes three police surveys from 1936. The results, while
suspect, suggest that most Koreans had moved on with their life, economically and politically. For example,
84.2 percent of students and 86.8 percent of farmers and laborers did not care or had given up on
independence. And 77.4 percent of students and 84.9 percent of farmers and laborers did not care or were
satisfied with the Japanese regime. See SAJAN, reel 105, frames 13545 and 13572.
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families on the verge of starvation to encourage their sons to enlist in the army.130 Also,

these families were given a banner (nobori) to hang outside their home as a token of

respect. Yi Kwangsu wrote that these banners represented the glory, pride, and social

equality of these families. 131

Some applicants were sincere Japanese patriots. It is likely that a number of

Koreans believed in Japan's propaganda of Pan-Asianism and the East Asian Co-

Prosperity Sphere. Others accepted the imperial ideology. One unnamed Korean said,

"Because we are also Japanese, we want the glory as soldiers to be the shield of the

emperor.,,132 Matsubara Takanobu, a graduate from law school, said he jumped for joy

when he was inducted into the army. He had failed the physical on his previous attempts

to get into the army, but with regular exercise he met the minimum standards.133 Also,

Won Cho-jang stated in a postwar interview that he did not doubt the sincerity of the

government propaganda. He wanted to fight for the emperor and his country (namely

Japan) despite his parent's and wife's protestsY4 Won's case shows the effectiveness of

Japanese indoctrination hammered into children at school and sincerity of some of the

applications.

A number of applications included a blood oath, which army authorities

130 Miyata Setsuko, ChosOn minjugwa 'hwangminhwa' chOngch'aek (The Korean people and the
'imperialization' policy). Trans. from Japanese by Yi Hyong-nang (Seoul: Ilchogak, 1997),44.

131 Maeil sinho, January 17,1944.

132 Atarashiki ChOsen 1944,47.

133 Kang Tok-sang 1997, 82.

134 Won Cho-jang, "Hachi maki shiki hacchyo," in ChOsenjin k6gun heishi: Nyiiginiasen no tokushiganhei
(Korean Imperial Soldiers: Special Volunteer Soldiers of the New Guinea front) (Tokyo: Tsuge shoM,
1995), 153-159.
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considered a sincere expression of the recruit's innennost feelings. Ono Rokuichir6,

Vice-Governor-general of Korea under Governor-General Minami, interpreted these

pledges as an unqualified willingness of all Koreans to serve in the anny. In a postwar

interview, he rhetorically asked of those who turned in blood pledges, "Wouldn't it have

been unfair not to let Koreans participate in [Japan's] national defense?"135 By February

1941 the military had received 293 blood pledges from Koreans seeking admittance to the

volunteer soldier program. 136 An Siing-ch'an wrote a blood pledge that read, "I

absolutely want to become a soldier.,,137 Another wrote, "I want to rise up and take a gun

at the battle front and becoming a great soldier to serve for the benefit of the nation in the

hour of the fatherland's peril."138 A room in the Seoul training center displayed a five to

six foot long scroll with large red characters written in blood by the 1938 class. In this

pledge, the authors promised they would follow the imperial path and go into battle and

die for the emperor.139

Blood pledges by Korean volunteers are discomforting to scholars who portray the

volunteer system exclusively in coercive and exploitive tones. Many Korean scholars

charge that all applications were the result of compulsion, brainwashing, intimidation,

and badgering.140 They portray Koreans as either victims of exploitation or victims of

135 Ono Rokuichir6, interview by Miyata Setsuko, et. aI., on November 4, 1959. Transcript in Miyata
Setsuko 2000, 47.

136 Keij6 nipp6, February 13, 1941. Blood pledges generally entailed that the applicant draw in their blood a
large circle in the middle of a white sheet of paper (so it resembled the Japanese flag) and write a short
pledge declaring their desire to serve the emperor.

137 Keij6nipp6, January 19, 1938.

138 Keij6nipp6, January 18, 1938.

139 "Kibo no teki gunrensho seito no ichinichi," Chasen no. 282 (November 1938), 111.

140 Pak Kyong-sik 1975,27.
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indoctrination- essentially, none of them had a choice. Such black and white portrayals

are too limited because they ignore how Koreans carved out their own destiny. Korean

scholars, as well as many former applicants, charge that those who turned in blood

pledges and sincere applicants were "brainwashed" by the Japanese education system.141

In my opinion, a more correct term might be indoctrination. Japanese assimilation

policies were somewhat successful and the Japanese identity was slowly taking root

among the Korean youth. However, these young men were not merely passive agents in

the assimilation and application process. Applicants had multiple and complex voices

and reasons during the application process. They applied to help Japan, to benefit Korea,

better their own life, and as a response to bureaucratic coercion.

An unknown number of Koreans were "true volunteers," (see Table 4) but had

ulterior motives. A handful volunteered as Korean patriots in order to assist the long-

term independence of Korea. 142 In other words, Koreans used the volunteer system to

their own advantage and to resist Japan, both individually and ethnically. One volunteer

stated, "At the oral examination ... one Japanese officer inquired about my motives for

joining the Japanese army. I replied that I wanted to learn how to die for the state- by

state, I meant the Korean nation. But the Japanese officer might have interpreted this as

the state of Japan.,,143 A 1943 Manchukuo newspaper article, written by an unidentified

Korean, captured this emotion. He said, "I am hoping to apply for the volunteer soldier

141 Ho Su-yoll985, 305; Miyata Setsuko 1995, 199-200; and Kim Min-yong 1995.

142 Sin Sang-ch'o, T'alch'ul: Dniichayujuiiija iii sugi (Seoul: Nokmungak, 1966),64-68.

143 Young Hoon Kang, "Personal Reminiscences of my Japanese School Days," in Korea's Response to
Japan: The Colonial Period, 1910-1945, eds. C.1. Eugene Kim and Dorthea E. Mortimore (Kalamazoo:

Western Michigan University, 1977),287.
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system for Korean independence. Many Koreans do not know how to use a weapon so I

will learn how to use one and use it for Korean independence."l44 This was precisely

what the Japanese regime feared most: training enemies of the state.

In 1943,894 Koreans from 10 prefectures in Japan applied to join the army. Of

this number, 732 showed up for the oral and physical examinations, and 470 passed. Of

the 732 applicants, 595 stated that they wanted to "take the lead" and "set an example" to

others. Another 120 said they followed the advice of others. 145 It is not clear what taking

the lead meant to applicants. It can be interpreted as showing an assertiveness and

eagerness to prove to the Japanese that Koreans were not inferior. In essence, they

wanted to prove Koreans were capable soldiers. This, according to Higuchi Yiiichi, is an

example of Korean ethnic pride. He suggests that Koreans who claimed to be "taking the

lead" saw military service as a way to expand Koreans' rights and counteract social

discrimination. 146 It is impossible to reduce all applicants to the status of victims.

On the other hand, most applicants were forced to turn in an application. As

Table 4 shows, the regime recognized the majority of applicants (55 percent in 1941)

were made to volunteer. The colonial regime used coercion because bureaucrats wanted

to increase the number of applications to foster the perception that Koreans supported the

volunteer system. The army solicited assistance from all levels of government offices,

144 Ha Un-jin, "Hche p'asijiim (1937-1945): Choson minju iii hyonsil insik kwa chOhang" (Japanese colonial
fascism (1937-1945): Korean people's reality understanding and resistance) (Ph.D. diss., Koryo University
1998), 198-199.

145 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,99.

146 Ibid., 99-101.
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especially the police. 147 Police, aikokuhan heads, educators, and city officials threatened

family livelihood, made home visits, and even resorted to badgering to pressure young

men to apply. The GGK used all tricks and stratagem to get men to apply. Nothing was

sacred, especially after the Korean draft was announced in May 1942.

Not all applicantions were legitimate. Many local officials played a numbers

game in which they spuriously inflated the number of applications so their school or

village would look good. They did not care whether the applications were legitimate or

phoney. Kim Haeng-jin, for example, recalled that the police wanted one person from his

school to apply. There were four people in his class, and they drew straws to determine

which among them would apply: he lost and had to apply.148 Many young men were

volunteered into the army by educators and police who applied for them with and

sometimes without the knowledge of the individual. 1m Y6ng-ung reminisced that his

village officials aspired to collect 30 applications, but fell short. City officials

approached 1m, who was 35 years old (too old to be a soldier), and asked if they could

"borrow his name" to meet the village goal. He consented, and nothing came of his

application.149 Given this situation, 1m could not be considered a legitimate applicant. It

is possible that this was a common practice.

If a father refused to approve his son's application (which frequently happened)

147 Takumusho, Yamao Doni, (November 7,1941); Pak 1973,27; and Kim Haeng-jin, interview by P'yo
Yong-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

148 Kim Haeng-jin, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

149 Miyata Setsuko 1997,43.
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the police would pressure the father with frequent visits and groundless arrests. ISO Im

Mun-ok from South Cholla Province stated he tried to avoid volunteering by telling local

authorities that his parents would not give their permission for him to apply. As a result,

the police visited his family every day to persuade his parents to give their blessing for

Mun-ok to apply, but they would not concede saying he was needed on the farm. Over

the course of several months, the village head, county head, and provincial governor

visited his home to argue that becoming a volunteer soldier would help their son's future.

In the end, his parents acquiesced when the local authorities threatened to cut off the

family's food rations. 151

Resistance

Active resistance to the volunteer system was negligible because most applicants

were asked only to complete an application and undergo an examination. As noted

above, the odds of being enlisted were quite small, so most men acquiesced to state

demands. However, there were young men who did not want to take the chance that they

might be enlisted. This section will examine the causes and forms of such resistance, the

forms and types of resistance, as well as the Japanese response. Koreans did not

passively accept the dictates of the GGK. They found a host of ways to make their voice

known. The above discussion has outlined some of the ways Koreans resisted or used the

volunteer system to their advantage. Colonial authorities nervously guarded against

passive resistance, but were unable to prevent it.

150 Chong Ki-yong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

151 1m Mun-ok, interview by Miyata Setsuko. Transcript in Miyata Setsuko 1995, 132-133.
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Police records indicate a variety of reasons for resistance to the volunteer system.

Personal reasons and ethnic nationalism were the two most important factors in

resistance. Personal reasons were the most common basis for opposition to the volunteer

system. Fear of death, not wanting the burden of military service, and family matters

were common reasons young men did not tum in applications or purposefully hurt their

chances of having their application selected by speaking poor Japanese or attributing their

applying to coercion.

Resistance to the volunteer system was especially strong among the upper classes,

much to the surprise of the OOK. The colonial bureaucracy expected upper-class and

educated youths to be pro-Japanese and willing participants in the application process

because they benefitted most from the colonization of Korea. Elites had the resources

and connections to avoid turning in applications. Upper-class Korean culture had long

deigned military service beneath their station in life. Of such individuals, Oovemor-

general Minami Jiro said, "There are many who truly do not comprehend [the importance

of military service]. This is due to the long period of Chinese culture ... which thought

'soldiers are things to be despised."'152 A 1943 conference noted: "There is a very small

number of people whose way of thinking is completely against the Imperial will. In truth,

this is among the intellectuals and students.,,153 On the other end of the social ladder, the

lower classes were more easily convinced to enter the military because they had fewer

political and economic resources to evade recruiters. Many young men simply applied to

152 Keij6Nipp6, June 4,1938.

153 Chi5sen mesaretari 1943,6.
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avoid bureaucratic harassment.

Resistance also stemmed from dissatisfaction with the forcible collection of

applications, Japanese discrimination against Koreans, as well as resentment over

disenfranchisement. 154 A 1939 police study found a variety of ethnic-based reasons for

opposition. An unnamed Korean student in Japan stated, "I have an opinion of strong

opposition because the volunteer soldiers' application system is highly contradictory.

The motivation for response was merely due to the police's forcible solicitation .... ,,155

An unidentified Korean officer stated that "there are big contradictions in the application

of the volunteer soldier system." He noted that the police forcibly collected applications

and that, on the whole, there was little volunteering.156 Koreans were also indignant

about Japanese discrimination against Koreans. The High Police quoted another Korean

as saying, "We cannot have the feeling [for military service] due to the present

discriminatory system." These opinions led the police to doubt that most Koreans would

be willing to risk their lives for Japan because of discriminatory treatment at the hand of

the Japanese. 157 The police correctly assessed Korean public opinion as being tepid

toward military service, but continued to hope that heavier doses of indoctrination would

drown it out.

There were few cases of coordination among Koreans to resist the volunteer

system. Effective policing prevented extensive networking among Korean resistors. The

154 TGSS, Diet 73, 1938,293.

155 Tokk6 gepp6, December 1942, 109.

156 Ibid.

157 Ibid.
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police summarily dealt with any hint of nationalist or socialist resistance with

surveillance, preemptive arrests, questioning, imprisonment, and torture. The colonial

regime had an impressive intelligence network that included aikokuhan heads, educators,

and so forth. In this manner, a communist plot to infiltrate semi-governmental

organizations and destroy the volunteer system from within was exposed in 1939. Two

Korean men, Pang Yong-p'i! and Yu Ryu-rok, under the direction of the Comintern

claimed that if they had not been exposed, they could have organized a commune of

2,000 Koreans and recruited soldiers as communists and possibly undermined the

volunteer soldier system. I5S Direct confrontation such as this proposed one was a rare

occurrence.

Yet, the state was not omniscient or omnipotent. Everyday forms of individual

resistance reveal the nature and extent of resistance, as well as cracks in state

hegemony.I59 The two most common types of resistance were not submitting an

application and desertion after applying There were several ways an individual could

avoid turning in an application. A common method was to disqualify one's self from

military service. In a Kangwon Province school, for example, seven students quit school

to avoid military service- one of whom was forced to withdraw by his father. Others

continued their studies or returned to school. Those in school in 1943 were targeted by

the Student Volunteer Soldier System (discussed below). Koreans dropped out of

elementary school or tried to get expelled because volunteer soldiers were required to

158 Tokk6 gaiji gepp6, August 1939. Found reprinted in Jiigonen sens6kyokuhitsu shiryOshii: Tokk6 gaiji
gepp66, ed. Miyata Setsuko (Tokyo: Fuji shuppan, 1987),75-76.

159 James Scott 1985, xvi.
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have an elementary school diploma. If a student had submitted a college application, this

disqualified their military application. As of late 1943 nearly 7,000 students qualified for

military service, but successfully avoided the volunteer system as well as the draft.

In 1943,894 Koreans in 10 prefectures in Japan submitted applications, but 162

did not show up for the military examinations. The Home Ministry investigated each

case and found that in 52 cases the individuals or their family opposed military service

and another 37 claimed to be ill, but were suspected of resistance. Another 118 had

moved and could not be found. This shows a lack of sincere volunteerism and the

pervasiveness of everyday forms of resistance. 160

Desertion after submitting an application was also a common form of resistance.

Many applicants hid within Korea or fled overseas after they had submitted an

application. GGK sources noted that those with a middle school education were more

likely to resist applying or to desert after applying. 161 Well-to-do Koreans either sent their

sons into hiding or encouraged them to continue their education and receive an education

deferment.

From 1940, resentment began to swell against the volunteer system. Chosen

Army authorities received a number of letters of discontent from angry Koreans. In

response to these letters, the military police arrested the sender. The standard punishment

for this crime was ten months in prison.162 One letter, sent by Yu Chae-hYDk (a resident

of Seoul), stated that the Japanese took advantage of Yi In-SDk's family hardship in order

160 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,99.

161 RikugunshO fukkan, (August 14, 1943) frame 0410.

162 Inoue Kaoru 1997, 137.
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to force him to die for Japan. Yu's letter, sent to an applicant, told the receiver, "I cannot

be impressed with anyone who volunteers for Japan. You who volunteer contribute to the

colonization of Korea." It concluded, "I hope you die in North China.,,163

Korean resistance and evasion became more notable as the colonial regime

resorted to coercion. However, Koreans used everyday forms of resistance because they

were effective, and open resistance was self-destructive. In summary, everyday forms of

resistance were prevalent, and, even more importantly, the Japanese were helpless to

prevent these forms of defiance.

Volunteer Soldiers in the Military

The first group of 200 Korean volunteer soldiers entered the army on June 15,

1938 and a second group on December 10.164 Other than a handful of highly publicized

cases, such as Yi In-sok, there is little information on Korean volunteer soldiers'

activities within the army. Table 5 shows that almost half of all Korean volunteer

soldiers were placed in the First Reserves and returned to civilian life, but could be called

up for active duty. Reserves were likely called up to war, but information on this point is

sparse.165 Those in the reserves were expected to direct other Korean youths through the

training process.166

163 Chasen shiso undo gaikyo, March 18, 1939, Document 5 in Jl1gonen sensokyokuhitsu shiryoshl1, 241.

164 Bunkyono Chasen no. 152 April 1938, 158.

165 Higuchi Yiiichi, Senjika Chasen no minshl1to chi5hei (Korean people and conscription during wartime)
(Tokyo: Sowasha, 2001),107. Higuchi estimates 58,000 reserves were called up by the end of the war.

166 Atarashiki Chasen 1944,51 and Rikugunsho, Shibayama Kenshiro, "ChOsen shusshinhei no
toriatsukka shido sasshin kojo ni kansuru ken rikugun ippan e tsucho" (General army instructions on
improving treatment of soldiers from Korea), Army secret order 308, (January 26, 1945), frame 0468.
Available www.jacar.go.jp. Those in the First Reserves could be called up for one month a year for the next
15 years.
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Unlike 1938, Table 5: Korean Volunteer Soldiers in the Japanese Military

the distribution of

recruits was equally

spread throughout the

peninsula. Table 6

Year
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
Total

Active Duty
300
250
900

1,000
2,250
3,200
7,900

First Reserve
100
350

2,100
2,000
2,250
2,130
8,930

Total
400
600

3,000
3,000
5,000
5,330

16,830

(next page) offers

insight into which

provinces contributed

the most volunteer

Source: Miyata Setsuko ed., ChOsengun gaiyOshi (Tokyo,
Fuji Shuppan, 1989), 83. (Reprint of the 1951 edition. The
authors of this book are not clear, but were quite likely
officers in the Imperial Japanese Army.)

soldiers for 1943. Generally speaking, the home province's percentage of Korea's total

population was proportionate to the percentage of volunteer soldiers with minor

variations. The provinces with the lowest proportion of volunteer of soldiers were

Kyonggi (10.2 percent of soldiers to 11.3 percent of the population) and South Pyongan

(6.2 to 7.3).167 South Kyongsang had a higher percentage of soldiers enlisted (11.6 of all

applicants) compared to 9.7 percent of the total population.

Korean volunteer soldiers on active duty were divided up and placed into units

where they were outnumbered by Japanese conscripts. This was unlike European

167 Population figures are from December 1939. See Andrew J. Grajdanzev 1944.
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Home Province Active Duty First Reserve Total
colonial annies of

S. Kyongsang 397 222 619
Africans and Indians

N. Kyongsang 344 225 569
South Cholla 370 248 618

that formed separate
North Cholla 200 158 358
S. Ch'ungch'ong 207 153 360

units under the
N. Ch'ungch'ong 141 85 226
Kyonggi 315 226 541

command of a white
Kangwon 220 162 382
Hwanghae 253 168 421

officer. There are two
S. Pyongan 188 140 328
N. Pyongan 254 134 388

possible explanations
S. Hamgyong 190 144 334
N. Hamgyong 121 65 186

for this: First, Japan
Total 3,200 2,130 5,330

Source: "Showa jiihachi nendo chosen tokubetsu shiganhei
was sincere about

kakudobetsu heishubetsu saiyo ichiranhyo" Ch6sengun
their assimilation

gaiy6shi table 7.1

efforts, or second, the

Table 6: Volunteer Soldiers Enlisted in 1943 by Province
army feared a Korean

conspiracy. The latter explanation is more correct. Army documents frequently voiced

concerns over Korean nationalism, desertion, and ties to Chinese forces.

Among the first 400 volunteer soldiers, 350 were assigned to transport units, and

25 each to transport and infantry units. 168 Volunteer soldiers were initially enlisted for

two years, but once their duty was up, the army often extended their deployment each

year until the war ended so they blended into the military. For this reason, discussion of

the wartime experiences of Korean volunteer soldiers will be discussed in Chapter 4 with

168 Ch6sengun shireikan, rikugun taishi. "Honendo saiy6 suheki ChOsenjin shiganhei saiy6 jin'in narabi
nyiiei mata ha meshiatsumeri butai ni kansuru ken" (Number of Korean volunteer soldiers recruited for this
year and corps enlisted or drafted) (January 24, 1939). Available at www.jacar.go.jp. ref. code
cOlO04411700. Unfortunately, I have not located statistics on subsequent volunteer units or reassignment.
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the military experiences of the draftees. Japan's fortunes of war were declining by mid-

1943 so the government attempted to increase the number of soldiers in the armed forces.

The Korean Special Volunteer System, established in 1938, was abolished on April 20,

1944 in favor of compulsory military service for Koreans which had the legal

mechanisms to force Koreans into the military.

Student Volunteer Soldier System, October to December 1943

On September 21, 1943 the Tokyo government announced the suspension of

student deferments for Japanese men in non-scientific fields. This forced thousands of

students into the military. Furthermore, the conscription age for Japanese men was

lowered one year, to 19 years-old and later to 17 year-olds. However, Korean student

deferments were not suspended by these laws because they were not Japanese citizens.

Furthermore, Korean student deferments exempted them from the Korean draft to be

enacted in April 1944. 169 Governor-general Koiso Kuniaki quickly moved to close this

loophole claiming that Korean students wanted the same "benefits" as Japanese

students. 17o On October 20, 1943 the Government-general suspended Korean student

deferments in certain fields with the Korean Student Special Volunteer Soldier System. l7l

This measure "bestowed upon" Korean students an opportunity to apply for service in the

army. Koiso claimed this system offered students the freedom of choice, but in actuality

169 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,80 and Kang Tok-sang 1997,2.

170 Takamiya Taira, Hant6 gakuto shusinfu (Record of peninsular students sent to war) (Seoul: Keij6 nipp6
shahakk6, 1944),91-97.

171 The suspension did not affect students in science and medical fields.
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resulted in little more than a forced application for military service.

The Student Volunteer Soldier System targeted students who were twenty years-

old, as well as recent graduates. In 1942 there were 6,771 Korean high school, college,

and university students on student deferments that exempted them from the Korean draft,

2,830 of whom were in Japan.172 Under the proposed system, applications would be

accepted from October 25 to November 20, 1943 and military exams conducted from

December 12 to December 20. Recruits would enter the army without special training on

January 20 the following year (the universal enlistment date in Japan).173 In short,

students were given two months from the system's announcement to enlistment.

Government officials were focused on the military draft and labor mobilization

and had given little thought to a handful of Korean students. The student soldier system

was a last-minute measure that was sloppily implemented because it caught off-guard

low-level colonial bureaucrats and students. The Student Volunteer System exemplifies

how the colonial regime created, altered, and discarded laws at its convenience and

provides the clearest example of the GGK's brute force in action as well as its

vulnerabilities to everyday forms of resistance. An examination of this system also

highlights the complex nature of the Korean voices for and against the student volunteer

system.

The Decision Making Process

Koiso and army authorities likely realized that several thousand Korean student

172 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992, 103.

173 Takamiya Taira 1944, 107-108 and 306 and Maeil sinho, October 20, 1943.
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soldiers would not affect the power of the Japanese army or tum the tide of the war. So

why did the Japanese government bother to expend valuable resources to recruit Korean

students? There are four possible reasons for the Student Volunteer Soldier System, one

was announced to the public and three can be implied. Publically, the OOK

unconvincingly presented the student volunteer system as a response to the students'

"deep desire to seek glory through military service" and "fulfill the ardent desire of the

students who wish to take a position on the front line as shields for the Emperor against

the evil Anglo-American brutes.,,174 This announcement hints that Koiso expected a

spontaneous outpouring of loyalty by all students.175 However, the Korean students' tepid

response proved government propaganda to be mere hype.

The three unpublicized, and more likely, purposes of the student soldier system

were war-related. One, to force Korean students to contribute to the war. Japanese

citizens and students whose deferments were canceled criticized Korean students for

lacking a willingness to serve Japan. They grumbled that Korean students benefitted

from a Japanese education, but felt no moral obligation to serve Japan. 176 During

peacetime, the army probably would have rejected Korean students as bad elements

because they would be a blemish to the military's honor, but the war necessitated that all

capable men join the miliary, whether they were willing or forced, Japanese or Korean. 177

Kang Tok-sang's research on the student volunteer system offers two other

174 Takamiya Taira 1944,38-40.

175 Keij6nipp6, October 26,1943.

176 Keij6nipp6, March 11, 1943 and ChOsen mesaretari 1943,49 and 59.

177 Takarniya Taira 1944,64.
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purposes for this system. The student volunteer system was to provide a "soft-landing"

for the Korean draft, which was scheduled to be enacted in April 1944.178 Student

soldiers with their advanced Japanese language skills were put in place to mentor Korean

conscripts and act as translators for those who had difficulty speaking Japanese. As such,

the students were to bear the burden of dealing with Koreans who were not prepared for

military service.

The final purpose of the student system was to, in the words of Kang T6k-sang,

"bleach the national consciousness of the students and dye it khaki."179 Japanese colonial

authorities were mindful, if not fearful, of Korean ethnic nationalism and sought to

prevent it from developing into a rebellion or revolution. The government had a

longstanding concern that the implementation of the compulsory conscription system

might touch off a national self-awakening in Korea and that Korean students would lead

it. 180 A War Ministry aide-de-camp had previously stated:

In general we do not need to worry, but their national subconscious and
independent trend of thought still exists as an undercurrent. That is why it is easy
for them to be affected by Chinese propaganda, as is a tendency among young
intellectuals. It is hard to keep them away from such ethnic views that are anti
Japanese. It is easy to use a simpleton, but hard to get students. l8l

The government expected military service to severely weaken the students' political

influence in the immediate and distant future. The colonial regime once again moved

178 Kang Tok-sang 1997,371 and 374.

179 Ibid.

180 ChOsengun shireibu, "Chosenjin shiganhei seido ni kansuru iken" (Opinion on Korean volunteer soldier
system) (June 1937). Found in SAJAN, reel 105, f14254, frame 699 and ChOsengun sanbOchO, Koiso
Kuniaki, (June 1937), frame 1130.

181 Rikugunsho fukkan (August 14, 1943), frame 0410.
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decisively to control the Korean voice. Military authorities hoped to force students into

the army where they would develop loyalty to Japan or die.

Implementation of the Student Soldier System

The application process of the Student Volunteer Soldier System was similar to

the volunteer system, only schools played a more central role because the student

volunteer system had a specific deadline and students were the targeted population.

Governor-General Koiso delegated to educators the responsibility of encouraging

students to apply in order to maintain the fiction that the process was voluntary. This was

a logical move since the targeted population was students. The active role of schools in

the application process inspired competition between schools to have the most volunteers.

Educators distributed applications to students and touted the economic advantages of

military service.182 One advantage of military service is that it would help remove much

of the discriminatory treatment because they had proven their loyalty to the state.

A handful of school principals successfully inspired their students to apply.

Technical school principal Matsuda Michiyoshi was one such principal. Three of

Matsuda's students served Japan with distinction. Natsuyama Masayoshi (whose Korean

name was Ha Mun-hwa) was the first student volunteer soldier applicant. Natsuyama

traveled on the lecture circuit and participated in symposiums encouraging other students

to follow his lead. His mother also spoke publicly in favor of the military service telling

mothers, "It is happiness to bear children and give them to the nation.,,183 In the postwar

182 Keijo nippi5, October 31 and November 3,1943.

183 Kang T6k-sang 1997,9 and 11.
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years, Natsuyama was accused of collaboration, but defended his actions on the grounds

that principal Matsuda enrolled him in school on the condition that he, Natsuyama, serve

in the military should the need arise. 184 It is unclear whether this was true or not.

Whatever the case, this anecdote exemplifies the effectiveness of principals in finding

ways to pressure students into the army.

A second Matsuda student, Takehira Tadao, was the first student soldier to offer a

blood pledge with his application. On November 2, 1944 he submitted a two page letter

written in blood which said, in part, "I will try to live forever in righteousness working

with a heartfelt effort without regard for myself."185 He ascribed his applying to the

emperor's benevolence and Matsuda guidance. Takehira also traveled on the Chosen

League sponsored lecture circuit encouraging others to apply.

A third Matsuda student, Second Lieutenant Kawata Seiji, gained fame as a

kamikaze pilot by crashing his fighter plane into a B-29 bomber on May 29, 1945 over

Mimaesaki on Shikoku. Matsuda stated that Korea should take pride that Kawata had

shown such valor. 186 These three students show there was a Korean voice in favor of the

war. Their efforts again testify to the complex nature of the Korean voice and suggest

that the student volunteer system cannot be painted in purely coercive terms.

Many students applied to save their family from government harassment. Chang

Chun-ha, for example, applied to become a student soldier in hope that his family would

receive better treatment from the police. His father was a Christian minister who refused

184 Ibid., 11.

185 Keij6nipp6, November 3,1943.

186 Kang T6k-sang 1997, 14.
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to recognize the Japanese emperor as a god, which led to friction with government

officials. Chang, like many applicants, sought to help his family by becoming a student

volunteer. 187

On October 30, 1944 the GGK held a rally attended by 30,000 elementary and

middle school students in Seoul. The speakers included Governor-General Koiso,

Chosen Army Commander Itagaki Seishiro, and student leaders. The star line-up of

officials gave speeches encouraging students to joyfully and boldly enter the military.

Governor-general Koiso Kuniaki encouraged students to be "shields for the Emperor.,,188

Student speakers encouraged others to seize this "once in a lifetime opportunity (senzai-

ichig ii no ki) with a smile" and go to war as if their life was "as light as a feather. ,,189

The army began to accept student applications on October 25, five days after the

system was announced. However, Korean students showed little enthusiasm for the

Student Volunteer Soldier System. By November 10, after two weeks of accepting

applications, only 200 of the 2,830 qualified students in Japan had turned in applications.

And as of November 12, only 372 of the 6,771 targeted students in Korea and Japan had

volunteered. l90 These low numbers were unsettling to the GGK, which had expected the

spontaneous and complete compliance of all students.

The regime stood to lose face over the low turnout because Governor-general

Koiso had claimed the volunteer system was the students' desire. Government school

187 Chang Chun-ha, Tolbegae (Stone pillow) (Seoul: Sasangsa, 1971),7.

188 Takamiya Taira 1944,23 and Kang Tok-sang 1997, 3.

189 Keij6nipp6, October 31,1943.

190 Keij6 nipp6, November 10, 1943 and Maeil sinbo, November 12, 1943.
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inspector, Kondo Hideo, was disgusted with the scant number of applications and wrote:

"If we do not get peninsular students to immediately leap into action, it will not only be a

shame for a single school, but for all. It will [poorly] reflect on their honor. If we do not

get them into action now, my fifteen years [in Korea] will have been wasted and I will

commit suicide as an apology [to the emperor]."191 Governor-general Koiso was equally

indignant. He threatened, "Among the peninsular students, it seems there are those who

misunderstand the meaning of 'volunteer soldier' and it seems there are those who do not

want to volunteer themselves.... I, to my regret, have to force the Koreans to alter their

opinions."192 The full power of the government and the hollowness of the term

'volunteer' were exposed. Hereafter, the Japanese regime intensified its campaign to

patronize, shame, and coerce students to apply.

To increase the number of applications, the government simplified the

burdensome volunteer process. In a break with regular volunteer soldier practice,

students were allowed to submit their application at the nearest military district office,

regardless of their permanent residence. Students were even allowed to submit

incomplete applications, or just announce their intention to apply, and turn in the required

materials at a later date. Parents could stamp their son's application even if the son had

run away, effectively making the GGK the student's legal guardian. The Government-

general even permitted students to submit applications without the head-of-house's

official stamp, which normally would have invalidated the applications, but did not

191 Keij6nipp6. November 10. 1943.

192 Kang Tok-sang 1997. 369.
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during this time of national emergency. The police assumed the responsibility of

ensuring the head-of-house affix his seal to the application. Some colonial officials

encouraged students to apply even if their parents objected. One school advised, "If your

parents oppose [your applying], discard them (suteru).,,193 This stands in contrast to the

earlier use of flowery anecdotes to win the parents' support. These unprecedented actions

made bureaucratic coercion more effective, as is shown by the influx of applications.

Dean of Keijo University's Law Department, Naito Kichinosuke, stated,

''Thinking 'Should I volunteer or not' is a basic mistake" because it should be done

automatically.194 In a similar tone, Nagaya Kosaku, head of the Chosen Army

Information Department, wrote, "The meaning of 'volunteer (shigan)' has been

interpreted at each person's discretion. These days it should be seen as giving one's self

to a summons.,,195 These two quotes highlight the increasing impatience and belligerent

attitude of bureaucrats toward Koreans in general and students in particular. In one

instance, the police told a zainichi student to affix his seal to a blank sheet of paper that

they claimed was used to collect statistics on foreign born students. Later, that blank

sheet of paper metamorphosed into an application for military service.196 In another case,

Chong Ki-yong, a university student writing his thesis, attended a recruitment rally

(chingjip) in Seoul, but refused to submit an application. Soon after, the police visited his

home and told his parents that if he did not apply the government would destroy the

193 Ibid., 10 and 81.

194 Keij6nipp6, November 3,1943.

195 Ibid.

196 Kang Tok-sang, 1997,345.
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family business. He duly applied but ran off and hid at a friend's home. However, a

Japanese family friend tracked him down and turned him in to the police.197

The GGK pressured Korean socialites to help increase student application

numbers. It reasoned that students would respond better to the student volunteer system

if a Korean voice hearkened them to apply. Korean elites participated in lectures, visited

homes of recalcitrant students, wrote newspaper and journal articles, and performed other

tasks. The most notable event involving Korean elites was in mid-November when Ch'oe

Nam-son, Yi Kwang-su, Kim Yon-su, and eight other Korean elites traveled to Tokyo to

encourage Korean students to volunteer for the military service. 198 At Waseda University,

Yi Kwang-su urged Korean and Taiwanese university students not miss this opportunity

to volunteer. He called on them to "go and fight the Anglo-American enemy and bring

glory to the nation" and resume their studies after the war. 199 However, these students

expressed dismay that a man of Yi's nationalist credentials would actively promote

Japan's militarist agenda. The students concluded that Yi cooperated with the colonial

regime to prevent imprisonment,2oo Furthermore, many students doubted the sincerity of

the elites' efforts because of rumors that the sons of Yi Kwang-su and Ch'oe Nam-son

evaded military service,z°l

197 Chang Ki-yang, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

198 Keij6nipp6, November 16, 1943.

199 Maeil sinbo, November 5, 1943.

200 Shirai Atsushi, Daigaku to Ajia taiheiy6 sens6: sens6shi kenky ii to taiken no rekishika (Schools and the
Asia Pacific War: War history research and experiences historical) (Tokyo: Nihon keizai hyoronsha, 1996),
161-162.

201 Chang Ki-yang, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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As part of the media blitz, between November 4, 1943 and January 23, 1944, the

Keijonippoand Maeil sinha published 73 articles by Korean socialites, such as Ch'oe

Nam-son, Yun Ch'i-ho, and An Chae-hong. Yi Kwang-su, for example, wrote, "You

Korean soldiers are called to a holy war. Did you apply? Did you apply? Why?

Because of your parents? There is no duty without loyalty. There are no parents without

a country.,,202 In one article, educator Kim Song-su claimed that Korea's historical

aversion to military service accounted for Korean reluctance to volunteer for military

service and encouraged the abandonment of this tradition.203 He is credited with writing

the following aimed at the student volunteer and conscription systems:

With the great works of the conscription system underway, the correlation
between "soldiers" and "Koreans" has truly deepened to a heartening degree.
Until now, Koreans have been stuck in existing tradition, and [they] have been
excessively narrowminded toward the conscription system. I think this is a
shortcoming of all Korean compatriots. Koreans hereafter must fling off their
selfish thoughts and ideas and rally to patriotic thoughts and concepts grounded in
morality. This is literally [a time of] war. What a glorious [sight] you are ....
Your victory is not only the parent that will give birth to a new Korea; it is also
the only way to preserve peace in East Asia.204

Kim's condescending attitude toward Korean culture is notable, but was common

to many elites.205 However, not all Korean elites willingly volunteered their name and

time to support Japan's mobilization efforts. Japan frequently coerced reluctant elites to

cooperate with Japan's mobilization efforts. Kim Song-su exemplifies this point. Some

202 Maeil sinbo, November 5, 1943.

203 Eckert 1991,246 and Maeil sinbo, August 5, 1943.

204 Keijo nipp6, January 19, 1944. Translation found in Eckert 1991,247.

205 See Eckert 1991,236-241 and Yun Ch'i-ho (January 11,1943), vol. 11,417-418. Yun described
Koreans as generally unreliable, lazy, lacking public morality, and lacking a sense of gratitude.
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scholars claim that he did not write this article; rather, his name was attached to it.206 Yun

Ch'i-ho was pressured to read radio speeches written by the army.207 Korean

businessmen, such as Kim Yon-su (Kim Song-su's brother), cooperated in order to

protect their financial position, which depended on Japanese capital. Financial benefits

and social status depended on cooperation with mobilization efforts. The Korean elites

were increasingly coopted into the Japanese cultural nexus of power.20S

The actions of Korean elites were generally pro-Japanese. Many banked their

status and economic well-being on Japan winning the war. For example, Pak Ch'un-gfun,

a long-time proponent of Korean military service, wrote, "Do not let Koreans be labeled

by the Japanese as being afraid to die for the nation. People die only once, and let's make

that death meaningful."209 Pak's son, who was in his third year of law school, became a

student soldier. Pak's wife said that offering their son to the nation was a parent's right

and duty. She went so far as to claim it was a family dream.210 Few Korean students

shared her opinion, however.

Many students attempted to avoid applying by procrastinating until the deadline

passed. Yet, even when the November 20 deadline passed, the Government-general

announced that late applications would be accepted at police offices until December 19,

1944, the day before the oral and physical examinations ended. The Government-general

206 Choon Soon Kim, A Korean Nationalist Entrepreneur: A Life History ofKim Sang-su, 1891-1955
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), 119.

207 Yun Ch'i-ho (May 8, 1939 and June 29, 1940), vol. 11, 183 and 315.

208 Prasenjit Duara 1988,5.

209 Maeil sinbo, November 19, 1943.

210 Maeil sinbo, November 7,1943.
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emptily claimed this was in accordance with the students' desire.211 This gave students

less and less room to decide the matter for themselves. Kim Wan-yong had graduated

several years prior to being recruited as a student soldier. Army recruiters harassed him

to join the military, despite his objections that he was too old. The police asked him if he

wanted to be the Emperor's son and he responded that, since he was not a student, the

question did not apply to him. He said recruiters grabbed his thumb and pushed it on the

paper to get his signature on an application. These coercive recruitment methods, as

Kim's case shows, led to increased resistance.212

Hundreds of students changed their majors to science and medicine (which

continued to be deferred from conscription), found work in essential industries, or

avoided submitting an application. As with the regular volunteer system, numerous

Korean students absconded without informing authorities about their destination.213 In

April 1944 the S6gakkai (a semi-governmental student organization in Japan) conducted

a follow-up study on an estimated 283 students who refused to volunteer for military

service or work in a factory.214

Non-volunteers were treated as traitors and the government terminated their

schooling and forced them to work.215 A number of incorrigible students were sent to

211 Keij6nipp6, November 19, 1943.

212 1'20 hakbyong sagi kanhaeng, ]'20 hakby6ng sagi II (Chronicle of the January 20 student soldiers, 2)
(Seoul: 1'20 hakbyong sagi kanhaeng, 1987),98-103.

213 Bunky6no Chasen no. 224 (July 1944): 9 and Kang Tok-sang 1997,83.

214 Chosen sogakkai, "Rikugun tokubetsu shiganhei hishigan gakusei kinrojokyo chosa" (Survey of the labor
situation of army special volunteer nonapplicant students), (April 20, 1944). Found in SAJAN, reel 219. and
Shirai Atsushi 1996, 163.

215 Higuchi 1992,80-84 and Kim Hyo-byong, interview by U Su-rni, November 24,2001. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.
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ideological camps that lasted two weeks. There, they were compelled to wear a badge

that read "criminal." After this, they were forced into heavy labor at mines and

factories. 216

Student volunteers underwent military exams between December 12 to December

20. However, unlike the regular volunteer system, student soldiers did not attend special

training camps. Instead, they directly entered the military on January 20, 1944. The

government reasoned that students had sufficient schooling in Japanese culture and

language.217 A more likely reason was to immediately integrate student soldiers into the

military so they could provide the a foundation for regular Korean draftees. Student

soldiers were used as translators and intermediaries for Japanese commanding officers

when necessary.

However, students were not passive or willing participants. Students offered

more resistance than any other group of Koreans. As a result of their educational and

personal experiences, Korean student soldiers had developed a deeper political

consciousness than the general population. They had suffered discrimination and

ostracism in Japan and Korea, which forced a sense of being Korean upon them. A sense

of Korean ethnicity remained seeded in nearly all students and Japan's education system

could not remove it. Korean students met thousands of Japanese with less education and

skills than themselves. This boosted their ethnic pride that Koreans were not destined to

be subservient.

216 Kim Do-hyong 2002, 116, Kang Tok-sang 1997, 321, and Om and 1m 1969,297.

217 Atarashiki Chasen 1944,53.
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Once the revised deadline (December 19) passed, 6,203 of 6,774 students applied

and 4,385 entered the military, an enlistment rate of nearly 70 percent. This number

included 700 applicants (335 enlisted) from recent graduates.218 Table 6 provides a

statistical breakdown of the student volunteer soldiers' home province as well as the

number placed on active duty. It does not account for applications from zainichi Koreans.

Table 7: Student Soldiers Applications from Korea by Province

Province Active Duty First Reserve Subtotal Rejected Total
N. Hamgyong 178 26 204 16 220
S. Hamgyong 359 38 397 29 426
N. Pyongan 250 40 290 16 306
S.Pyongan 311 52 363 25 388
Hwanghae 213 33 246 16 262
Kyonggi 413 61 474 50 524
Kangwon 85 11 96 10 106
N. Ch'ungch'ong 69 10 79 4 83
S. Ch'ungch'ong 146 17 163 18 181
N. Cholla 168 19 187 17 204
S. Cholla 183 23 206 16 222
N. Kyongsang 188 28 216 16 232
S. Kyongsang 172 24 196 16 212
Total 2,735 382 3,117 249 3,366

Source: "Showa 18nendo rinji saiyo tokubetsu shiganhei dobetsu saiyo ichiranhyo,"
Document 7 in Ch6sengun gaiy6shi (Outline history of the Chosen Anny). 1954?

Analysis of the above chart shows that only 7.4 percent of student soldier

applications submitted in Korea were rejected. This is in contrast to the volunteer system

in 1943 when 47 out of 48 applications were rejected. Furthennore, a low percentage of

student volunteer soldiers were placed on the reserves. Analysis of the student volunteer

system effectively conveys the power of the colonial state to force Koreans to obey

218 TGSS, Diet 84, August 1944 and Kang T6k-sang 1997,370.
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policies and the ability to alter laws at will. This same analysis also shows the dichotomy

of cooperation with and resistance to state policies.

Naval Volunteer Soldier System

The Naval Volunteer Soldier System was the third volunteer system implemented

in Korea. On May 12, 1943 the Tokyo government announced the Naval Volunteer

Soldier System, claiming that the Korean people wished to serve in the navy.219 On May

14 a mass meeting was held at the Chosen Shrine in Seoul to celebrate the announcement.

The naval system formally became law on July 20, 1943 with Imperial Ordinance 108.

This system, coupled with the Korean draft, made complete military service available to

Koreans. Unfortunately, there is relatively little primary or secondary source material on

the naval volunteer system because the conscription and student volunteer systems

received the lion's share of attention from government and media sources as well as

purposeful destruction of documents following the war.

Why did the navy implement a volunteer system five years after the army? The

navy had long denied Koreans the right to naval service because naval authorities felt that

Koreans lacked the technical skills and education required to operate ships. Naval

officials thought that the Korean lifestyle was peculiar and would detract from the

efficiency of Japanese sailors on ships.22o Once the navy decided to recruit Koreans, it

claimed that the quality of work among some, but not all, Koreans improved to the point

219 Keij6nipp6, November 27,1943.

220 Higuchi 2001, 116. The Korean diet and laxity with time were frequently noted by naval officials as
examples of Korean peculiarity.
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that a handful could be recruited.221 Government documents on the decision making

process indicate that the move to recruit Korean sailors was driven by a desperate need

for manpower.222 In 1943, Japan's military forces were stretched thin due to wartime

losses and limited manpower reserves. Yet, the catalyst for the navy's decision was the

army's announcement of the Korean draft.223 It was a belated move that profited the navy

very little since much of the fleet was already lost.

The navy accepted the first round of applications from August 1, 1943.

Applications could be turned in to the police or directly to the navy.224 Volunteers were

expected to serve on active duty for five years and spend 12 years and two months in the

reserves.225 Application requirements were similar to the regular Korean volunteer

system: namely a family history abstract, parental consent, and a governor's

recommendation (zainichi Koreans needed a recommendation from the local ky6wakai

head). The parental consent form could be turned in late.

Statistics show that Koreans submitted 45,000 applications in each 1944 and

1945, which was quite modest compared to the 303,000 the previous year for the army

volunteer system. Chogwang, a Korean language journal from the colonial era, claimed

221 Naikaku soridaiji, "Chosenjin oyobi Taiwan hontOjin ni kaigun tokubetsu shiganheisei shinsetsujunbi no
ken" (Establishing provisions of preparation for establishment of the naval special volunteer sysem for the
people of Korea and Taiwan mainland) (May 8,1943). Available at www.japar.go.jp. ref. code
a03010132200.

222 Ibid.

223 Tanaka Yoshio 1973, 77 and United States, Office of Strategic Services, Research and Analysis Branch,
Manpower in Japan and Occupied Areas 1 (Honolulu: OSS 1944),26.

224 Kotegawa Tadashi, "Kaigun tokubetsu shiganhei seido ni tsuite" (Concerning the navy special volunteer
soldier system), Ky6wa jigy6 (July 1943), 13.

225 Chokwang 9 no. 6 (June 1943),41 and Radio Intercept, Tokyo, May 12, 1944. Found in United States,
Office of Strategic Services, Research and Analysis Branch, 1944,52. Naval conscripts were expected to
serve for three years.
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there was an explosion of blood applications after the naval volunteer system was

announced.226 There are few oral histories or studies on the application process for the

naval volunteer system so there is no indication that coercion for the naval volunteer

system was as severe as the regular or student volunteer systems. It should be noted that

the GGK was amidst draft preparations so the naval volunteer system was secondary to

this process.

Exams were held at draft wards, often police offices, nearest the recruits' present

residence.227 The exams focused on Japanese language proficiency, not technical skills.228

Naval recruiters looked for three qualifications in Korean applicants. First, they wanted

physically fit men between the ages of 16 and 21 who were over 151 centimeters in

height; these requirements were younger and shorter than the qualifications for the army.

Second, applicants needed at least an elementary school diploma, which indicated that the

applicant could speak basic Japanese. And third, applicants had to have or express a

strong desire for military service.229 Those considered for naval service underwent a

background check by the police.230

On October 1, 1943 the first cohort of 1,000 recruits entered Chinhae training

camp, which was established specifically to train Korean sailors. A second cohort of

226 Chokwang 9 no. 6 (June 1943), 40.

227 Kotegawa Tadashi 1943, 13.

228 Kim Chong-t'aek, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 23, 2001. Available at the Independence
Hall of Korea.

229 Kotegawa Tadashi 1943,10-11.

230 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992, 72.
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1,000 entered in April 1944.231 A third cohort of 2,000 volunteers was scheduled to enter

Chinhae in October 1944, but the special training program was eliminated in May

1944.232 In 1944 and 1945, 10,000 naval recruits were sent straight into the navy under

military conscription.

The naval training program at Chinhae lasted six months and supposedly

emphasized practical skills needed for service. Recruits woke up at 5:30 am to train for

life on ships, memorization of special naval measurements and terminology as well as

physical training (such as swimming).233 Recruits' training focused on cultivating their

spirit, body, and actions with an imperial spirit. Additionally, trainers taught recruits

Japanese history and customs.234 In other words, an intensive period of indoctrination to

help Koreans fit in with Japanese recruits.

Oral histories indicate the training camp curriculum was rather useless. 1m

Kwang-ho, a former naval recruit, stated in a postwar interview that the Chinhae training

camp offered no real training in weapons or fighting. Instead, recruits performed labor

duty such as digging bomb shelters. To make matters worse, he reminisced that Koreans

suffered racial discrimination from Japanese drill masters.235

231 Naikaku, "Kaigun tokubetsu shiganheisei jisshi no jiki oyobi tokubetsu shiganhei saiyo teiinsu"
(Establishing the subject of increasing the staff at the time of adopting the Navy Special Volunteer System),
(July 22, 1943). Available at www.jacar.go.jp. ref. number A03010086100; Asahi Shinbunsha, Tatakahu
Chosen (Fighting Korea) (Osaka: Asahi shinbun kaisha, 1945), 10; and ChOsen sotokufu, Shiganhei yori
ch6hei e (From volunteer soldiers to the draft) (Seoul: ChOsen sotokufujohOka, 1944), 7-8.

232 Naikaku 1943 and Radio Intercept May 12, 1944. Found in United States, Office of Strategic Services,
Research and Analysis Branch, 1944,27.

233 "Haegun shigansha kunrensho kitei" (Navy volunteer training center rules), T6yono hikari 5 no. 8
(September 1943), 72-73.

234 Kotegawa Tadashi 1943, 11.

235 1m Kwang-ho, interview by Yi Byong-rae, November 17,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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In June 1944 the first Korean volunteer sailors went to war. They performed a

variety of duties as sailors, maintenance workers, machinists, construction workers,

engineers, and paymasters.236 A rather small number of Korean sailors died because the

navy was largely disabled by the time Korean sailors were enlisted. Yet, despite the large

number of Korean sailors, there is little primary and secondary information available.

Comments

Koreans were not mute victims who were coerced at every twist and turn. On the

contrary, the supposedly powerless Koreans had multiple voices for and against the

volunteer systems implemented between 1937 and 1945. Japanese authorities took into

account the potential reaction of Koreans to their policies. Korean compliance,

collaboration, and resistance (sometimes all three at once) show that Koreans used the

volunteer systems to their advantage or resisted the system in the only ways means

available to them.

Speaking of the Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System (1938-1943), it is

curious that Japan devoted a significant amount of resources to recruit 17,664 men with

the volunteer system and less than 5,000 for the student volunteer system. At no point

did any volunteer soldier system improve or provide any significant advantage to the

Japanese military. No new intelligence was added and no new fighting spirit was

instilled. The most plausible explanation was that the system was more about the

Japanization of the Korean population and the long-term effort to implement a draft

236 T6y6no hikari 5 no. 8 (September 1943),67.
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system in Korea. The immediate strengthening of the military was not mentioned in any

government document.

The purpose of the Korean Student Special Volunteer (late-1943) was slightly

different than the regular volunteer system. It was implemented to facilitate the move

toward the draft but with a more specific target population and time frame. Furthermore,

it was designed to weaken the Koreans' potential response with the implementation of the

draft. The system targeted a small group of students and had a short time frame of

implementation. The colonial regime focused on coaxing and coercing 6,771 students to

apply for military service or find work in strategic industries. The GGK exhibited its full

might during the Student Volunteer Soldier System by altering laws at will and finding

social, economic, and psychological pressure points of students.

The naval volunteer system (1944) is more of a historical footnote, despite the

induction of 2,000 volunteer soldiers into the navy. Few sources detail the decision

making process or implementation of this system, but it was clearly a move to strengthen

the navy.

There were some "true volunteers" who sought economic betterment or, in rare

cases, showed patriotism toward Japan. Another point is that the Government-general

was vulnerable to desertion and intransigent youths who refused to comply. Quite

simply, the government lacked the legal means to force someone to volunteer. As a

result, it resorted to various forms of harassment and pressure. The examination of these

three volunteer systems further highlights several themes. The colonial regime had an

impressive amount of power and used it in an authoritarian manner, but the regime failed
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to gain the complete compliance of young Korean men. This was due to the failed

assimilation of Koreans and failed or incomplete prewar social policies. Koreans were

able to use the established system of laws to their benefit. Students, up to 1943, remained

in school for deferments, students dropped out of school to disqualify themselves, and

many simply vanished before or after submitting an application. The tendency of

portraying the GGK as holding absolute power over Korea needs to be replaced by a more

textured and colored picture.237

237 The common perception among the Korean public is that the colonial regime controlled every aspect of
life. My dissertation committee chairman, Yong-ho Ch'oe, argues that the colonial regime's power was
absolute and that Korean resistance was due more to Korean ingenuity than GGK weaknesses.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CONSCRIPTION SYSTEM

In the months following Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor, the Japanese military

took over territories in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. This sudden expansion

came at the expense of thousands of Japanese casualties, which were in addition to the

tens of thousands of soldiers lost in China between July 1937 and December 1941.

Japan's human resources were stretched thin across thousands of miles of front lines.

Japan needed additional troops and called up men from the reserves, but military officials

realized the Japanese population alone could not defend newly conquered territories. In

short, Japan faced a shortage of soldiers and needed Korean and Taiwanese manpower.!

War with the United States came three and a half years after the enactment of the

volunteer system, but the volunteer system was designed to recruit and indoctrinate a

small number of Koreans to form a foundation for the conscription system. A

conscription system was better suited to recruit large numbers of Koreans. This forced

Japan's leaders to rush their timetable for Korean military service. On May 9, 1942, only

six months after Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor, the Government-general announced that

the Korean military draft would be enacted on August 1, 1943 and the first cohort of

Koreans would enter the army in December 1944.2

Japan's enactment of the military draft in Korea was a colossal undertaking. The

1 Naikaku s6ridaiji (May 8, 1943) and Tanaka Takeo, et. a!., interview by Miyata Setsuko, et. a!.,
September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata Setsuko 2000, 128.

2 ChOsen nenkan 1945,319.
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Tokyo and colonial governments diverted great amounts of manpower and finances from

the war effort to revise laws and clear bureaucratic red tape as well as force Korean

youths to take military exams, to undergo training, and to go to war. Yet, the Korean

military draft is an understudied aspect of Japan's mobilization of Koreans. Few Western

works examine how or why conscription of Koreans came about.3 This chapter attempts

to fill this lacunae by examining the colonial regime's decision making process,

preparation for and implementation of the draft, as well as how the government executed

its policies. It will be shown that Koreans were not voiceless victims of Japan's

exploitation, but rather active agents in the making of a wartime experience.

This chapter also answers major questions related to the conscription system. For

example, why did Japan wait 30 months after the announcement of the draft to enlist the

first Korean conscript? What concerns, if any, did Japanese authorities have about

conscripting Koreans? How was the draft implemented? In what ways did the Koreans

resist the conscription system? And, how did the colonial regime handle resistance?

Japan's Draft Decision

Government authorities began to examine a Korean conscription system in earnest

soon after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Implementation of the draft would have

been postponed three to five decades had Japan not launched a war with America in

3 There are dozens of works on labor mobilization, the comfort women, and Korea's wartime economy, but
nothing of substance on Koreans in Japan's military.
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December 1941.4 Thus, the catalyst for the introduction of the Korean draft in 1942 was

the military's sudden need for more soldiers. Impetus for the draft came from two

generals in the army: Prime Minister Tojo Hideki, who served concurrently as Army

Minister, and Governor-general Minami Jiro, an active duty general.s An army

document, dated January 20, 1942, estimated Korea could supply 200,000 soldiers by

1946 and upwards of 400,000 thereafter.6 Diet discussion of a Korean draft began on

February 4, 1942. A House of Peers subcommittee member asked a representative from

the Army Ministry about the legalization of a Korean draft as a way to increase the

fighting power of the Imperial Japanese Army. The army representative stated that

military officials were in the process of studying the issue.7

The official decision-making process began in March 1942 when Minami went to

Tokyo to discuss the introduction of Korean conscription with Premier Tojo Hideki and

military officials. At this meeting, they agreed to extend the Military Service Law to

Korea.8 After Minami returned to Korea, he did not alert the bureaucracy of the

upcoming draft announcement. On May 1, 1942, the Tojo Cabinet sent the Chosen Army

a copy of the upcoming draft announcement, and the Chosen Army accepted the draft

4 Tanaka Takeo, et. aI., interview by Miyata Setsuko, et. aI., September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata
Setsuko 2000, 103.

5Minami liro denki kankokai 1957,467 and Tanaka Takeo et. ai. interview by Miyata Setsuko, et. aI.,
September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata 2000, 128.

6 Rikugunsho heibika, "Daitoa senso ni kan wo wakajinteki no kento," (January 20, 1942) and Utsumi Aiko,
"Korean 'Imperial Soldiers': Remembering Colonialism and Crimes against Allied POWs," trans. Mie
Kennedy. In Perilous Memories: The Asia-Pacific War(s), eds. T. Fujitani, Geoffrey M. White, and Lisa
Yoneyama (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), 204.

7 Kat6 Yoko 1996,227-228.

8 Minami liro denki kankokai 1957,468.
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without revisions. On May 8, 1942, the T6j6 cabinet voted to draft 20-year-old Korean

men beginning in December 1944. Governor-general Minami and the Tokyo government

announced this decision the next day.

The policymaking process provides some clues as to the Korean impact on the

way Japan mobilized Korea for war. The tempered implementation of the draft suggests

that military authorities did not want to provoke a negative reaction to the draft. In other

words, potential resistance by Koreans shaped mobilization policies, the propaganda

effort, and education policies. The colonialist concerns over the loyalty of their subjects

remained an important issue. Thus, the GGK had to compromise the use of absolute

power in an effort to win Korean support.9

Internal memos offer insight into the thinking of Japanese bureaucrats. A

confidential letter to prefectural police in Japan, dated July 15, 1942, outlined five

reasons for the draft. First, to show universal benevolence (dOjin) to all imperial subjects;

second, to stimulate a spirit of loyalty within Koreans so they could enjoy unparalleled

glory; third, to make Koreans aware that they are the arms and legs of the emperor;

fourth, to give Koreans comparable rights and duties; and fifth, to rush forward the

process of making Koreans imperial subjects. 1o Japanese officials rarely acknowledged,

even in secret, that Japan needed Korean manpower. But the above memo implies the

military need for Koreans. Specifically, Japan needed Koreans to fulfill their rights and

9 Angus Stewart 2001, 48.

10 Hy6goken shakaijigy6July 1942. Document 5 in Higuchi Yiiichi, ed., KYOwakai kankei shiryiishii:
senjika ni okeru zainichi Chiisenjin tiisei to k6minka seisaku no jittai shiry6 (Collection of materials related
to the kyowakai: materials on the actual conditions of Koreans in Japan during the war and assimilation
policies) 3 (Tokyo: Rokuinsho, 1992).
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duties as the "arms and legs" of the emperor.

The draft announcement caught bureaucrats, the Korean public, and the Japanese

public by surprise. II Japanese officials and the Korean public expected compulsory

education, to begin in 1946, to precede the draft. For many people, this was a premature

realization of a key responsibility (or burden, depending on one's view) of citizenship.12

Tanaka Takeo, Vice-Governor-general from May 1942 to July 1944, stated in a postwar

interview that he and other bureaucrats thought the system would not be introduced in the

near future because the economic and social conditions in Korea were unfavorable for the

draft. Tanaka estimated that Korea needed another 20 to 30 years before economic and

social conditions in Korea were ready for the draft. 13 Members of the Diet also thought

that Koreans were culturally and educationally not ready or below standard.14 Basically,

as of 1942 too few Koreans spoke Japanese, too few had an elementary level education,

and too many would qualify for an economic hardship exemption. Curiously, Minami

Jiro, as former Governor-general of Korea, wrote in 1945 that the military draft had been

implemented too early. Specifically, he opined in a labor publication:

In retrospect, today's actualization of the enforcement of the draft system is the
fruit of 34 years of [Japanese] rule of Korea. Educational improvements,
expansion of economic production, transportation, and communication, and the
elevation of cultural standards are all manifested as support of the central
government and the united efforts of the people and government, starting with the

11 Minami lira denki kankokai 1957,467; Inoue Kaori 1997, 143; Miyata Setsuko 1997, 128; and Tanaka
Takeo, et. aI., interview by Miyata Setsuko, et. a!., September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata Setsuko 2000,
114-116 and 128.

12 TGSS. Diet 81 (December1942), 167.

13 Tanaka Takeo, et. a!., interview by Miyata Setsuko. August 26, 1958. Transcript in Miyata 2000, 23 and
144.

14 Ch6sengun hodobu kanshii 1942,72.
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successive administrations of the Government-general. However, the
preparations were not sufficient for the enforcement ofthe draft system. Rural
villages that are a supply source of strong soldiers should be rebuilt by making
agriculture prosperous. [The Government-general] should aim to improve the
moral and mental training through promoting education. And, expansion of the
Japanese language is an absolute necessity. Thus, a more important thing is to
make clear the consciousness of our Korean brethren as Imperial subjects. 15

This is a curious position, considering that three years previously he played an

important role in the implementation of the draft. Colonial era statistics show that

Koreans were not ready for the draft. The core issue, for Japan, was that in the early

1940s, less than one-quarter (54,930 of 224,936) of young Korean men were capable of

speaking Japanese. Colonial authorities considered Japanese language proficiency the

best way to drown out the Korean ethnicity.16 And, only 38.2 percent of young Korean

men had completed elementary school- the anchor of Japan's assimilation policies and

the only place most Koreans learned Japanese. I? The low Japanese proficiency and

elementary school graduation levels typify Korean unpreparedness for the draft and, by

extension, the haste (but not desperation) with which the draft was implemented.

However, the military gave itself more than thirty months to prepare for implementation

of the draft.

One of the GGK's first priorities was to initiate an intensive propaganda campaign

to win the support of the Korean public. Japanese officials attempted to present the draft

in the most favorable terms to the Koreans. The draft portrayed as a gift from the

15 Tatakahu Ch6sen 1945, 19-20. My translation, italics mine.

16 Chosen sotokufu, "Chosen doh6 ni taisuru choheisei jisshi junbi kettei ni tomonau sochi jokyo narabi
kono hankyo" (Measures and responses to the decision on the draft system enforcement preparation for
Korean compatriots), (May 1942). Found in ICCCSC 55,435-7.

17 BunkyiJno ChiJsen no. 202 (July 1942),16 and Shokugin chiJsa geppiJ(June-July 1941),13.
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benevolent emperor and as socially benefitting the Korean people. IS The colonial regime

never publically admitted that the Korean draft was implemented owing to a manpower

shortage. The Government-general claimed the announcement of the military draft in

Korea was met with the natural and "spontaneous delight of 24 million [Korean] people

to completely transform the peninsula into the arousal of songs of delight and crucibles of

deep emotion.,,19 This statement was a combination of pure propaganda and extreme self-

denial. Yet, the claim that Koreans supported the draft was a common theme in

government propaganda.

Governor-general Minami publically stated that the draft was implemented for

four reasons: to fulfill a crucial step toward assimilation (naisen ittai); to respond to four

years of favorable results from the volunteer soldier system; to answer the surging desire

of Koreans to participate in the war effort (a self-fulfilling prophecy with the volunteer

applications); and to assure Koreans a leadership position in the Greater East Asian Co-

Prosperity Sphere.20 Minami also noted that the draft system would enrich Korea's

economy and reduce bureaucratic differentiation between Koreans and Japanese.21

Despite such public announcements, the real reason the draft was implemented in 1940s

was to bolster Japan's faltering fighting power.22

It is possible the GGK believed its own propaganda and was taken in by

18 Ch6sen gy6sei 21 no. 7 (July 1942),5-11.

19 Ch6sengun h6d6bu kanshii 1942,31-32.

20 Ch6sen nenkan 1943,60-61; Nippu fiji May 17, 1941; and Tatakahu Ch6sen 1945, 10.

21 Minami Jiro denki kank6kai 1957,463. Bureaucratic differentiation likely meant that Korea would be
completely assimilated and no official distinctions would be made between Koreans and Japanese.

22 Naikaku s6ridaiji 1943.
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intelligence gathered from pro-Japanese Koreans who offered the regime poor insight into

Korean public opinion. The GGK was disconnected from the average Korean and relied

on the aikokuhan and Korean elites to provide information on the local population. It is

unclear whether bureaucrats realized Korean elites provided information the government

wanted to hear. In any case, colonial authorities maintained ties with Korean elites for

ornamental claims to legitimacy and to prevent elite leadership of the Korean nationalist

movement.

Pro-Japanese Koreans, in groups such as the Green Flag League, excitedly

welcomed news of the draft.23 Within days after the draft system announcement, pro-

Japanese elements within the Chosen League telegraphed letters of thanks to the prime

minister and Ministers of Army, Navy, and Colonial Affairs.24 One source claimed that

"telegrams of appreciation made mountains on the desks of the Government-General and

Chosen Army."25 This type of support for the draft came from a small minority of

Koreans. However, the GGK presented an image that all Koreans supported the draft.

The colonial media emphasized the excited response of Koreans and downplayed and

prevented opposition to the draft.

By and large, the Korean public was caught off guard by the draft announcement

because it had not expected the draft so soon. Yet, the Korean reaction to the draft was

one of resignation. Open opposition to the draft was not possible so Koreans kept their

23 Shirakawa Yutaka 2001, postscript. The Green Flag League was a Korea-based organization composed of
Japanese and Koreans. It advocated military service and assimilation.

24 ChOsengun hodobu kanshl11942, 31-33 and Atarashiki ChOsen 1944,53.

25 Chosen sotokufu 1944b, 3
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true opinions to themselves. In the postwar years, Koreans were able to voice their

opposition to the draft, as shown in the following quote by Kang Pyong-ju, a bank

manager from North P'yongan Province:

That 'One Body, One Spirit' slogan did not fool us, however! It sounded good on
paper. Supposedly it meant that we, both Japanese and Koreans, were all children
of the Divine Emperor and therefore should be treated equally. But actually, the
Japanese desperately wanted to find ways to use Korean manpower, especially
men from age eighteen to about forty, for their military use- by now many of their
own men had been killed in the war. So we were not fooled. They wanted us to
carry out their war effort.26

This quote aptly conveys Korean resentment toward Japanese coercion in general

and the conscription system in particular. There was no major rebellion, nor an

outpouring of cheer (as claimed by the OOK). The actions of the OOK to indoctrinate

Koreans indicate that few people supported the draft. As will be shown later, the

Koreans' true opinions were exhibited through evasion, desertion, and other forms of

everyday resistance that grew more pervasive as Japan's mobilization policies became

more coercive and Japan's defeat more apparent. Koreans understood the Japanese

lacked faith and trust in Koreans and preferred not to arm them.27

The Japanese were of two minds regarding the draft. On the one hand, they

supported Korean military conscription so that Koreans would suffer comparable

population losses as the Japanese. For example, an anonymous person said, "If only

Japanese die in large numbers, then ethnic Koreans will survive in [greater] numbers, so

26 Hildi Kang 2001, 59.

27 Ibid.
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we should send Koreans to war.,,28 Said another way, "It is not appropriate to carry out

this war only at the expense of the Yamato [Japanese] people because it leaves Koreans.

They, together with their formidable power to reproduce themselves, will pose a serious

threat in the future.,,29 Another reason the Japanese public supported Koreans in the

military was a concern over the declining quality of the Japanese army. Japan was losing

seasoned soldiers in combat and hoped to slow these losses by sending Koreans to the

front lines as cannon fodder. In other words, if the Koreans were remodeled into imperial

citizens that "served for the emperor" and "died for the emperor," then the Japanese youth

on the war front would be less worried about the home front and better able to focus on

the war.3D These expectations that Koreans serve and die exhibit the failure of

assimilation policies in regards to Japanese citizens accepting Koreans as equals.31 In

short, Japan's acceptance of Koreans as soldiers was replete with ethnic prejudice.

On the other hand, not all Japanese favored the Korean draft. Some Japanese

considered Koreans unreliable and unworthy of military service. Many were concerned

that Korean soldiers would surrender to the enemy at the first opportunity or use the

Korean language on the battlefield to plan and commit open treason.32 Another pervasive

anxiety was that Koreans trained in the army would desert and strengthen the

28 Masao Yamazaki, "An outline of the history ofthe army system." Quoted from "Koreans in the Japanese
Imperial Army." Available at http://home.att.ne.jp/sunIRUR551E/epage12.htm

29 Ibid.

30 Kozawa Yiisaku, "'Kyowa' wo b6kyaku no fuchi kara sukui idasu tameni," Ky6wa jigyo nenkan, 10-11.

31 Tanaka Takeo et. aI., interview by Miyata Setsuko, August 26, 1958. Transcript in Miyata Setsuko 2000,
103,144,151, and 164.

321m Chong-guk, Ilche ch'imnyak kwa ch'in'ilp'a (Seoul: Ch'ongsa, 1982), 137-139; Lee See-jae, "A
Study on Korean Rumors during Wartime Japanese Colonial Occupation," Korea Journal 27 (August
1987), 12; and Higuchi Yiiichi 1992, 164.
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independence movement. One anonymous Japanese stated that the Koreans "are stabbing

us in the breast like a treacherous friend [literally, a bug in a lions' body]. No doubt there

have been many spies up to today and ... after this, it will be more pronounced."33 This

xenophobic thinking by some Japanese exhibits a lingering distrust toward Koreans.

These concerns over Korean loyalty were addressed during the 30 months between the

draft announcement in May 1942 and enlistment of Koreans in December 1944.

Preparation for Conscription

As outlined previously, the army considered a majority of Koreans linguistically,

educationally, and culturally unprepared for military service in 1938 and the OOK did

little to rectify these shortcomings by 1942, despite claims otherwise.34 In other words,

the Korean people were not ready for military service when the draft was announced in

1942. The Japanese government needed a minimum two and a half years to prepare

Koreans for the draft, straighten out family registries (which formed the basis for the

draft), revise laws to allow Koreans into the military, and train Korean youth for military

duty. Even more telling, the military and colonial administration were equally

unprepared to send out draft notices and conduct the military exams- this necessitated a

delay in the implementation of the draft.

The OOK gave itself an ample amount of time (considering that Japan was at war)

33 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992, 165. For a fictional account written by a Japanese who lived in Korea during the
colonial era, see Kajiyarna Toshiyuki, 1995,58.

34 This was seen by the low Japanese language comprehension levels, low school attendance, and the need
for special training for most Korean men.
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to correct a host of problems. This section highlights four major fronts of preparation:

publicize the system so the youth would know of their new obligation; secure the loyalty

and cooperation of Koreans; offer pre-enlistment military training to the targeted youth so

they could learn basic drills and army nomenclature; and address administrative issues.

Publicity

The announcement of the draft was followed by a prolific propaganda campaign.

The colonial regime set out to gain the cooperation of Koreans and thereby prevent

internal unrest. Colonial authorities did not, and could not, admit that Japan's war

situation was worsening because doing so would have weakened the regime's mental

dominion over Koreans. Any sign of weakness would have been a loss of face and would

likely have led to increased Korean resistance. Japan could not have handled a wartime

Korean rebellion similar to that of the March First Independence Movement.35 Fear of

another rebellion prevented the use of blatant coercion.

The GGK presented the new military responsibility of Koreans as a gift from a

benevolent emperor who responded to the desires of the Korean people.36 Publicity

centered on claims that the Koreans sincerely wanted the draft by noting the large

numbers of applications submitted for the volunteer soldier system. In a sense, this was a

self-fulfilling prophecy for the Japanese who pushed to inflate the number of applications.

Propaganda also played up a sense of brotherhood between Koreans and Japanese.

The draft was especially unpopular among women and in the agricultural

35 On March 1, 1919 an estimated one million Koreans demonstrated against the Japanese colonization of
Korea. See Chapter 2 of this dissertation for a brief account of this movement.

36 Ch6sen gy6sei 21 no. 7 (July 1942),5-12.
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communities, which needed the young men as laborers. Many mothers equated military

service to the imminent death of their sons and strongly opposed the draft and encouraged

their sons to desert.37 The colonial regime attempted to counter this resistance with a

strong propaganda effort. The goal was to make women willing to send their sons off to

war by dissolving their fear of military service.38 The regime claimed that in Korea, new

"soldiers" were born as well as "soldier fathers and soldier mothers.,,39 The GGK also

used Confucian ideals to win over mothers. One journal encouraged mothers to provide

the best environment for their sons in order to support them to become great men, just

like "Mencius' mother who moved three times for her son.,,40 Kim Hwal-Ian, the first

Korean woman to receive a doctorate, gave speeches and wrote articles persuading

mothers and wives to support the draft. She used her position as principal of Ehwa

Women's School to encourage women to encourage their sons, husbands, and brothers to

enter the army. She praised the military draft saying, "Finally we receive the military

conscription system for which we long awaited."41

Publicity efforts for the draft were an intensification of existing propaganda

campaigns for the volunteer soldier system. The colonial regime utilized newspapers,

journals, educators, social elites, radio, movies, and lecture circuits to make young men

aware of their new military obligations as well as coax them to eagerly submit to the

draft. State propaganda utilized a combination of aggressive public relations and

37 Ha On-jin 1998, 196.

38 Ch6sengun h6d6bu kanshii 1942, 104.

39 Ibid., 74-75.

40 T6y6no hikari 4 (June 1943),65.

41 Maeil sinb6, December 25, 1943 and Hanil munjae yonguwon 1995,38-39.
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oppression to ensure the compliance of the Korean youth. One purpose of government

publicity was to counter Korean cultural disdain for soldiering. The GGK introduced

slogans to promote this indoctrination effort. Slogans such as "One cannot gain glory

without military service" and Koreans can "become the right hand of the emperor," a

"shield of the Emperor," and a "soldier in a holy war" against the Anglo-American enemy

were aimed to glorify military service.42 Japanese authorities claimed the conscription

system was the embodiment and culmination of naisen ittai ideology. Propaganda had a

paternalistic tone and claimed that the draft was done with sincere intentions.43 For

example, Minami Jiro said, "I know for certain that the young men of Chosen will make

very good soldiers ... As far as I know, Chosenese youths stand comparison [sic] with

Japanese young men in every respect, especially in intellectual strength.,,44

A common form of publicity was Chosen League-sponsored public lectures.

Some of these meetings featured patriotic music and up-to-date news reels as an incentive

to draw in the public.45 Colonel Kim Sok-won, probably the most famous Korean officer,

frequently made the rounds on the lecture circuit. Kim had astounding successes leading

his (Japanese) troops into battle in China at the outbreak of the Second World War in

1937. Emperor Hirohito personally decorated Kim for his bravery.46 When he returned

to Korea, he received a great reception throughout Korea. Bruce Cumings, a well-known

42 Atarashiki ChOsen 1944,47; Takamiya Taira 1944, 83-84; and Ky6wajigy6(September 1943),3-5.

43 Veda Ryftdan 1943,232 and Atarashiki ChOsen 1944, 51.

44 Nippon Times, February 4,1944.

45 Keij6nipp6, September 26,1943.

46 Yi Ki-dong, Pig iikiii gun 'indiil: [lbon yuksa ch 'ulsiniii yOksa (Soldiers' tragedy: A history of Japanese
military school graduates) (Seoul: Ilchogan, 1982),261.
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American scholar on Korea, correctly noted that Kim "was portrayed as a hero in the

early 1940s to attract Koreans into the Japanese armed forces.,,47

This publicity effort received a boost from Korean socialites who were

mouthpieces for conscription policies. The GGK tried to create the public perception that

all Koreans favored the draft. The large number of volunteer soldier applications were

interpreted by Japanese authorities as widespread Korean support for military service.48

The GGK's Korean minions were at the forefront of coercion and propaganda. The

aikokuhan, police, and educators resorted to arrests, beatings, and persistent hounding of

potential recruits to ensure compliance. The GGK considered Korean elites the only

legitimate and existing Korean voice, and coopted them into government propaganda

efforts.

The colonial regime secured the backing of many former Korean nationalist

leaders to paint the draft implementation as a Korean affair. Elite backing of Japan's

mobilization efforts effectively decapitated resistance at a national level and, more

important, gave Japanese propaganda a Korean face. Essentially, the GGK attempted to

guide Korean public opinion to support the draft. For example, Ch'oe Rin, a key figure in

the March First Independence Movement (1919), wrote that "every single person must

become a great imperial citizen of Japan. Without our complete cooperation with Japan,

the Great East Asian War would be difficult." He continued, "What is the meaning of

47 Bruce Cumings 1981,38.

48 Tatakahu Chasen 1945, 10. As noted in the previous chapter, this was a self-fulfilling prophecy for the
Japanese. Colonial officials artificially bolstered the number of applications so they could make this very
claim.
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loyalty? It is to devote and give everything to the nation.,,49 And Ch'oe Nam-son, who

drafted the Korean Declaration of Independence in the March First Independence

Movement, wrote in a newspaper, "The purpose of this war is to guide an imbalanced and

unfair world to the righteous way and give an opportunity to all those who are controlled

by others to independence and an opportunity to gloriously live together. Therefore, the

only way to explain this war is as a holy war."so As these quotes show, former nationalist

leaders publically supported assimilation and the supposed brotherhood of Japanese and

Koreans.

And the written media purported that the Korean draft was a restoration of a

system that existed in ancient times.s1 Yi Pyong-do, a well-known Korean historian,

likened the Korean youth of the 1940s to the hwarang of the Silla Dynasty. He said,

"The fundamental meaning of hwarang is to live righteously, die righteously, and idolize

music."S2 Koreans were encouraged to fight for the [Japanese] nation because if they

died, they would be enshrined at Yasukuni Shrine and become a god that would be

revered night and day.s3

Pro-Japanese Koreans also wrote books in support of the draft system. Some

Koreans were quoted saying, "We as Japanese would like to stand as the Emperor's

humble shield."s4 In 1944 Kang Ch'ang-gi, in Naisen ittairon (Treatise on Japan-Korean

49 Maeil sinha, December 8, 1943.

50 Maeil sinha, November 20, 1943.

51 T6y6na hikari 4 no. 6 (June 1942), 8.

52 Maeil sinha November 26, 1943. Yi graduated from Waseda University in Japan and taught at
Chung'ang School. He was an important figure in the writing of Korea's history during the colonial era.

53 Ky6wajigy6(February-March 1943),97.

54 Atarashiki Chasen 1944.
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unity), wrote that the draft was a "simple racial dream.,,55 Veda Ryiidan, a Korean

educated at Emery College, wrote Sumera Chasen which proudly heralded the Korean

draft saying that "Koreans will never forget the conscription system for all etemity.,,56 He

was correct that Koreans would not forget, but not in the way he had hoped.

One book, Chi5hei anisan (Conscript brothers), contained letters and poems from

school children of all grades that praised the Korean soldiers as heros. Young children

wrote things such as "I want to be a pilot," ''The draft is a joy," and ''This is for my

brother who was drafted."57 This not only encouraged young men to submit to the draft,

but also prepared the younger generation of Koreans to accept and favorably respond to

the draft. And a 1944 novel, Captain Takeyama (Takeyama Taii), was written about

Ch'oe Myong-ha, who was a decorated pilot killed during Japan's invasion of Burma in

early 1942. He, like Yi In-sok, was glorified as a hero and posthumously awarded the

distinguished service metal (shukunko). The GGK created an image and legacy

surrounding Ch'oe that encouraged youths to join the military and fight for Japan and

imitate Choe's bravery.

The Japanese colonial regime also used films to indoctrinate Korean youths. For

example, Ai to chikai (1945), directed by Imai Tadashi, told the story of an orphaned

young Korean man who accepts the fatherly love of a Japanese family (and nation) and

55 Kang Ch'ang-gi, Naisen ittai-ron (Treatise on Japan-Korean unity) (Tokyo: Kokumin hyoronsha, 1939),
201-206.

56 Veda Ryiidan 1944,243.

57 Zensen gakudo tsuzukatashii, ed., ChOhei anisan (Conscript brothers) (Seoul: Koa bunka shuppan kaisha,
1944).
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decides reciprocate by volunteering to become a kamikaze pilot.58 And Heitaisan (1945),

directed by Pang Han-jun, was a documentary created to strengthen the relationship

between the family and military. Heitaisan showed a Korean family visiting a military

camp. While there, they witness soldiers engaged in sporting activities and enjoying

military life. Military camps were shown as places of comradery and happiness.59 These

films exemplify the GGK's use of media to win the support of potential recruits and their

families.

This indoctrination and propaganda effort was designed to win the support of

Koreans and avoid resistance. Much of the effort to promote the draft system was wasted

because most publicity was in Japanese and too few Koreans spoke or read Japanese.

Korean language propaganda was used less and less as part of the Japanization effort.

Another hindrance to the GGK's propaganda efforts was that most Koreans lived in rural

areas where it was difficult to disseminate propaganda.

Education

The Japanese equated the success and failure of their assimilation policies to the

Japanese language comprehension levels of Koreans. Given the low Japanese proficiency

levels, Japan considered assimilation a major hurdle. Japanese language skills were

important for Korean military service because Koreans would not form their own units.

Instead, they were interspersed throughout Japanese units. The army was concerned that

Koreans without Japanese language ability would be unable to follow orders during

58 Takashi Fujitani, "Humanism, Universalism, and Racism in Late-Colonial 'Korean' films: The Case of
Imai Tadashi," unpublished paper.

59 Kokumin bungaku, no. 4 (June 1944),54-60.
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training, and, more important, be useless on the battlefield. Furthermore, the army was

concerned with the Koreans' dietary habits and (despite public propaganda) believed

Koreans "possessed a dullness of morals.,,60 At the foundation of these problems was low

school attendance. When the draft was announced in May 1942, roughly half of Korean

youth did not even attend school- the lynchpin of assimilation.61 It should be noted that

the Japanese, much like the French, demanded all official business be done in the national

language; the British, on the other hand, allowed officials to learn the colonial subjects'

language.62

In 1943, Governor-General Koiso Kuniaki revised the Korean education system to

conform to the legal requirements of the Military Service Law that required recruits

graduate from national schools. Korean schools underwent a name change from common

schools (Jutsu gakk6), to national schools (kokumin gakk6).63 The educational curriculum

for Korean students became more martial in 1937. As of 1942 there was supposedly no

bureaucratic distinction between Japanese and Korean schools.64

School curriculum and state propaganda informed Korean youth of their

responsibilities to the state and explained the essence of the draft (namely its history and

purpose), but did not explain why Koreans should support the draft. Japan never

60 Rikugunsho fukkan "Chosen shusshinhei toriatsukai kyoiku no sanko shiryo sofu ni kansuru ken" (Case
regarding remittence participation materials of treatment education of soldiers from Korea), no. 2848,
(August 14, 1943), frame 0411.

61 TGSS, Diet 86, 1944. Found in ICCCSC 22,215 and Ha Un-jin 1998,49-53.

62 Rita Headrick 1978,505-506.

63 Masuda Michinori, "Choheisei jisshi to ChOsen (Draft system enforcement and Korea)," Chasen gyasei
21 no. 7 (July 1943), 12 and Kim 2000, 20.

64 Veda Ryiidan 1943, 150; Chasen sOtokufu kanp6, October 28,1942 and 165; and Bunky6no Chasen, no.
202 (July 1942), 16-17.
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explained what Koreans had to gain by fighting for Japan; nor did it specify what would

happen to Korea if Japan won the war; and the propaganda, up to late 1944, did not

address whether Koreans would be given full citizenship or remain second-rate subjects.

Propaganda was a one-way funnel in which the Koreans were told what to think and how

to act. Yet, for many Koreans it was incomprehensible why they should risk their life for

the sake of Japan.65

A second education-related issue was special training camps for young men. On

October 1, 1942, the GGK announced compulsory special training for Korean men

between the ages of 17 and 21 years of age who had not finished five years of school.66

The army was concerned that Koreans lacked the military training their Japanese

counterparts received in school. In late 1943 the Japanese army was anxious that Korean

youth who had not finished elementary school were ignorant of the importance of military

service. The military was also concerned that the Korean dietary habits would disrupt

battalion harmony and felt that Koreans "needed more respect for the idea of time and

sharing things."67 Of those targeted for the draft, roughly 125,000 men qualified for

special training.68 Basically, all men who had not finished elementary school were

required to undergo one year of Japanese language and basic military training or else be

imprisoned. This meant that nearly half of young men in Korea needed special training.69

65 Kim Chun-yop. Changjiing: naiii Kwangbokgun sijol (A strong point: My Kwangbok Army experience)
(Seoul: Nanam, 1987),45-57.

66 ChOsen nenkan 1943,64. Men as old as 30 were required to undergo special training because they
worked as military civilians.

67 RikugunshO fukkan, (August 14, 1943), frame 0411.

68 ChOsengun h6dobu kanshii 1942, 110-113.

69 ChOsen no. 331 (December 1942),4-7 and Kang Tok-sang 1997,373.
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The military expected pre-enlistment training camps to impress upon Korean men

the significance of the war and promote a spirit of national service.70 The training, Japan

hoped, would make Korean men into useful soldiers, laborers, or civilian employees of

the military. Exemptions from training camps were available for men who had finished

or were attending volunteer soldier training centers, serving as military civilians, and

those in prison.71

A Training Division was established within the Education Bureau of the colonial

bureaucracy to oversee training centers. After the announcement of compulsory military

service in May 1942 the number of training centers skyrocketed. On December 1, 1942,

training began at 715 public and 26 private training centers.72 Private centers, funded by

Korean elites, needed approval from the provincial governor to enroll youths. Most

centers were established on the grounds of national schools and were headed by national

school principals and employed retired Japanese soldiers as trainers. Public training

centers, most of which were at public schools, operated at the province, county (giin), city

(ju) and even village (myrn) levels. By 1943 the number of training camps ballooned to

2,699 with an enrollment of 75,376 men. Thereafter, the number of trainees fluctuated.

In 1944 the number of trainees declined to 41,381 and in 1945 rose to 68,288.73 By war's

70 Rikugunsho fukkan (August 14, 1943); Kimishima Nagosato 1977,94-95; and Pak Kyong-sik 1975,27
28. The low graduation rate among Koreans paled compared to the 99 percent graduation rate by Japanese
men. See also Higuchi Yfi.ichi 2001, 54.

71 Bunky6no Chasen no. 209 (February 1943), 29.

72 Chosen sotokufu 1944b, 5.

73 Atarashiki Chasen 1944,51 and Kang Tok-sang 1997,373.
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end, 210,000 Korean youths had been trained at these centers.74

The curriculum of these camps was similar to the volunteer soldier training

centers. The one-year 600-hour program consisted of three hour training sessions four

times a week. Instruction was in Japanese and the curriculum centered on math, Japanese

morals, ethics, history, and language, as well as military regimentation (marching and

saluting)- not the use of guns. Oral histories indicate that some Koreans were given

wooden guns to train with, while others did not even have those.75 Recruits also learned

the basic daily routine of cleaning, calisthenics, and other military rituals. Military

training included labor excursions to rice fields. 76 Training camps for zainichi Koreans in

Japan were run by the kyawakai, police, and Welfare Ministry.77 Zainichi Koreans

underwent training that emphasized Japanese language proficiency. The kyawakai

established nearly 300 Japanese language training centers, with a one-year curriculum, in

an effort to teach Koreans the national language. Free training was conducted in Japanese

and lasted for 240 course hours.78

Training camps, coupled with the education system, were a peremptory attempt to

force Koreans to conform to the Japanese norm and secure Japan's dominion over the

74 Fujiwara Akira, "Nihongun to Chosenjin (The Japanese military and Koreans)," SamchiJlli 14 (Summer
1978),93. Training centers were overseen by the Training Department under the Education Bureau.

75 Wong Pong-jae, interview, December 6 and 10,2002. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

76 Yi Kang-sok, interview by Yi Hong-gi, November 17, 2001 and Wong Bong-jae, interview, December 6
and 10. 2002. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

77 Naganoken kOseijib6, 5 no. 10 (October 1943). Found in Higuchi Yuichi, ed. Ky6wakai kankei
shiryOshii: senjika ni okeru zainichi ChOsenjin tOsei to k6minka seisaku no jittai shiry6, (Collection of
materials related to the kyowakai: Materials on the actual conditions of Koreans in Japan during the war and
assimilation policies) 3, (Tokyo: Rokuinsho, 1991),331; Pak Kyong-sik, TennOsei kokka to zainichi
ChOsenjin (Tokyo: Taihei insatsusha, 1986),226; and Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,64.

78 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,36,46, and 58 and Pak Kyong-sik 1986,228-229.
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Korean public. Special training was little more than an attempt to brainwash Korean

youths to comply with mobilization policies. It should be noted that training sought to

create capable workers, military civilians, as well as soldiers.

Administrative Issues

Another aspect of draft preparation was to clear bureaucratic red tape through the

revision of laws and updating family registries. The central government revised a host of

laws in order to soften the blatancy of coercion and give the draft system an air of

legality. The legal foundation for the Korean draft depended on a change in wording of

several clauses of the Military Service Law, Family Registry Law, as well as the Imperial

Constitution, rather than the implementation of new laws.79 For example, the Military

Service Law was revised by inserting 16 Chinese characters into the text of the law

code.so And provisions were added to the Family Registry Law that extended it to all who

lived under Japan's jurisdiction-- namely Koreans and Taiwanese.S
! These laws were

permanently altered. Had Japan won the war, Koreans would have been conscripted in

the postwar period.

The alteration of laws to conscript Koreans entailed an ideological shift within the

Japanese nation. Former subjects were now taking on the responsibilities previously

limited to citizens. As the war grew increasingly desperate for the Japanese, laws and

ideology were frequently ignored out of military necessity.

79 Chosengun h6do kanshii, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 178.

80 Chosen sotokufu, Kanp6(May 13,1942) no. 4584 and Chasen gyasei no. 23 (Apri11944), 10-14.
Military service was originally only applied to individuals subject to the Family Registry Law. The Family
Service Law was subsequently extended to all peoples who lived under Japan's rule.

8! Chosen sotokufu, Kanp6(May 13,1942) no. 4584 and Chasen gaiyashi (April 1944) no. 23,10-14.
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The alteration of laws was not the most arduous administrative task the

government faced- that distinction fell to the updating of the Korean family registries

(Jpn. koseki; Km. hojOk). Family Registries were, and remain, "official documents that

record important information about a household," such as "the members' names, dates of

birth and death, and reasons for entry into the koseki."82 Individuals whose names were

listed on registries located in Japan were Japanese citizens. For this reason, Koreans

could not transfer their registries to Japan and were not Japanese citizens. Family

registries, if properly maintained, contained information that identified and located

individuals subject to the draft. They listed a potential conscript's age, gender, residence,

and criminal record. The Military Service Law required the head of house to report to

city authorities when a household member turned 20 years old. Local authorities passed

this information to the military.

The koseki were the keystone to the enforcement of the Korean draft because

without accurate registries the military would not know who to draft,83 Yet, Korean

registries were in no condition for the draft to be implemented because the colonial

bureaucracy had been lax in its enforcement of registry maintenance laws. The regime

suffered the bitter fruit of this neglect, while countless draft dodgers reaped the sweet

rewards of relative freedom from service. A short history of the family registry systems

in Korea and Japan helps clarify this discussion. Prior to the colonial era, Korea and

Japan each had a particular family registry system dating back many centuries. The two

82 "Household registers," Kodonsha, 240. The Family Registry System remains in effect in Japan.

83 Chosen sotokufu, dojimukan, Okayuki Takeshi 1939,63.
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systems differed in a number of ways. For example, there were differences of rules

related to family heads, adoption, and types of information entered into the registries.

More important, the Japanese had a strong tradition of maintaining registry changes;

while Koreans, especially the lower classes, were lax in entering changes to their

registries. The result during the colonial era was that the Korean registry system, by

Japanese standards, was in disarray.84

Japan attempted to overhaul and update the Korean registry system in 1914 and

1922 in order to unify Korea's registry system with Japan's.85 For example, in 1922 the

GGK introduced a temporary registry (kiryii) system that listed people who temporarily

move away from the permanent residence for more than 90 days.86 However, these

revisions were met with indifference by the populace and bureaucracy in Korea so there

was little improvement in the overall condition of the registries.8? Koseki problems were

exasperated during the massive internal migration of the 1920s and 1930s because so few

Koreans filed temporary registries. This laxity in enforcement is an example of how the

colonial regime's prewar policies hindered the wartime mobilization of Koreans.

Parenthetically, the infamous name-changing policy (in which Koreans took

Japanese names), introduced in 1939, had everything to do with the registries. The name-

change policy, a major part of the assimilation process, was designed to bring Korean

84 Bunky6no ChOsen no. 202 (July 1942), 13 and TGSS, Diet 85,1944,285.

85 ChOsenjij61938, 311 and Hyunah Yang 1998,41.

86 ChOsen jij61943, 232-233. A temporary registry system existed in Japan.

8? Bunky6no ChOsen no. 202 (July 1942), 13. Government records bemoaned the sorry state of Korean
registries up to the end of the war.
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family registries in line with the Japanese.88 This unpopular measure required all Koreans

to adopt Japanese family names. The name-change policy largely dealt with family

registries and public affairs, not household matters.

In concrete terms, the army was unable to immediately implement the draft in

1942 partly because too many registries contained incorrect information on potential

recruits' address, age, and even gender. Updating the registry system was a necessary

precursor to the draft.89 In 1942 the Korean family registry system had three major types

of problems that prevented the immediate implementation of the draft. First, a large

number of people were not listed on a family or temporary registry. The colonial regime

estimated that upwards of half of all Koreans in Korea, Japan, and Manchuria were not on

a family registry or had not filed the proper forms for temporary residency.90 And within

Korea, the colonial regime estimated that 41 percent of Koreans needed to file temporary

notices in 1942, but many had not.91 This was a serious problem for the implementation

of the draft because men not listed on family or who had not filed temporary registries

could not be sent draft notices. The Government-general had to rectify this problem.92

A second problem was that many individuals' age on the registry did not match

the individual's biological age. One explanation for this was that infant mortality rates in

Korea were around 16 percent.93 Many parents did not notify local authorities of a child's

88 Chosen sotokufu, Kanp6unnumbered (December 26,1939),1.

89 Ch6senjij61943, 283.

90 Chosen sotokufujohoka 1944b, 4.

91 "Kiryii ni kansuru tokei," Koseki (April 1943).

92 Chosen sotokufu, Kanp6, no. 4838 (April 20, 1943).

93 Ka Kaoru, "Soryoku senkano chosenjosei" (Korean women under total war), Rekishi hYOron no. 612
(April 2001), 10.
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birth until they were confident the child would survive childhood. When parents reported

their child's birth, sometimes years later, the birth year was often incorrectly recorded.

No small number failed to report the birth of a child at all.94 Likewise, the death of a

child occasionally went unreported, which created phantom individuals the government

attempted to draft. Some registries did not record gender, so confusion arose as to

whether an individual should be sent a draft notice. And registries that did list gender,

sometimes listed men as women or vice versa. As Table 8 shows, nearly two-thirds of

the registries had an error in the age or gender and address column. If the age and gender

were incorrect, it was impossible to know who was a 20-year-old male.95

And third, there were families with ghost or multiple registries. Ghost registries

were records that families abandoned because there was no head of household. In other

instances, Koreans abandoned registries when the family moved to a new area and

established a new one without notifying authorities that the original had been superceded

leading to one individual being listed on multiple registers.96

Given these issues, it is clear why the Japanese had to update the family registry

system prior to the implementation of the draft system. In fact, the colonial regime

diverted 6.5 million yen to straighten out the koseki and make other draft preparations.97

But first, the GGK had to determine the depth of the problem so it conducted an

94 Ibid. This has remained a problem even in recent years. The author's brother- and sister-in-law, who
were born in rural Korea in the mid-1970s, are listed as being born two months apart, when in actuality they
were born two years apart.

95 Higuchi Yftichi 2001,38-41.

96 Bunky6no ChOsen no. 202 (July 1942), 13.

97 TGSS, Diet 85, 1944. Reprint in Kondo Kenichi, ed. ChOsen oyobi Taiwan vol. 2, (1961), 23.
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investigation of the registries in Kyonggi Province and Seoul and found that there was an

average of two mistakes per registry. Table 8 lists the type errors and percentages of

registries that had these errors.

Table 8: Koseki Mistakes in Kyonggi Province and Seoul, 1942

Types of mistakes on re~istry

Not recording when leaving home
Multiple registries
Registry with family member not listed
Wrong age
Wrong information in the columns (gender, residence)
Head of house inheritance not maintaining registry

Source: Higuchi YUichi2001,40.

Percenta~ewith Error
10.7 percent
11
19.5
62.6
63.5
18.4

On October 15, 1942, the colonial regime moved to correct these registry errors by

requiring Koreans to update their family records. Koreans living away from their

hometowns were given two weeks to file a temporary residence or be fined. Furthermore,

the OOK increased its personnel to update the registries and handle draft affairs. To this

end, the OOK hired 3,229 new employees, 2,449 of which were brought from Japan, and

placed them in every province, district, village, city, and island.98

Much of the detective work to rectify koseki problems was delegated to aikokuhan

heads, who then reported changes to local government offices. Colonial authorities

implemented a system of mutual surveillance in which aikokuhan heads notified each

other when an individual or family moved in or out of their jurisdiction. These heads

98 Higuchi Yuichi 2001, 45-46.
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were also given authority over ration cards as leverage over families.99 It would have

been difficult for a family to harbor a young man solely with the food from rations.

Because a family's rations were based on the family registry, this, in many cases, forced

families to comply with registry laws. The government hoped to force families to file

changes when a family member moved out, moved in, or was born. This made the family

registry a semi-compulsory system, but full compliance was never reached. The GGK

estimated that in late 1943 only 80 percent of all registry notifications were filed. 100

After this initial push to straighten out the family registries, the colonial

bureaucracy conducted a limited survey to determine the success of their efforts. On

March 1, 1943, aikokuhan and ky6wakai heads throughout Korea and Japan set out to

locate all 20-year-old Korean men. Local leaders with eligible draftees in their

jurisdiction examined whether the young man was on the registry of the household in

which he lived, his relation to the head of household, his correct name and age, and

whether he needed to file a temporary residence. In Seoul, the 12,000 aikokuhan heads

began this endeavor in the morning and worked late into the night. They checked rice

purchase slips and ration cards and compared them with the number of people listed as

residing in the household. The results of the survey indicated that further correction was

needed and was set for July 1,1943.101 As will be noted, problems with the registry

remained a problem up to the end of the war.

99 Chosen sotokufu 1940,29-31 and 53-55. For a theoretical discussion of the state extending power to the
local and household levels see Michel Foucault 1978,94.

100 Koseki 2 no. 11 (February 1943) and Higuchi 2001, 48.

101 Higuchi Yiiichi 2001, 46-47.
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Given the importance of the koseki to the draft, it should be no surprise that they

were a focal point of resistance- which highlights the resistance of Koreans and a

vulnerability of the colonial regime. Koreans bribed municipal officials to alter a son's

birth date on the family registries, went to hospitals and illegally purchased false death

certificates, changed their residence frequently without notifying the authorities, and filed

false temporary registries claiming their son was overseas. 102 Many Koreans bribed

officials to alter birth dates on the family registry to exempt their son from service, as the

following quote highlights. GGK records noted:

Among groups such as older women, the lower classes, and unemployed, there are
those who are taken with the wrong ideas that drafting equals death in war. They
have caused their children of draftable age as well to flee to hiding places, or
attempted to evade (the draft) by changing their age in the family registry, or
because they became of draftable age, they have called off weddings [to conceal
age].103

This quote emphasizes the uncooperative spirit of the lower classes and the use of

family registries to avoid military service. As noted, some parents called off marriages to

conceal the age of a potential recruit, which worked if a 20-year-old was listed on the

family registry as 15 years 01d. 104 Upper class Koreans were equally unwilling to send

their sons to war and used similar methods to those mentioned above. Diet records state

that "after the announcement of conscription, part of the educated and rich Koreans fled

to China and Manchukuo."105 Many elites used contacts within the bureaucracy to peddle

\02 Chosengun hodo kanshli, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 170 and 268.

103 Chosen sotokufu saimu kyokuchO, "Showa 19nendo Chosen sotokufu yosan ni tsuite" (Regarding the
1944 Government-General budget), (March 29, 1944) in Taihei yo senka shiimatsuki chOsen no jisei, ed.
Kondo Kenichi vol. 2, 143. Italics mine.

\04 Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,99.

105 TGSS, Diet 79, December 1941, 103.
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influence in order to evade or get exempted from military conscription. 106

An equally vexing administrative problem for the regime was the Korean demand

for suffrage. Prior to the war, the GGK claimed Koreans were denied suffrage because

they did not pay "blood" taxes (i.e., military service) like Japanese citizens.107 This

argument was no longer feasible after Koreans were subject to compulsory military

service. Pro-Japanese Korean demands for enfranchisement were discomforting to the

regime because Koreans now bore all the duties of a citizen, yet were denied equal rights.

The GGK had no suitable, or clear, response to these renewed demands. Many Japanese

officials were concerned that Koreans would elect Korean politicians and then push a pro-

Korean agenda from within the Diet. 108

Policy makers often discussed conscription and suffrage in tandem. For example,

on May 9, 1942, when Emperor Hirohito was given a presentation regarding the Korean

draft, he inquired whether enfranchisement should be considered in exchange for the

draft. 109 Diet members also considered Korean suffrage during their debate on the draft.

However, Governor-general Minami opposed trading enfranchisement for conscription

because, he argued, Koreans might think they had bargaining power and would seek to

expand ethnic desires. He considered the two issues to be unrelatedYo Minami's stance

106 Chong Ki-yong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 11, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

107 Tanaka Takeo, interview by Miyata Setsuko et. aI., September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata 2000, 101.
'Blood taxes' meant military service.

108 Tanaka Takeo, interview by Miyata Setsuko et.aI., September 9, 1959. Transcript in Miyata 2000, 108
and 113.

109 Kato Yoko 1996,248.

110 Chosen koho kyokai 1942,24; Minami liro denki kankokai 1957,472; and Chosen sotokufu, johokyoku,
"Chosenjin ni taisuru choheisei jiko junbi ni kansuru," (n.d.) Found in ICCCSC 55,535.
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exemplifies the colonial concern for maintaining mental domination over colonial

subjects.

The suffrage movement gained momentum in 1944 when Koiso became prime

minister. According to former Vice-Governor-general Tanaka Takeo, Koiso felt that

enfranchisement was inevitable after the enforcement of Korean conscription. Koiso

hoped that granting suffrage would secure the loyalty of Koreans. The military supported

enfranchisement for Koreans; many, but not all, administrators in the GGK and Home

Ministry supported this move. Korean suffrage was to be granted in 1946, but the war

ended before this became a reality.

Implementation Process

On August 1, 1943, the Korean draft was enacted with much pomp and ceremony.

An elaborate Shinto service, attended by the Governor-general, many Korean elites, and

almost 90,000 students, was conducted at the Chosen Shrine. l11 Yun Ch'i-ho gave a radio

address that day titled, "What can equal our joy today at the formal beginning of the

enforcement of the conscription," that welcomed the draft. ll2

In general, the implementation conformed to standard practice, but certain points

were strikingly different. The implementation of the draft in Korea had similarities and

differences from the regular procedure for regular Japanese recruits. This section will

examine the implementation of the draft as well as Korean resistance. The Korean voice

111 Yun Ch'i-ho (August 1, 1943), vol. 11,458.

112 Ibid., 455.
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was often expressed as resistance throughout the implementation of the draft system. As

Japan's ability to conduct war declined, government authorities worried less and less

about legally rectifying their actions and relied on police oppression and mutual

surveillance to prevent a negative Korean response. However, Japan's control over Korea

was not absolute and resistance grew more intense in 1944 and 1945.

Draft notices

The Chosen Army divided Korea into 13 draft wards, consisting of enlistment and

exam districts, that were under the supervision of the police. 113 In Fall 1943, the military

mailed out 273,139 conscription notices to Korean men who, according to the family

registers, were 20 years old.114 Draft notices informed potential recruits of when and

where to report for a conscription exam. Men were required to return the notice to the

local military district office, which registered them for the military exam. In some

instances, the police and aikokuhan heads personally delivered draft notices because

many recruits could not read the notice, which was written in Japanese. Another reason

for hand delivering notices was to prevent recruits from running off once they received

the summons; the elites would fill out the form in the presence of the youth. This would

guarantee that those men were registered. The delivery of conscription notices was often

a cunning game of cat and mouse in which Koreans were given as short notice as possible

in order to prevent desertion or resistance.

Of the 273,139 draft notices sent to young Korean men, 231,424 men

113 Ch6sengun h6d6bu kanshu, 1942, 148 and 247.

114 TGSS, Diet 86, (December 1944), 192-4
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(84.7percent) returned the notices. Nearly 42,000 were not returned, which indicates the

ongoing problems with the koseki.1l5 When Koreans in Japan were sent conscription

notices, nearly 40 percent were not returned largely because the notification was either

sent to an incorrect address or ignored by the recipient. 1l6 Korean men were confronted

with pressure on all fronts to respond to draft notices. The police, educators, and

aikokuhan heads harassed families of men who failed to respond to the draft summons.

Policemen made daily visits to parents and siblings of draft dodgers. Some fathers were

taken to the police station for questioning and in other instances, the fathers of young men

were fired from their jobs when their sons deserted. ll7 This sort of harassment forced

many young men to register and undergo the exams.

This harassment is shown in the case of an anonymous Korean conscript, from

South Hamgyong Province. He evaded enlistment service as long as possible, but police

and city officials visited his family every day asking when he would enlist. When he

continued to dodge the draft, the police took family members to the police office for

interrogation. He finally enlisted in the army to save his family from constant police

harassment and was assigned to a unit in Manchuria ten days before Japan surrendered.

His unit was captured by the Soviets and taken to a Siberian labor camp where he spent

the next four years with roughly 15,000 other Korean soldiers and military civilians. He

wryly stated, "Had I known the war was going to end so soon, I would have avoided

115 Ibid., 89.

116 ChOsenjij61944, 232 and Pak Kyong-sik 1986, 225.

117 Kim Hyo-byong, interview by U Su-mi, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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[military] service.,,118

Once registered, potential draftees underwent physical and mental examinations to

determine their draft classification. Conscripts customarily took the exam in the exam

ward where their family registries were located. 119 However, owing to the incompleteness

of Korean registries, and for expediency, the Japanese government allowed Koreans to

register with the military and undergo examinations in the cities where they resided- a

break with regular practice that required men be examined in the city where their

registries were located. 120

Conscriptees were examined on three levels: their physical condition, their

Japanese language ability, and their mental/ideological (shis6) state. Conscripts were

assigned to one of seven classes: A, B-1, B-2, B-3, C, D, and F. Classes A and B-1 were

classified as fit and eligible for active duty. Class A recruits had to be at least 1.55 meters

tall, have good eyesight, and be in good health overall. Ideally, active duty recruits

needed an elementary-school diploma and could speak Japanese without problems. And

mentally, the army looked for men who had no connection or sympathy for the

independence movement. Class B-1 recruits also had to be 1.55 meters, but had slightly

worse eyesight and physical condition.

Those in Classes B-2 and B-3, men who were shorter and with poor eyesight,

were placed in the Conscript Reserves and could be called into active service; Class C

118 Anonymous Korean conscript, interview by Brandon Palmer, August 11, 1997.

119 Chosengun shireibu, Chi5hei jimu tekiy6 (Important points of conscription affairs) (Seoul: Chosen gyosei
kakkai, 1944), 10-11 and Bunky6no ChOsen no. 202 (July 1942), 12

120 Chosengun hobu kanshfi, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943,271 and Ky6wa jij6 (February-March 1943),8.
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recruits were assigned to the Second National Army; and Class D were declared unfit for

service. All above classes were available for labor conscription and service as military

civilians. Class F recruits were temporarily economically or physically exempted from

service for one year. l21 Koreans, like Japanese, qualified for economic hardship

exemptions.122 Roughly 9.4 percent of Korean men qualified for an exemption of one sort

or another. 123

It should be recognized that the draft in Korea was more limited in scope than the

draft in Japan because Korea was consWered a source of labor, not soldiers. The Korean

draft targeted only 20 year-olds (compared to 19 and 20 year-olds in Japan), required

stricter physical attributes, and Korean men qualified for exemptions from military

service more easily than their Japanese counterparts. For Japanese men, the army used

the draft as a trump card to secure manpower. Recruits were conscripted from industries,

regardless of their technical skill. Japanese men were taken from strategic industries for

active duty, which hurt industrial production. However, for Koreans, labor conscription

was equivalent to military service and therefore exempt from the draft. Koreans evaded

military conscription through labor conscription to the same industries from which

Japanese laborers were taken. 124 Additionally, Korean military civilians were exempted

from military duty. In both cases, Japan benefitted from Korean labor and soldiering.

Military exams also tested a recruit's Japanese language ability, which Japanese

121 KYOwajigy6(February-March 1943),8.

122 Chosengun hobu kanshii, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 140.

123 TGSS, Diet 86, December 1944,90.

124 Chasen R6mu 1 no. 1 (October 1941), 31.
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authorities considered essential to effective soldiering. Technically, Koreans who lacked

adequate Japanese language skills were not to be drafted, but oral histories indicate this

rule was ignored.125 Yet, Army Vice-Minister, Shibayama Kenshiro, estimated that only

23 percent of Korean men entering the military were able to speak Japanese. 126 These

were discouraging numbers for the army, which desperately needed combat-ready soldiers

on the front lines. The military held a false hope that one year of training would

compensate for language and training shortcomings.

Army examiners probed each young man's ideology in an effort to identify

"dangerous elements."127 Military authorities were concerned that Korean nationalists or

Communists would infiltrate the military and foment discontent from within or establish

links with the Chinese and pass on military intelligence. 128 However, there is no proof

that any Korean was excluded from military service owing to ideologic,al beliefs. In fact,

colonial authorities considered military service- the embodiment of naisen ittai- a way to

control the Korean voice and to force Japanese ethnicity on Korean youth. 129

The first round of draft exams in Korea was held between April 1 and August 20,

1944. The government expected 231,424 men to undergo the military exams and 222,295

(96 percent) showed up. It claimed that most who did not take the exam were either sick

or in j ail. 130 In some instances, the police and Chosen League officials had to use their

125 Ibid. The author of this memorandum indicated that the lack of Japanese language skills among Koreans
contributed to desertion.

126 Rikugunsho, Shibayama Kenshiro 1945, frame 0466.

127 Chosengun hobu kanshii, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 147 and Higuchi Yiiichi 1992,58.

128 Tokko geppo (March 1938), 125.

129 Chosengun hOdobu kanshii 1942,64-69.

130 TGSS, Diet 86 (December 1944), 120 and Park Kyong-sik 1975,28.
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authority to force recalcitrant youths to be examined. 13l Koreans, as with Japanese, who

missed the conscription examination without just cause could be fined up to 100 yen. 132

A number of issues arose during the exams originating from problems with the

family registries. For example, in some cases women, young boys, and obviously older

men showed up for the examination (indicating a wrong birth date on the registry). 133 It is

possible that qualified young men sent older men or women as replacements for

themselves in order to evade service.

Korean men sought to avoid being classified as A and B-1 so they would not be

placed on active duty. A brave few showed up to the physical exams and acted deaf, sick,

or mute in an effort to be exempted from the draft. Examiners tested, some say abused,

those who feigned a physical malady. Some individuals who claimed to be disabled were

isolated for several days and put to the test. In one instance, a Korean pretending to be

mute had a nail driven in his shoulder. When he cried out in pain, his masquerade was

Up.134 Some cut off a finger or toe to evade conscription.135 Those convicted of

attempting to evade the draft in this manner could be sentenced to three years in prison.

Often, they were still enlisted and sent to the battlefront.

131 Miyata Setsuko, "Kominka seisaku to minzoku teiko: ChOsen ni okeru chohei seido no tenkai 0 chiishin
ni shite" (Japanization policy and national resistance: centering on the development of the conscription
system in Korea), in Kindai nihon no t6g6 to teik6, 1931-nen kara 1945-nen made 4., eds. Shikano Seichi
and Yoshii Masaomi (Tokyo: Nihon hyoronsha, 1982),262.

l32 ChOsengun hOdo kanshii, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 147.

133 Higuchi Yiiichi 2001, 37.

134 Sok Ch'ong-su, exerpts of interview. In Kkiilly6gan saramdiil, ppaeatkkin saramdiil: kangje
chingyongjawa chonggun wianbuiii chiingan, ed. Kim Yong-gwon (Seoul: Haewadal, 2000), 38-49.

135 No Yong-chong, "Hche malgi chosoniniii pukhaeto chiyok kangjae yonhaenggwa kobu t'uchaeng" (The
Hokkaido forced repatriation and resistance of Koreans at the end of Japan's imperialism), Hangukkiin
hyandaesa yan 'gu 17 (Summer 2001), 170. Also see James Scott 1985.
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Of those examined, 33.5 percent (69,441) were classified as Class A candidates

(making them available for active service), 30 percent (61,817) as Class B-1 (also

available for active service), 16 percent (32,969) were classified as Class B-2 (available

for the First Conscript Reserve), and 11.1 percent (22,666) were classified as Class B-3

(available for Second Conscript Reserve). Only 9.1 percent (17,545) were ineligible or

temporarily exempted from the draft. 136 Thus, 63.5 percent (roughly 131,258) were

eligible for active duty, but only 24.7 percent (55,000) of those who underwent the

examination process were placed on active duty in the army or navy, compared to nearly

90 percent for Japanese. 137 Those placed on active duty were scheduled to enter the

barracks on December 1, 1944.

After the exams, Korean conscripts returned to their hometowns to await

deployment. Local elites frequently held send-off parties for conscripts. Dozens of

people, including policemen, attended these events to praise the soldier- some even

speaking in honorific and deferential language to the recruit. 138 Koreans classified as A

and B-1 were accorded a degree of respect by the bureaucracy, especially the police.139

Kang Tae-hiii, of Kwangju, claimed that no one, not even the police, bothered him after

he received his conscription notice because "most [people] looked at me as a dead man

walking."14o Some conscripts, in utter despair, went so far as to pick fights with police

136 TGSS, Diet 86 (December 1944), 89 and Higuchi Yl1ichi 2001, 88.

137 Tanaka Yoshio 1973,79.

138 Kim Hyo-byong, Cho Su-hwan, and Yi Sang-hyop, interviews. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

139 Kim Hyo-byong, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

140 Kang Tae-hiii, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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because they figured they were going to die in battle so they decided to vent their anger

on the police before they died. 141

Resistance came in many forms, including the use of laws to evade recruitment.

As was the case in the student volunteer system, some enrolled in medical school and

science majors which still offered student deferments. Thousands chose to work in

conscripted factories while others joined patriotic labor COrpS.142 Some parents attempted

to force their sons to marry, which would make them the sole provider of their own

household and qualify them for an economic hardship exemption. Conversely, other

parents rushed marriages so their sons would produce an heir prior to deployment. Girls

willingly married these men to avoid labor duties or forced prostitution.143 In one case, Yi

P'ung-ho (Ch'ungch'ong Province) hired a local boy serve in the army on his behalf. Yi

spent his time hiding on the family farm to evade local officials. The young man

successfully served for Yi and returned to the village after the war. l44 This indicates that

the odds were in favor of those who risked evasion. One anonymous Korean evaded

enlistment based on the advice of a shaman. His story goes:

I received a military draft notice, but I really didn't want to go into the army. I
was married and we had a child, but that didn't make any difference to the
Japanese. They wanted all the help they could get.
Somebody said, why don't you go to a fortune teller to get advice? So I went. He
told me to run away because my lot as a soldier would be a very bad one. I took
his advice and went to my aunt several villages away. I stayed in hiding for six
months and twenty days and then the war was over.

141 Kim Chun-yap 1987,57.

142 Cho Su-hwan, interview by U SU-mi, November 25, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

143 George Hicks, The Comfort Women: Sex Slaves o/the Japanese Imperial Forces. (London: Souvenir
Press, 1995),27.

144 Lee Un-hwa, son of Yi P'ung-ho, interview by Brandon Palmer, August 15, 2004.
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My parents got into trouble because I ran away. The police went to my house
every single day, demanding to know where I had gone. Sometimes the police
went, sometimes the township officials, asking the same things over and over.145

The above case shows the pressure families faced if a young man absconded.

More importantly, it shows that evasion was possible. A significant number of Koreans

avoided the draft. In 1944 the bureaucracy estimated that nearly 10,000 Koreans evaded

military service, many of whom were not listed on family registers. 146 This constituted a

large untapped reservoir of men that slipped through the cracks of the regime's powerful

mobilization machinery.147 The colonial government investigated how such a large

number evaded the draft and reported:

Since the enactment of the [conscription] system, we have conducted an
investigation and discovery into draftees whose whereabouts was not known ...
[in order to] grasp the total number of the undrafted. The survey results ... as of
December 1 last year [1943], had reached 9,767 [draft dodgers]. Because there
were so many, in March of this year we set up an investigation plan to search for
these Koreans until the end of this government year (in April). Throughout Korea
we will survey all areas looking for missing persons. Together with this survey,
we have enacted a plan to totally apprehend the draftables throughout Korea and
have had good results.... We have found 2,038 [of the 9,767].148

The police located about one-fifth of the draft dodgers. Others lawfully evaded

the draft through labor conscription and working as military civilians. The above quote

highlights the effectiveness of the colonial regime to force the compliance of nearly

230,000 men to take military examinations, but there was enough room for nearly 10,000

145 Hildi Kang 2001, 130-131.

146 TGSS, Diet 86, December 1944,89 and 120 and ChOsen sotokufu saimu kyokucho 1944. Reprinted in
Kondo Kenichi, ed., Taihei yo senka shiimatsuki ch6sen no jisei vol. 2, 143.

147 Chosen sotokufu saimu kyokuchO 1944. Reprinted in Kondo Kenichi, ed., Taihei yo senka shiimatsuki
ch6sen no jisei vol. 2, 143.

148 Ibid.
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to slip through the cracks. Most men quietly acquiesced to enlist to prevent problems for

their family.

Many young men avoided military service by going into hiding after the exams.

However, government pressure on their families forced their compliance. Yi Yong-gu

dodged the draft by fleeing to his cousin's home in Manchuria. Once there, his cousin

suggested that it would be better for the family if he, Yong-gu, return to Korea and

enlisted. By doing so, he hoped to spare his mother from police harassment. 149

Koreans resented Japan's heavy-handed actions and responded with occasional

(but infrequent) acts of open violence. One group of students in North Chima made a list

of pro-Japanese Koreans and planned to set fire to the neighborhoods in which they lived;

another group planned to make a bomb with gasoline, blow up a police station, and steal

the weapons. Both plots were uncovered by the police before they materialized.150 Such

active and open resistance was foolhardy under the highly effective police state. The

most effective and frequent form of resistance was everyday forms of resistance.

Resistance to conscription was part of a larger continuum of resistance to the volunteer

soldier systems and labor mobilization. These activities show that Koreans were not

docile victims without power or voice.

Furthermore, noncompliance shows that the regime had no effective answer to

widespread resistance. In spite of propaganda and coercion, the subaltern Koreans

remained active agents, not passive victims, in the creation of Korea's wartime

149 Chang Kyong-ok, "Chingbyong t'alch'ulja kkiit opnun milo" (Draft escapees with no where to go),
Changgyang munhwa 234 (August 1984),317-319.

150 Ha On-jin 1998,200-201.
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experience. Korean resistance quickly caught the attention of a colonial government not

famous for its tenderness toward Korean self-determination. As the war drew to an

unfavorable close for Japan, Koreans became increasingly bold in their resistance. The

Japanese state responded to resistance with an increased dose of propaganda and social

pressure to overcome resistance. lSI Yet, the regime reflected an awareness not to overly

antagonize the Korean public with the flagrant, unchecked use of coercion. When

propaganda did not win support, they turned to coercion. This dissertation does not argue

that Japan's mobilization of Koreans was legal. The laws were altered according to the

dictates of Japan's wartime needs and ideological notions. Nevertheless, Japan did not

easily abandon the laws and ideology.

Parallel to the OOK's suppression of resistance and violation of their own

recruitment laws, the OOK sought to ameliorate its public image with omnipresent

propaganda. Publically, the OOK highlighted the brotherhood of Japan and Korea,

Korea's loyalty to the emperor, and progress of Korea under Japan. Other propaganda

encouraged youth to volunteer. For example, the newspapers carried slogans like, "It is a

mistake to fear [military] service just because you might die. You will get glory and a

road to heaven.,,152

The OOK harassed families of men who evaded service, threatened to cut off

rations, and if that failed, government agents rounded up young men- often without legal

foundation. Chong Kiim-jae, of North Ch'ungch'ong Province, successfully evaded

151 Bunky6no ChOsen no. 187 (March 1941),42.

152 Veda Ryiidan 1943,259.
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military service. He remembered: "During 1944 and 1945 I got four draft notices. Each

time, I hid and they never enforced the notice. At least in my area, they just had to fill a

quota. If some men didn't show up, they grabbed others.,,153 Chong's account indicates

an underside to the regime's mobilization tactics. The GGK resorted to grabbing men off

the street in violation of its own laws. The GGK and Chosen Army kidnaped an

indeterminate number of men for their army. 1m Hyon-su stated he and two others were

grabbed by Koreans working for the Japanese. 1m claimed the GGK targeted tall

muscular men for on-the-spot recruitment, regardless of their age, but left small scrawny

men alone. 154 Yet, Japan never
Table 9: Korean Soldiers Demobilized, by
Location resorted to systematic kidnaping as

Location
Japan Proper
Korea
Kurile and Sakhalin
Manchukuo
China
Taiwan
Philippines
Other Southeast Asia Islands
Burma
Other Pacific Islands
Total

Total
16,379
43,888

395
8,808

15,941
1,420
3,107
2,877
1,822

341
94,978

the French did in West Africa. 155

On December 1, 1944 the

first coterie of 45,000 conscripted

Koreans entered the Imperial

Japanese Army and 10,000 entered

the Imperial Japanese Navy. The

Source: Koseisho, engokyoku, "Chosen zaiseki
kyiirikugun gun'in gunsoku no shosoku
butaisho zaichi chiikibetsu tokeihyo" (1962).
Reprint, Document 9-8 in Higuchi 2001.

second coterie of 45,000 soldiers

and 10,000 sailors entered May 1,

1945. As with regular Japanese

153 Hildi Kang 2001, 130.

154 1m Hyon-su, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

155 David Killingray, "Military and Labour Recruitment in the Gold Coast during the Second World War,"
Journal ofAfrican History 23 (1982), 88-90.
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conscripts, formal military training for Koreans began the day they entered the barracks.

Boot camp in the Japanese military was the first three months in the unit to which they

were assigned, whether it was at the battlefront or elsewhere. 156 Military service was

especially hard for Koreans who were not accustomed to a regimented lifestyle. Trainers

and higher ranking soldiers were renowned for striking fear in new recruits, even

Japanese.

Korean soldiers Table 10: Korean Soldiers' Assignments in the
Japanese Army, 1944-1945

conscripted for service in 1944
Classification 1944 1945

and 1945 went to the far reaches Infantrymen 29,388 29,780
Heavy Artillerymen 0 260

of the Japanese empire. Koreans Medium Artillery 610 645
Field Artillerymen 1,890 2,030

were stationed in Southeast Asia, Anti-Aircraft 4,190 4,000
Combat Artillery 295 280

Japan proper, China, the Pacific Mountain Artillery 1,430 1,500
Air Troops 2,050 1,100

islands, Okinawa, Manchuria, Engineers 1,477 1,480
Radio Operators 0 120

and so forth. The deployment of Railway Troops 195 200
Transport 2,030 2,060

Korean soldiers included a degree Shipping (senpakuhei) 600 700
Air Technicians 250 250

of randomness. In some Technicians 120 120
Cavalry Transport 475 475

instances, recruits were lined up Total 45,000 45,000

and given a uniform that was for Source: Ch6sengun gaiy6shi, 1954? Tables 9 and
10.

winter or summer. Those given

winter clothes went to Manchuria; those given summer clothes were sent to the South

156 Kato Y6ko 1996,248 and Kim Hyo-byong, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.
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Seas. 15
? As Table 9 shows, the majority of Korean soldiers (63 percent) in the army

remained in Korea or went to Japan proper where they were largely support troops.

The duties of Koreans varied from the mundane to the dangerous. Table 10

shows that most Koreans were ordinary foot soldiers and artillerymen. These positions

generally did not require special skills or training. In many battalions, Koreans were

given wooden guns to train with and Japanese conscripts real ones. 15S In Manchuria,

some battalions did not arm Koreans, but used them as laborers, indicating a distrust of

Koreans despite claims of brotherhood. On the other hand, some Koreans were placed in

positions requiring special skills, such as technicians and engineers. Korean soldiers

were also pilots, translators, tank drivers, and musicians- each of which required special

schooling in Japan. 159 The treatment of Korean soldiers depended on the battalion to

which they were assigned. In Southeast Asia, a small number were POW guards, but

most Korean POW guards were military civilians, who are discussed in the next chapter.

What the above information does not indicate is that there was no all-Korean

battalion, unit, or company. This was unlike the French and British colonial experiences

that formed units entirely of colonial subjects, except for the commanding officers. The

Japanese military dispersed Korean soldiers into predominately Japanese units. The army

had an informal policy that set limits on the percentage of Koreans per battalion. On the

front lines Koreans were a maximum of 20 percent of the battalion; in reinforcement units

157 Yi Sang-hyop, interview by Chang Sin, November 19,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

158 Wong Bong-jae, interview, December 6 and 10,2002. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

159 Ch6sengun h6bu kanshii, Sugiura Hiroshi 1943, 194-197.
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it was 40 percent; and on the home front it was 80 percent,1OO Most troops on the home

front were in unarmed labor corps. The army claimed this informal policy was to

accustom Koreans to the life and customs of Japan. A more likely explanation is that

military authorities feared that Koreans would either leak military secrets to China or the

Soviets or align with the Chinese communists and nationalists. 161

In many battalions, the military police maintained strict supervision of Korean

soldiers while others forbid Koreans to contact nonmilitary personnel. 162 Despite the

GGK's claim of brotherhood, Koreans were not trusted by Japanese authorities. In many

instances, high-ranking Koreans were not privy to meetings where sensitive information

was discussed. Cho Su-hwan, of South Cholla Province, learned of Japan's surrender

from a Japanese soldier under his command who attended a battalion meeting that Cho

was not allowed to attend. 163

The personal experiences of Koreans in the Japanese military varied widely. Oral

histories indicate that Korean conscripts were fed, paid, and often treated the same as

Japanese recruits. 164 This is different from African colonial experience in which white

soldiers were given better rations and housing even though both blacks and whites fought

and died together. This color bar was immensely hated by Africans.165

160 Rikugunsh6 sanbO honbu hensei d6inka, Shinajihen: Dait6a sensOkan rikugun dOin gaikyo (The China
incident: A general history of army mobilization during the Greater East Asia War) (reprinted, Tokyo: Fuji
shuppan, 1988),436 and Utsumi Aiko 1991,50.

161 Tokko gaiji geppo July 1939,99-100 and Chasen shiso undogaikyoFebruary 28, 1940. Reprint in
Miyata Setsuko, ed. Jiigonen senso kyokuhitsu shiryashii28: Chasen shiso undogaiky6, 240-241

162 Kang Tok-sang 1997,340.

163 Cho Su-hwan, interview by U Su-mi, November 25, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

164 Kim Hyo-byong and Cho Su-hwan, interviews. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

165 Ali A. Mazrui and Michael Tidy 1984,20.
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Some Koreans felt equality in the military. Kim Hyo-byong (South Cholla

Province) stated he was treated well by his commanding officer. The officer assigned

Kim to be the unit's trumpeter and on vacation days took him to his home to meet his

wife. 166 Others claimed that as long as Koreans obeyed the rules, they were treated as

equals by their unit. 167 In most units, survival was the top priority, so soldiers did not

distinguish between Korean and Japanese. Those in Southeast Asia suffered from

exhaustion, starvation, and physical maladies alongside their Japanese comrades. This

resulted in esprit de corps among Japanese and Korean soldiers. 168

Korean and Japanese recruits experienced the same successes and tragedies. Such

activities forced Koreans to conform with Japanese military practice, which was designed

to force conformity of all recruits and force Koreans to become active participants in

Japan's war. This included the horrible experience of using Chinese captives for bayonet

practice. Sin Sang-ch'o was ordered to kill a Chinese POW because his student records

(which his commanding officer had) indicated that he was labeled as an individual with

seditious thoughts. However, Sin could not bring himself to kill the POW and faced

increased scrutiny of his commanding officer. 169

One reason many Korean soldiers encountered equality in the military is because

those with advanced Japanese language skills often hid their Korean ethnicity. They were

able to do so since they had Japanese names, served in Japanese units, spoke Japanese,

166 Kim Hyo-byong, interview. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

167 Ibid. and Kim Ki-chae, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea.

168 Kim Chae-yon, "Jiisatsu meirei" (Execution order), in Hayashi Eidai 1995, 115.

169 Sin Sang-ch'o 1966,86-92.
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and did not openly announce they were Korean. 17o Koreans were never sure how many

other Koreans were in their units because many hid their enthicity.l7l There were few

.advantages for Koreans to announce their ethnicity, so some lived by a "don't ask, don't

tell" policy. This worked to the Japanese advantage because it prevented conspiracies

among Korean soldiers who might otherwise seek to escape en masse. Of course, many

Koreans with poor language skills could not hide their ethnicity.

Most Korean soldiers suffered discrimination that ranged from physical abuse and

mental torment to being assigned suicidal assignments. The mental and physical rigors of

military life wore heavily on Koreans who were not culturally or physically accustomed

to the rigors of military life. Some developed mental and physical illnesses as a result of

stress.172 Kim Wan-yong stated that prior to his enlistment, he wholeheartedly believed in

the assimilation policy because his family was socially accepted by the Japanese. Kim

came from a wealthy landowning (and pro-Japanese) family. However, in the military he

experienced racism for the first time. He noted that the military police kept Koreans

under constant surveillance and Korean recruits were treated worse than Japanese. Kim

claimed he quickly became disillusioned with Japan's propaganda and wanted to desert

the military.173

Koreans could face discrimination in nearly aspect of military life. Yi Sang-hyop

170 1m Hyon-su, Yi Byong-ju, Cho Su-hwan, and Kim Hyo-byong, interviews. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.

171 Yi Pyong-ju, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 11, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

172 Utsumi Aiko and Murai Yoshinori 1981,69.

173 Pyo Yong-su 2002, 129-130.
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related that Koreans were mistreated during transport to their new assignments: all

Koreans in his unit were put in the cargo cars of the train en route to Manchuria. When

he complained to his superior that he was getting sores from sitting on hard crates, he was

moved to a passenger car where the Japanese recruits had comfortable chairs.174 Some

Koreans were given the most dangerous assignments. In the last desperate days of the

war, Koreans were used as human suicide bombs. Packs of TNT were tied to Korean (not

Japanese) recruits who were then ordered to sacrifice themselves and take out an enemy

tank. The human bombs were placed in front of the Japanese lines where they were

trapped between Japanese and Allied troops. Japanese officers hoped these suicide

squads would blow up American and Soviet tanks and slow the Allied advance into

Manchuria and Southeast Asia. In Sumatra, nearly 250 Korean soldiers and military

civilians were fitted with these makeshift bombs and sent against the Americans. 175

All but a handful of Koreans were privates, and a very low percentage became

officers in comparison to Japanese troops. This is partially explained by the short time

Koreans were in the military. Quite simply, there was no time for Koreans to earn

promotions.176 Nonetheless, volunteer soldiers and military academy cadets (see Chapter

2) received promotions. There were "two lieutenant generals, one major general, and two

colonels, under which there were approximately 25 field officers, 200 company officers

174 Ibid.

175 Yi Pyong-ju and a Haeng-sok, interviews. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea. Also, Kim
Tae-yong, interview by Brandon Palmer, August 1997. Each of the three men interviewed survived being a
human bomb. Yi passed out on the battlefield, a was too sick to be sent out, and Kim's unit surrendered
before he was sent against the Soviets in Manchuria.

176 Higuchi Ytiichi 1992,86-87.
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and probational officers .... "177 There are no verifiable numbers for on the spot

promotions. Unlike other colonial situations in which colonial subjects were always

subservient to troops from the metropole, Koreans were promoted within the military and

given authority over Japanese troopS.178

For example, the highest ranking Korean in the Japanese military at the end of the

war was Hong Sa-ik. He graduated from the Japanese military academy in 1923 and

quickly rose through the ranks of the army. In April 1934 Major Hong received a special

command in Manchuria working at the Kwantung Army headquarters in Shinking. 179 In

1944, at the rank of lieutenant general, he was transferred to the Philippines to oversee

Allied POWs. Yi Ki-dong speculates that Hong was transferred to avoid an anti-Japanese

conspiracy between him and the 8,800 Korean troops in Manchuria. After the war, the

United States held Hong accountable for the abuse of Allied POWs and executed him as a

war criminal. Koreans familiar with Hong's case feel that the Japanese used him as a

scapegoat for prisoner abuse at the end of the war. 180

Another general in the Japanese military was Prince Yi U, a son of the deceased

Korean King Kojong. Prince U advanced to the rank of was the head of the Osaka Corps

while concurrently serving as the head of an officers' school and infantry unit. 181 He died

during the atomic bomb attack on Hiroshima at age of thirty-four. 182 These mens' high

177 Utsumi Aiko 2001, 202.

178 Sin Sang-ch'o 1966,86-92.

179 Yi Ki-dong 1982,200-202.

180 Ibid.

181 Keij6 nipp6, May 28, 1940 and Government-General of Chosen [sic], Annual Report on Administration
o/Chosen, 1930-1932 (Seoul: Signs of the Times Publishing House, 1932),40.

182 Yi Ki-dong 1984,481-482. And Yi Ki-dong 1982,232-243.
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rank belies the fact that neither of them were trusted with positions of real power.

The exact number of Koreans who served in the Japanese military is not known,

so scholars are left to their best guess. Japanese government statistics are contradictory.

Part of the confusion is rooted in the calling up of Korean reservists and outright

commandeering of Korean civilians in the waning moments of the end of the war. Some

statistics combine military civilians with soldiers while others list only those who were

demobilized at the end of the war and do not account for soldiers released before the war

ended. In any case, the Japanese were not diligent in record keeping in the last two years

Table 11: Provincial Origins of Korean Soldiers and Sailors Demobilized or
Casualties

Home Province
S. Kyongsan
N. Kyongsan
South Cholla
North Cholla
S. Ch'ungch'ong
N. Ch'ungch'ong
Kyonggi
Kangwon
Hwanghae
S. Pyongan
. Pyongan
S. Hamgyong
N.Hamgyong
Total

Army
Demobilized Deaths

6,291 603
7,822 682
7,918 771
4,589 386
5,998 352
4,386 325

10,374 612
6,221 292
6,593 480
6,225 346
7,120 405
8,982 291
6,789 325

89,108 5,870

Navy
Demobilized

3,634
2,324
2,623
1,211
1,363

837
1,568
1,459
1,556
1,922
1,421
1,415

675
21,008

Deaths
42
43
25
21
20
12
18
36
14
23
23
21
10

308

Source: Koseisho, engokyoku. "Chosen zaiseki kyiirikukaigun gun' in gunsoku
shusshin chibetsu tokeihyo" (Statistical chart of Koreans on registry of soldiers
and military civilians of the old army and navy by region of origin). 1962.
Document 9-8 in Higuchi Yiiichi, Senjika Chasen no minshii to chOhei. Tokyo:
Sowasha, 2001.
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of the war. According to Welfare Ministry (K6seisho) documents released in 1953, a

total of 209,279 Korean soldiers and military civilians were demobilized by the Japanese

military: 186,980 in the army and 22,299 in the Navy.183 Table 11 provides a provincial

breakdown of Koreans demobilized from the army and navy as well as those killed while

in the service.

Table 11 offers a minimum for the number of Koreans in the military. It does not

include those released before the war ended or demobilized on the spot when the war

ended. 184 Japanese government statistics provide the low-end estimates of the number of

Koreans soldiers. ChOsengun gaiyOshi, one of the most quoted sources for statistics on

Korean military service, estimates there were 101,357 Koreans on active duty in the army,

9,366 in the army first reserve, and 20,000 in the navy for a total military strength of

130,723.185 The following table, taken from ChOsengun gaiyOshi, provides an annual

breakdown of Koreans throughout the entire Japanese military, as well as the number on

active duty and in the reserves. It includes Korean soldiers in the Japanese army from

1938 to 1943 enlisted under the Volunteer, Student Volunteer Soldier Systems (which is

the subtotal). It does not include the 2,000 naval volunteers from 1943 and 1944.

The statistics in Table 12 should be considered a the lowest acceptable numbers

183 Hanil munjae yonguwon 1995, 82 and 84. The number demobilized does not include those released
from service at the local level or deserted at or before the end of the war. Thus, this number should be
viewed as a crude minimum.

184 Higuchi Yl1ichi 2001,83-84.

185 ChOsengun gaiyOshi 1954?, reprint 1989, 83. ChOsengun gaiyOshi is a valuable resource on the ChOsen
Army and Korean military mobilization. The authors of this book are not known, but were apparently
officers in the Chosen Army. Further, it is unclear what sources were used to write the book. There are
some factual problems with this work, but given the dearth of other reliable materials, this work has
remained the most used source for statistics on Koreans in the military.
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Table 12: Koreans in the Japanese Military

Year
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
students
subtotal:
1944
1945
subtotal
total

Active Duty
300
250
900

1,000
2,250
3,200
3,457

11,357
45,000
45,000
90,000
101,357

First Reserve Navy
100
350

2,100
2,000
2,250
2,130

436
9,366

10,000
10,000
20,000

9,366 20,000

Total
400
600

3,000
3,000
5,000

9,223
20,723
55,000
55,000

110,000
130,723

Source: Chasengun gaiyashi, 1954? Table 1

for Koreans in the Japanese military because the colonial government did a poor job of

keeping records in the last years of the war. A large number of Korean men in the

reserves were on called up for military service during the last months of the war- some

men were simply shanghaied without the proper procedures being followed. 186 The

number of Koreans in the military as soldiers range from 130,723 to 213,719. At the

high-end, Higuchi Yiiichi, the foremost scholar on the draft, estimates that 213,719

Koreans were soldiers in the Japanese military. According to his estimates, 58,000

Koreans were called up from the reserves (29,000 in each 1944 and 1945) and an another

22,000 were mobilized as labor soldiers (in addition to the volunteer and conscript

soldiers).187 Higuchi relies on educated guesses to determine the number of reserves and

186 1m Hyan-su, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

187 Higuchi Yfiichi 2001, 101-108.
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labor soldiers.

As will be discussed later, an estimated 154,000 Koreans also served as civilian

employees of the military. Thus, the total military contribution of Koreans totaled nearly

367,000 soldiers, sailors, and military civilians.. The haphazard and careless methods of

recruitment in the last year of the war make it impossible to accurately determine the

actual number of Koreans who served in the Japanese military. This said, Koreans had

little impact on the course of the war. In the last two years of the war, Japan's military

swelled from 3.7 million in 1943 to 5.38 million in 1944 to 7.7 million at the time of

Japan's surrendered in August 1945.188 Thus, analysis ofthe mobilization of Koreans as

soldiers is more significant to the history of Korea and colonialism than to the history of

World War II.

Korean Resistance from within the Military

As the war situation grew more desperate for Japan, the OOK and Chosen Army

resorted to more frequent use of extralegal measures. The result was an increase in the

amount of coercion, even abduction, to get Koreans into the military. The colonial

regime attempted to browbeat and force Koreans into military service which was a source

of resentment among Koreans. These actions contributed to resistance from Koreans in

the military.

Among Korean troops, desertion (not direct confrontation) was the most common

188 Mark Harrison, "The Economies of World War II: An Overview," in The Economies o/World War II:
Six Great Powers in International Comparison, ed. Mark Harrison (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), 14.
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type of resistance. The causes of desertion varied from discrimination to nationalism. Of

course, self-preservation was also a strong motive to desert. A common complaint was

meager rations. 189 Politically motivated Koreans sought out ways to hurt Japan and help

Korea's independence.

Large numbers of Korean soldiers were stationed in northern Korea, Manchuria,

and northern China where they could defect and join bands of Koreans or Chinese to fight

against Japan. Desertion was dangerous because those caught in the process of deserting

could be severely punished, including executed. Deserters could not return home because

the military would look for them there. Koreans stationed in the Pacific and Japan proper

rarely attempted desertion because they felt there was no place to run. Another hindrance

to desertion and surrender was that Koreans were indoctrinated to think the enemy would

kill them on sight, so many were too scared to desert and surrender. l90 There are no

verifiable statistics on Korean desertion.

In the largest and best coordinated act of resistance, a group of Korean soldiers

attached to the Pyongyang Division attempted to desert en masse. This incident, called

the Pyongyang Incident or the January 20 Incident, was organized by student volunteer

soldiers. Kim Wan-yong from Chuo Law School and Pak Song-hwa, an engineering

student at Waseda began planning the desertion in October 1944 with the sole purpose to

assist its members to desert the army on January 20, 1945 and join the Korean

189 1m Kwang-ho, interview by Yi Pyang-t'ae, November 17, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

190 Kim Haeng-jin, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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independence movement in China. 191 Kim and Pak planned the desertion because

Koreans in the military suffered discrimination during the promotion process.

Kim organized a secret society, samch'i5ndang, to recruit Koreans who wanted to

go AWOL. The group's platform was to fight for Korean independence, to contribute

directly and indirectly to Japan's failure, and to gather their strength and defect. The

group hoped that within two months they would have enough followers and supplies to

defect into China. The group recruited 70 Korean soldiers through word of mouth. Kim

was the group's chairperson, Pak and two others were counselors, and others were in

charge of recruiting, shoes, funding, clothing, and communication.192

However, the group was betrayed by a Korean, 1m Yong-ho, whom they tried to

recruit. The group wanted to include 1m because he had contacts with the police and, the

group hoped, could supply them with sensitive information that would assist in defection.

However, 1m warned the police of the plan, but he was not privy to the membership list.

This put the police on the alert. The plan unraveled when Kim Wan-yong was arrested

for getting into an altercation with a Japanese recruit.

Twenty-four of the group's members were convicted of breaking the peace laws

and given prison sentences from six to thirteen years. 193 Pak Song-hwa, who was arrested

for his involvement, stated that those who were arrested and suffered tortures that

included hanging until they passed out, having cold water poured over their naked bodies

191 1'20 hakbyong sagi kanhaeng, vol. I, 1987,98-103 and Higuchi Yiiichi 2001, 204-205.

192 Pya Yong-su, "Ilchemalgi pyongnyok tongwon chongch'aek iii (the Pyongyang student soldier incident
and the military mobilizaiton policy by colonial Japan) Hanil minjok munjae yiJngu 3, (2002), 133-134.

193 Ibid.
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in the middle of winter, beatings with a leather belt, and so forth. 194 This incident cast a

dark shadow for the Japanese army which realized Koreans were actively planning

subversive activities, but there are no other indications of widespread organized acts of

resistance.

Several hundred Korean soldiers in China successfully deserted the army and

joined either the Guomindang or Chinese Communists to fight against Japan. 195 Sin

Sang-ch'0 deserted with two other Koreans and Chang Chun-ha with four others. 196 Both

Sin and Chang fled into China to join the Korean independence movement. Chong Ki-

yong stated that about 50 to 60 from his group deserted with the intent of fighting against

Japan. 197 These events were the embodiment of the colonial regime's worst nightmare: It

had trained its own worst enemy.

Many deserters sought to join the Kwangbok Army, which was associated with

the Chinese Nationalist Party (Guomindang). By late 1944,175 Korean soldiers from the

Japanese army joined the Kwangbok Army and roughly 30 Koreans joined the Fourth

Red Army of the Chinese Communist Party. 198 However, the Kwangbok Army lacked the

financial and material backing of the Chinese (even training with wooden guns) and was

never allowed to attack Japanese units. 199

194 Kim Tae-sang, Ilcheha kangche innyOk sut'alsa (History of forced manpower exploitation under Japan).
(Seoul: ChOngiimsa, 1975),52.

195 Fujiwara Akira 1978, 94.

196 Sin Sang-ch'o 1966,94-95 and Chang Chun-ha 1971,27-30.

197 Chang Ki-yang, interview by P'yo Yang-su, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

198 Kang Tak-sang 1997,364-367. Ofthe 175 soldiers, 12 were student soldiers, 159 were from the 1944
compulsory draft, and 4 others.

199 Chang Chun-ha 1971, 146 and Kim Chun-yap 1987,232-234.
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An unusual form of resistance came from the 2,600 Korean POWs (soldiers and

military civilians) imprisoned in Hawaii. In March 1945 they donated almost $3,000

toward the purchase of U.S. war bonds?lO An American army spokesman stated the

Koreans "were pro-Allied when they first came into our custody and hated the Japanese."

He continued, "The Koreans so hated their Japanese oppressors that they asked to be

placed on work which would contribute directly to the defeat of Japan and repeatedly

petitioned army authorities requesting that they be permitted to fight in the front lines

against the Japanese. This was not permissible under the Geneva convention.,,201

The Japanese army and bureaucracy realized that the poor treatment of Koreans,

as well as the language barrier, contributed to evasion and desertion. This was a problem

that had to be resolved. Army Vice-Minister Shibayama Kenshiro estimated only 23

percent of Koreans in the military understood Japanese, which contributed greatly to

frustration, miscommunication, and desertion. In January 1945, Shibayama stated in an

internal army memo that in at least one situation "several lOs of people became a group

and tried to do something dangerous" owing to mistreatment. In order to prevent more

incidents, he recommended that battalion commanders handle Koreans in a more humane

way.202 He recommended that the army use Korean veterans as teachers for incoming

Korean recruits.203 In fact, a handbook printed by the GGK that was used in officer

200 The Honolulu Advertiser May 17,1945.

201 Honolulu Star-Bulletin December 15, 1945.

202 Rikugunsh6, Shibayama Kensaburo 1945, frame 0465 to 0466. For another example of commanding
officers using better treatment of Koreans to prevent desertion see Chang Chun-ha 1971,22-23. Chang's
commanding officer punished a Japanese soldier for mistreating Korean recruits.

203 Ibid., frame 0466.
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training recommended that officers treat Koreans with equality to prevent disturbances.204

The humane treatment for Koreans recommended by General Shibayama was

exhibited in some units, but not all. For example, Yi Yong-gu deserted his unit but was

caught. When his unit commander asked why he went AWOL, Yi cited discrimination

against Koreans. Generally, desertion was a capital offense, but in this instance, Yi was

returned to duty without

punishment. Yi' s commanding
Table 13: Number of Korean Soldier Deaths by
Location

officer used leniency as a gesture to

boost the morale of Koreans and

reduce desertion.205 This effort was

too little too late.

When the war ended on

August 15, 1945, Koreans were

Location
Japan Proper
Korea
Kurile and Sakhalin
Manchukuo
China
Taiwan
Philippines
Other Southeast Asia Islands
Burma
Other Pacific Islands
Total

Army
55

108
23
57

654
266

2,156
1,863

498
190

5,870

spread throughout the Japanese

empire. Those Koreans who

sweated, bled, and died did so for

Japan and the Japanese emperor.

Source: "Chosen zaiseki kyiirikugun gun'in
gunsoku no shosoku butaisho zaichi chiikibetsu
tokeihyo," Document 9-8 in Higuchi 2001.
There were 308 naval deaths. See Document 9
9 in same book.

Koreans were promised that, "If you unfortunately die" in the service of Japan, "you will

be enshrined at Yasukuni Shrine.,,206 And many Koreans did die in the service of Japan.

204 Takashi Fujitani, "Senka nojinshu shugi" (Wartime racism) in Kanj6kioku sensa, 1935-1955, ed. Narita
Ryiiichi (Tokyo: Iwanarni shoten, 2002), 260-262.

205 Chang Kyong-ok 1984, 318-319.

206 ChOsengun hobu kanshii 1942, 100.
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The number of Koreans who died in the service of Japan's military is a hotly

debated issue. Official Japanese documents claim only 22,182 Koreans died serving the

Japanese military: 5,870 Koreans in the army, 308 in the navy, and 16,004 military

civilians.207 Most of these deaths were military civilians caught in the crossfire on Pacific

islands, notably Tarawa and Okinawa. Higuchi Yiiichi estimates that 50,884 of the

363,465 Koreans who served as soldiers and military civilians (14 percent) died or were

missing in action.208 As Table 13 shows, those deployed to Southeast Asian regions,

particularly the Philippines, suffered high percentages of casualties.

On August 15, 1945, Japan surrendered unconditionally to the Allies. Japan's

control over the fate of Korean soldiers disintegrated at the end of the war. The Soviets

and Chinese assumed control over Koreans. Roughly 15,000 were taken into Siberia and

forced to work for four years in the most dehumanizing of all conditions. These Koreans,

along with nearly 600,000 Japanese soldiers and civilians, were used as manual laborers

to build the Soviet Union's infrastructure. Thus, the tragedy of wartime mobilization was

further exasperated by international postwar politics.

Comments

The Korean military conscription system was the most intense phase of wartime

mobilization. In the last two years of the Second World War, Japan fought a desperate

207 Koseisho, engokyoku, "Chosen zaiseki kyiirikugun gun'in gunsoku no shosoku butaisho zaichi
chiikibetsu tokeihyo" (Statistical chart of Koreans on the registry of the old army as soldiers and military
civilians [with unit] by region), (1962). Reprint, Document 9-8 in Higuchi Yiiichi 2001

208 Higuchi Yiiichi 2001, 121.
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war and increasingly departed from the laws it had carefully established. These actions

highlight the OOK's social and political power over the lives of Korea's 25 million

people. The regime made laws, altered them, and ignored them at its own prerogative.

Nevertheless, Koreans were not mere victims of an omnipotent colonial regime. Korean

cooperation with and resistance to these laws show that Koreans had an opportunity to

make their voice known. Those who resisted chose to do so through nonconfrontational

resistance in the form of evasion, altering family registries, and so forth. The above

discussion has highlighted the passive voice, the power, of the subaltern Koreans.

Despite lacking formal political power, Koreans successfully created a wartime

experience that was not solely dictated by the Japanese. The Korean voice influenced the

policy formation and implementation of the draft. Japan attempted to control the Korean

voice and eliminate resistance through propaganda, surveillance, and military service.

However, as shown above, Korean everyday forms of resistance- a Korean voice- was

never extinguished.

At the decision making level, the draft was implemented out of wartime necessity.

Japan carefully implemented the draft by erecting a legal structure to legitimize the

military mobilization of Koreans. Koreans were not formally present at policymaking

meetings, but their potential response shaped policies. For example, the colonial regime

did not want to antagonize Koreans and spark a nationalist or communist response. The

draft was delayed 30 months for laws to be revised, indoctrination efforts intensified,

family registries updated, and training camps to prepare young men for service.

The implementation stage was plagued by problems. The 1944 cohort of Koreans
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was drafted according to existing laws, while the 1945 draft relied on much more

coercion and extralegal shanghaiing. Japan's growing desperation for manpower

obviated many of the niceties and legality related to recruitment. Yet, Japan never

abandoned its propaganda or indoctrination efforts. Up to the end of the war, the OOK

maintained the fiction that the draft was bestowed out of brotherly kindness and used

Korean elites as talking heads to propagate propaganda. Furthermore, the Japanese

government used a threefold approach to recruit Koreans into the military: police

coercion, administrative pressure on the family, and propaganda that claimed military

service would benefit the inductee in the future. 209

The scope of the draft was much narrower for Koreans than Japanese. In both

1944 and 1945 only 45,000 men out of roughly 230,000 possible recruits were enlisted.

Later, commandeering and call-ups increased the number of Koreans in the military. Had

Japan desired to recruit 100,000 each year, it well could have. But Japan chose not to

because it valued Koreans more as laborers than as soldiers.

Koreans found and created ways to evade the draft, which was more coercive than

the volunteer soldier systems. Some fled to distant lands, others altered their family

registry, and others were simply unaccounted for. Herein we find a host of vulnerabilities

within the colonial regime. It had not pushed for pervasive use of the Japanese language

until the late-1930s, it had not strictly enforced the family registry laws, and it did not

sincerely believe it commanded much loyalty from the Korean masses. Many of these

problems were of the regime's own creation. The purpose of this dissertation has been to

209 Kim Do-hyong 2002, 87.
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analyze the formation and implementation of the Korean conscription system. As

discussed, Koreans were not randomly drafted, nor were they drafted without a legal

foundation. As a general rule, Japan remained within the legal framework it established

for itself until desperation set in during the last months of the war.

The end of the Second World War heralded a new system of global politics from

which Africans and Indians benefitted. Britain's colonial rule in Africa and South Asia

had been shaken by two world wars. Specifically, Africans no longer accepted a

subservient status in relation to whites. Mazrui states that overseas Black soldiers "met

thousands of uneducated whites, such as private soldiers and prostitutes.,,210 These

experiences left a deep sense of political consciousness within these men. It was just

enough to raise the hopes and expectations of the subjected Africans, especially in British

colonies.2l1 Japan's conscription of Korean men, in an international context, was less

coercive and abusive than the French in West Africa.212

210 Ali A. Mazrui and Michael Tidy 1984,20.

211 Ibid., 19.

212 David Killingray 1982, 90.
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CHAPTERS

MOBILIZATION OF COLONIAL LABOR

Between 1937 and 1945 Japan mobilized an estimated 4.1 to 7.0 million Koreans

as laborers in Korea and more than one million in Japan and the South Pacific. l Korean

labor was essential to the Japanese war economy because it sustained agricultural and

industrial production. This chapter is not a comprehensive account of how Korean labor

was mobilized, but is a summary of the most important ways in which Korean labor

contributed to Japan's wartime empire. Specifically, it focuses on labor mobilization

under the National General Mobilization Law in the industrial, rural, and military spheres.

This chapter continues examination of this dissertation's central theme related to

Japan's mobilization policies from 1937 to 1945: That is, the Korean wartime experience

cannot be reduced to mere exploitation and victimization- Koreans were active agents in

their wartime experiences throughout the mobilization process. Three secondary themes

are also addressed: First, the policies implemented in Korea were carefully filtered forms

of the National General Mobilization Law and were not implemented in the same manner

as in Japan in order not to antagonize the Korean public; second, Japan did not have

complete control over the Korean populace; and third, Japan's actions within Korea were

part of a larger practice in which colonial powers mobilized their colonies for war.

1 Soon-won Park 1999, 142; Pak Kyong-sik 1975, 160; Hanil Munjae Yonguwon 1995,30; Edward W.
Wagner, The Korean Minority in Japan, 1904-1950 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 1951),
26; Higuchi Yiiichi, "Taiheiy6 sens6ka no josei d6in: Aikoku han wo chiishin ni" (Women mobilization
during the Pacific War: An emphasis on the Patriotic Association), ChOsensa kenkyiikai ronbunshii32
(October 1994),120-131; and Bruce Cumings 1981,28.
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Labor Recruitment Methods

In the months following the outbreak of war with China in July 1937, the Konoe

Cabinet strengthened government control over the Japanese economy. In April 1938 the

cabinet implemented the National General Mobilization Law (NGML) in Japan and

extended it to Korea the following month. This law established government control over

all aspects of Japan's economy, including labor, and was the legal basis for the

mobilization of Korea.

However, the NGML was implemented in Korea in a bastardized and piecemeal

fashion because of the differences in the two economies.2 Korean scholar Kim Min-yang

has noted three differences in the application of the NGML in Korea and Japan: First,

there was less worker training in Korea, despite the colonial government's claims

otherwise; second, in Japan, the urban population was targeted, but in Korea the law

targeted rural folk- at the end of the war, roughly 80 percent of the industrial workforce

in Korea originated from the countryside; and third, labor conscription in Korea was

utilized much more broadly than in Japan. Namely, Koreans met the manpower needs for

both Japan and Korea. 3 Another important difference was that Japanese women were

subject to the NGML and Korean women were not. Korean women generally lacked the

educational and technical background to be of use to essential industries. Thus, their

2 Cht5senjij61944, 250 and Miya K6ichi, Cht5sen ch6y6mond6: kokumin ch6yarei kankei harei
(Questions and answers on Korean labor conscription: Statutes related to national labor conscription laws).
Seoul: Mainichi shinb6sha shuppanbu, 1944. Reprint in Senjika Cht5senjin roolU dan kiso shiryt5shii
(Collection of basic materials on wartime Korean labor mobilization) 3, ed. Higuchi Yiikichi (Tokyo:
Ryokuin shobO, 2000), 238-241.

3 Kim Min-yong 1995,60 fn 48 and 61.
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labor roles were limited to filling vacancies in agriculture and nonessential factories, such

as textiles and food processing, from which men were requisitioned.4

Another key difference in how the NGML was implemented in Japan and Korea

was in Korea, labor recruitment took three forms: company-directed recruitment

(mojiplbosyii), government-directed recruitment (kwan alsi5nlkan assen), and labor

conscription (chingyonglch6y6). The first two methods (which were less coercive than

conscription) did not exist in Japan, which shows the government's sensitivity toward a

potential Korean reaction. The more coercive conscription was applied to Korea in 1942,

three years after it was implemented in Japan. The following sections will expand on

these methods of recruitment, which formed the foundation of the government's

mobilization of Koreans.

Company-Directed Recruitment

Company-directed recruitment (CDR) was the first phase of labor recruitment in

Korea under the NGML. It delegated to individual companies the task of recruiting

Korean workers, but with government oversight. Specifically, the colonial administration

gave private companies quotas (based on registration information) to recruit workers in

government designated areas.5 Companies hired laborers directly or through recruiting

agents. In both cases, CDR relied on Korean cooperation with recruitment policies to

4 Chasen no. 324 (May 1942), 38-41 and Kwak Kon-hong, "1931-1945nyon kongjang yunon nodongjaiii
hyongsonggwa songgyok" (The characteristics and formation of child-workers during the colonial period,
1931-1945, YOksa wa hyiJnsil21 (June 1996),230.

5 Maeda Hajime, Tokushu r6musha no r6mu kanri (Labor management of special laborers) (Tokyo:
Sankaido shuppan, 1944),29 and No Yang-chong, Ilchemalgi ChosiJniii Bukhaedo (The Hokkaido
enforced repatriation and resistance of Koreans at the end of Japanese imperialism), MA Thesis, Chungnam
National University, 1999,5.
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meet government quotas. Direct hiring meant that individuals signed contracts with

companies without a middleman. Companies located laborers in government-designated

areas through newspaper advertisements, signboards, handbills, as well as word of mouth

and family connections with current employees.6

When direct hiring failed to secure sufficient numbers of workers, companies

employed recruiting agents, many of which were Korean. Companies paid commissions

to agents to gather large numbers of laborers. For example, agents for the Hokkaido Coal

and Steamer Company who recruited (boshii) more than five workers in one trip were

paid two yen fifty sen a day and given free round-trip transportation.7

Recruiting agents relied on the cooperation and volunteerism of Koreans to meet

labor quotas. All too often, agents relied on deception (such as lying to prospective

recruits) and government assistance to secure Korean cooperation. Agents frequently

promised higher wages than would be paid, agreed to shorter contracts than were realistic,

assured workers that they would work in a safe work environment (knowing that the work

was dangerous), and promised educational opportunities outside of work that did not

exist.8

The colonial bureaucracy was deeply involved in CDR even though it was

technically a private affair.9 Since recruitment was limited to government designated

6 Maeda Hajime 1943, 18. Maeda was the head of the Hokkaido Coal Mine Labor Department (Hokkaido

tanko romu buchO).

7 Ibid., 21.

8 Kang Man-gil, "Ch'imnyak chOnjaenggi Ilbon e kangje tongwon doen Choson nodongja ui chohang"
(Resistance of Korean laborers [who were] mobilized against their will in Japan during the aggressive war
period) Han'guksa hakbo 2 (March 1997),250 and Wang Kyu-yong, interview by P'yo Yong-su,
November 23,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

9 Maeda Hajime, 25-28 and No Yong-chong 2001, 159.
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areas, company agents rarely knew the local population and had to rely on provincial and

village level authorities, such as the police, aikokuhan, city clerks (who oversaw the

family registries), and village headmen, to locate able-bodied men. It was common for

policemen to assist agents in recruiting available laborers. The police harassed young

men and their families with impromptu visits to persuade men to cooperate, while

employment agencies and city clerks handled the necessary paperwork. lO In fact, a

number of recruiters bribed local officials (with money, women, and sake) to gather

laborers for them. 11

The direct hiring of Koreans by companies makes it difficult to determine the

number of Koreans mobilized within Korea. Table 14 offers a sample of CDR

recruitment. It shows that a nearly three-quarters of labor recruited through recruiting

agents from September 1939 to August 1940 were sent to metal and coal mines and less

than one-quarter worked on the

construction of public works.
Table 14: Allocation of CDR Workers to Japan,
September 1939 to August 1940

Company-directed

recruitment proved insufficient to

recruit the desired numbers of

Location
Metal Mines
Coal Mines
Construction
Factories

Number
5,104

44,841
15,443

600

Percenta2e
7.7

68.0
23.4

0.9

workers for industries and mines Source: Tokko gaiji gepp614 (September 1940),
42-48.

10 KoshO Tadashi, "Nihon seitetsui kaisha no ChOsenjin kyosei renko to sengo shori (Korean forced labor
by Nippon Seitetsu Corporation and their demand for compensation)," Kaizaigaku ronshii25, no. 1 (June
1993),30.

11 Oba Nobuyoshi, "Ichioku subete hi no tama" and Komatsu Kazuma, "Chosen boshii" (Korea
recruitment), in Kesareta Ch6senjin ky6sei renkono kiroku: Kanpu renrakusen to hidoko no k6futachi
(Erased record of Korean forced displacement: Shimonoseki-Pusan ferry and miners of the fire broiler), ed.
Hayashi Eidai (Tokyo: Akashi shoten, 1989), 169 and 173.
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in Korea and Japan because private companies lacked the force of law to obligate

Koreans to sign a contract and leave their hometown. Furthermore, CDR was too

expensive for private companies to recruit labor from the sparsely populated Korean

countryside where most Koreans lived. To sustain the industrial workforce, the

government took a more active role through government-directed recruitment to assist

companies in Korea and Japan to draw labor from the rural regions.

Government-Directed Recruitment

Government-directed recruitment (GDR), as the title implies, entailed greater

bureaucratic involvement (and coercion) in labor recruitment. 12 It reduced the agency of

Koreans in the recruitment process, but did not eliminate it. The government assumed the

role of recruiting laborers and sending them to the workplaces. A key component of

GDR was registration. In June 1939 registration (t6roku) was implemented in Korea. It

required recent graduates and laborers with certain technical skills to register with the

government. 13 Government officials used registration information to locate and recruit

needed labor for strategic industries. The government first required skilled laborers, such

as engineers, experienced industrial labor, and train conductors, to register. Later, it was

extended to unskilled laborers, unemployed men, merchants, and day laborers between

the ages of 16 to 40.

12 Kim In-ho, "Ilcheiii choson kongop chongch'aekgwa chosonjinjaboniii donghyan, 1936-1945"
(Movement of imperial Japan's Korean industrial policy and Korean human capital, 1936-1945), Ph.D.
diss., Koryo University, (1996) 279. Government-directed recruitment (GDR) began in 1934 on a limited
scale and intensified in 1939.

13 Chosen sotokufu romuka kanshii, Kokumin ch6y6 no kaisetus: shitsumon ni kotahete ichimon itt6 shiki ni
(Inauguration of national labor conscription: fashioned as detailed responses to questions one by one)
(Seoul: Kokumin soryoku Chosen renmei, 1944),24-25.
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At the center of ODR were labor offices and the Korea Labor Assistance

Association. In January 1940, the colonial regime nationalized six labor recruiting

offices (Seoul, Taegu, Pusan, P'yongyang, Shiniiiju, and Hamhong) to assist in the

recruitment of laborers. 14 These employment offices were the foundation of the

mobilization process as it became more centralized. 15 Labor recruiting offices collected

and dispersed registration information. The number of people mobilized through these

offices (for CDR, ODR and conscription) rose from a modest 12,000 workers in 1937 to

50,289 by 1942.16 ODR recruited workers between the ages of 18 and 45. Most recruits

were rural agricultural laborers in the southern farming regions where the OOK felt there

was a surplus of labor.

In June 1941, the OOK organized the Korea Labor Assistance Association

(Chasen r6mu ky6kai) to administer Korean labor mobilization. I? This semi-official

organization was a mechanism of government labor control. This association trained

labor, oversaw employment conditions, helped locate and develop labor resources,

oversaw control of labor, and was a point of contact between the bureaucracy and Korean

workers. IS The ranu ky6kai recruited and trained Koreans for companies for a

commission of 100 yen per laborer.

14 ChOsenjij61944, 250.

15 Yi Sang-iii, "1930-nyondae Hche iii nodong chOngch'aek gwa nodongnyok idong" (Imperial Japan's
labor policy and labor force migration in the 1930s), Ph.D. diss., Yonsei University, nd. 83

16 Ho Su-yoI1985, 320.

17 Ioriya Yuka, "Kaisetsu" (Commentary) in 'ChOsen r6mu' bessatsu kaisetsu, s6mokuji, sakuin
(Supplementary volume, explanation, comments, and description of ChOsen r6mu) (Tokyo: Shushiki kaisha,
2000), 7-8.

18 Ibid., 9.
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Individual companies requested labor from the GGK, which in turn assigned a

recruitment quota to employment agencies. 19 A statement by a labor recruiter for the

Joban Coal Mine in Mito, Japan offers insight into the process:

Korean labor is only in the south since the north is an industrial zone so there is
no [labor] there. And so, in each province in south Korea we go to the provincial
office and tell them that Joban Coal Mine needs this number of laborers and say
'send them.' And since the provincial office knows which county has the most
available men, we can go to that county. The county orders each village to send a
certain number of people. And in many cases the village head is Japanese. They
did not ask them to come, but directly got them [for us]. The village head takes
responsibility to hunt down that number by a certain date. There is no concern
whether he was the oldest son or not.20

The above quote also raises an important point. The Japanese attempted to create and

abide by a system of laws, whether the Koreans knew it or not. Labor recruiters had to go

through government offices if they wanted the cooperation of the police and village head

man. Of course, the GGK wrote and altered laws for its own purposes at its own whims

to force men into certain jobs. In many instances, poor illiterate farmers did not have an

opportunity to review the legal documents, all written in Japanese, as he was being

requisitioned. Nor did many laborers have time to inform their families of their

recruitment- giving the appearance of kidnaping.

As this quote indicates, the GGK, most especially provincial and village level

authorities, assumed greater responsibility for locating and recruiting labor. Provincial

and local officials were crucial to locating and recruiting laborers. Policemen, village

19 Maeda Hajime 1944,44-55.

20 Pak Kyong-sik 1975,32.
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heads, and other officials associated with the government created a network that served

the labor needs of industries in Japan and Korea.

GDR was more effective at recruiting labor than CDR because government

recruiters had the force of law to secure labor. For example, the government was able to

channel labor to strategic industries through the Youth Employment Restriction Law

(seinen yatoiireru seigenrei), which prohibited men from working in nonessential

occupations, such as restaurants. This limited the occupational choices of young men and

forced them into construction and war-related industries. The job choices of educated

men was limited to a handful of government-determined positions.

As Table 15 shows, from 1939 to 1944, an average of 45,000 to 50,000 workers

were recruited through GDR. This recruitment caused regional labor shortages in rural

Korea early in the war. In fact, the Agriculture and Forestry Bureau within the GGK

opposed shifting farm labor to factories because it feared rice production would be

hindered?l The government ignored this warning and continued to recruit rural labor,

which necessitated women to assume the role of agricultural production.22

The total number recruited through GDR is estimated to be 382,537.23 Table 15

offers a breakdown of the recruitment of Koreans through GDR as well as the jobs for

which they were recruited. The majority of laborers worked construction on public

works, shipyards, and defensive fortifications (83 percent). A distant second destination

21 Endo Akira, "Senjika no ChOsenjin rodocha renko seisaku no tenkai to roshi kankei" (Wartime Korean
labor displacement policy development and labor and management), Rekishigaku kenkyfino. 567 (May
1987),9 and Yi Sang-iii 1996,83.

22 Naimusho kanrikyoku, July 1944. Reprint in Taiheiy6senka no ChOsen oyobi Taiwan (Korea and Taiwan
during the Pacific War) vol. 1, ed. Kondo Kenichi (Chigasaki: ChOsen shiryo kenkyiikai, 1961),38-39.

23 Kwak Kon-hong 1998,62; Unno Fukuju 1992,271; and Ho Su-yoI1985, 326.
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for GDR laborers were mines in Japan and Korea (10.7 percent)- one of the most dirty

and dangerous jobs. Gunyan, people of military use, served the military in various

capacities, including as laborers in army-owned industries. Relatively few were recruited

for factories (5.5 percent). Many of those recruited via GDR were transported to Japan.

Table 15: Number Mobilized through Government-Directed Recruitment

Year Gunyan Minin~ Transportation Construction Factories Total
1939 2,835 647 41,907 45,289
1940 2,714 901 57,912 61,527
1941 1,085 1,494 646 43,662 46,887
1942 1,723 4,943 278 42,086 49,030
1943 1,328 11,944 186 40,150 5,316 58,924
1944 4,020 14,989 54,394 3,214 76,617
1945 4,312 2,071 252 37,628 44,263
Total 12,468 40,890 2,910 317,739 8,530 382,537

Source: Unno Fukuju, "Chosen shokuminchi ni okeru nogyo seisaku no tenkai: toku ni
rodoryoku seisaku to no kairen ni tsuite (The development of the agricultural policy in
colonial Korea: centering on its relation to the labor policy)," Meiji daigakuin
bunkagaku kenkyiisho kiy632 (December 1992), 271.

Toward the end of the war, adult labor was in short supply so the colonial regime

recruited student labor. The fundamental weakness of GDR was that it was a method of

recruitment and lacked the legal mechanisms to keep laborers at their position. It was

successful at recruiting laborers, but the government needed conscription to force laborers

to remain in the positions for which they were recruited.

Conscription

Japan's demands on Korean labor from 1937 to 1941 were rather modest, largely

because the conflict in China had not escalated to a total war. For example, labor
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conscription began in Japan in 1939, but was not extended to Korea at that time. After

Japan entered into war with the United States in December 1941, Japan's labor policies

became more centralized and coercive. In 1942, the Tokyo government and GGK

extended the Labor Conscription Law (ch6y6rei) to Korea, but it was not heavily utilized

until 1944. CDR and GDR were not superceded, but supplemented. Conscription gave

the government full control over all aspects of labor, including the power to bind workers

to their jobs. Under this law, conscripted laborers were considered national employees

and could not quit or change their job without government permission.

Another reason conscription was extended to Korea was the central government

felt that the Korean people were not contributing their full effort to the war. The GGK

assumed there were large numbers of youth in the rural area who could and should work

for the state, but were not doing SO.24 Conscription was a means to tap into perceived

rural labor resources and force the Korean population to contribute to the war.

The procedure for labor conscription was much like GDR, except conscription

legally bound a worker to the position for which they were conscripted. The government

gave conscripted laborers one to two year contracts that could not be voided without

government permission. As the war intensified, the government unilaterally extended

contracts to retain sufficient numbers of workers.25 The law originally applied to men

from 20 to 35 years of age and was later extended to men 13 and 50 years of age in order

24 Miya Koichi, ChOsen no r6musha (Laborers of Korea) (Seoul: Tobu shosekikan, 1945),240-243,248.
Reprinted in ICCCSC 88.

25 Chosen sotokufu romuka kanshii 1944, 16.
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to make more labor available for conscription.26 However, the expansion in age is

indicative of the general decline in the quality of labor because younger men lacked

workplace experience while older men generally lacked industrial training.

There were two types of labor conscription: one froze laborers to a position (genji

ch6y6) and the other requisitioned workers for a job. With the latter, the OOK assigned

provinces a quota for a specific number of workers. Provinces often handled labor

conscription through county offices and police stations.27 Provincial governors sent a

white conscription card, an ordered application (shutto meireisho) to individual workers.

In many cases, consciptees underwent a physical exam (which was independent of the

military exam). If a worker passed the exam, they received a conscription notice and

were sent to work on construction projects, in mines, and in government-owned

businesses.28 Koreans who sought to avoid labor mobilization deliberately sought to fail

conscription exams. One way to fail the physical was to drink soy sauce, which caused

an irregular heartbeat. Others cut off toes or fingers. 29 An individual was also exempted

from labor conscription if they were considered mentally unsound.

Exemptions were available for seven other reasons: those who were on active duty

in, or currently being summoned to, the army or navy; students at an army school;

26 Keikido [Kyonggi Province] chiji, "Jiigyosha koin seigenrei kaisetsu ni kansuru ken" (Case on home front
employee restriction explanations) (August 29, 1939). Reprinted in ICCCSC. 94, 182 and Kosho Tadashi
1993,30 and Kim In-dok, "Hbon chiyok kangje yonhaeng yon'gu: yon'gusa-e taehan pip'anjok komt'o"
(Japan's Korean military mobilization system), in Han 'guk minjok undongsa yon 'gu 17 (1997), 365. White
slips were mailed to men who were conscripted for labor; red slips were used for military conscription.

27 Miya Koichi 1944,254. Military conscripts were sent red cards.

28 Ibid., 254-257.

29 Kim Do-hyong, "Hche iii chingbyongje silsi wa chohang" (Imperial Japan's conscription system
enforcement and resistance), unpublished paper.
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military civilians; men capable of working in medical related fields; veterinarians; those

subject to mariner laws; and those with a criminal record. The government reasoned that

criminals were undeserving of the opportunity to serve the nation.30

Conscription in Korea centered around conscripting a factory or mine and freezing

all workers to their position. In February 1943, 73 factories and 56 mines in Korea were

conscripted.31 As Table 16 shows, conscription was used more widely in the last two

years of the war. At the end of the war, 260,145 Korean laborers were frozen to their

occupations in Korea as well as another 265,896 that were requisitioned, most of whom

were shipped to Japan. Women with special skills were frozen to their occupation, but on

a very limited scale (such incidents were exceptions to the law).32

Table 16: Labor Conscription of Koreans by Year and Location

Year Korea Japan Nanpo Total
1941 4,895 4,895
1942 90 3,871 135 4,096
1943 648 2,341 2,989
1944 19,655 201,189 220,845

(153,850) (153,850)
1945 23,286 9,786 33,072

(106,295) (106,295)
Subtotal 43,679 222,082 135 265,896

(260,145) (260,145)
Total 526,041

Source: Pak Kyong-sik 1965b, 34. Statistics in parenthesis were frozen to
their position.

30 Miya Koichi 1944,234-236 and Chosen sotokufu romuka kanshii 1944,31.

31 Ibid., 250 and 264-265.

32 Ibid., 234-236.
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Table 16 offers valuable insight into how Japan used conscription. First,

conscription was not widely employed in Korea until 1944, and even then it was largely

limited to freezing workers to their position. Koreans taken to Japan through

conscription were requisitioned, which meant the individual had to change his residence

and occupation. A second point is that only 135 were conscripted for the South Pacific

and none for China, Manchuria, or Taiwan. A likely explanation is that positions in those

regions were filled through CDR and GDR prior to the implementation of conscription in

Korea.

Unofficially, conscription notices for unskilled labor were passed from one

individual to another- which was not possible among Japanese workers. Filial sons, if

old enough, volunteered to go in their father's place when the father received a

conscription notice. For example, Kim Sang-op (North Cholla Province) volunteered to

go in his father's stead when his 54 year-old father was selected (by way of village

lottery) for labor conscription. Immigration authorities in Japan discovered that he, Sang

op, at 16 year of age, was too young for conscription and wanted to send him back to

Korea, but Kim successfully argued that since he was already in Japan he should be

allowed to work.33 This anecdote shows that age limits were ignored: the father was

legally too old and the son was too young for conscription.

Questionable Recruitment Practices

A common, involuntary, recruitment method used by recruiting agents was

deception. Village leaders and recruiters filled quotas by tricking uneducated men into

33 Kim Sang-op, interview by Chang Sin, November 19, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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becoming military civilians and coal miners.34 As discussed above, young men were

promised higher wages than would be paid, safer working conditions than existed, and

shorter contract periods than reasonably expected. These broken promises later

contributed to the Korean sense of injustice and was a common source of labor disputes

and desertion. The government realized this was a problem, but took no little action to

prevent or rectify this practice.35

Kidnaping of laborers was the result of the lack of compliance by Koreans to legal

recruitment, as well as the growing desperation of recruiting agents and government

officials to locate labor. Recruiting agents found it easier to mislead recruits with false

promises. Commandeering happened as part of CDR, GDR, and labor conscription. Oral

histories indicate that individuals were kidnaped while on the way to work, while

working in a rice field, and while sleeping at home.36 Kim T' ae-son became a military

civilian when the navy commandeered the ship he was traveling on.3? And Yi Kye-hyong

and 30 other Koreans, on the other hand, were commandeered while they attended a

recruitment seminar after seeing posters that promised high wages and good working

conditions. All 31 were forced to sign up and transported to Manchuria that day.38 While

34 Kim On-sule "'Hangukin B, C-gup chonbOp' chaep'angwa p'ihae bosang ch'onggu sosong" ('Korean B
and C class war criminals' trial and loss compensation claim litigation) M.A. Thesis, Mokpo University,
2001,9.

35 Nihon shuppan bunka kyokai, "Chosenjin romu kanri no yoko" (Outline of Korean labor control) (Tokyo:
1942). Reprinted in Senji ky6sei renkiJ, r6mu kanri seisaku I, ed. Pak Kyong-sik (Tokyo: Ajia mondai
kenkyiisho, 1982),25.

36 Recorded interview of an ananymous colonial authority. Tape TI21. Available at Gakushiiin University.

37 Kim T'ae-son, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

38 Yi Kye-hyong, interview, December 3, 2002. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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Yi was technically recruited through legal means, the enforcement methods were

highhanded.

The number of laborers outright kidnaped is not clear, but oral histories indicate

the number was rather small. Japanese recruiting agents admit to kidnaping Koreans.

Kamata Sawaichir6, a Japanese recruiting agent in wartime Korea, explained how it

worked:

It was useless to hope that an adequate number of Koreans would volunteer to
become members of the labor force in Japan. So what Japanese local labor offices
would do is to wait until families were asleep and then in the middle of the night
they would swoop down on houses where potential male laborers lived. Another
method was to send trucks to the fields and load them up with people who had no
idea what was happening to them. When a certain seized work force was thus
assembled, the Koreans would be sent off to the mines in Hokkaido or Kyushu. In
this outrageous fashion, the local labor offices in Korea would fulfill their
responsibilities for labor recruitment.39

Yoshida Seiji, a Japanese official stationed in Fukuoka, openly admits that he

conducted "slave raids" in Korea to meet his labor quota for his quota on the Japanese

Isles.40 This account should be contrasted with the mobilization laws discussed above.

The kidnaping of laborers was an extralegal activity that was tacitly accepted by

government officials because Japan's survival depended on such desperate measures.

Sadly, Korean recruiting agents participated in the commandeering of their own

countrymen and women. Korean policemen and corporate recruiters frequently sided

with the colonial regime, a choice many Koreans made, and assisted the colonial regime

in locating, recruiting, and/or kidnaping other Koreans.

39 Shiota ShObei 1971,50.

40 Hicks, George, The Comfort Women: Sex Slaves ofthe Japanese Imperial Forces (London: Souvenir
Press, 1995),55.
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Japanese and Korean scholars consider the "forced migration" (Jpn: kyOsei renk6;

Krn: kangje yifnhaeng) of Koreans to Japan "a modem version of the old slave trade."41

The experiences of Koreans were too diverse to generalize all wartime labor mobilization

as a slave trade. As an analytical tool, calling the mobilization of Korea a form of slavery

fails on at least three counts: First, it does not account for the choices Koreans had,

whether it was to sign a contract or to change their employment (before or after the

expiration of a contract); second, many Koreans were paid according to their contract;42

and third, most histories address only the experiences of Koreans who worked in coal

mines in Japan; the experiences of Koreans who worked in Korea are not adequately

addressed. I do not doubt that there were instances of slavery or slave-like conditions.

Many unfortunate Koreans were subjected to severe exploitation, had no choice but to

work without pay, and lived in squalid conditions. But their story is only part of Korea's

wartime experience.

Japan was not unique in its use of coercion and kidnaping of colonial subjects.

Japan's wartime policies in Korea were comparable to other colonial situations.

European colonial powers also resorted to coercion, abduction, and midnight raids to

meet their wartime labor needs. This was particularly true in Africa during World War I

and World War II. The French and British militaries assigned African village headmen

quotas for laborers. If the quota were not met, the Europeans would raid homes and drag

41 Hayashi Eidai, Ky6sei renk6, ky6sei r&6: Chikuho Ch6senjin ktfu no kiroku (Forced dislocation, forced
labor: A record of Chikuho's Korean miners), 83; Shiota ShObei 1971,49; and Chong-sik Lee 1985, 14.

42 As discussed above, some Koreans asked to be recruited and were paid as contracted (see interviews of
Chang Sok-ch'an, Cho Kyu-sun, and Kim Song-ju) and many felt they were not discriminated against by the
Japanese (see interviews of! Kiim-sun, Pak Siing-gi, and Yi Kye-hyong). Interviews available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.
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off the needed number of men. In some situations, laws were hastily altered to legitimize

their actions (as happened in Korea).43 Colonial powers justified these actions by

claiming that national security took precedence over individual rights. Many colonial

powers recruited labor with little regard to the agency of their colonial subjects.

Labor Mobilization Plans

Many Koreans recruited for labor duty in Japan went under the NGML's Labor

Mobilization Plan (ri5mu dan keikaku), which outlined the central government's annual

labor needs and goals. The majority of LMP needs were met by Japanese citizens (the

unemployed, women, students). Koreans were a small part of the Labor Mobilization

Plan's (LMP) overall needs ranging from 3 percent in 1942 to 8 percent in 1939.44 Under

the plan, the central government assigned the GGK an annual labor quota. This quota

was reviewed by the colonial government and then subdivided among provincial

employment offices. The quota system bears semblances to Germany's labor recruitment

in Vichy France, in which the Germans gave France a quota, generally for skilled labor.45

Most of the Koreans recruited for labor in Japan were sent to coal and metal

mines. There, they suffered all sorts of abuse and discrimination. The zainichi Korean

population is frequently discussed independently, often in lieu, of peninsular Korea's

wartime experience. However the story of the zainichi Koreans is not the story of the 25

million on the peninsula. An underlying purpose of this dissertation is to present a more

43 David Johnson, "Settler Farmers and Coerced African Labor in Southern Rhodesia, 1936-1946," Journal
ofAfrican History 33 (1992), 120-122 and David Killingray 1989,485-489.

44 Japanese Government, Board of Planning, "Labour Mobilization Plan for 1940," Tokyo Gazette 4 no. 3
(September 1940),98.

45 Edward L. Homze 1967, 184-189.
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comprehensive picture of the mobilization of Koreans, whether they were in Japan or

Korea.

As shown in Table 2: Importation of Koreans Labor Mobilization Plan,
1939-1945

Table 17, the LMP
Year Destination Quota Recruited Ratio

demands for Korean 1939 Japan 85,000
Sakhalin

labor fluctuated over the Nanpo
total 85,000 53,120 62.5%

course of the war. In 1940 Japan 88,800
Sakhalin 8,500

1939, the central Nanpo
total 97,300 59,398 61.0

government assigned 1941 Japan 81,000
Sakhalin 1,200

Korea a quota of 85,000 Nanpo 17,800
total 100,000 67,098 67.1

workers to work in 1942 Japan 120,000
Sakhalin 6,500

Japanese mines and Nanpo 3,500
total 130,000 119,851 92.2

factories. The quota 1943 Japan 120,000
Sakhalin 3,300

grew to 97,300 the next Nanpo 1,700
total 125,000 128,354 102.7

year. In 1941, the quota 1944 290,000 286,000 98.6
1945 50,000 10,622 21.2

increased slightly to Total 907,300 724,443 79.8

100,000. The 1942 and Source: Pak Kyong-sik 1965b, 35 and TGSS, Diet 85, 1944.
Reprinted in Kondo Kenichi 1961, 153-155.

1943 plans called for

130,000 and 125,000 respectively. In 1944 the labor plan called for an astounding

290,000 laborers, more than a 100 percent increase from the previous year. But in 1945

the demand for Korean labor declined to 50,000 because of a lack of productivity caused

by Allied bombing that destroyed factories and unrestricted submarine warfare that cut
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off strategic raw materials needed for productivity. Table outlines the annual quota and

destination for those laborers, as well as the percentage of the quota met.

Table 17 shows the relative successes and failures of the Labor Mobilization

Plans. Mobilization plans called for 907,697 Koreans to be sent to Japanese industries,

724,7443 (73 percent) were recruited and only 604,429 actually made it to Japan (see

Table 2).46 Labor under the LMP was recruited using the three methods mentioned

above: CDR, which began in September 1939; GDR, which began in January 1942; and

labor conscription (Krn. chingyong/ Jpn. ch6y6), which began in September 1944.47

Under CDR, from 1939 to 1940, around 62 percent of the quota was fulfilled. Under

GDR, about 67 percent of the 1941 was met, 92 percent in 1942, and eventually

surpassed labor needs in 1943 (the only year the quota was met). A combination of GDR

and conscription were used in 1944.

However, not all laborers recruited for service in Japan made it to Japan because

many deserted before reaching Japan. And nearly 16,000 labor recruits were denied entry

into Japan because they failed mental and physical exams that screened for Korean

nationalists as well as Koreans who were infected with contagious diseases.48

The LMP had a major impact on the number of Koreans in Japan. From 1939 to

1945 the Korean population in Japan grew by one million. In 1939, there were 1,030,394

Koreans in Japan, but the number grew to 2.1 million by the end of the war. The Labor

46 Jerome B. Cohen, Japan's Economy in War and Reconstruction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1949),325.

47 ChOsen r6mu 2 no. 2 (ApriI1942), 16 and Chosen sotokufu romuka kanshii 1944, 13.

48 Tsuboe Senji, Zainihon ChOsenjin no gaiky6 (Overview of Koreans in Japan) (Tokyo: Byoi hOkichi,
1953),21.
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Mobilization Plan accounted for part of this increase, but not all. For example, the 1944

plan brought in nearly 300,000, but the population grew less than 200,000, which

indicates that Koreans were leaving Japan in greater numbers than were arriving.

Zainichi Koreans had a negative social image in Japan. Koreans in Japan were

frequently referred to as the "Korean problem" (ChOsen mandai). The social conditions

of Koreans in Japan were deplorable. Koreans faced discrimination in nearly every facet

of life and were excluded from the homogeneous Japanese society. Korean culture was

viewed as base, the Korean diet gross, the language vulgar, and the Korean ethnically

inferior. In fact, many Koreans in Japan lived in rundown shanties on the outskirt of

industrial centers.49 Nearly all companies paid Koreans lower wages than equally

qualified Japanese.

The High Police and kyOrvakai tried to maintain control over zainichi Koreans by

visiting suspected nationalists several times a week to ensure they were obeying the

laws.50 The kyOrvakai was the most important government organ related to zainichi

Koreans. Furthermore, laborers going to Japan were required to agree to join the

kyOrvakai, not change their place of work, report their residence to the kyOrvakai, follow

Japanese customs and not behave in an offensive manner, and use Japanese in

conversation.51 It provided the name and address of Korean laborers to employment

centers so the government could locate them for labor mobilization.52 Koreans taken to

49 Michael Weiner 1994, 152.

50 Kang Tok-sang 1997,240 and Kang Man-gil 1997, 240.

51 Pak Kyong-sik 1965a, 51 and Maeda Hajime 1943,74,84, and 98.

52 K6seish6no. 102 (September 23, 1942).
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Japan under the Labor Mobilization Plan were encouraged to undergo a one month

training program that focused on spiritual and occupational training to speed assimilation

and improve productivity.53 However, few workers underwent such training.

The central government established a system of labor control that oversaw

Japanese and Korean labor. One such system was the use of employment passports. A

company could not hire a laborer unless the worker had two passports. Once employed,

the worker gave one passport to the company. The company held the passport to prevent

the employee from deserting. Japanese workers received passports from city officials and

reported all family registry changes to city hall. However, the kyawakai oversaw Korean

labor passports and registry changes.54 This was done so that the Koreans' alien status

was not confused with regular citizens.55

The Labor Mobilization Plans strained Korean labor reserves. Hundreds of

thousands of Korea's best workers were exported to Japan. Korea's quotas under the

1944 Labor Mobilization Plan would have been higher had colonial authorities not

opposed the demands of the central government.56 When the 1944 Labor Mobilization

Plan called for a drastic increase in Korean labor, the colonial administration grumbled

that war production in Korea was being frustrated by the emigration of Korea's best

workers to Japan. The Governor-general office stated:

53 Tatakahu Chasen section 2 1945,24-26.

54 Naimush6 keih6bu, "Ch6senjin no id6 bOshi ni kansuru ken" (Matter of Korean migration prevention).
Found in SAJAN, reel 215. Koreans (and Japanese) workers needed two passports to get hired. They gave
one passport to their employer, who held onto it to prevent desertion. Technically, a worker could not be
hired if they had only one passport.

55 Jerome B. Cohen 1949, 325-328.

56 Ibid., 324-325.
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Demand for heavy laborers has annually grown, they request [we] send 290,000
workers in Showa 19 (1944). However, due to the stringency of the labor supply
in Korea and extension of [contract] periods of Korean workers in Japan, sending
out [Koreans] raises substantial difficulties. Therefore, we recognize a need to
devise a stricter fundamental policy to reform the [labor] dispatching laws. We
have decided from September this year to establish a labor reserve system, and as
much as possible, find more people through the procedures to send labor to Japan
in a wider area through general conscription.57

Korea's labor reserves were depleted by 1944, so the colonial regime expanded age limits

to target new older and younger demographic groups, most especially students. Through

such means, ninety-eight percent of this quota was met.

Koreans taken to Japan under the LMP were assigned to business coops (control

associations). Most Koreans recruited under labor plans were destined for mines- which

was among the most dirty and dangerous jobs. Koreans were needed in the mines

because Japanese men were either in the military or unwilling to work there. From 1939

to 1945,318,546 Korean men were sent to Japan's coal mines, another 75,749 to metal

mines, 129,664 to construction and engineering, and 122,872 to factories.58

Number of Koreans Mobilized

Table 18 unites into one chart labor mobilization statistics offered above. The

chart shows that labor mobilization grew annually and peaked in 1944. The numbers

mobilized in 1945 dropped because of a lack of supplies to keep industries running as

57 TGSS Diet 85 1944,95.

58 Sonia Ryang, "Inscribed (Men's) Bodies, Silent (Women's) Words: Rethinking Colonial Displacement of
Koreans in Japan," Bulletin o/Concerned Asian Scholars 30, no. 4 (1998), fn 29. Also see USSBS, Coals
and Metals in Japan's War Economy (1947), 17. Kondo Kenichi vol. 2, 153-155 places these statistics,
from 1939 to 1944 at 272,361 coal miners, 46,830 metal miners, 84,468 construction workers, and 40,547
factory workers.
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well as the end of the
Year GDR Conscription In-Province

war in August.
1938 19,516 74,194
1939 45,289 113,096

The total
1940 61,527 170,644
1941 46,887 4,895 313,731

number is arrived at
1942 49,030 4,096 333,976
1943 58,924 2,898 685,733

by adding the annual
1944 76,617 374,695 2,454,724
1945 44,263 139,367 unknown

statistics together, but
Total 382,537 526,041 4146098+

many of the workers
Table 18: Total Number of Korean Workers Mobilized

recruited through CDR and GDR were later frozen to those positions later in the war- this

means that it would be erroneous to add the statistics together for a final count on the

number of Koreans mobilized. It is also highly likely that many individuals were

mobilized several years in a row. Thus, these numbers should be viewed as number of

incidents of mobilization, rather than number of people. The above statistics include only

those who were officially mobilized for labor. They do not include factory laborers

recruited outside of the government's legal structure. Private companies hired tens, if not

hundreds, of thousands of laborers without government assistance.

The above statistics also do not include the millions of Koreans who participated

in nonofficial forms of mobilization, donated gold hairpins, gave funds to buy airplanes,

attended send-off parties, stitched sen 'ninbari (thousand-stitch belts) for soldiers, wrote

letters to men at the front, and contributed to general relief movements.59 The overall

numerical contribution of Koreans is not known, but likely touched the life of every

Korean in one way or another.

59 Minami Jiro denki kankokai 1957,464-465.
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Semi-Official Labor Organizations

The Japanese state often accomplished mobilization through a plethora of semi-

official organizations that created a corporatist approach to mobilization.60 These groups

gathered laborers by assessing quotas to villages as well as through GDR and

conscription. There were countless official and semi-official labor groups, so this section

briefly examines three organizations: the National Service Corps (lpn. hOkokutai, Krn.

pogukdae), the Women's Volunteer Corps (lpn. teishintai, Krn. chifngsindae), and

Patriotic Wives Association (Jpn. aikoku fujinkai).

The hOkokutai was the most widespread labor-oriented provincial and village

level organization in Korea. HOkokutai were formed in schools, rural villages, and

workplaces. This organization targeted old and young alike.61 Japanese nationals

occupied the positions of power in the hOkokutai structure; Koreans often held lower-

level posts in order to give the organization the appearance it was a Korean endeavor. It

mobilized large numbers of Koreans for industrial labor as well as rural in-province and

out-of-province construction projects. Its members constructed dams, worked in mines,

and cleared forested areas for airstrips. Some were mobilized for several days, others

worked six months to a year. The government frequently extended the term of service.62

Of the 2,454,724 Koreans mobilized in 1944, 1,900,000 were through this COrpS.63

60 Gi-Wook Shin and Do-Hyun Han 1999,75.

61 Kang rae-hili, interview by U Su-mi, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

62 Kim Wol-sop, interview by ChOng Hye-kyong, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea.

63 Unno Fukunaga 1992,271.
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The Women's Volunteer Corps (Japanese teishintai; Korean chOngsindae),

created in April 1944, was a special work group for Japanese and Korean women. The

corps' official purpose was to give women a chance to serve their country prior to

marriage, but often was merely a means to force women to work for the nation.64 This

organization functioned differently in Korea than in Japan. In Japan, the Volunteer Corps

recruited unmarried women ages 16 and older who had special skills. However, in Korea,

too few Korean women had technical skills so the organization focused on unskilled

laborers. It recruited girls as young as 14 years 01d.65 The Women's Volunteer Corps

recruited women through CDR, GDR, advertisements, aikokuhan involvement, educator

encouragement, and police coercion. The teishintai mobilized women for agricultural

and factory labor- often sending young girls to Japan on one year contracts.66

The teishintai was comprised of single young women, making it an easy target of

recruiters involved in military prostitution. As a result, the teishintai is frequently

discussed solely as a recruitment center for comfort women, but such scholarship ignores

the wartime contribution to production of the tens of thousands of women in this corps

that served as industrial and agricultural laborers. This dissertation does not examine

"comfort women" as a category of mobilization because it was an unofficial area of

mobilization. Nevertheless, many of the officials involved in labor mobilization acted as

recruiting agents for brothels.

64 Maeil sinbo, April 19, 1944.

6S ChOng Chin-song and Yo Sun-ju, "Ilchesigi yojagiillo chongsindaiiii silsang" (Conditions of the colonial
era women corps), in Hanilgan iii mich 'iingsan gwache, ed. Han'guk chOngsindae yon'guhoe (Seoul: Asea
munhwasa, 1997), 171-172. See alsoKim Chong-ju and Kim Chae-rim, interviews. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.

66 Chong Chin-song and YO Sun-ju 1997, 173.
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Another important semi-governmental organization in the mobilization of married

women was the Aikokufujinkai (Patriotic Wives Association). In June 1941, this

organization had 461,000 members, of which 322,538 were Korean. Although this group

was not specifically a labor corps, it typifies the GGK's use of corporatism to disseminate

state policies and promote a spirit of labor service among Korean and Japanese women

living in Korea. It also exemplifies the creation of a cultural nexus of power that the

GGK used to mobilize Koreans.67 The colonial regime utilized this semi-official group to

disseminate and enforce state policy as well as spread propaganda. Its main purpose was

to unite the nation's women and cultivate a patriotic spirit so that women would not

oppose the mobilization of their husbands and sons.68

The Japanese state's methods of labor recruitment centered around the NGML.

This law was altered, out of necessity, to conform to the existing labor and industrial

conditions of Korea. The following section will discuss how this law was implemented

as well as the positions for which Koreans were mobilized.

Implementation of Wartime Mobilization

After the colonization of Korea in 1910, Korean laborers worked for mining,

industrial, and construction companies in Korea and Japan. Companies liked Korean

labor because Korean workers could be paid less than Japanese. In the 1930s, Japanese

industries in northern Korea rapidly expanded, necessitating tens of thousands of workers

67 Prasenjit Duara 1988,249.

68 Aikoku fujinkai Chosen honbu, Aikoku fujinkai ChOsen honbu gaiy6 (Summary of the patriotic wives'
association head office) (1941). Reprinted in ICCCSC 52, 23-27.
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move into those industrial centers. After the outbreak of war with China, northern Korea

underwent rapid industrialization and the movement of labor from southern Korea to

northern Korea and Japan intensified. However, Japan was confronted with labor

shortages in certain fields as early as 1939. Shortages were exacerbated after Japan's

attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941. Korean labor was needed to fill the positions

left open by the millions of Japanese men conscripted into the military. Thus, wartime

mobilization was an intensification of existing trends.

The first part of this chapter discussed the labor laws; attention is now turned to

the implementation of these laws and Korean agency (cooperation, compliance, and

resistance). At the foundation of labor mobilization was an ongoing publicity campaign

that targeted men and women, students and parents, as well as old and young. As with

propaganda for military mobilization, the GGK sought to win Korean cooperation and

counter decades of negative public portrayal of Koreans as lazy, untrustworthy, and

needing colonization. Koreans were now portrayed as part of the Japanese nation and

deserving of responsibilities related to national survival. Propaganda was designed to

indoctrinate Koreans with a sense of brotherhood and esprit de corps between Koreans

and Japanese. Radio programs, journal articles, and newspaper stories recounted

anecdotes of sacrifices Koreans made for Japan. One radio program stated, "Koreans

who in the past were not industrious are now working very hard. Koreans are certainly no
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longer lazy."69 The reverse-course in propaganda was an obvious attempt to gain the

cooperation of Koreans.

Up to 1942, government propaganda reinforced upon Koreans that their patriotic

duty was, by and large, to labor for the nation because they were not subject to

compulsory military service.70 After the announcement of the Korean military draft,

military and labor propaganda went hand-in-hand. Newspapers, journals, movies,

lectures, and radio broadcasts encouraged workers to increase production and adhere to

state policies. One journal carried the slogan "Jiigunka!! Seisanka!!" (Join the military!!

Production! !).71 Another article reminded laborers that, "When you are conscripted for a

factory or mine, you are called to work for your country [not for profit].'>72 As noted

elsewhere, much of this effort was wasted since so few Koreans could afford newspapers,

journals, or radios. Furthermore, much of the propaganda was in Japanese, but only a

small percentage of Koreans could speak. Yet, this effort was important because it shows

that the GGK sought to win the support of the Korean public and encourage Japanese to

accept Koreans as part of the Japanese nation.

The media carried numerous accounts of patriotic Koreans who devoted their full

energies to the state. The GGK portrayed the Korean people as loyal subjects and tried to

create a social atmosphere in which Koreans would think that everyone supported Japan.

This effort was designed to reorient Korean social perceptions of Japan in order to reduce

69 Radio broadcast on March 3, 1942. Found in United States, Office of Strategic Services, trans.,
Programs ofJapan in Korea (Honolulu: Office of Strategic Services, 1945).

70 Chi5sen r6mu 1 no. 1 (October 1941),31.

71 Chi5sen r6mu 4 no. 1 (February 1, 1944), 15.

72 Kokumin bungaku 4 (September 1944),61.
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mental and social barriers to cooperating with the Japanese. An August 20, 1944 radio

broadcast related the story of a Korean named Matsuda Moriyasu who left his critically ill

son the moment he received a conscription notice. He went to work in a munitions plant

in Nagoya. He allegedly said, "Although I was born in Chosen [sic], I am a full-fledged

Japanese and I must not fail in fulfilling my duty as a Japanese.'>73 Another anecdote, in

Atarashiki Chasen (New Korea), a magazine published by the GGK in 1944, claimed a

zainichi Korean named Matsuda Nobuyo was recruited through CDR and worked in a

Mistubishi coal mine in Nagasaki. According to the story, Matsuda, the eldest son in his

family, received a letter from his family that his son was ill, but remained at work.

Matsuda allegedly stated, "Even though I might lose my child, I cannot return to Korea

[because I had volunteered]."74 In short, Matsuda supposedly ignored his filial duties to

serve Japan. The implication of these, and the many other articles like them, attempted to

create a social discourse that portrayed the Korean population as devotedly serving the

Emperor.

The GGK showed films, organized theatrical plays, and disseminated

paraphernalia to shore up Imperial ideological hegemony. In the first nine months of

1939, anti-communist and anti-spy movies were shown 869 times and seen by 814,533

people and 631 plays of the same ilk were seen by 533,965 people.75 And in 1944, over

1,900 film showings, related to production and the military, were seen 2,945,000 times by

73 Radio broadcast on August 20, 1944. Translated in United States, Office of Strategic Services 1944.

74 Atarashiki Chi5sen 1944,56-57.

7S Chosen sotokufu keimukyoku hoanka, ChOsen ni okeru b6kyo undo (Anti-communist movement in
Korea) (Seoul, Maeil Sinbo, 1939). Reprint in ICCCSC 52, 324-328. Curiously, this works out to exactly
1,550 people per showing. Furthermore, Kangwon Province, for some unknown reason, accounted for more
than one-fifth (107,255) ofthe movie attendance and nearly one-fourth (176) of the showings.
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people.76 Similarly, in 1939,255,560 posters and 2,240,236 flyers and handbills were

printed and distributed throughout Korea to combat potential communist influences. That

same year, the GGK organized over 58,000 discussion meetings and 2,496 anti-

communist labor groups to secure imperial ideology against outside influences.77

The GGK targeted Korean elites as both recipients and conveyors of propaganda

to the masses. On the former, the Korean intellectual class was seen as an idle source of

labor to be mobilized.78 Ch'oe Chae-so, a popular literary critic, wrote in 1942 that

Korean intellectuals have been onlookers of the war and have offered nothing but

criticism. He implored elites to travel to the front lines to see the war effort first hand.

This, Ch'oe felt, would give them a more positive outlook on the war and help them to

find ways to contribute to the empire.79 Japanese authorities utilized local and national

elites as mouthpieces of state policies to call for compliance with labor laws, more

production, and to pressure young men to volunteer for labor projects.

The GGK invested a great deal of energy to publicize labor conscription.

Propaganda minimized or ignored the coercive nature of the law and highlighted the duty

of the Korean people to serve the nation. The GGK beseeched Koreans to be patriotic to

the benevolent emperor. A publication with Korean and Japanese languages stated:

The meaning of chingyong [labor conscription] is that one works for the emperor.
It is an order under national law that people need to do whatever work is asked of
them. The difference between chingbyong [military conscription] and chingyong
is that chingbyong means obeying the emperor's law to fight in the war and

76 Tatakahu ChOsen section 2 1945, 15.

77 Chosen Sotokufu keimukyoku hoanka 1939. Reprint in ICCCSC 52,324-328.

78 ChOsen rOmu 3 no. 4 (September 1943), 32-33.

79 ChOsen no. 326 (July 1942),49.
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chingyong means serving our country by working hard. Therefore, it is not much
different. It just differs how heavy or light they work.

In other words, military service was considered the most important and labor service a

close second. The article continued:

There are many people who think of labor conscription as punishment (chingba),
but labor conscription is an honorable duty and is considerably different from
disciplinary punishment. Labor conscription is an opportunity in wartime and is a
citizen's important duty. Therefore, one must obey and happily serve.80

The colonial regime portrayed conscription as a law that benefitted Koreans in an attempt

to legitimize the new law. This quote summarized a selling point of conscription: labor

conscription exempted young men from military service. One result of this loophole was

that thousands of young Korean men of conscription age willingly complied with, or even

sought out, labor conscription to avoid military service, even if it meant cooperating with

the colonial regime.8l This opportunity was not available to Japanese men because, for

them, the military draft took precedence over other duties.

The government justified labor conscription on the grounds that foreign nations,

friend and foe, also conscripted labor. It noted that the United States and Great Britain

conscripted men and women.82 Colonial era sources also claimed the Nazis used 7.9

million laborers from 26 countries.83 A few international comparisons may serve to put

Japan's actions in a colonial context. During the East African Campaign in World War I,

an estimated 75 percent of the 327,000 Egyptian Labor Corps were forced to work for

80 Miya K6ichi 1944,229-231.

81 Cho Su-hwan, interview by U Suomi, November 25, 2001 and Yi Yon-sok, November 25,2001.
Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

82 Miya K6ichi 1944,232.

83 Ibid., 232-233.
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Britain. And in Britain's East African Protectorate (modern Kenya), "by 1918, the

equivalent of half the total male population of the African reserves ... had been

conscripted." This amounted to roughly 200,000 men, of which one in five died while on

duty.84 During World War I, French colonial subjects in Tunisia and Indochina

considered French demands for labor so exploitive that they revolted against their

overlords.85 Yet, Japan claimed that the colonial relationship between Korea and Japan

was special because of the historical and racial connections between the two peoples.

A significant amount of labor-oriented propaganda targeted women, who were an

important segment of the industrial workforce. Women took on agricultural and

industrial work to replace men who were mobilized under the NOML. In 1941 they

comprised 20.3 percent of the factory workforce, 7.3 percent of mining, 7.8 percent of

transportation, and 24.5 percent of office workers.86 Women were encouraged to provide

labor to the state in order to grab some glory as people of the king [mitami ware]. 87

Ch'oe Rin, for example, stated that Korean women should make an effort to contribute to

the nation because the country needed their assistance.88

A crucial element of the colonial regime's indoctrination effort were training

camps and training days. The two previous chapters introduced the hundreds of training

camps established to train soldiers. In addition to young men, other segments of the

Korean population were targeted for training. The OOK planned to train 50,000 students

84 David Killingray 1989,489 and 493.

85 Tyler Stova111993, 37-39.

86 Miya K6ichi1945, 44.

87 ChOsen ranu February 1, 1944, 17.

88 Si5dOin 2, no. 1 (1941).
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and 110,000 other individuals as leaders for the Korean people.89 In 1944 Monday was

designated a training day in which students and workers participated in military and

mental training.90 Schools and workplaces frequently served as training centers. One

former student wrote, "The upper-class children at the school must go through a weekly

drill with bamboo spears, sticking them into straw dummies (on stakes) that represent

American soldiers; the drill is supervised by an old Japanese lieutenant in the reserve, one

of the military instructors now assigned to all schools, including grade schools."91 This

account highlights the militarization and indoctrination of Koreans during the last years

of the war. In February 1944 the GGK announced provisional plans to establish 250

women's training centers. Women were to receive six months training, two months for

language and cultural training and four months for job training.92

The above-mentioned propaganda was designed to incorporate Korean laborers

into the war effort and imbue them with a sense that they were contributing to the

survival of their nation, namely Japan. However, Koreans were not passive recipients of

state propaganda; instead, they readily recognized the contradictions between state

propaganda and state actions. Many cooperated with mobilization policies only for

personal, namely economic, gain.

Industrial Labor in Factories and Mines

89 Chosen sotokufu, Rensei suru Chasen (Training Korea) (Seoul: Chosen sotokufu, 1944a), reprinted in
Senji taiseika Chasen sOtokufu gaikaku dantai shiryashil (Collection of wartime system Korea Government
General outline collective materials) (hereafter abbreviated STCSGDS) 17, ed. Sin Chu-baek (Seoul: Koryo
sorim, 1997),717-723.

90 Ibid.

91 Richard E. Kim, Lost Names: Scenes from a Korean Boyhood (New Yark: Praeger Publishers, 1970),
122.

92 Pak Kyong-sik 1975,28 and Chong Chin-song and YO Sun-ju 1997, 169-180.
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Korea-based war-related industries were important to the Japanese war machine

late in the war because Korea was spared from the strategic bombing that Japan proper

suffered. In June 1943 Korea had 654 metal working factories with 41,504 employees,

1,354 machine tool factories with 47,821 employees, and 927 chemical factories with

63,778 employees.93 There were also textile, lumber, food, and cement factories, but the

government did not deem these critical to the conduct of the war and did not benefit from

NGML mobilization.

Between 1939 and 1945, Korean industrial labor in factories and mines helped

sustain Japan's war capability, but were a small, although crucial, element in the empire's

overall workforce. The Korean industrial workforce in Korea in 1940 consisted of

346,424 miners, 591,494 factory workers, 437,752 construction workers, 130,377

workers in food processing, as well as 180,000 in transportation: the total industrial

workforce was around 1.7 million.94 These statistics were dwarfed by Japan's

manufacturing and construction workforce of 8.1 million in 1940.95

The demographics of the workforce changed as the war progressed. Toward the

end of the war, university and middle school students became an important part of the

industrial workforce. In the first half of 1944, 7,262 college students from 25 universities

worked in mines, factories, hospitals, and on rural work projects. Another 138,592

middle school students worked in factories, food processing industries, construction, and

93 Pak Kyong-sik 1975, 162.

94 Pak Kyong-sik 1975, fn 75.

95 Jerome B. Cohen 1949,296.
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textile industries.96 Keij6 University medical students "worked at local army hospitals or

munitions plants" while engineering students applied "their classroom theories at an army

arsenal in Jinsen [Inchon]."97 In another example, "the graduates of the Maizuru Girls

Middle School in Keijo ... sent a joint letter, which was written in blood, asking

permission to work in the munitions plant of the Chinkai [Chinhae] Naval Station."98

Their application was accepted and the girls worked at a naval munitions plant. Late in

the war, students were mobilized as industrial laborers during holidays. However,

students were unaccustomed to the heat, long hours, and demanding work conditions and

became sick.99

Korean labor's key contribution was in mining. Korean miners were critical to

sustain the production of coal and other metals that were essential to sustaining industrial

output. There were nearly 350,000 miners in Korea, in addition to Korean miners in

Japan. In October 1941, the coal mining industry in Japan proper had a labor force of

323,692, of which 40,936 were Korean. Three years later, the mining labor force grew to

408,159, with 134,477 Koreans. Not only did the percentage of Koreans in mines

increase, they generally worked the most dangerous positions- Koreans in Japan made up

"60 to 70 percent of the men working the face of the mines" where they extracted the

ore. 100

96 TGSS, Diet 86 (December 1944). Reprinted in ICCCSC 22, 164-165.

97 Radio intercept, March 28, 1944. Found in United States, Office of Strategic Services 1945, 17

98 Radio intercept, AprilS, 1944 in ibid.

99 Bunky6no Chasen no. 223 (June 1944),24.

100 "A War of Coal," Oriental Economist, April 1944, 167.
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The untold story of these numbers is that Korean workers generally lacked the

technical skills and experience to sustain Japan's productive capability. Replacing one

skilled Japanese laborer with a Korean farmer (or Japanese student) hurt the qualitative

and quantitative output of industries. Japanese authorities realized this and stipulated that

Korean workers mobilized under the NGML receive occupational training, but few men

received such training. 101 A 1943 survey found that only 20 percent of factory and mine

workers had more than three years experience at their job. Another survey of industrial

workers showed that half had less than one year experience at their position and another

30 percent had only one to two years experience.102 The lack of experience and education

hurt productivity, increased the number of accidents, and contributed to absenteeism.

Once Koreans arrived at their place of mobilization, many were disappointed to

discover that the actual conditions of their employment were much worse than what the

recruiters promised. All too often, wages were lower, work hours were longer, duties

more demanding, Japanese coworkers condescending, and contracts arbitrarily extended

or ignored. 103 Countless Koreans felt the conditions of their employment were

inhumane. 104 Police records acknowledged that Korean workers were subjected to mental

and physical abuse, exploitation, and a sense of fear from Japanese corporations and

101 Yi Yon-sok, interview, November 25, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

102 Chosen sotokufu romukyokai. ChOsen rOdo gijutsu tokei chOsa hOkoku (Seoul: Chosen Sotokufu, year)

103 1m Jae-hun, interview, November 24, 2001, December 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea. See also Michael Weiner, 197.

104 Ch'oe Yong-jun, interview, October 21,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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police organs. lOS Yet, Japanese authorities emphasized production at all costs, even if

workers were abused.

As standard practice, companies treated Japanese employees better than Korean

employees. Koreans' wages were lower, foremen gave preferential treatment (and

assignments) to Japanese workers, and Koreans often worked longer hours. Many

companies treated Koreans as an expendable source of labor that was pushed to work as

hard as humanly possible and discarded if they were hurt or became unproductive. 106 The

government delegated a great deal of authority over labor management to companies

which gave them an upper-hand in labor affairs. Companies maintained strict

surveillance of Korean workers to prevent labor disturbances and desertion. 107 Workers

had little recourse other than to desert or to strike when they were abused.

The most blatant form of discrimination were the low wages companies paid to

Korean employees. Most companies factored an employee's age, gender, education,

experience, and family size to determine the wage. However, Korean employees were

paid based solely on time with the company- resulting in lower wages. lOS Koreans were

paid less than Japanese for the same work because many companies considered Koreans

to be less productive and less reliable than Japanese workers. 109 This was in contrast to

105 Ch6sengun sanb6bu, Chasen shiso undo gaikyo, August 31, 1939. Reprinted in Jiigonen senso
kyokuhitsu shiryashii (Collection of secret materials on the 15 Year War) 28, ed. Miyata Setsuko (Tokyo:
Fujishuppan, 1991), 185-188.

106 Ch'oi Yong-jun, interview, October 21, 2001. Interview available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
And Koga Hironobu, "Tera to ikotsu," in Hayashi Eidai 1989,419. Koga stated that the company he
worked for actually buried alive a Korean who was seriously wounded while working in a mine.

107 Pak Chae-d6k, interview. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

108 Jerome B. Cohen 1949, 328.

109 Shokugin chasa geppo(June/July 1941),9.
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the government's claims of brotherhood, assimilation, and equality. Korean wages were

often 60 to 80 percent that of their Japanese counterparts. 110 Konomai Mine of

Sumitomo, for example, "openly announced its company policy that wages for Koreans

should not exceed 80 percent of those of Japanese."lll In some companies, Koreans were

paid the same as Japanese workers, but were expected to work longer hours.

Mining companies had serious problems retaining experienced Korean miners

because few Koreans wanted to stay after their time expired. Most Koreans left the mines

once their two-year contract expired- which was about the time the worker was becoming

efficient. For example, it took two years for a miner to reach 80 percent efficiency of a

regular miner, 1
12 In an effort to keep productive workers, many companies in Japan, and

to a lesser extent in Korea, extended employee contracts (with government backing) to

retain sufficient numbers of workers to sustain production.

Many companies practiced forced savings, in which a laborer's wages were

withheld until the end of the contract period in order to prevent desertion. l13 The worker

was given a bank booklet that showed deposits, but they were not allowed to access the

account until their contract expired. When the war ended, these accounts were frozen by

the Japanese government and many laborers were never paid these earned wages. 114

Frequently, workers thought the work conditions were so horrible that they left the

110 ChOsen shakai jigy619, no. 9 (July 1941),28.

111 Kosho Tadashi 1993, 33.

112 Shokugin chOsa gepp6(June/July 1941), 8-9 and Jerome B. Cohen 1949,301.

113 Kim Chae-rim, Chong Sang-hwa, 1m Jae-hun, and Yi Yon-sok, interviews. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.
114 0 Haeng-sok, interview by Chong Hye-gyong, November 11, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea. At the end of the war, few laborers received a portion of their forced savings account. Yi Yon
sok received 200 yen when the war ended. Interview available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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company and lost the savings account. lIS Some employers made no pretension of paying

wages. 116

Early in the war, the GGK was concerned about high turnover among Korean

workers and possible labor disputes. In response, in 1938 it implemented the Sanp6

Movement (Sangy6 hOkokutai undo) in factories in Korea. This movement was designed

to boost morale among Korean workers by sponsoring patriotic meetings, lectures, and

participation in air raid drills. This organization supposedly gave workers a voice in

corporate production goals. In actuality, it was a system of control over labor since

managers dominated the organization at the corporate level and was a system of

control. 117

Korean workers frequently worked 12 to 16 hours a day seven days a week. lIS

Even in an exhausted state, companies expected workers to show up for work. Some

businesses reduced the payor refused to feed workers that they felt were shirking their

duties. 1I9 Foremen and security guards all too often resorted to physical and mental abuse

of employees thought to be malingering. Korean workers at mines and factories were

beaten for minor rule infractions (often caused by language problems), not meeting

115 Kim Chae-rim, interview, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

116 Chong Kil-hong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea. Chong was on Palau before being transferred to New Guinea for three years. While on Palau, he
was paid regularly.

117 Soon Won Park 1999, 159. The Sanpo Movement was similar to the Sangyo Movement implemented in
Japan.

118 Hanil munje yonguwon 1995, 162 and 175.

119 Ibid., 160 and 175.
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quotas, or for not showing respect. 120 One Korean was beaten 50 times with a wooden

stick for disobeying company policies. 121

In some instances, Korean workers were beat to death by company foremen or

worked to death in hazardous conditions. One of the most infamous companies in this

regard was Aoji T'an'gwang Mine in northern Korea. One former Aoji employee, Pak

Chae-dok, claimed that employees died on a daily basis from the deplorable and unsafe

work conditions. 122 Companies buried countless Koreans in unmarked graves to conceal

the deaths from government authorities and other Korean workers to prevent

disturbances. 123 At Furukawa Mine in Japan, five Japanese men beat a Korean to death

and tried to cover up their actions. When the other Koreans workers learned of the death,

they went on strike until the police were notified. The five men received two years of

imprisonment. 124 In certain instances, desertion was the most viable option for survival.

The exploitation and abuse suffered by Korean miners and factory workers were

an important part of the Korean wartime experience. But the exploitation they suffered

did not relegate them to the status of passive victims; instead, the victimization and

suffering of Korean industrial laborers contributed to the resolve of many Koreans to

resist corporate domination. Below, I will discuss the agency of Koreans. Koreans found

120 Chong Chae-su, "Drafted to the Kobe Shipyards," in Under the Black Umbrella: Voices from Colonial
Korea, 1910-1945, ed. Hildi Kang (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001),126. And 1m Iae-hun,
interview, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

121 An Won-sok, "R6muha kirada," in Hayashi Eidai 1989, 165.

122 Pak Chae-dok, interview, Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

123 Koga Hironobu, ''Tera to ikotsu," in Hayashi Eidai 1989,419.

124 Tadashi K6sh6 1993,32.
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ways to profit from the war, evade service, desert if mobilized. These experiences are of

equal importance to the Korean wartime experience.

Nonindustrial Labor

Mobilization for nonindustrial projects at the provincial level from 1937 to 1944

included upwards of 4.1 million people, which was more people than industrial and

military mobilization combined. The demands on Koreans for nonindustrial labor were

significant. The two most common forms of nonindustrial mobilization were rural labor

projects (such as farm production and clearing forests for airstrips) and construction of

defensive fortifications, dams, and other large-scale projects.

Short-term work projects in the countryside were often performed by rural

workgroups, which were loosely based on traditional neighborhood groups. 125

Recruitment for rural mobilization centered around the patriotic corps (aikokuhan) and

national service corps (hOkokutai). Headmen of these organizations were responsible to

fill labor quotas, military civilians, and soldiers (or applications for military service).126

Recruitment for these projects showed little concern over the workers' training,

qualifications, or willingness to serve the nation. Furthermore, industrial workers,

125 Neighborhood groups have existed in Korea for many centuries. Japan formally coopted these groups as
village compacts during the Rural Revitalization Campaign (Ni5son shinko undO), which was launched in
1932 and lasted until 1940. This campaign sought to alleviate rural poverty, encourage self-sufficiency, and
increase state penetration at the village level. For a full discussion ofthis see Gi-Wook Shin and Do-Hyun
Han, "Colonial Corporatism: The Rural Revitalization Campaign, 1932-1940" in Colonial Modernity in
Korea, eds., Gi-Wook Shin and Michael Robinson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999),70-96 and
personal communication with Gi-Wook Shin.

126 Kim Sang-op, interview by Chang Sin, November 19,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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women, students, and soldiers frequently spent holidays and vacation days working on

rural mobilization or construction projects.

Students and women were heavily utilized for rural work projects since most men

were mobilized in the cities. All able-bodied people, men and women, were expected to

participate in rural work projects. The mobilization of hundreds of thousands of Korean

men for military and labor service "induced a labor shortage in rural areas which led to

the change in the sexual division of labor in rural households."127 As the war situation

grew desperate, women as young as 13 and as old as 50 were requisitioned for work

projects. The patterns of family life in Korea were disrupted by the labor demands on all

adults. Specifically, agriculture production was delegated to rural workgroups, which

consisted mostly of women (because men were recruited for industrial and military

labor). Essentially, Korean women had the role of feeding the nation. For example, in

1941, workgroups accounted for 61 percent of the rice harvest and 38 percent of the

wheat. 128

Ka Kaoru has noted that the roles of Japanese and Korean women were

comparable in many ways. However, the emphasis for Japanese women was on being

good wives and wise mothers, while propaganda for Korean women focused on

productivity.129 In other words, the GGK did not emphasize motherhood for Korean

127 Suh, Sun-hee, "Women's Work in Korea: Colonial Industrialization and its Impact, 1910-1945." Ph.D.
diss., Pennsylvannia State University, 1988,95.

128 Higuchi Yiiichi 1994, 126-127.

129 Ka Kaoru 2001, 11.
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women because the regime was not concerned with maintaining familial bonds within the

Korean household.

One example of the emphasis on productivity (not families) was Governor-

General Minami's attempt to increase the 1940 rice harvest. Minami called for the

creation of temporary day care centers to give Korean women extra time to focus on

production. In 1940, 11,799 nurseries tended 321,684 children. The program rapidly

expanded and by 1944 there were 34,711 temporary nurseries tending 915,003 children. 130

This program got women out of the home and put their children in the government's care.

Women took on public labor roles and maintained their household. One Korean

remembered:

Every month fifty villagers had to participate in nearby government-sponsored
projects. ... All laborers for either nearby or distant Japanese-sponsored projects
were selected by lottery. Periodically he also had to call for aircraft defense
donations. One woman from each family was trained to do aircraft observation
and warning service, to do safety work during air raids, and to participate in
military drill supervised by the ... police. l3l

Ironically, the aikokuhan provided Korean women a brief opportunity to expand

their social roles. In 1942, women headed 70 percent of the 10,000 associations in Seoul

and a majority throughout Korea. 132 However, on December 14, 1942 the Chosen League

ordered that only men be aikokuhan heads. The rationale for this patriarchal move was

that men were needed in those positions to strengthen the distribution system and carry

out other organizational tasks. 133

130 Higuchi YUichi 1994, 126 and Chong Chin-song and YO Sun-ju 1997, 168.

131 Eugene I. Knez, "Sam long Dong: A South Korean Village." Ph.D. diss. Syracuse University, 1959,47.

132 Ka Kaoru 2001, 4.

133 Higuchi Yfiichi 1994, 121.
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As with industrial labor, the colonial state increasingly looked to middle and

elementary school students as a source of labor within and outside Korea to compensate

for labor shortages. Student mobilization for provincial-level projects began in June 1938

with the Student Labor Patriotic Corps (Hakuto kinr6 hOkokutai), which physically and

mentally trained and mobilized students under the slogan, "Labor Service for the

State.,,134 Older students were used for heavy labor while younger students were used for

menial tasks. Boys worked to build airfields, clear trees for roads, gather pine tar, and so

forth; girls sewed military uniforms, made comfort bags for soldiers, cleaned shrines, and

made military paraphernalia.

Early in the war, schools mobilized students for provincial level labor projects

throughout the year. Students could be mobilized up to ten days to perform work duty.

For example, in 1938,6,000 students from 32 schools in Kyonggi Province worked six

hours a day for ten days during their summer vacation. 135 In South Ch'ungch'ong

Province, 235 schools mobilized 3,338 students for ten days to improve Shinto shrines,

help agricultural production, and other miscellaneous tasks. 136 One former student stated,

"some Japanese [educators] took their students on trips on the day of lunar New Year.

We might have a picnic or a work day [on an holiday]. We might dig air-raid shelters or

hoe the farm rows, or weed a farmer's field."137 In 1941, the labor service for students

increased to 30 days per year and eventually reached two months. In 1943, school hours

134 Bunky6no Ch6sen no. 224 (July 1944),21-22.

135 Ho Su-yoI1985, 328.

136 "Ware ga michi no kinro hoshi undo," Ch6sen no. 283 (December 1938), 10-12.

137 Hildi Kang 2001,116-7.
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were further reduced and the school year was shortened to make students available for

labor service.138 Eventually, students were requisitioned for labor service during school

hours under the slogan of "Learning by Doing". 139

The number of students mobilized was impressive. During the war there were

3,245 youth organizations with a combined membership of two million performing a

wide variety of tasks. 140 A March 28, 1944 radio broadcast stated that "6,000 college and

university youths, 100,000 middle school boys and girls, and 1,800,000 national school

children are exerting all-out efforts in order that Chosen [sic] may contribute a worthy

share to Japan's fighting strength.,,141 There is no indication that students are included in

the general mobilization statistics.

Military Civilian Employees

Koreans military civilians made a significant contribution to Japan's empire.

Korean military civilians were important to the Japanese war machine because they

provided essential labor that freed healthy Japanese men for military service and

increased the fighting potential of the military. Japanese authorities probably preferred to

mobilize Koreans as military civilians instead of as soldiers because military civilians

required less training than soldiers, there were fewer legal barriers than for military

service, and they were not armed.

138 Kwak Kon-hong 1998,62.

139 Richard E. Kim 1970, 145-153 and Hildi Kang, 2001 116-117.

140 Radio Intercept April 5, 1944. Translated in United States, Office of Strategic Services 1945, 17.
141 Ibid.
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Koreans served as military civilians early in the war. The Tokyo Gazette stated

"immediately following the outbreak of the incident near Marco Polo Bridge, some 200

Korean young men organized themselves as a special volunteer corps" so they could tend

to wounded soldiers and constructed defensive positions and bridges. 142 Military

employees performed an array of duties for the military: they constructed coastal artillery

embankments, built bridges, worked as janitors, created airfields from jungles, tended

horses, and worked in shipyards. Others were mechanics, machinists, truck drivers, and

accountants. Some military civilians, such as Chong Kil-hong, were even supervisors of

work battalions.143

The qualifications to become a military civilian depended on the type of service

for which a Korean applied or was recruited. Some military civilians positions were

high-paying technical positions that required the applicant to have a middle school

diploma and a specific technical skill. Most military civilians were laborers, which

required a strong physique and few technical skills. Laborers had to be graduates of a

national school and be at least twenty years 01d. 144 Age and educational limits were

frequently ignored.

Large numbers of men who attended special volunteer and conscription training

camps were mobilized as military civilians. Conscripts classified by the military as unfit

for active duty were frequently mobilized as military civilians. As noted earlier, training

142 Government-General of Korea, "Koreans and the China Affair," Tokyo Gazette 8 (February 1938),4-5.

143 Chong Kil-hong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea.

144 Keijonippo, March II, 1944.
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camps taught Japanese language skills and introduced Koreans to a martial lifestyle in

order to ease their transition to military life. 145

Recruitment of military civilians was classified as labor mobilization, not military

conscription (chOhei) because GDR and labor conscription (ch6y6) were used.

Government recruitment of military civilians showed an interplay of cooperation,

coercion, and inducement between the colonial government and Koreans. The Japanese

were able to buy the cooperation of Koreans with promises of salaries that were much

higher than those in Korea, some laborers were offered double peacetime salaries if they

went to combat zones.146 For example, recruiters promised salaries between 50 to 120

won a month- a stable wage considering the average policeman earned 18 won a

month. 147 Young men were told that it would be better to volunteer and capitalize on the

high wages- otherwise they might be conscripted at lower wages, which hints that

coercion underlay many individuals' decision to 'volunteer.'148 The GGK also resorted to

outright threats and coercion to recruit military civilians.

The experiences of Korean military civilians varied widely. Some were paid three

times (or more) the average pay of Koreans in Korea while others were paid a pittance;

some military civilians were paid on time every month; and others sent a large part of

145 ChOsen jij61941, 208-215.

146 Chen Yingzhen, "Imperial Army Betrayed" in Perilous Memories: The Asia-Pacific Wares). ed. Takashi
Fujitani, Geoffrey M. White, Lisa Yoneyama, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), 183; Kang Ch'ang
ii, 300-301; and ChOng KiI-hong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.

147 0 Haeng-sok, interview by Chong Hye-gyong, November 11, 2001. AvaiIable at the Independence Hall
of Korea. And ChOng Hye-gyong, "Ilche malgi Choson kunnomuja iii siIt'ae mit kwihwan" (A study on the
Korean military employees in the late colonial period), Han'guk tongnip undongsa yiJnggu 20 (August
2003), 69-73.
148 Ibid.
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their wages to their family. 149 Wages were frequently deposited into forced savings

accounts that the workers could not, and still cannot, access. 150 A number were not paid

at all. 151 Whether a laborer was paid or not depended on the unit and overall strategic

condition of the unit.

Japan's mobilization of Koreans as military civilians is an area where Koreans

exhibited cooperation as well as victimization. Koreans became military civilians in one

of three ways. One, by willingly applying; two, by NGML recruitment (GDR and

conscription); and three, by shanghaiing. On the first count, many Koreans sought out

opportunities to become military civilians by submitting applications to the military.

Applications had to be submitted to military recruitment centers and had to include a

photograph, a record of experience, and a copy of their family registry. Applicants under

the age of twenty-five also had to have their fathers' consent.152 Some positions were

highly prized and there was competition among Koreans for these positions and required

applicants to take a physical and/or education-based exam to ensure the individual had the

language and/or technical skills. 153 Many applicants were rejected because they failed one

149 Anonymous Korean military civilian, interview by Brandon Palmer, August 1997. And Chang Sok
ch'an, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

150 0 Haeng-sok, interview by Chong Hye-gyong, November 11, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea.

151 Pak Siing-gi, interview by Yi Byong-rae, November 17, 2001 and ChOng Kil-hong, interview by P'yo
Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea. Chong tated he was paid 69
won a month as a military civilian and most Koreans were getting 19 won. So Hwal-won-su stated he was
paid five won a month. His interview is available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
152 Ibid.

153 ChOng Kil-hong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24,2001. And Pak Siing-gi, interview by Yi
Pyong-rae, November 17,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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or both of these exams. 154 In some instances, applicants were rejected because there were

more applications than positions.

The military was more progressive than Japanese society in a number of areas

(although ethnic discrimination was practiced in many units). Korean military civilians

were paid the same as Japanese and in some units the Japanese treated them "fairly" and

equals. 155 Chong Kil-hong, a laborer on Palau who willingly applied to become a military

civilian, said the Japanese gave him gifts of food, alcohol, and tobacco. In fact, he

enjoyed his job so much that he wished he had gone earlier.156

Late in the war, the Korean military civilians suffered from Japan's declining

fortunes of war. As a general rule, Japanese in the military suffered along side the

Koreans. Both Korean and Japanese ate the same food (or suffered malnutrition) and

received the same pay (or not). An example of this is Chong Kil-hong, mentioned above,

who was transferred from Palau to New Guinea where he was not paid for his labor and

felt he was treated like a beast of burden.

The experiences of Korean prisoner-of-war guards merit special attention because

debate exists regarding the degree of agency surrounding their actions, namely the abuse

of POWs. The Japanese military employed 3,223 Koreans as prisoner of war guards. 157

Guards had two year oral contracts, which the military extended until the end of the war.

154 Chang Sok-ch'an, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. See also Pak Siing-gi, interview by
Yi Byong-rae, November 17,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
155 Kim Un-suk 2001, 14 and Kim Ki-chae, interview by U Su-mi, November 24,2001. Available at the
Independence Hall of Korea.
156 Chong Kil-hong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
157 TGSS, Diet 85, 1944. Reprint in Taiheiyo senka shiimastuki: ChOsen no chisei (Last days of the Pacific
War: Governance of Korea) vol. 2, ed. Kondo Kenichi (Tokyo: ChOsen shiryo hensankai, 1961), 155.
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In 1942, approximately 1,400 were sent to Indonesia, 800 to Thailand, and 800 to

Malaysia to guard nearly 50,000 Allied POWs. Korean guards received two months

special training that focused on the "instilling of respect for the Japanese and

acknowledgment of their superiority."158 There was little training on how to handle

POWs and none related to international laws governing the treatment of prisoners.

Korean POW guards have an infamous reputation for abusing POWs, causing the

death of many. 159 Yet, Korean guards were emotionally and physically trapped between

two international forces. As employees of Japan, Korean guards had ajob to supervise

POWs and carry out orders from the Japanese military. These orders frequently required

guards to push POWs to their physical limit in order to ensure prisoner submission and

extract labor duty. The result was that prisoners were mistreated, starved, and worked to

death in order to build roads and airstrips in the jungle, bridges, and so forth. 160 Korean

scholars opine that the Japanese forced the Korean guards to hit, kick, starve, and

overwork prisoners. Kim Do-hyung states that Japanese guards always "walked around

with two wild dogs (the Koreans)" and sicced them on hapless half-starved prisoners of

war. 161

On the other hand, some Korean guards sympathized with the POWs because

some felt that Korea was a slave of Japan, just like the prisoners. Thus, Koreans had

158 Radio Intercept May 22, 1942. Translated in United States, Office of Strategic Services 1945,25.

159 Gavan Daws Prisoners a/the Japanese: POWs a/World War II in the Pacific (New York: Quill, 1994),
104-105. POWs gave Korean guards nicknames such as 'the Undertaker,' 'the Mad Mongrel,' and 'Slime.'

160 Kim Un-suk 2001, iii and 14-15.

161 Kim Do-hyung, "Haebang chonhu chaba chiyok hangukin iii tonghyanggwa kwihwanhwaldong (Korean
repatriation activities from Java and Indonesia prior to and after liberation)," Hanguk kiinhyiindawsa yiingu
24 (Spring 2003), 158-159.
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reason to treat POWs better than their Japanese counterparts. Korean guards were known

to give cigarettes to the POWs, strike up conversations with prisoners (even expressing

dislike for Japan), and went easy on them during work details. 162 But if a Korean was

caught showing sympathy to the POWs, he could be accused of being a spy and severely

beaten or shot.

The Allies estimated that 12,399 POWs died in Southeast Asia. After the war, the

Allies established war crimes trials to hold accountable those involved in the abuse of

POWs. Japanese authorities attempted to shift blame for abuse onto the Koreans for

meting out the worst abuse. 163 War crimes trials convicted 148 Korean POW guards as B

and C class war criminals- 125 were imprisoned and 23 were executed. l64

Table 19: Korean Military Civilians and Location of Deployment

Year Japan Korea Manchuria China South Seas total
1939 145 145
1940 65 656 15 736
1941 5,396 1,085 284 13 9,249 16,027
1942 4,171 1,723 293 50 16,159 22,396
1943 4,691 1,976 390 16 5,242 12,315
1944 24,071 13,575 1,617 294 5,885 45,442
1945 31,603 15,532 467 347 47,949
Total 69,997 33,891 3,852 735 36,535 145,010

Source: Document 9-8 in Higuchi Yiikichi 2001.

Japanese government documents claim that at least 145,010 Koreans served as

military employees. Table 19, based on Japanese government sources, provides annual

162 Gavan Daws 1994, 104 and 348.

163 Ibid., 222.

164 Kim Un-suk 2001, iv and 21.
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statistics on the location where Korean military civilians served. These statistics provide

a minimum estimate. Most scholars place the actual numbers of Korean military civilians

higher. Most scholars estimate the actual number of military civilians to be 154,424:

70,424 for the army and 84,483 for the navy.165

As this table shows, most Koreans were stationed in Japan, Korea, as well as the

South Seas (Pacific Islands and Southeast Asia). The majority of Koreans mobilized as

military civilians in 1941 and 1942 were sent to the South Seas, the years Japan gained

control over the region; and in 1944 and 1945 most Koreans were sent to Japan to prepare

for the defense of Japan against the expected American invasion.

Korean Agency during Labor Mobilization

The discussion now turns to the Koreans' reaction to Japan's labor mobilization

policies. The experiences of all Koreans cannot simply be lumped together and

summarized as being victims of slave-like conditions. Koreans had choices to actively

cooperate, to comply, or to resist. As noted in the two previous chapters, these three

options were not necessarily distinct categories since compliance could be a form of

resistance. Koreans were able to benefit from, circumscribe, or rebuff state demands.

These choices show that Koreans were not mere consumers and victims of Japan's

propaganda and policies.166 This section is divided into two parts: the first addresses the

165 Hanil Munjae Yonguwon 1995, 82 and 84. Also see Tsuboe Senji, Zainihon ChOsenjin no gaiky6
(Overview of Koreans in Japan) (Tokyo, 1953),20-21.

166 For a discussion of cooperation as a type of resistance see Michel de Certeau, The Practice ofEveryday
Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press, 1984).
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agency of Koreans at the time of recruitment; the second covers the experiences and

responses of Koreans at the workplace.

Agency at Time of Recruitment

Koreans had choices of active cooperation, quiet compliance, and resistance. In

most instances, the colonial regime recruited labor with an awareness of using a carrot

and stick approach. Koreans responded to enticements (the carrot) of high wages,

opportunities to learn skills, and the chance to escape military service; Koreans who did

not respond to enticement were subjected to state coercion (the stick). The preferred

method of enticement was to offer a young man a stable salary, if this did not work,

bureaucratic pressure was applied- mildly at first but with increasing intensity if the

worker was intransigent. The most intense forms of harassment were reserved for those

who refused to cooperate or evaded recruitment.

Many Koreans accepted (some even sought out) employment opportunities for

economic, educational, and personal reasons. The promise of high wages, a stable career,

and better working conditions were attractive to many Koreans. Koreans used wartime

mobilization to escape the poverty of farm life which was especially impoverished early

in the war. In "1939 there was an unprecedented crop failure, ... the 1940 crop was

poor, and ... in 1942 there was another serious crop failure.,,167 The extreme poverty of

rural Korea led many Koreans to seekjobs in the industrial centers of Korea and Japan.

167 Andrew 1. Grajdanzev 1944, 119.
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Cho Kyu-sun, from North Cholla Province, for example, was so poor that he went to city

hall and begged them to find him work. 168

Money offered Koreans a real and tangible motive to cooperate with wartime

mobilization- and labor recruiters promised high wages to Koreans. Some promises

turned out to be honest, others illusionary.169 Japanese authorities approved, if not

supported, the encouragement of Korean compliance through high wages and signing

bonuses. Koreans also sought out employment opportunities to develop marketable skills

as clerks, medical assistants, translators, and mechanics.170

A second incentive to cooperate was the promise of educational opportunities.

Many women willingly joined the teshintai because educators and police assured them

that the girls would be able to continue their education in Japan. An anecdote helps to

convey the choices that women made throughout the mobilization process. Kim Chae-

rim and her cousin, 14 years-old girls, joined the teishintai to work in Japan. Their

teachers told them they could continue their schooling and make money in Japan.

Without parental permission, they went to city hall and stamped the required documents.

Both of them were sent to a Mitsubishi factory in Japan where they were worked for

seven months with little food and no pay (the company put their wages in a forced

168 Cho Kyu-sun, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 24, 2001. And Chang Sok-ch'an, interivew by P'yo
Yong-su, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

169 Wang Kyu-yong, interview by P'yo Yong-su, November 23,2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea. The average policeman was making 18 won a month.

170 Pak Siing-gi, interview by Yi Byong-rae, November 17,2001. Also see interviews of Wang Kyu-yong,
Pak Siing-gi, and Chong Sang-hwa. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.
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savings account). Both of them ran away from the factory before their contracts were

fulfilled to escape the poor working conditions and Allied bombing. l71

Many Koreans volunteered for personal reasons. As discussed in the previous

chapter, young men volunteered for labor conscription to avoid military service; while

others volunteered in order to leave home. Kim Song-ju (South Cholla Province) joined

the teishintai to escape her domineering step-mother. She stole her father's seal

(tochang)172 and stamped the permission slip. She was paid 10 won when she signed up.

She was sent to work at a Mitsubishi factory in Nagoya. There, she was well-fed and her

wages were put in a forced savings account, which she collected when her contract

expired (and then gave to her grandmother). 173 In other instances, the colonial police

promised to grant probation to prisoners if they volunteered for overseas labor duty.174

The mobilization of industrial labor and military civilians was facilitated by

provincial and village authorities, such as aikokuhan heads, who located and pressured

young men and women to participate in mobilization efforts. Colonial authorities

required aikokuhan heads to "supply men for labor in Japan, south Pacific, or elsewhere

in Korea to work in factories, mines, and similar projects."175 The OOK assigned villages

quotas and showed little concern over how they were met- whether it be through legal or

171 Kim Chae-rim, interview, November 24, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

172 In Korea and Japan a stamp (seal) is still used instead of a signature to sign official documents.

173 Kim Song-ju, interview by Yi Hye-jong, 2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

174 Kim Kwang-sop, "Diary of a Prisoner (1): Korea under Japan," Korea Journal (February 1, 1970),9.

175 Eugene I. Knez 1959,47.
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extralegal means. 176 Thus, local leaders were under intense pressure to fill NGML quotas

and projected that pressure onto Korean men of all ages.

Coercion was an important part of the recruitment process to meet labor quotas

and was increasingly used latter in the war. Government authorities at all levels used

coercion and deception to secure laborers for quotas and labor corps. Aikokuhan heads

told young and old alike to comply with labor duties or else the family's rations would be

cut off. 177 Often, families were told to send one able-bodied male for labor service-

regardless of whether he was the father, husband, or only son. Thus, if the son ran off,

the father or a brother might be expected to take his place. 178 Many men considered

evading service, but complied with recruitment notices because, as one man said, if I "did

not go, the police would beat up my father.,,179 The following quote shows the intricate

interplay of pressure exerted on young men to comply to labor mobilization. Pressure

came from government authorities, local elites, and even family members. Frequently,

family members were instrumental in pressuring a brother or son to comply so the family

would not face bureaucratic harassment. Chong Chae-su of North Cholla Province

remembered:

My draft call came the first of October, 1944, when I was twenty-one. I wanted to
run away, but my elder brother said, if that happens, the Japanese will give the rest
of the family a hard time. So for the good of the family, he begged me to stay put

176 1m Jae-hun, interview, December 24,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

177 Kasayama Yoshikichi, "Korean Guard," in Japan at War: An Oral History, eds. Haruko T. Cook and
Theodore F. Cook (New York: The New Press, 1992), 114.

178 Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, A Forgotten People: The Sakhalin Koreans. Produced and directed by Dai Sil Kim
Gibson. 59 min. NAATA, 1995. Videocassette.

179 No Yong-chong 2000,28.
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and go when I was called up. The authorities said it would be for one year. I told
my brother, even one year is too long. I will run away. But he persisted. ISO

This pressure proved unbearable for many men like Chong, who caved in and volunteered

and was sent to work in a shipyard in Kobe, Japan. Herein we find that fear of the

colonial regime was an important motivator for young men to volunteer, and families to

pressure one of its members to comply with mobilization policies. Thus, although a

young man volunteered, often there was force behind it. One underlying reason there was

pressure from family members was that when a family or village did not meet its quota,

rations might be reduced, children might be harassed at school, and police visits would be

expected.

Police coercion was highly effective, as is shown in 0 Haeng-sok's case (South

Cholla Province). On three occasions the police called 0, then 18 years of age, into their

office and filled out an application on his behalf- one time a policeman even signed the

application for him. However, he avoided service by claiming that he had a venereal

disease. The police finally had a doctor inspect 0 and found that he had lied about his

condition. The police beat him for his dishonesty and shipped him off to Singapore to

work as a POW guard. lSI

Untold numbers of Koreans attempted to evade labor recruitment by hiding,

spreading rumors, or through violence. The easiest place for Koreans to avoid labor

mobilization was in their home province. Their intimate knowledge of the surrounding

180 Chong Chae-su, "Drafted to the Kobe Shipyards," in Under the Black Umbrella: Voices from Colonial
Korea, 1910-1945, ed. Hildi Kang (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001), 123.
181 0 Haeng-sok, interview by ChOng Hye-gyong, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence Hall
of Korea.
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geography and populace gave Koreans a home field advantage over recruiting officers.

Young men took refuge in forests and caves near their village, as well as with relatives in

nearby villages or overseas. IS2 Yet, wily recruiters found ways to counter evasion. For

example, the young men of Changsong, Kangwon Province hid from the police and labor

recruiters in the nearby mountains to avoid labor recruitment. The police, knowing that

respect of elders was paramount in Korean culture, dragged the men's elders into the

middle of the village and held them hostage under the midday sun. Within an hour, eight

young men surrendered themselves to gain the release of their elders. ls3

An unusual form of evasion (and cooperation) was the use of impersonators. In

1939, the police in Hokkaido discovered 121 stand-ins, of which 57 were

impersonators. IS4 On another occasion, of the 32,797 Koreans recruited through CDR, 61

were found to have used false names or were impersonating others. ls5 Impersonators

forged documents, presented another person's family registry (often as paid substitutes),

or simply showed up at roll call during final boarding and answered to another person's

name. IS6 It is possible that wealthy Koreans avoided labor conscription by hiring

replacements. In some instances, sons took the place of their father. IS? Other

impersonators wanted to go to Japan to find a stable job.

182 Hanil munjae yonguwon 1995, 117 and James Scott 1985, xvi.

183 Ibid., 118.

184 Tokko Gepp6November-December 1939, 182.

185 MonbushO kyogajukyoku, "Jihenka ni okeru Chosenjin shiso undo ni tsuite" (Activities during the [Sino
Japanese] incident on the Korean thoughts) (1941) in Zainichi ChOsenjin kankei shiry6shiisei (Tokyo:
San'ichi shobo, 1976), 1220-1224.
186 Ibid.

187 Kim Sang-op, interview by Chang Sin, November 19,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.
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Korean students also found ways to avoid labor service. Younger students could

technically drop out of school and leave the work site because education was not

compulsory.188 However, older students would likely be mobilized for labor or military

service. Dropping out of school was not a simple choice because drop-outs would face

bureaucratic discrimination and an uncertain occupational future. It is doubtful that

Japanese authorities would allow them to resume school after the war. 189 After all, if

Japan won the war, the dropout would have little or no education with which to get ajob.

Avoidance of labor conscription was "handled strictly through the police" and

employment agencies. l90 Police resorted to every possible trick and stratagem to enforce

laws, uncover noncompliance, and find deserters. Those who did not cooperate were

subjected to groundless arrest, imprisonment, constant surveillance, and manipulation of

their financial security. Japanese authorities offered a five yen reward to whoever

provided information on deserters, and police who arrested escapees were also given

bonuses. 191 One ploy that police used to locate deserters was to offer candy to young

children in exchange for information about family members or neighbors who were

suspected of avoiding mobilization.192 Whoever avoided labor duty could be punished up

to one year imprisonment or fined 1,000 won. 193

ISS ChOsen shakaijigy6no. 19 (June 1941),43.

189 Richard E. Kim 1970, 146.

190 Koseisho Seikatsu KyokuchO and NaimushO Keiho Kyokucho, 1942.

191 No Y6ng-chong 2001,176 and No Y6ng-chong 2000,27.

192 Gi-Wook Shin 1996, 138.

193 Om Y6m-sik and 1m Chong-guk 1969, 314.
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Rumors and gossip were important elements in facilitating and contributing to

evasion. Rumors and gossip played an important role in spreading information about the

poor treatment of Korean laborers in Japanese mines, the forcible collection of women as

military prostitutes, and so forth. These rumors spread throughout the southern regions of

Korea where labor recruitment was heaviest and made recruitment of Korean laborers

more difficult. 194 Rumors exhibited a collective social psychology of resistance and

exposed the failure of assimilation policies. Between December 1943 and May 1945, the

police monitored 1,344 cases of rumors in Korea. A main theme in many of the

Koreans' rumors was Japan's defeat, which showed a strong desire for Allied victory.195

Topics "ranged from overt criticism and denunciation of the authorities and the ruling

classes, to the spreading of rumors, to the forbidden listening-in on enemy broadcasts and

the perusal of enemy leaflets.,,196

Resistance was also found in folk culture. Songs of resentment and sorrow

conveyed emotions that would otherwise be censored. Unfortunately, too few found their

way into print. One poem stated:

The birch trees of Myungyong ridge,
The few useful ones are all gone;
[And] the valuable young men,
All went out as conscripted laborers and soldiers.197

194 Kim In-d6k 1997, 365.

195 See-jae Lee 1987,5 and 8.

196 United States Strategic Bombing Survey, The Effects ofStrategic Bombing on Japanese Morale
(Washington, D.C.: 1947), 112.

197 Andrew C. Nahm, "Themes of Popular Songs and Poems of the Koreans as Oppressed People," Korea's
Response to Japan: The Colonial Period, 1910-1945 (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University, 1977),
202. 188-230. My translation.
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The rich symbolism of this folk song linked the disappearance of Korea's most valuable

trees with young men. These lyrics exhibit the resentment of Koreans to the military and

labor mobilization of Korea's men in the prime of their life.

Desertion while in transit was another common method used to evade labor duty.

Workers destined for Japan or the northern regions of Korea transferred trains (or train to

boat) several times before reaching their workplace. Those seeking to escape complained

they needed to go to the bathroom or to get a drink of water and never returned. Brave

souls even jumped from moving trains to effect their getaway. 198 En route desertion was

so common that agents often traveled with those they recruited to reduce the likelihood of

desertion. 199

A final form of evasion was through the use of violence. Violent actions were

generally caused by a sense of ethnic nationalism or frustration with coercion. In most

cases, violent actions were suicidal, literally and figuratively. In an organized violent act

of resistance, in July 1944,29 men organized themselves into the Taesang Mountain

Bamboo Spear Movement (Taesangsan chukch'ang iiig6). They began a war of

resistance against Japan by going to Taesang Mountain, constructing a fortress, and

making bamboo weapons. Over the course of twenty days, the Japanese police attempted

three offensives to dislodge the group, but each failed. The rebellion ended when the

police successfully cut off their food supply and the 29 men were captured as they

foraged for food. 200

198 No Yong-chong 2001, 182.

199 Hozumi Takanobu, "" in Hayashi Eidai 1989,453.

200 Ibid., 171.
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Some violent actions were by individuals. In July 1945, Ch'oe Hae-ch'on

(Kyong-ju Province) killed a policeman who attempted to enforce a conscription notice.

Before the police were able to arrest him, Ch'oe committed suicide to escape a fate he

considered worse than death. Part of his suicide note read: "I do not die by your catching

and killing me. Do not bother me. I will die by my own hand. But there is something I

have to say. Why are you trying to drag Koreans into your war? I am Korean. The

reason I killed that [policeman] was because he tried to drag me into Japan's war.,,201 His

suicide, while personally destructive, prevented Japan from benefitting from his labor.

Agency at the Workplace

The emphasis on exploitation at the workplace omits the complex nature of

Koreans' wartime experiences. Not every Korean suffered unmitigated exploitation.

Koreans mobilized under the NGML faced a variety of experiences- making it very

difficult to present a unified story (that of exploitation) as the only story of Korea's

wartime experience.

A portion of Korean laborers chose to remain employed at the workplace to which

they were assigned because they benefitted from either high wages or felt they were

treated fairly. However, few of these stories are told or recorded because historiography

and popular memory emphasize the suffering and exploitation of the Korean nation.

High wages, or even the desperate need for work, were probably one of the most

influential factors that kept Korean workers at a workplace. In many instances Korean

workers, treated fairly and felt no need to change jobs.

201 Ibid., 170.
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Despite the government's tepid push for brotherhood and unity of Korea and

Japan, the Koreans experienced a great amount of discrimination from employers and

local government officials. The consequence of discrimination was that Koreans were

given an ethnic identity. Korean students in higher education personally experienced the

contradiction between colonial propaganda and reality and were much more likely to

exhibit an ethnic consciousness and a desire for the defeat of Japanese imperialism and

the independence of Korea. This was also found in the Student Special Volunteer Soldier

System. An August 1944 Government-general document noted that:

As soon as the war started, a deepening of defeatist together with a weakening of
[Japanese] national consciousness and subconsciousness came about [because] of
the difficulty of entering college. There are those who have fallen into an anti
Japanese consciousness. To a considerable degree as before there are no few
people who greatly overestimate the economic ability of the Anglo-American
enemy and dream of an independent Korea and want [Japan] to lose the war by
way of losing national strength due to a long war or who consider it an
unparalleled opportunity for Korean ethnic liberation at the outbreak of a Russo
Japanese war. These thoughts go together with the narrow feelings particular to
younger students and can lead to inappropriate actions. While only a portion is
apparent, they have banded together in secret societies and planned for unrest and
polluted the sacred academic halls. There are no few people who have done all
this and come to the point of committing punishable acts. Moreover, recently
looking at the tendency of such incidents and coalescing the general tendencies of
thought into one, nearly all belong to ethnic incidents and they look forward to an
improvement of spiritual (seishinteki) coalition and intelligence, physical strength,
and economic power. Through this, they show preparation for the day of Korean
independence. Furthermore, through changes of the recent war situation there is a
tendency assume the defeat of the empire and total [Korean] independence.202

This quote hints at many causes and areas of resistance by discussing secret societies,

punishable acts, and Koreans looking forward to independence, but offers no details. It is

202 Chosen sotokufu saimu kyokuchO, Mizuta Naomasa, "ShOwa 19nendo ChOsen sotokufu yosan ni tsuite"
(Regarding the 1944 Government-General budget). Reprint in Kondo Ken'ichi 1961,69-70.
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difficult to ascertain the pervasiveness of nationalism. It suggests that Korean

nationalism deeply concerned the Japanese. The Japanese regime was careful not to

provoke Korean nationalism or to push the Koreans into the arms of the communists.

The intensity of noncompliance and "subversive practices" increased in the

waning months of the war due to frustration, war weariness, and possible knowledge of

the war situation. Police records related to acts of resistance show that economic and

other personal reasons were more common. Korean independence was a distant, faint

goal that offered limited motivation. Nevertheless, from 1944 to the end of the war,

Korean nationalism and communism increasingly concerned the police who feared

Koreans would align with the Soviets.

Japanese authorities acknowledged six reasons for Korean runaways: they used

recruitment as a means to travel to Japan; fear of workplace accidents/incidents (jik6);

changing jobs at the instigation and invitation of others; dislike of their long hard hours; a

yearning for city life; and dissatisfaction with the difference between the contract and

actual work conditions.203 Actual conditions at work encompass the belligerence of

Japanese coworkers as well as the company's treatment of Korean workers.204 Four of the

six causes above reflect a dissatisfaction with work conditions.

Police and corporate records indicate that workplace treatment and wages were

the leading causes of resistance.205 From 1939 to mid-1944 there is little evidence that

203 Maeda Hajime 1944, 133-137 and Monbusho kyogakukyoku 1941. Reprint in Zainichi ChOsenjin kankei
shiryoshiisei, ed. Pak Kyong-sik (Tokyo: San'ichi Publishers, 1976), 1225.

204 Pak Kyong-sik 1986,230 and Endo Akira 1987,6.

205 Based on my impression of Tokko gaiji gepporecords from July 1939 to July 1940.
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Korean nationalism was a foundation for extensive resistance. Ideological and

nationalistic concerns were not common until mid-1944, and even then it was not a

leading cause of resistance. The personal needs of Koreans (food and pay) were more

pressing. Many disputes were caused by language barriers and the extension of

contracts.206

Open resistance was futile because of effective police surveillance and oppression

that uncovered and overwhelmed resistors. Thus, there was no coordination of resistance

activities between workplaces. The result was that Korean resistance was fragmented and

incoherent. Yet, Koreans actively responded to and challenged colonial policies via

"everyday forms of resistance." These took three forms: desertions, labor disturbances,

and violence.

One form of workplace resistance was desertion, which was the most quantifiable

and damaging form of resistance. Koreans left one employer for another when offered, or

heard of, higher wages at another company. Low wages contributed to Korean desertion.

Businesses often ignored restrictions on labor (such as the passport system) and hired

employees without regard for legal barriers or proper procedures. This contributed to the

Koreans' ability to desert without legal ramifications. The Saitama (Japan) Police Bureau

reported in 1945 that Koreans in Japan chased after the highest wages in spite of lacking

the proper documentation. It noted that Koreans earned as much as 10 to IS-yen per day

and spent half their time shopping.207

206 Kang Man-gil 1997, 246 and Chasen shis6und6gaiky6, August 31, 1939. Reprinted in Miyata Setsuko
1991,185-188.

207 Jerome B. Cohen 1949, 339.
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A common cause of desertion was a desire to return to one's hometown,

especially in cases where the government had unilaterally extended contracts. This was

particularly true among Koreans in Japan. Zainichi Koreans' contracts were for six

months to two years, but in 1941 the Welfare Ministry and kyi5wakai extended their

contracts by one year in an effort to maintain sufficient numbers of laborers in Japan.208

The military also extended Korean military civilians' contracts.209 As the war drew to an

unfavorable end for Japan, Koreans became increasingly frustrated with their poor work

conditions, corporate strong-arm tactics, unilateral extension of their contracts,

withholding of pay, and the condescending attitude of Japanese coworkers.

Within Korea, Hwanghae Province had the highest desertion rate at 6 percent in

1942, but increased to 31 percent in 1944.210 Many fled to Manchukuo, a Japanese

puppet state, where labor conscription was not enforced or found work in another

factory.211 Late in the war, the labor situation in Japan neared chaos and workers did not

show up to work to handle family emergencies, look for housing, or the factory had been

destroyed by bombing (but they were still expected to show up and help clean up).212

Such a precarious life increased Korean resistance since they had nothing to lose but their

suffering. Many felt that desertion was their only option to survive.

208 Chosen sOtokufu r6muka kanshii, 16.

209 Anonymous former Korean military civilian, interview by Brandon Palmer, August 11, 1997.

210 No Yang-chong 2001,176-178.

211 Gi-wook Shin 1996, 140.

212 Jerome B. Cohen 1949, 344.
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From October 1939 to October 1942, the annual desertion rate among zainichi

Korean laborers was 35.6 percent.213 In Hokkaido, where Koreans worked in isolated

mines, desertion rates from 1939 to 1942 were around 13.2 percent. This discussion

should be contrasted with desertion among Japanese workers. Prior to Allied bombing,

Japanese worker absenteeism in Tokyo was 20 percent, but reached 49 percent in 1945

after Allied bombing.214 Jerome B. Cohen noted that the government's control over labor

and society within Japan proper was nearing chaos in the last year of the war. 215 The high

desertion and absenteeism rates by Koreans and Japanese slowed productivity, increased

accident rates, and diverted attention from production to recruit laborers.

Table 20 provides a summary of the recruitment of Koreans for labor service in

Japan under the LMP. It is worth noting that only two-thirds of the LMP's quota for

Korea was actually met. As the below chart shows, less than half of the Koreans taken to

Japan remained at the position to which they were assigned. For the purpose of the

current discussion, roughly one-third disappeared from the legal registries and the

government was able to locate only 4,121 of that number. The low number of Korean

deserters discovered (about 2 percent) indicates that the government made little attempt to

track them down and focused on replacing those workers that left.

213 Pak Ky6ng-sik 1986,230.

214 Jerome B. Cohen 1949, 342

215 Ibid., 275, 315, and 344.
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This table Table 20: Korean Workers Imported under Labor
Mobilization Plans

exemplifies the Koreans'

ability to disappear and

ignore laws (particularly in

Japan) despite the existence

of potent government

mechanisms of control.

Labor Mobilization Plan quota for Korea
Number allotted for mobilization
Actually taken to Japan
Decrease (sick, runaways, etc)
Returned after contract
Repatriated malcontents/rejected
Whereabouts not known
Discovered and repatriated
Repatriated
Others
Currently at original occupation

907,300
711,505
604,429
328,540

52,108
15,801

209,750
4,121

14,626
46,306

288,488

Other sources indicate the

Japanese government was

more successful locating

Source: Tsuboe Senji, Zainihon Ch6senjin no gaiky6
(Overview of Koreans in Japan) (Tokyo: By6i h6kichi,
1953), 21. Italics mine.

laborers. Among the 760,342 Koreans mobilized under the 1939 to 1943 LMPs, 257,907

ran away and only 13,389 were found. 216 It is curious that colonial and central authorities

tracked down so few deserters. It was through these "weapons of the weak" that the

Koreans voiced dissatisfaction with their circumstances. This indicates pervasive Korean

noncompliance to social controls as well as the inability of the police and semi-

governmental organizations to effectively track Korean workers. These two points show

that the central and colonial governments were vulnerable to desertion.

Desertion among military civilians was handled differently. Military civilians

were attached to army and naval units, which often treated desertion as a capital

punishment. Some deserters were caught and beaten to death in front of the other

216 Tokko geppo (February 1944). There were no statistics on the number of Koreans found in 1940.
Excluding 1940, the recovery rate of runaways was 5.6 percent.
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Koreans to send a message that desertion was not tolerated.217 Such incidents created an

atmosphere of fear that prevented desertion. Some were unable to desert because they

worked on small islands.

Labor disputes (strikes and work slow downs) were another form of workplace

resistance. Included in these forms of resistance were malingering, failing to put in an

honest day's work, damaging equipment, and performing shoddy work. Labor disputes

were an important form of group resistance generally aimed to improve work conditions

or economic betterment. The High Police viewed Koreans as clannish and, therefore, as

having a tendency to take part in group activities, such as strikes.218 Disputes peaked in

1939 with 10,128 workers participating, but the number declined steadily thereafter. The

Government-general claimed that the decline was due to a fair wage system and improved

work conditions.219 A more likely reason was government suppression.

Resistance among zainichi Koreans greatly concerned the police. From April 1940

to December 1941, the Tokk6 gepp6, a monthly report of the High Police, reported 384

instances of labor disputes by Koreans. Of these, 294 were strikes, and the rest were

work stoppages and other types of disturbances. The police estimated that 41 percent of

these disputes were caused by language problems.22o Conversely, GGK Diet records note

that of 96 labor disputes in 1940, 75 were related to wages, 5 to poor treatment in the

217 So Hwal-won-su, interview by ChOng Hye-gyong, November 11,2001. Available at the Independence
Hall of Korea.

218 Tokko geppo, November-December 1939, 182.

219 Chi5sen shiso undo gaikyo, February 1939, 150.

220 Tokko geppo, March 1943,80-81 and Kang Man-gil 1997, 245 and 255.
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workplace, and 16 to other causes.221 Unfortunately, government records are anecdotal

and offer no nation-wide statistics on the number or location of labor disputes.

Despite public announcements of brotherhood, the police organs remained

suspicious of the Korean population. Control over Korean labor was an area of special

interest for the police. Japanese authorities were deeply concerned that Communists

would infiltrate factories and mines and disrupt production. The police intervened in

strikes and labor disputes to protect production levels and guard against socialist

encroachment. Another fear was that Koreans would provide sensitive information to the

Soviet Union or Chinese. As a result, the government stepped up its efforts to prevent

unionization and labor struggles.

In at least one instance, communists attempted to infiltrate semi-official

organizations in order to turn Korean workers against the Japanese. Two men, Pang

Yong-p'il and Yu Ryu-rok, organized a group, the Tesuyiikai, and planned to recruit

2,000 or more miners and railway workers in their group within two years. However, the

efficient colonial police force arrested the two masterminds of this plot (mentioned

previously) before serious harm occurred to production.222

More disturbing to the police was that late in the war, Korean nationalism

appeared more frequently as a cause of resistance. A police publication carried the

following interesting account:

In the past there were no problems with thought insurrections, but recently they
have started. There were examples of recent thought elements or bad elements

221 TGSS, Diet 79 December 1941, 73.

222 Tokko gaiji geppo, August 1939. 4-5.
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that intervene and intentionally obstruct production in order to usher in the defeat
of the empire. I will give one or two examples.
First, ... an imported (iny ii) Korean, who is now in custody and being
investigated for violating the [Peace Preservation Law], intentionally agitated
other workers.
That is to say, in August 1942, at Yiibari Mine in Hokkaido, ideological
malcontent Choe Won-jong ... urged the other workers not to work and planned
to promote national consciousness and proclaimed the idea of independence
saying, "If Japan loses the war, we can assist [Korean] independence by
supporting the Allies. If Korea is to be independent, there will be no
discriminatory treatment and concrete blessings will come to Koreans. In order to
usher in Japan's defeat, we should neglect work and not send out the coal [from
the mine].223

The police noted that the productivity of the miners slowed from clearing 3 meters

and 90 centimeters per day to 2 meters 60 centimeters. The police wryly noted their

conundrum: if all agitators were arrested, production would grind to a halt; on the other

hand, if the agitators were not arrested, the slowdown continued, it would set a bad

precedent for Koreans at other mines.224 The police decided to arrest the ringleaders of

the work slowdown.

Violence, the third form of workplace resistance under review, erupted from time

to time. Violence generally happened in response to exploitation. War weariness and

frustration frequently surfaced late in the war. In one situation, a Japanese commander

assaulted a Korean military civilian for not showing the proper respect. In retaliation, Pak

Ch'ang-won organized a posse of twenty-five Koreans and assaulted the commander.

Pak was punished with ten days in jail for being the ringleader.225 One Korean, who

223 NaimushO, keihobu, "Jianjokyo ni tsuite: keisatsu buchOgikaigi ni okeru hoankacho setsumei yoshi"
(Explanatory summary of [a speech by the police] public peace section head at a police chief conference)
(January 14, 1944). Found in SAJAN, reel 218, f88663.
224 Ibid.

225 Utsumi Aiko and Murai Yoshinori 1981, 134-135.
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served as a prison guard in Indonesia, remembered, "After the first couple years, we

didn't hide our feelings any longer. When they wouldn't let us go home as our contract

promised, there was no point pretending. 'Do you think we're going to let you shit on us

till we die?' we demanded." He added that Korean civilian employees had rifles at that

time and some exchanged fire with the Japanese.226

In one suicidal act of defiance on January 4, 1942, three Korean military civilians

stationed near Jakarta were told they were being reassigned to Singapore. The three, Son

Yang-sop, Min Yong-hak, and No Byong-han, responded violently to this order. They

stole guns and proceeded to a Japanese general's residence with the intention to kill him.

They found and shot him and, thinking he was dead, went on a shooting rampage that

killed or wounded dozens of Japanese. The Japanese Army organized a massive manhunt

for the three. Min's dead body was found January 6; he had committed suicide. Son and

No killed themselves the next day. Ironically, the three warned other Korean military

civilians of their intentions and told them to flee once they heard gunshots. None of their

comrades alerted the Japanese.227

Japan responded to all forms of resistance with its immense bureaucratic power.

Many companies, such as the Kyongsong Spinning and Weaving Company, relied heavily

on the colonial police to maintain an obedient and pliable workforce. To combat such

activities, the "police found themselves in the business of preventing as well as ending

226 Kasayama Yoshikichi 1992, 119-120. Also see Gavan Daws 1994,351.

227 Utsumi Aiko and Murai Yoshinori 1981, 164-180.
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such incidents.'>228 The GGK attempted to force Koreans to conform, but it was neither

omnipotent, omniscient, nor omnipresent.

Government authorities recognized that it needed to extend control over illegal

recruiters in order to reduce Korean desertion.229 Prime Minister Koiso Kuniaki, the

former Governor-general of Korea, attempted to win the support of Koreans by extending

citizenship and other rights to them. Yet, this move was too little, too superficial, and too

late to make a difference.

One company, Hokkaido Steam and Coal, responded to desertion and resistance

by forcing workplace agitators to undergo special training to restore them to what it

considered a wholesome state. The company hoped that two months of uninterrupted

training would erase their desire to resist government policies. This program forced

abstinence from alcohol and tobacco and provided the malcontents with odd jobs (such as

cleaning). It forced them to sit through long hours listening to moral lectures (gunwa) in

order to reinforce good conduct and force conformity through indoctrination. A company

publication claimed that 299 individuals underwent such training and all supposedly

reformed their ways.230

Other companies too a less enlightened approach and used physical abuse or

forms of humiliation to curb desertion. In Hokkaido, several mines made those who

attempted desertion to stand naked in the snow.231 Company discipline often degenerated

228 Carter J. Eckert 1991,222.

229 Nihon shuppan bunka ky6kai 1942. Reprinted in Senji kyasei renk6, r6mu kanri seisaku vol. 1, ed. Pak
Kyong-sik (Tokyo: Ajia Mondai Kenkyiisho, 1982),25.

230 Maeda Hajime 1944, 119-120 and 123

231 Kang Man-gil 1997, 246.
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into a reign of terror. An untold number of Koreans caught attempting to escape were

beaten to death or nearly beaten to death by company foreman. 232 For example, Pak

Chae-dok, a miner at Aoji T'an'gwang in northern Korea, stated if a worker were caught

escaping from the mine, he was beaten to death.233

Comments

Statistics on the number of deaths contradict each other. Around 2,175 Koreans

died in Japanese mines between 1943 and 1945. Many also became casualties of war. As

of August 1944 approximately 2,142 Korean laborers were reported killed and another

735 missing in the South Pacific alone.234 Additionally, untold thousands died in the

Allied bombings in Japan. In Hiroshima and Nagasaki, upwards of 30,000 died from the

atomic bombs and radiation sickness. The Japanese government has confirmed 131,955

deaths "as a result of forced labor during World War II.'>23S

Korean military civilian deaths were higher than for active duty soldiers. Koreans

suffered especially high casualty rates in Southeast Asia. For example, in Tarawa and

Makin, Koreans working on defensive fortifications were caught in the crossfire during

the American invasions. Roughly 1,200 Korean military civilians were killed and another

735 missing during the Allied attacks.236 By the end of the war, 16,004 Korean military

232 Kim Sang-op, interview by Chang Sin, November 19,2001. Available at the Independence Hall of
Korea.

233 Pak Chae-d6k, interview. Available at the Independence Hall of Korea.

234 TGSS, Diet 85, 1944, in Kondo Kenichi, volume 2, 156

235 "Names of 3,955 Additional Victims of Japan's military Draft during WW2 confirmed." Available
Joong-ang [Lbo February 1997, http://www.joongang.co.kr/enewslI99702/n970212.htm

236 TGSS, Diet 85 1944. Reprint in Kondo Kenichi 1961, 156.
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civilians lost their lives in the service of Japan's military.237 Koreans tried to quickly

surrender, but were gunned down by Japanese soldiers to prevent capitulation. The

number of military civilian deaths were not categorically separated from Korean soldiers,

so the statistics range from 5,660 to 16,340 deaths in the army.238

Summary

Korean labor was an important component to sustaining Japan's ability to wage

war. Approximately 1.9 million industrial laborers worked in factories, mines, and built

defensive fortifications.239 These laborers directly contributed to strategic production and

national defense, which freed Japanese men to join the military. Rural laborers (mostly

women), on the other hand, sustained agricultural production and constructed

fortifications for an expected Allied invasion of Korea.

Korean laborers were mobilized under the National General Mobilization Law

which gave the government control over all labor. However, the law was not extended to

Korea in the same manner as in Japan. The colonial and central governments distrusted

the Korean populace and were careful not to antagonize them. The GGK did not want to

spark Korean ethnic consciousness by placing extreme demands on the Korean people.

Thus, labor recruitment initially emphasized company-directed recruitment and

government-directed recruitment. Conscription was implemented extensively only as a

last resort in 1944 and 1945.

237 Koseisho, engokyoku 1962.

238 Utsumi Aiko 2001, 204.

239 This number was arrived at by adding company- and government-directed recruited laborers, conscripted
laborers (in Japan and Korea), and Koreans taken to Japan under the Labor Mobilization Plan. It is likely
there were individuals who fit into multiple categories. It does not include the Women's Volunteer Corps or
other labor organizations.
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Koreans did not passively submit to government demands and were not quiet

victims. They resisted labor mobilization in the only avenue available, namely everyday

forms of resistance. Large numbers of Koreans evaded labor duty, deserted jobs,

sabotaged equipment, and malingered at work.

These labor policies were enforced by a plethora of bureaucratic organs and semi-

governmental organizations, most importantly the police and aikokuhan. The relevant

part of this story is that Koreans constituted a significant part of the police force and

aikokuhan heads. Thus, Japanese exploitation often had a Korean face. Korean

collaboration enabled the Japanese government to more effectively recruit labor. This

shows that Koreans used their agency for and against Japan.

Most of these were caused by economic frustration or protecting the individual

from harm. But as war conditions worsened, so did the exploitation of the workers. This

stimulated a political consciousness and generated more resistance. The colonial regime

was unable to effectively prevent or respond to everyday forms of resistance (evasion,

desertion, rumors, and so forth), leading us to the conclusion that it was not a monolithic

entity.

What historical significance should be assessed to Korean resistance to labor

needs? Did it affect Japan's war capability? A number of Korean and Japanese scholars

extrapolate that this resistance threatened the "fascist system."240 However, the emphasis

on resistance and/or victimization alone ignores the vast amount of cooperation and

240 Higuchi Yiiichi, Kyawakai: senjika Ch6senjin t6sei soshiki no kenkyii (Ky6wakai: Study of an
organization that controlled during war) (Tokyo: Shakai hy6ronsha,1986), 183 and Kang T6k-sang 1997,
342.
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choices by Koreans. Rumors, strikes, desertion, and such challenged the hegemony of the

Japanese system, but lacked coordination and breadth to factor in Japan's defeat. Korean

subversive activities were symbolically important because they show cracks and

vulnerabilities in Japan's political and ideological hegemony.

Nearly all accounts of Korea's wartime experience examine what happened to

Koreans and ignore the international context of Japan's actions. Such an insular view

leave the impression that Japan's exploitation of Korea was a unique event. This chapter,

on the other hand, has placed Japan's colonial record next to the British and French. The

British and French mobilized Indian and African colonial labor many decades before the

Japanese did likewise in Korea. Thus, Japan's mobilization of Korean labor, while

exploitive, was not an unusual act for a colonial power. In comparison, Japan's use of

conscription and kidnaping (as well as the exploitation of Koreans) was no better and no

worse than any other colonial power: all colonialists had a shameful record of treating

colonial labor as an expendable resource.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

If all forms of state-sponsored mobilization are accounted for, more than 7.2

people, or rather, 7.2 million instances of official mobilization (granting for people

mobilized for multiple projects) took place from 1937 to 1945.1 As previously noted, not

all types of mobilization are included in this number: women assumed a greater role in

light industries and agriculture; private companies recruited hundreds of thousands of

laborers outside the National General Mobilization Law (NGML); and an unknown

number of laborers were illegally abducted. The mobilization of Korea remains a salient

issue in current diplomatic relations between the two Koreas and Japan? Korean national

memory emphasizes the suffering of the war period.

The history of Korea's wartime mobilization (1937 to 1945) is a subject of

extraordinary sensitivity and controversy so one approaches the subject with a profound

sense of respect for the suffering of the Korean people. I argue that by studying the

mobilization with a blind eye to the postwar era and placing exploitive conditions in the

context of overall mobilization, one can conceivably discover a more nuanced

understanding of wartime Korea.

I This number assumes that 4.1 million were mobilized for rural projects, 1.8 million students for various
work projects, 1,103782 through labor mobilization, and 130,723 as soldiers. The 4.1 million for rural
mobilization does not include statistics for 1945. Koreans mobilized as military civilians and under the
Labor Mobilization Plan are not included because they were counted under CDR, GDR and labor
conscription. It is more accurate to state 7.2 million instances because a single laborer mobilized under
CDR and GDR could later be frozen to their position or conscripted as a soldier or military civilian, thereby
accounting for two instances of mobilization.

2 Koreans, North and South, demand that the Japanese government assume more accountability for its
wartime actions. This is best seen in the ongoing textbook controversy, in which the Education Ministry
approves books that Koreans (and Chinese) feel ignore Japan's war crimes.
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The true extent of the mobilization of Korea will never be known because the

Japanese government at all levels burned documents following the war. Also, the

formation of two separate regimes, as well as the Korean War (1950-1953) and Cold War

chill, hindered investigation into the mobilization of the Korean people. For example, it

is impossible to grasp the total number of Koreans who died during the Pacific War

because many people from the southern provinces stayed in the north and vice versa. To

my knowledge, there has not been any corroboration between the current governments to

determine the number of deaths. Many people never returned home after the war and it is

impossible to know if they survived or died.

A significant number of Koreans died in the service of Japan. In 1953 the

Welfare Ministry in Japan estimated that 22,182 Korean soldiers, sailors, and military

civilians died.3 Higuchi Yiikichi estimated that 50,884 Koreans died or their whereabouts

were not known.4 The Japanese government has recognized the deaths of 131, 955

Koreans resulting from labor service during World War II.s Within Western academia,

this subject is just barely beginning to receive the academic attention is deserves.

Summary of Findings

Japan's dominion over Korea brought both exploitation and modernization in a

mixture that is hotly debated. Until recently, most academic accounts of Korea's colonial

3 Utsumi Aiko, ChOsenjin "kogun" heishi tachi no senso(the war of Korean "imperial" soldiers) 0,44.

4 Higuchi Yiikichi 2001, 128.

5 "Names of 3,955 Additional Victims of Japan's Military Draft During WW2 Confirmed"
www.joongang.co.kr
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wartime past have emphasized Japan's exploitation of Koreans, the victimization and

suffering of the Korean people, and overseas (in China and America) resistance activities

of Korean nationalists. This field of research, collectively called kyasei renko studies,

have been coopted by the collective national memories of North and South Korea and

taken on political meaning. But once we broaden our view beyond exploitation to include

the legal and organizational aspects of mobilization we discover much that is worth

examining. And when all of this is compared to other colonial experiences, we see

similarities and differences that help us contextualize Korea's wartime experience.

The purpose of this dissertation is to bring attention to Korea's participation

(willing and coerced) in the Second World War. Beyond this, it has addressed four

motifs that go beyond the themes of exploitation and vicitimization found in kyasei renko

studies: that Japan implemented mobilization laws in a careful fashion to reduce the

likelihood of opposition; that the GGK was incapable of imposing its will completely

upon the Korean people; that the Korean people were not passive victims throughout the

mobilization process; and that Japan's mobilization of Korea was not unique to world

history.

One theme in this dissertation is that Japan watered down its laws and policies so

as not to provoke resistance among the Koreans. This is not to say that Japan's actions in

Korea were necessarily legal or morally justified. After all, the Nazi regime in Germany

revised laws that allowed them to persecute the Jews. Millions of Jews watched as the

state legally stripped them of life, liberty, and property.

My examination of Japan's legal system attempts to locate differences between
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the laws and ideology implemented in Japan and Korea. Specifically, I seek to explain

why were the laws altered when they were extended to Korea. The policies implemented

by Japan in Korea reflected the power, interests, and ideology of the Japanese

government. This should surprise no one. The colonial regime controlled all lawmaking

organs in Korea and could legitimize its actions by arbitrarily revising laws. Yet, Japan

could have forced the mobilization of Korea earlier and more extensively than it did. The

differences in timing and legal structure of mobilization laws in Korea and Japan inform

us that labor and military mobilization laws were implemented in a bastardized form to

prevent resistance from the Korean people and in response to administrative problems

that are discussed below.

There was no legal provision for Korean military service until the Government

general of Korea implemented the Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System in 1938.

The Japanese military procrastinated in enlisting Koreans because of a perceived Korean

cultural aversion to military service, as well as a more pressing need for Korean men in

agricultural labor. Another explanation for the delay is the Japanese distrust of and

discrimination against Koreans. The volunteer system did not arouse much opposition

because it required little of Korean men- a large majority only had to submit an

application and undergo a physical. Japan hoped that the volunteer system, in

conjunction with compulsory education, would acculturate Koreans to the duty of

compulsory military conscription. That process was expected to take three to five

decades. However, the schedule was cut short by the outbreak of war with the United

States. From 1938 to 1943, GGK and military demands on Koreans were largely limited
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to submitting an application- over 900,000 applications were submitted for the volunteer,

student volunteer, and naval volunteer systems, but only 22,723 (l in 40) were accepted.

The low percentage of applicants enlisted is a testament to the fact that the role of Korea

was to provide laborers, not soldiers.

Japan extended the draft to Korea in May 1942, but the first Korean conscripts did

not enter the army until December 1944, a 30 month lag. It was extended to Korea in a

manner slightly different than in Japan. Koreans had more exemptions available to them

than Japanese men. Korean men were exempted if they were conscripted as laborers,

worked as military civilians, or lacked an elementary education.6 By 1945, the

conscription age for Japanese included 18 to 20 year-old men, yet, in Korea, only 20 year-

olds were drafted. Japan could have expanded the recruitment age in Korea, but did not.

Two likely reasons were ongoing problems of straightening out the family registry system

in Korea and lack of interest in recruiting large numbers of Koreans.

Labor laws were also altered for use in Korea. The National General Mobilization

Law, the single most important law in the mobilization of Korean labor, had three

differences in the method of implementation in Korea and Japan: First, labor conscription

was extended to Korea in 1942, three years after it was implemented in Japan. Even then,

large numbers of Koreans were not conscripted until 1944. Prior to that, the NGML in

Korea used the less coercive company-directed recruitment and government-directed

recruitment, two forms of recruitment not used in Japan. Second, Korean women were

6 Labor conscription and work as a military civilian did not exempt Japanese men from military service.
And nearly all Japanese men completed elementary school because (unlike Koreans) they were subject to
compulsory education.
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not subject to the NGML, whereas numerous Japanese women were subjected to the law.

And third, Korean men conscripted under the NGML were exempted from military

service, a provision not available to Japanese men. The differences are a testament to the

GGK's hesitancy to make heavy demands on the Koreans.

A second permise found in this dissertation is that the GGK, while powerful and

capable of brutality, was not omnipotent. The cracks in the colonial regime's hegemony

can be examined. The GGK limited its mobilization goals and policies in Korea because

of concerns over Korean loyalty and myopic prewar policies in education and family

registry maintenance. In other words, the colonial regime's inability to exert complete

control over or make full use of the Korean people was of its own making.

Compulsory education was central to the spread of the Japanese language and

assimilation of young men- yet less than half of Korean youth attended school and only

one-quarter spoke Japanese. Koreans generally lacked Japanese language skills and

vocational training, which limited the Korean contribution to the war, particularly in the

military sphere. These were a deep concern for Japanese authorities who wanted to

integrate Koreans into the military because Korean recruits served in Japanese units,

Japanese language skills and knowledge of Japanese culture learned in the classroom

were a must.

The implementation of the draft is another area where the GGK lacked complete

control over the Koreans. Compulsory military conscription of Korean men was

announced in 1942, but the regime had to delay the actual enlistment of Koreans (despite

being at war with the United States) because the legal mechanisms of control were not in
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place. Specifically, the family registry system, which contained census information on

young men, was in disarray. Without accurate registries, the regime did not know who

was subject to military service. As of 1942 too many family registries contained incorrect

ages, addresses, and gender- many men were not even listed on their family registry.

This delayed the implementation of the draft and forced Japan to divert needed human

and financial resources to correct this problem.

Japan's constant use of propaganda informs us of state concerns and goals.

Before the war, the Japanese government and society publicly portrayed Koreans as

cultural inferiors to the Japanese. In other words, Koreans in Japan were considered a

social problem (Chasen mandai) and, as a result, were socially and politically ostracized

and discriminated against. The outbreak of war between Japan and China in 1937

brought subtle changes in the government's publicity related to Koreans. The new

indoctrination efforts spoke of a brotherhood between the two peoples, highlighted the

historical links of Koreans and Japanese, and even hearkened to ancient Korea's hwarang

in an effort to instill a military spirit among the Korean youth.

Pan-Asianism was a regular theme in state propaganda. Japan's war in China was

designed to expose the weakness of China and the ascendency of Japan. Later, war with

the United States was presented as Asians verse Westerners. The impact of this

propaganda on the Koreans' willingness to cooperate with Japan requires further study.

Unfortunately, this topic came to my attention in the weeks before my dissertation

defense. This important topic must be shelved for the time being.

The GGK attempted to secure the loyalty of Koreans by assimilating them into the
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Japanese nation. Japanization policies, while unpleasant for the Koreans, were the best

apparent alternative to blatant force. In an effort to mold Koreans into Japanese, the

GGK employed an intense indoctrination effort in the school system and in the public

sphere. The colonial regime required Koreans to speak Japanese, take Japanese names,

and visit Shinto shrines in an effort to replace Korean culture with Japanese culture.

However, the GGK could not dictate how Koreans received Japanization, especially in

the privacy of the home. Quite simply, assimilation made very little headway, as is

indicated by the low level of Japanese language comprehension among Koreans.7

Analysis of the actions of the Japanese regime indicate there were informal

restraints on its power. Foremost among the limits on the GGK was a recognition by

Japanese authorities that the Korean people did not consider the Government-general the

legitimate government. Underlying all these concerns was a carefulness not to drive

Koreans into the arms of the Comintern and to not to spark Korean ethnic nationalism.

The sting of the March First Independence Movement in 1919 instilled an anxiety in the

GGK that the Korean people were not passive or powerless and could not be pushed too

hard too fast. To be sure, the GGK had power to subdue an uprising, but the regime

thought it was better not to provoke another incident, especially during the war. This

concern over legitimacy (and lingering Korean hostility toward Japan) curbed the degree

of coercion and mobilization utilized in Korea.

A third, and most important, theme in this dissertation is that Koreans were not

unqualified victims of Japan's wartime mobilization policies. To be sure, Koreans were

7 In 1945 less than one-quarter of Koreans spoke Japanese.
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exploited and poorly treated with low (often no) wages, misled by false promises, forced

into military service against their will, and confronted by discrimination. Yet, Japanese

authorities did not dictate all conditions of mobilization and, alternately, Koreans were

not unconditional victims.

Generally, Japanese authorities followed a pattern of mobilization that was

designed to secure the cooperation of Koreans: the first step was to call for Koreans to

accept their duty as Japanese subjects. In conjunction with this, laborers were offered

decent wages and good working conditions; soldiers were promised glory. If these

methods failed, the GGK applied a low level of coercion- for example, local officials

visited the family to remind them of their responsibility. If this did not work, the resistor

and his family were confronted with increasing amounts of coercion. Nonconformists

were at risk of threats to their economic well-being, arbitrary arrest, and police

interrogation of family members.

The Koreans responded to military mobilization with apathy and indifference.

During the first year of the volunteer system, for example, less than 3,000 Koreans

applied to the Korean Special Volunteer Soldier System and only 12,348 applied the

following year. The target population for the volunteer system was around 700,000, so

the results were extremely disappointing to the Japanese. The number increased each

year until over 300,000 applied in 1943. Motives for applying varied. Many applied

because they were seeking glory, social status, and a job. A handful applied because they

sincerely supported Japan; some applied to learn technical and military skills that could

help Korea gain independence-but such cases were few. Most applied to avoid state
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coercion. Many disqualified themselves by dropping out of school before they graduated,

performing miserably during the physical or oral examinations, and so forth. Only three

percent of applications were accepted indicating that an applicant had to show an

eagerness to get accepted into the military.

The Korean military conscription system was more coercive, but did not reduce

Koreans to passive victims. Large numbers found ways to avoid the draft. Men sought

out labor conscription, left Korea for China, hid from the government, altered family

registries, or sought work as military civilians (which they thought would be safer).

Some men even faked illnesses or cut off fingers to qualify for an exemption. Once in the

military, several hundred Koreans fled the military and joined the Chinese nationalists

and communists.

Within the sphere of labor mobilization, Koreans were better able to control their

own fate. Large numbers of laborers cooperated with mobilization policies because they

were attracted by the wages, even if Japanese laborers were paid more. Young men used

economic opportunities created by the war to escape Korea's unpredictable agriculture

based economy, which suffered crop failures early in the war. One choice a handful of

Koreans made was to assist Japan in mobilizing Korea. Aikokuhan heads (many of which

were Korean) and police (one-third of which were Korean) actively worked to fill

government quotas for labor projects and volunteer soldier applications; they pressured

Koreans to respond to conscription notices; and they led labor recruiters to the homes of

individuals targeted for mobilization. It is doubtful that Japan could have located and

recruited Koreans as extensively as Koreans did. National elites were also important to
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the mobilization process. Literary giant Yi Kwang-su, military hero Kim Suk-won, and

Prince Yi Kon took highly publicized roles in calling for their countrymen to cooperate

and fulfill their obligations as Japanese subjects. This divide-and-rule tactic placed most

Korean elites on the side of the Japanese, thereby coopting (and neutralizing) those with

the credentials to lead ethnic Korean nationalism.

Significant numbers of laborers who felt exploited, discriminated against, or were

misled by shoddy recruiters responded to their condition through active and everyday

forms of resistance. Hundreds of thousands evaded labor service, deserted workplaces,

malingered at work, and went on strike. This agency shows that Koreans could, and did,

dictate their own fate, often at the expense of the GGK. Resistance to Japan and the

failure of propaganda spotlight shortcomings in Japan's domination of Korea, even if it

did not seriously challenge it.

A final theme addressed throughout this dissertation is that Japan's actions in

Korea were, for the most part, within the norm for colonial practice. France mobilized its

colonies in Indochina, West Africa, and North Africa during World War I, while Great

Britain mobilized its colonies in India, Malaysia, and Africa during both World Wars.

The similarities and differences between international colonial mobilization practices

open avenues of analysis that might otherwise be ignored. In the case of military

mobilization, Japan was quite late in using its colonial subjects as soldiers. The British

and French had mobilized colonial subjects from India and Africa in World War I and

even earlier for local conflagrations. Another similarity was the low wage paid to

colonial subjects and the poor, if not slave-like, conditions in which they worked.
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On the other hand, some of Japan's policies were distinctive. Japan's use of

Koreans within Japanese units was unique in the colonial context. British and French

overlords created separate units for their colonial soldiers. For Example, in East Africa,

Africans were attached to the Kings African Rifles. The United States Army was not

desegregated until after World War n. This is not to suggest the Japanese were

enlightened, rather, that the Japanese sought to force the assimilation of Korean men and

prevent disturbances or widespread desertion. Another distinguishing characteristic was

the Japanese army's willingness to promote Koreans to positions of authority over

Japanese soldiers. While most promotions were symbolic and hollow, this was

uncommon to colonial military mobilization: the French and British placed colonial

subjects in segregated units under the command of whites. At no point did a subject have

authority over a white person.

This dissertation has raised many questions related to the French and British

wartime mobilization of their colonies. Unfortunately, this treatment has been

superficial. I have sought to provide an outline of similarities and differences, but did not

have the time to research and examine the patterns of mobilization. As a result, I must

leave this topic to be done in the future.

The Second World War was a total war in which the states involved mobilized all

resources- including colonial subjects. Few colonial authorities looked to how wartime

mobilization might affect the colonial relationship. The wartime experiences, such as

discrimination, of Korean and African soldiers stimulated race consciousness. Many

Indians and Africans saw Europe and Europeans firsthand and were shocked to see the
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social problems and military weakness of Europe. They learned to operate radios, drive

heavy equipment, shoot guns, kill in hand-to-hand combat, and other skills that would

later facilitate the fight for independence. These skills and experiences were not soon

forgotten in the postwar period and contributed to the call for freedom.s Even more

important, colonial subjects witnessed the cracks in European domination over their

colonies. The wartime mobilization of colonies sped the decline of colonialism.

8 Barbara Bush 1999, 177.
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